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Abstract 
Recent technological achievements enabled microbiologists to fully grasp the vast diversity of 
microbial life that is resident in soils, highly complex matrices of alternating micro-habitats on very 
small scales. Since then, microbial community composition has been catalogued for many different 
terrestrial habitats. This triggered the investigation and definition of processes which shape these 
communities. In most cases, the environment determines community composition, and similar 
habitats may feature similar microbial communities despite being far apart. However, some habitats 
have been described as subjected to pronounced neutral processes, which are dispersal, ecological 
drift or speciation. The balance between these process types is now the subject of many studies looking 
at microbial communities. It is also clear that these processes need to be monitored on both temporal 
and spatial scales, as the two dimensions are inseparably interlinked. However, most microbial studies 
deal with only one aspect, but do not control for the other. 
In this work, the outcome of a highly sophisticated plot scale experiment is presented encompassing 
358 sampling locations distributed between six intra-annual sampling points on a 10 m x 10 m 
unfertilized grassland site in the Swabian Alb. RNA was extracted from the A-horizon of each soil and 
the hypervariable region 3 of the ribosomal small subunit was amplified and sequenced with barcoded 
Illumina sequencing. Roughly 400 million eubacterial reads were obtained. First, the spatio-temporal 
activity patterns of Acidobacteria, a diverse and globally abundant, yet comparably unexplored group 
of soil bacteria, were analyzed. Acidobacteria are canonically considered pH-dependent oligotrophs. 
However, a highly active community of 1208 OTUs was found, of which more than 250 OTUs were 
ubiquitous in space and time. The dense sampling design enabled the detection of nine sites in early 
summer featuring short-lived and surprisingly dramatic blooms of otherwise rare taxa. These 
significant local community shifts did not affect distance- and time-decay models, which predicted a 
high spatio-temporal stability of the overall community. Manifold environmental interactions on the 
OTU level were revealed with boosted generalized additive models. This contemporary selection 
induced pronounced spatial organization of many OTUs, which was remarkably persistent for 
dominant, but not for rare OTUs. Overall, the results show that the active acidobacterial community 
was strictly organized by deterministic, but not neutral processes, with the potential for highly 
significant locally isolated shifts. Future soil studies should therefore consider if the detected 
communities represent stable states. With this study, it was for the first time shown that a single site 
can feature distinct and significant spatial organization of many OTUs without showing any sign of 
spatially or temporally induced community decay. The solution to this somewhat contradictory finding 
was that the dominant OTUs – which impact β-diversity measures the most – do not change their 
spatial distribution over time, at least in the ScaleMic site. With decreasing abundance, OTUs showed 
 
 
high spatial and temporal flexibility, resembling findings being hitherto described for temporal 
patterns only. 
Another important question is the spatio-temporally distribution of functionally associated 
microorganisms. For example, ammonia- and nitrite-oxidizing microbes perform successive steps in 
the soil nitrogen cycle. Hence, their temporal and spatial interaction is required. To demonstrate the 
interdependence of both groups and to address factors promoting putative niche differentiation within 
each group, temporal and spatial changes in nitrifying organisms were monitored in the 
aforementioned experiment with group-specific qPCR supported by the rRNA dataset. A positive 
correlation between numerically dominant AOA and Nitrospira, and their co-occurrence at the same 
spatial scale in August and October, suggests that the nitrification process is predominantly performed 
by these groups and is restricted to a limited timeframe. Amongst nitrite-oxidizers, niche 
differentiation was evident in observed seasonally varying patterns of co-occurrence and spatial 
separation.  
Finally, it was planned to assess the microbial communities associated with fine roots in the 358 soil 
samples to check for spatio-temporal dynamics in the rhizosphere. It has been suggested that specific 
plants host specific microbial communities. This has however never been tested under field conditions. 
Yet, it was not possible to separate communities residing in and outside of roots with established 
methods. This triggered the evaluation of different approaches (washing, sonication, bleaching) 
regarding their efficiency to separate microbial cells associated with different root compartments of 
soil-grown rice using fluorescence microscopy and community fingerprinting of 16S rRNA genes. It 
turned out that widely recommended washing and sonication protocols failed to remove microbes 
completely from the roots. The findings suggest that a careful evaluation of separation strategies prior 
to molecular community analysis is indispensable, especially when endophytes are the subject of 
interest. 
In combination, the diversity of bacterial communities in space and time was tested from different 
angles, reflecting different research question, and they all revealed a far more complex reality than 
previously thought. 
  
 
 
Zusammenfassung 
Dank moderner Messtechniken können Mikrobiologen nahezu vollständig die Diversität mikrobiellen 
Lebens im Erdboden erfassen, bedingt durch dessen Eigenschaft auf engstem Raum alternierend 
unterschiedlichste Mikrohabitate aufzuweisen. Terrestrische mikrobielle Diversität wurde bisher vor 
allem im Zusammenhang mit und als Funktion von unterschiedlichen Lebensräumen katalogisiert. 
Dabei wurden Prozesse untersucht und definiert, die mikrobielle Gemeinschaften formen und 
beeinflussen. In den meisten Fällen wird Diversität durch äußere Bedingungen determiniert, z.B. durch 
Selektion durch Umweltvariablen. Das kann dazu führen, dass ähnliche, aber geographisch weit 
entfernte Habitate ähnliche Gemeinschaften aufweisen. Auf der anderen Seite wurden für manche 
Lebensräume auch neutrale, durch Umweltvariablen unbeeinflusste Bildungsprozesse beschrieben, 
z.B. durch ungerichtete, stochastische Dispersion ("dispersal"), ökologische Drift ("drift") oder 
evolutionäre Ereignisse ("speciation"). Wie diese beiden Prozesstypen (neutral und deterministisch) 
zusammenwirken, ist Gegenstand moderner mikrobieller Ökologie. Dabei erscheint klar, dass sie 
sowohl im Raum als auch in der Zeit wirken; beide Dimensionen sind untrennbar miteinander 
verbunden. Jedoch widmen sich viele Studien nur einem dieser beiden Aspekte. 
In dieser Arbeit werden die Ergebnisse einer Studie vorgelegt, die auf 100 Quadratmetern eines 
ungedüngten, landwirtschaftlich wenig manipulierten Graslandes in der Schwäbischen Alb in 358 
Bodenproben verteilt auf sechs Beprobungszeiträume innerhalb eines Jahres mikrobielle 
Gemeinschaften untersucht hat. Ribosomale RNA aus dem A-Horizont jeder Probe wurde extrahiert, 
und ihre hypervariable Region 3 der kleinen ribosomalen Untereinheit wurde mit Hilfe der Illumina-
Hochdurchsatzsequenzierung erfasst. Zunächst wurden die spatial-temporalen Aktivitätsmuster der 
Acidobacteria analysiert, einer global abundanten, diversen, aber bisher wenig verstandenen Gruppe 
von vornehmlich pH-abhängigen, oligotrophen Bodenbakterien. Dementgegen wurde eine hochaktive, 
1208 operationale taxonomische Einheiten (engl. "OTU"s) umfassende Gemeinschaft gefunden, von 
denen 252 zu jeder Zeit an jedem Ort gefunden wurde. Das dichte Beprobungsraster ermöglichte die 
Detektion von neun Proben im Juni, die durch das zeitlich begrenzte Aufblühen von ansonsten sehr 
seltenen OTUs charakterisiert wurden. Diese seltenen Fluktuationen hatten allerdings keinen Einfluss 
auf Distanz-Zerfall-Modellierungen, die für Zeit und Raum eine hohe Stabilität der mikrobiellen 
Gemeinschaften vorhersagten. Mannigfaltige Interaktionen zwischen Umweltvariablen und 
acidobakteriellen OTUs wurden mit Hilfe "geboosteter" generalisierter additiver Modellierungen 
gefunden, die signifikante, nicht-zufällige Verteilungsmuster von vielen OTU verursachten. Allgemein 
zeigten die Ergebnisse, dass neutrale Prozesse für die Strukturierung der acidobakteriellen 
Gemeinschaft keinerlei Rolle spielten; das beschriebene Potential für seltene, hochdynamische 
Populationsschwankungen stellt aber an zukünftige Studien die Forderung, die Stabilität der 
 
 
vorgefundenen Populationsstruktur zu untersuchen. Mit dieser Studie konnte erstmals gezeigt werden, 
dass ein einziger Beprobungsort auf wenigen Quadratmetern für viele OTUs spezifische 
Verteilungsmuster aufweisen kann, ohne dass es irgendeinen Hinweis für Distanzeffekte auf die 
Gemeinschaftszusammensetzungen gibt. Der Grund für dieses eher widersprüchliche Verhalten ist, 
dass die dominanten OTUs – solche, die die β-Diversität maximal beeinflussen – die zeitlich stabilsten 
Raumverteilungen zeigten. Mit sinkender Abundanz verhielten sich OTUs räumlich weniger statisch, 
was bisher nur für deren temporale Variabilität bekannt war.  
Eine andere wichtige Frage bestand in der Klärung der zeitlich-räumlichen Assoziierung von funktionell 
voneinander abhängigen Mikroorganismen. Ammonium- und Nitrit-Oxidierer beispielsweise führen 
aufeinanderfolgende Reaktionsschritte im Stickstoffzyklus des Bodens aus, und sollten daher auf 
beiden Skalen miteinander interagieren. qPCR-Daten beider funktioneller Gruppen wurden mit Hilfe 
des erwähnten rRNA Datensatzes auf solche Abhängigkeiten untersucht. Eine positive Korrelation war 
aber nur zwischen Ammonium-oxidierenden Archaeen und Nitrit-oxidierenden Nitrospira zu finden, 
die nur im August und im Oktober auf vergleichbaren spatialen Skalen co-existierten. Der Befund kann 
darauf hindeuten, dass der Prozess der Nitrifizierung in begrenzten Zeiträumen stattfindet oder unter 
Beteiligung anderer Spezies abläuft.  
Schließlich sollten die Rhizosphärengemeinschaften in den Wurzeln der beprobten Böden erfasst 
werden. Allgemein geht man von Pflanzen-spezifischen mikrobiellen Gemeinschaften in ihrer 
Rhizosphäre aus, was jedoch noch nie unter unkontrollierten Feldbedingungen bestätigt wurde. Es war 
allerdings nicht möglich, mit Hilfe etablierter Methoden die Wurzeln von besiedelnden 
Mikroorganismen zu säubern, was allerdings Vorbedingung für eine einwandfreie Quanti- und 
Qualifizierung der Populationen um, auf und in Wurzeln ist. Dies führte zu einer systematischen 
Evaluation verschiedener Methoden zur Separierung von rhizosphären-assoziierten mikrobiellen 
Gemeinschaften (Waschungen und Ultraschallbehandlung) der Reiswurzel, deren Effizienz mit 
Fluoreszenzmikroskopie und Diversitätsprofilen der kleinen ribosomalen Untereinheit kontrolliert 
wurde. Die Ergebnisse zeigten, dass oft verwendete Protokolle die untersuchten Wurzeln nicht von 
Mikroorganismen säubern konnten, was die Aussagekraft phylogenetischer Analysen einschränken 
kann. Diese Experimente zeigten, dass eine vorherige technische Evaluation verwendeter Verfahren 
unumgänglich ist, besonders dann, wenn man an der Isolation von endophytisch lebenden 
Mikroorganismen interessiert ist.  
Zusammengefasst wurden in dieser Arbeit die zeitlichen und räumlichen Verteilungen terrestrischer 
bakterieller Gemeinschaften aus drei unterschiedlichen Blickwinkeln untersucht. Die Ergebnisse legen 
nahe, dass mindestens im untersuchten Habitat die Realität wesentlich komplexer ist als bisher 
beschrieben. 
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1 Introduction 
This thesis tries to advance terrestrial microbiology in three different subfields; all of these 
advancements have been triggered by the same experiment, which monitored the spatial and 
temporal fluctuations of microbial communities inhabiting a temperate grassland soil on a scale of just 
100 square meters at an unprecedented sampling resolution. I present results from a study assessing 
the physiologically active fractions of Acidobacteria – alleged slow-growing, yet dominant oligotrophic 
soil bacteria – in respect to its temporal and spatial variability and the processes that might have 
assembled them. Another study deals with the spatio-temporal co-occurrence of soil bacteria which 
have long thought to be functionally dependent, and the final part of this thesis describes important 
methodological findings in the analysis of the rhizosphere, a zone of the soil in which significant plant-
microbe interactions take place. The scope of this thesis thus covers several highly complex areas of 
soil microbiology, and the following introduction seeks to establish the basic principles of any of them.  
1.1 The ecological significance of soil microbes 
Important ecosystem services are provided by soils (Maron, et al., 2011), the prevalent form of land 
mass cover and the host of presumably 25% of the > 1030 total cells on earth (Whitman, et al., 1998). 
Microbes grant the functionality of many biogeochemical cycles securing the bio-availability of 
essential elements, such as carbon, nitrogen, sulfur or phosphorus (Madsen, 2011). The role of 
microbes in the carbon cycle relies in the decomposition of soil organic matter (SOM), and the 
mineralization of these degradation products via dissimilatory pathways. Thereby, inorganic single-
carbon molecules (mainly CO2) are released into the environment, where they are fixed again by 
photosynthetic organisms, closing the cycle. The CO2 – release from both autotrophic root and 
heterotrophic microbial respiration is tenfold higher than from fossil fuel emission (Gougoulias, et al., 
2014), demonstrating the fundamental role of soil microbes (Schimel & Schaeffer, 2012) in a 
fundamental global cycle (Schimel, 1995). In the nitrogen cycle, the role of microbes is likewise 
essential (Gruber & Galloway, 2008). Plants lack the ability to take up atmospheric N2 and hence 
require microbial support, either via symbiotic bacteria (who fix N2 to NH4+) living in root nodules or by 
direct uptake of dissolved organic nitrogen provided by bacterial enzymatic activity (Van Der Heijden, 
et al., 2008). Furthermore, bacteria are major players in nitrification, a process in which NH4+ (e.g. from 
mineralization of organic matter) is stepwise oxidized to NO3-. Distinct groups of bacteria anaerobically 
reduce the nitrate again to gaseous forms ("denitrification"), and are thus completing the cycle. It has 
recently been shown that the loss of bacterial diversity directly decreases denitrification rates in soils 
(Philippot, et al., 2013b). Similar key roles of bacteria characterize the phosphorus (Richardson & 
Simpson, 2011), and sulfur cycles (Kertesz & Mirleau, 2004) in soils. Both elements are limiting factors 
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for plant growth (Ågren, et al., 2012), which underlines the relevance of bacteria for ecosystem 
services as basic as plant productivity. In general, all soil-borne elemental cycles are interlinked 
(Bradford, et al. (2008), Wang, et al. (2010), Madsen (2011)), for example if the oxidation of reduced 
carbon species is coupled to denitrification or sulfate reduction in oxygen-free soil zones. The 
maintenance of these key elemental cycles represent just a tiny fraction of the functional roles soil 
microbiota fulfill, ranging from pathogen control, soil aeration to providing soil matrix stability 
(Kennedy & Papendick, 1995, Kibblewhite, et al., 2008, Lehman, et al., 2015). In fact, soil microbes are 
essential to sustain the multifunctionality of associated ecosystems (Bardgett & van der Putten, 2014, 
Wagg, et al., 2014, Delgado-Baquerizo, et al., 2016)1. From the global perspective, the anthropogenic 
factor (e.g. by intensive agricultural cropping and grazing and the overall global climate change) is 
expected to impact soil life stability and its role in ecosystem functioning, to a yet uncertain degree 
(Lal, 2010, Bissett, et al., 2011, de Vries & Shade, 2013). Soils are crucial for human welfare (Schmidt, 
et al., 2011). It is therefore of high relevance to understand the role of soil microbes in keeping the 
balance between soil respiration, global photosynthesis rates and the ability to sink carbon in soil 
organic matter (Bardgett, et al., 2008, Smith, et al., 2008). Similar considerations for the microbially - 
mediated N-cycle have been reviewed by Ollivier, et al. (2011), who describe scenarios of significantly 
altered nitrifying/denitrifying/N-fixing bacteria with however yet unclear consequences. 
1.2 Bacterial diversity (in soils) 
Apparently, soils harbor a huge reservoir of bacterial biomass and diversity2 (Gans, et al., 2005, Regan, 
et al., 2014). This discovery has raised central questions of soil microbial ecology, asking whether this 
diversity is required and how it is sustained (Nannipieri, et al., 2003, Stein & Nicol, 2011, Prosser, 2012). 
To address these questions, microbial diversity needs to be defined first, i.e. a concept is required to 
systematically index bacterial life. The general biological species concept has been widely influenced 
by the work of Ernst Mayr, who based his definition of a species on reproduction compatibility and 
isolation (de Queiroz, 2005). However, prokaryotes do not sexually reproduce and their ability to share 
genetic content across taxonomic borders by lateral gene transfer further hampers the creation of an 
analogous species concept for prokaryotes (Kämpfer & Rosselló-Mora, 2004, Prosser, et al., 2007, 
Achtman & Wagner, 2008). Accordingly, a basic definition of bacterial diversity argues from the 
perspective of genetic content rather than taxonomic units (Nannipieri, et al., 2003). Furthermore, 
scientists cannot estimate bacterial richness and diversity based on viable organisms they isolate from 
samples, simply because most bacteria are recalcitrant to cultivation attempts, a phenomenon which 
                                                                                                                                                                             
1 Conflicting results were recently presented by Soliveres, et al. (2016), in which the authors attested strong 
contextual dependencies of the multifunctionality/multidiversity relationship. 
2 Aside from Bacteria, the diversity of Archaea and eukaryotic microorganisms (such as Protozoa or Fungi) in soils 
is also substantial and significant, but not covered in this thesis. 
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has been referred to as the "great plate count anomaly" (Amann, et al., 1995). Thus, it is not surprising 
that pioneering soil microbiologists in the first half of the last century did not focus on the diversity 
aspect. Indeed, two early reviews on soil microbiology did not even mention the term "diversity" once 
(H G Thornton & Meiklejohn, 1957, Macura, 1974), although the fundamental textbook of bacterial 
taxonomy (the "Bergey's Manual of Systematic Bacteriology" (Garrity, et al. (eds., 2001)) was available 
already since 1923. Soil microbiology at that time was driven by the available methodology (Insam, 
2001), and research mainly relied on what was isolated or enriched from environmental samples. Most 
of the scientific progress then was based on physiology (Insam, 2001), and for example covered 
substrate accessibility, soil enzymology, plant-microbe interactions within the rhizosphere and the 
nitrogen cycle in soils, as discovered by Sergei Winogradski as early as 1890 (Dworkin, 2012). This 
culture dependency changed with the development of molecular biology, and simultaneously the 
theoretical foundation of a prokaryotic species concept has undergone several major changes 
(Rosselló-Mora & Amann, 2001, Rosselló-Móra & Amann, 2015). In these two publications, Rosselló-
Mora and Amann described how two major achievements significantly fostered the development of 
bacterial taxonomy: i) the use of genetic content as a taxonomic attribute, for example in DNA-DNA 
hybridization experiments or by measurement of Guanine/Cytosine ratios in the DNA and ii) the 
discovery of ribosomal nucleic acids (rDNA or rRNA) as a genetic marker to differentiate between 
bacterial lineages (see also Woese (1987)). Although the switch from morphological to genomic 
markers was crucial (Pace, 1997), two other major steps were required to fully operate independently 
from cultured bacteria. First, the introduction of polymerase chain reaction (PCR) into the molecular 
toolbox (Saiki, et al., 1988) made it possible to fully extract the genetic diversity of an environmental 
sample without cultivation experiments – given suitable consensus amplification primers (Lane, 1991) 
and a quantitative lysis of all cells (O'Donnell & Görres, 1999). The advent of PCR was mainly 
responsible for the triplication of known bacterial divisions in the late 20th century (Hugenholtz, et al., 
1998). However, the predominant DNA sequencing method of that era – based on capillary 
electrophoresis (Sanger & Coulson, 1975) – required the separation of the amplicon library into 
purified, single products, for example by clone libraries (Shendure & Ji, 2008). Thus, early 
environmental studies of bacterial diversity were either based on the DNA sequencing of clone libraries 
(for example Janssen (2006) – typically of low yields -, or disregarded DNA sequencing (and therefore 
phylogenetic identification) entirely in favor of providing community fingerprints, for example by 
denaturing gradient gel electrophoresis (DGGE) or the analysis of terminal restriction fragment length 
polymorphism (T-RFLP) or ribosomal intergenic spacers (RISA) (Gao & Tao, 2012, Su, et al., 2012). 
Essentially, microbiologists had to decide between high phylogenetic predication at a low yield of clone 
sequences and a high profiling power with highly limited phylogenetic information, and sometimes 
combined both efforts to reach both goals (e.g. Naether, et al. (2012)). However, the low sample 
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coverage of the combination of clone library construction and Sanger sequencing required additional 
extrapolation of the "true" diversity (Curtis, et al., 2006). This obstacle was eventually overcome by 
the development of high throughput sequencing, such as pyrosequencing or more recently Illumina 
sequencing (Mardis, 2008, Shendure & Ji, 2008, Shokralla, et al., 2012). Due to these so-called next gen 
sequencing (NGS) techniques, it is now possible to gain deep insight in microbial communities and to 
infer qualitative and quantitative information from the same experiment (Morales & Holben, 2011). 
Since then, the discovery of previously hidden "dark matter" (Solden, et al., 2016) of unculturable 
bacteria has fundamentally changed our view on the bacterial domain of life, as evident from the 
introduction of dozens of new bacterial branches into the current tree of life, based on fully sequenced 
or reconstructed genomes (Hug, et al., 2016) of organisms with an entirely unknown phenotype. 
Historically, the way to look at and to define bacterial diversity has changed over the decades, and is 
still the subject of scientific discourse (Achtman & Wagner, 2008). As of today, the most common 
marker of bacterial diversity is still the gene of the small subunit of the ribosome (SSU or 16S rDNA), 
which provided a sequence similarity-based classification for the standard taxonomic ranks (phylum, 
class, order, family, genus) using data of validly described type species (Yarza, et al., 2014). Aside from 
16S rRNA gene identity (for which ~99% marks the threshold for species affiliation (Stackebrandt & 
Ebers, 2006)), total DNA-DNA-hybridization (DDH) is another frequently performed test for taxonomic 
classification based on the genetic content of bacteria (70% threshold for species identity 
(Stackebrandt, et al., 2002, Meier-Kolthoff, et al., 2013)).3 In some cases, the use of a single genetic 
marker is not enough to define genetic diversity. Clinical pathogen diagnostics may require the ability 
to dissolve between strains with higher resolution, utilizing a diverse set of genes of conserved 
functionality ('housekeeping genes') with multi locus sequence analysis (MLSA), and it was proposed 
to replace the DDH approach with it in general prokaryotic taxonomy (Glaeser & Kämpfer, 2015). 
Others have suggested to incorporate fully sequenced genomes into prokaryotic species description 
(Rosselló-Móra & Amann, 2015) or to use the average nucleotide identity (ANI) between two genomes 
(Richter & Rosselló-Móra, 2009). However, the current species definition is based on pragmatic 
assumptions and lacks an underlying theory of a bacterial species. For these reasons, microbial 
ecologists use a broader SSU similarity threshold to define a bacterial species to avoid the 
                                                                                                                                                                             
3 Other bio-molecules may serve as diversity marker as well, e.g. the composition of phospholipid fatty acids 
(PFLA) of a microbial community is frequently studied. PLFA has some advantages over ribosomal RNA, e.g. it 
excludes dead cells from the survey (Nannipieri, et al., 2003, Gao & Tao, 2012), but it does not represent an 
evolutionary clock, and therefore does not allow the reconstruction of phylogenetic trees. It is thus only briefly 
mentioned here for completeness reasons. 
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consequences of identifying a large, mostly unexplainable richness by applying the "99% sequence 
identity" criterion. Instead, a relaxed 97% sequence identity is used to identify operational taxonomic 
units (OTU) between genus and species level (Stackebrandt & Goebel, 1994). Still, even broad OTU 
definitions lead to a "new, ridiculous diversity" (Prosser, 2012) which emerged after high throughput 
molecular screening methods became popular. As taxonomic signals cannot be linked with observed 
phenotypes (due to the aforementioned unculturability of most bacteria) in the vast majority of all 
cases, a precise species classification is rarely needed, especially considering that often it is not possible 
to link a function to an observed OTU: Comparative genomics with very closely related strains of E. coli 
from different habitats have shown that the additional genetic equipment carried by these strains can 
vary by thousands of open reading frames between them (Konstantinidis & Tiedje, 2005), revealing 
habitat-dependent diversification events due to inter- and intraspecies gene flow (Wiedenbeck & 
Cohan, 2011). Thus, functional redundancy between phylogenetically distant species (see Burke, et al. 
(2011)) complicates the establishment of a phylogenetic systematics based on single marker genes. 
This has caused some researchers to look at prokaryotic diversity in terms of ecological rather than 
genetic similarities, and efforts have been made to integrate both eco- and genotypes into an accurate 
microbial classification (Cohan & Perry, 2007, Koeppel, et al., 2008, Schleifer, 2009). Hereby, all 
organisms occupying the same ecological niche serve as a single ecotype (Achtman & Wagner, 2008). 
In agreement with this trait-based view on bacterial taxonomy, Barberan and colleagues (2014) 
showed that cosmopolitan species in 596 soil samples shared many genomic traits, but not 
phylogenetic inheritance. Ecological theory predicts a positive correlation between biodiversity and 
ecosystem functioning (Duffy, 2009), a relationship, which is not as clearly evident for bacterial 
communities (Peter, et al., 2011). Especially in soils (Nielsen, et al., 2011), the functional redundancy 
in microbial communities is high (Bell, et al., 2005), because many functions are widely dispersed 
among many phylogenetic groups (Prosser, 2012). Usually, this functional redundancy is viewed as a 
mechanism that backs the functionality of the bacterial ecosystem (Wohl, et al., 2004). However, this 
mechanism may be less clear depending on the functional specificity of a studied trait (e.g. the 
capability to degrade basic vs. specific carbon sources (Paterson, et al., 2007)). Prosser (2012) pointed 
out that many bacterial species would be able to perform basic operations such as the degradation of 
common substrates, but argued that similar phylotypes 4  may respond differently facing new 
environmental conditions. Hence, ecologists have developed tools to evaluate bacterial communities 
based on their metagenomic content (i.e. the habitat-wide pool of available functions (see Daniel 
(2005)) and multifunctionality (Krause, et al., 2014, Miki, et al., 2014). Both pure functional and 
taxonomic approaches for soil bacterial classification may be insufficient to discern the high observed 
                                                                                                                                                                             
4 The author defines phylotypes as entities with evolutionary significance, whereas OTUs (operational taxonomic 
units) have just operational value. 
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richness in soils. Some techniques can provide links between phylogenetic affiliation and function 
outside of cultured isolates, for example stable isotope probing or NanoSIMS (Gao & Tao, 2012, Su, et 
al., 2012), which trace the uptake of labelled substrates back to distinct subpopulations, or 
computational algorithms which compare the frequency of nucleotide patterns between genomic 
fragments (Richter & Rosselló-Móra, 2009). Given that culture-independent bacterial diversity 
research is a comparably recent and highly debated field, a plethora of methods is in use for both 
determining diversity and function of soil microbes, which impedes the comparison between studies 
and has incited a growing demand for method standardization (Philippot, et al., 2012). 
1.3 Soils as a microbial habitat 
1.3.1 Habitat features and their implications on microbial diversity and activity 
Soils features unique attribute, which are challenging to both soil microbes and the scientist studying 
them (O'Donnell, et al., 2007). They consist of differently sized aggregates, composed of clay, sand and 
organic matter, with local disturbances of biotic origins (roots, fungal hyphen, secretion and 
penetration by soil fauna). The pores between the micro-aggregates offer varying water content (with 
local fluctuations of pH, ionic strength, and dissolved organics). The level of water flow through these 
pores regulates the connectivity of the soil fractions as well as their aeration, and is thus providing 
natural barriers for microbial dispersal (Lombard, et al., 2011) as well as predation (Vos, et al., 2013), 
as micropores are not accessible to protozoans (Ranjard & Richaume, 2001). In unsaturated soils, the 
low connectivity between aggregates may thus foster drastic changes of the micro-environment 
occurring on very small scales, sustaining bacterial diversity. By contrast, water-saturated soils feature 
significant less diverse communities (Nannipieri, et al., 2003, Carson, et al., 2010). From the 
perspective of a single cell, a typical soil - featuring a distribution of air and water pores of about 50% 
each (O'Donnell, et al., 2007) - much resembles a labyrinth with infrequently appearing oases of 
substrate availability, in which an- and aerobic microhabitats can alternate at small scales. Spatial 
accessibility of nutrients is thus a major issue; it has been shown that otherwise very labile sugars can 
persist for decades (Schmidt, et al., 2011). These habitat characteristics lead to a strong segment- and 
separation of microbial populations colonizing different aggregates and pores (Grundmann, 2004, 
Raynaud & Nunan, 2014), accounting for the enormous species richness found in soils (Carson, et al., 
2010, Chau, et al., 2011): A single gram of soil may include up to 1011 bacterial cells (Regan, et al., 2014) 
featuring up to 8 x 106 different species (Gans, et al., 2005). Despite appearing in these high numbers, 
soil prokaryotes cover only 10-6% of the available soil surface and less than 1% of the soil volume 
(Young & Crawford, 2004, Schmidt, et al., 2011). Even the community structure inside the cell 
aggregates varies strongly (Mummey, et al., 2006). From a technical point of view, it is therefore 
apparent that sampling design can strongly affect outcomes of soil life surveys (Baker, et al., 2009). 
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The multidimensionality of the soil texture and substrate availability fluctuations implicate that not all 
cells in a given soil volume can be simultaneously active. The question if detected organisms actively 
participate in ecosystem processes (for example by substrate utilization, growth and reproduction), is 
essential for microbial ecology. It is however not entirely clear at which stage a bacterial cell can be 
considered dead (Trevors, 2012). Identifying dead bacteria is for example an important task in food 
safety, and community survey outcomes may be affected by persistent extracellular DNA - remnants 
of membrane-compromised, thus surely dead cells (Nocker, et al., 2010). Similarly, a certain 
uncertainty exists regarding the activity of bacterial cells (Blagodatskaya & Kuzyakov, 2013). Bacteria 
can overcome periods of unfavorable environmental conditions by switching into dormant cell states 
with strongly reduced metabolic activity. This is a major process to maintain biodiversity, as up to 40% 
of all microbes in a given soil sample stay dormant at the same time (Jones & Lennon, 2010). Depending 
on the ability to quickly respond to substrate availability, a fraction of the microorganisms is considered 
to be potentially active. A whole suite of methods exists to quantify the active fraction of the 
community (Blagodatskaya & Kuzyakov, 2013), but as of today rRNA is the only available activity 
marker that allows taxonomic classification. The use of rRNA as a broad indicator for cell growth has 
been criticized, instead it has been argued that rRNA shall be considered as the protein biosynthesis 
potential (Blazewicz, et al., 2013). More precisely, the synthesis of ribosomes marks a cell state of 
potential responsiveness to their environment, including anticipatory ribosome production of cells 
entering dormant stage (Sukenik, et al., 2012). It is also widely considered that free rRNA is not as 
persistent in the environment as DNA (minimizing the influence of remnants of dead cells to 
community assessments), but as of late conflicting data has been reported (Torti, et al., 2015). 
1.3.2 Hot spots of soil bacterial activity 
The idea that bacterial cells are only active under favorable conditions has been integrated into the 
hot spot concept (Kuzyakov & Blagodatskaya, 2015). Here, hot spots are spatially and temporally 
restricted locations at which the availability of labile substrate directs "hot moments" of increased and 
accelerated microbial processes (Kuzyakov & Blagodatskaya, 2015). Hot spots are a main driver of 
spatial micro-scale heterogeneity of diversity, for example by heterogeneous distribution of root 
exudates in the rhizosphere (Neumann, et al., 2014) or worm defecation (Bruneau, et al., 2005) and 
are even more pronounced in deeper soil layers (Uksa, et al., 2014). Kuzyakov and Blagodatskaya 
(2015) have classified four major high input sources for hot spots:  
 The rhizosphere (the interface between plant roots and their surrounding microbiome, at 
which the plant releases labile root exudates and also de-aerates the soil) 
 The detritussphere (zones, in which litter and dead roots are degraded) 
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 Biopores (zones of organic matters formed by animal feces, especially in the earthworm-
mediated drilosphere) 
 Aggregate surfaces (zones of accumulated organic material in the lower soil horizons, leached 
from organic-rich upper layers) 
The first three mentioned classes of hot spots operate on the (sub-)centimeter-, whereas aggregate 
surfaces act on the micrometer-scale. Hot spot events are closely connected to the high variability of 
soil properties evident at very small distances, and are either driven by biotic (litter, root death, 
defecation, root growth) or abiotic processes (climatic changes, such as rain fall or snow melt). 
Depending on the underlying process and the nature of the carbon input, these events may last 
between days (e.g. aggregate surface-mediated) and months (in the detritussphere) (Kuzyakov & 
Blagodatskaya, 2015). During these "hot moments", the microbial community composition may evolve 
due to the changing substrate quality, e.g. with respect to the stage of litter degradation or plant 
growth, as many labile carbon specimens are used up quickly by specialized r-strategist until more 
recalcitrant carbon sources prevail, in turn stimulating K-strategists (Pascault, et al., 2010). Accordingly, 
it was recently demonstrated that bulk soil communities in a wheat cropping field changed at much 
slower rates than the rhizosphere communities (Donn, et al., 2015). The high heterogeneity of the soil 
matrix also may favor community diversification processes not related to substrate quality or 
availability alone. Vos, et al. (2013) described situations in which the lack of competition – for example 
due to spatial isolation of distinct groups of organisms – increases β-diversity on scales down to several 
micrometers.  
1.3.3 Environmental controls of microbial diversity and abundance 
Many soil properties are frequently determined to test their correlation with microbial abundance and 
diversity, and the importance of variables like nutrient pool sizes, structure and accessibility (Fierer, et 
al., 2007, Fierer, et al., 2012) and soil texture (Carson, et al., 2010, Chau, et al., 2011) depend on the 
habitual and taxonomic context (Constancias, et al., 2015). The most important predictor of global soil 
microbial biomass accumulation seems to be soil moisture (Serna-Chavez, et al., 2013) – not surprising 
considering that all bacteria are aquatic organisms and thus limited by water supply. Regarding 
diversity, pH is the most important species sorting effector (Fierer & Jackson, 2006, Lauber, et al., 2008, 
Lauber, et al., 2009, Griffiths, et al., 2011), already acting at small scales (Baker, et al., 2009). Aside 
from these edaphic soil properties, which may be linked to a number of climatic processes (rain- and 
snowfall, temperature, wind), one could assume that above ground vegetation in general might be an 
important effector of soil microbial biodiversity, be it due to the multitude of mutual effects or plain 
competition between the two domains of life (Reynolds, et al., 2003, Van Der Heijden, et al., 2008). It 
is thus surprising that the literature actually reports mixed results. Mitchell, et al. (2010) for example 
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found that vegetation was predicting the soil microbiome as well as soil properties on a successional 
gradient between moor- and woodland habitats. Agreeing with this, a survey encompassing 180 sites 
concluded that the bacterial community was to some degree influenced by vegetation traits (with no 
statement about taxonomic plant distribution) (de Vries, et al., 2012). A recent experiment 
manipulating spatial arrangement, evenness and dominant plant species found that all of these 
attributes influenced the microbial community at some point (Massaccesi, et al., 2015). Yet, evidence 
accumulates that plant and fungal, but not plant and bacterial communities are linked (Millard & Singh, 
2009, Cassman, et al., 2016). In contrast, Prober, et al. (2015) found that plant α-diversity did not 
explain well microbial α-diversity 5  of neither bacterial, archaeal, or fungal communities, when 
grassland samples from 4 continents were compared – instead β-diversity was significantly correlated 
between above and below ground communities, corroborating earlier work (Grüter, et al., 2006). This 
β-diversity effect seems to work on much smaller scales as well, as a study investigating bulk soil, 
rhizosphere and drilosphere separately did report a strong effect of the plant species to all 
compartments but the bulk soil (Uksa, et al., 2014). On a similar note, Bardgett, et al. (2005) added 
that interactions between plant and soil organism become more important when larger temporal 
scales are explored (for example due to seasonality or millennia-spanning leaching effects), an aspect 
most studies using only singular time points might have missed. Yet, current state of research suggests 
no critical role of plant to overall soil bacterial diversity, but evidence is far from conclusive. Related to 
the issue if plants control bacterial life in soil, there is an ongoing debate about the anthropogenic 
impact on soil life, for example by agricultural land use (crop rotation, fertilization practices, tilling or 
grazing). Evidently, soil organic matter pools are strongly affected by management type (and climate 
zones (Ogle, et al., 2005)), and hence it would not be surprising if the ranging substrate qualities and 
abundances would consequently alter microbial communities. Notwithstanding, a plethora of studies 
have suggested that soil properties rather than land use types better explain diversity shifts (Lauber, 
et al., 2008, Kuramae, et al., 2012, Pereira e Silva, et al., 2012, Thomson, et al., 2015), but conflicting 
data has been published as well (Jangid, et al., 2008, Shange, et al., 2012, Mendes, et al., 2015). Again, 
seasonality may play an important role (Lauber, et al., 2013) in some habitat types, but not for every 
microbial phylum (DeBruyn, et al., 2011). Furthermore, long-term effects of land management to 
microbial communities can be severe (Hartmann, et al., 2012) but are seldom monitored. It has been 
noted that these effects can also be balanced by 'good agricultural practices', for example crop rotation 
sustained below ground diversity almost as well as unmanaged soils, in contrast to mono-cultures 
(Figuerola, et al., 2015).  
                                                                                                                                                                             
5 α-diversity describes the observed diversity at a single site (for example species richness or other diversity 
measures). β-diversity refers to the compositional differences between sites, essentially the community turnover. 
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1.3.4 The rhizosphere 
Although there is no clear evidence for a direct link between above and below ground communities, 
the plant-bacteria interaction in soils is regarded as a critical factor for global ecosystems as well as for 
world nutrition (Reynolds, et al., 2003, Van Der Heijden, et al., 2008). A part of this thesis deals with 
the spatial distribution of bacteria in those interaction zones6 in the soil7. This series of highly dynamic 
micro-habitats in close proximity to, directly on, and in the roots itself (McNear Jr, 2013) is conflated 
under the term "rhizosphere" and conceptually distinguished from the surrounding bulk soil (Bulgarelli, 
et al., 2013). This microhabitat was already briefly introduced as a hot zone of bacterial activity (1.3.2). 
Plants influence the soil around their roots by nutrient and water uptake as well as the release of 
rhizodeposits, gases, and protons, consequently shaping the conditions for microbial community 
assembly (Hartmann, et al., 2009, Hinsinger, et al., 2009). In turn, microorganisms able to colonize 
rhizosphere habitats mediate plant growth (Compant, et al., 2010) and contribute to plant health 
(Berendsen, et al., 2012), for example by assisting in nutrient uptake (e.g. nitrogen fixation of legumes 
(Ottow, 2011)) or by suppressing plant pathogens. Van Der Heijden, et al. (2008) estimated that 20,000 
plant species are unable to survive without bacterial support, with Vandenkoornhuyse, et al. (2015) 
describing the plant and their microbiome as a single biological entity (a so-called holobiont). On the 
negative end of the interaction range, pathogenic microbes may significantly reduce plant diversity 
and productivity. Recently, the research on the dynamics, functionality, and composition of the 
rhizosphere and its associated microbiome has become a highly relevant topic that has been 
extensively reviewed (e.g. Philippot, et al. (2013a), Berg, et al. (2014), Reinhold-Hurek, et al. (2015)), 
especially in the light of recent findings that plants seem to recruit a specific microbiome from their 
surrounding bulk soil communities (Bulgarelli, et al., 2012, Lundberg, et al., 2012, Bulgarelli, et al., 
2013).  
1.4 Defining the key bacterial lineages in soils 
A section about soil bacterial diversity would not be complete without highlighting the major players 
in bacterial soil communities. Soil bacterial communities have been sampled from almost any 
conceivable habitat (see Tables 3 & 4), but literature reviewing the key bacterial inhabitants is 
surprisingly rare. One of the initial large scale surveys aiming at a taxonomic classification of soil 
bacteria was based on 32 clone libraries from various soil habitats and identified Proteobacteria, 
Acidobacteria, Actinobacteria, Verrucomicrobia, Bacteroidetes, Chloroflexi, Planctomycetes, 
                                                                                                                                                                             
6 This refers to the soil; considerable interactions between plants and bacteria also occur at leaf surfaces (referred 
to as phyllosphere). 
7 The mycorrhizae, a symbiotic association between fungi and vascular plants, are also highly relevant for soil 
biomes, but are not adressed in this thesis. 
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Gemmatimonadetes, and Firmicutes (ordered by average relative abundance) as the dominant 
bacterial groups on the phylum level (Janssen, 2006). Thereby, only Proteobacteria, Acidobacteria, and 
Actinobacteria were making up more than 10% of an average clone library, respectively, with class α-
Proteobacteria comprising the majority within Proteobacteria. A decade later, these results have been 
confirmed in a number of large continent- or nation-wide surveys, which – partially – utilized high-
throughput sequencing and were thus based on much larger sample sizes than provided by clone 
libraries, e.g. from France (Constancias, et al., 2015), Great Britain (Griffiths, et al., 2011), China (Wang, 
et al., 2015), Germany (Nacke, et al., 2011), or the Artic (Chu, et al., 2010). In all these studies, the 
three aforementioned major clades (α-Proteobacteria, Acidobacteria, and Actinobacteria) prevail, 
whereas the lesser abundant groups may vary to a greater extent between soils. The ecological 
classification of soil bacteria and possible links between taxon and function has been addressed as 
well; one of the earliest attempts to do so culture-independently has been published in Fierer, et al. 
(2007), in which some general observations were revealed on the phylum level, e.g. the opposite 
correlation trends between carbon mineralization rates and α-Proteobacteria and Bacteroidetes on 
the one, and Acidobacteria on the other hand. However, our knowledge on ecophysiological attributes 
of abundant soil bacterial still relies mostly on the culturable minority of soil communities: Ottow 
(2011) has reviewed the existing body of literature in chapters 6 and 7, respectively. The key findings 
for the major bacterial groups are briefly summarized here. The numerically largest phylum is 
Proteobacteria, which consists of a heterogeneous group of exclusively gram-negative, but 
metabolically diverse bacteria. Phototrophic, chemoorganotrophic, and chemolithotrophic lifestyles 
are present within the phylum. Five classes have been distinguished, of which the α- and β-
Proteobacteria are of high importance for soil ecology, as we found most of the nitrogen-fixing bacteria 
within these groups, either as free living organisms (genera Azospirillum or Beijerinckia) or in symbiosis 
with plants, inhabiting root nodules (e.g. genera Rhizobium or Bradyrhizobium). Recently, β-
proteobacterial genera such as Burkholderia (usually a typical SOM degrader in bulk soils and the outer 
rhizosphere) have been found in root nodules of some legumes as well. Nitrobacter is another 
important genus within the α-Proteobacteria because of its key role in nitrification (along with Phylum 
Nitrospira and a few other groups). Other key groups of soil-borne Proteobacteria are methane 
oxidizing bacteria (α- and β-Proteobacteria), abundant r-strategists such as Pseudomonas (γ- 
Proteobacteria), and sulfate-reducing bacteria (δ- Proteobacteria), which however are mostly limited 
to frequently flooded soils, swamps and marshlands. 
Actinobacteria are morphologically diverse, gram-positive bacteria with high GC-content and belong 
to the most important aerobe SOM degraders. They mostly inhabit litter layers and humus-rich top 
soils. Most soil-borne Actinobacteria are representatives of order Actinomycetales (e.g. family 
Streptomyces) and are nutritionally very versatile.  
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Acidobacteria play a central role in this thesis, and are extensively reviewed in the following section. 
In brief, this phylum comprise gram-negative bacteria adapted to an oligotrophic lifestyle and is 
frequently dominating communities in acidic soils. 
The exclusively gram-positive Firmicutes include two classes, which are important for soil communities. 
Class Bacilli consist predominantly of r-strategists which thrive under nutrient-rich conditions and may 
quickly return to inactivity by sporulation. Class Clostridia contains fermentative species, which are 
frequently selected in the absence of oxygen and energy-rich substrates. 
Of the Bacteroidetes, two major groups of highly flexible SOM degraders are frequently found in soils, 
from genus Flavobacteria and from class Sphingobacteriaceae. Species belonging to the latter group 
are characterized by their high motility. Phyla Planctomycetes and Verrucomicrobia feature abundant 
soil bacteria as well, but the lack of cultured members has hampered the understanding of their role 
in soil microbial ecology. Planctomycetes are of special interest because of a combination of unique 
attributes, e.g. reproduction by buddying, cell compartmentalization, proteinaceous cell walls and the 
ability to form holdfasts. 
As already mentioned in 1.2, many functional traits are shared across taxonomic borders, which 
complicates attempts to assign specific functions to unique microbial groups of soil communities. 
Ottow (2011, p. 83) lists as many as 16 different functional traits of soil microbes, none of which can 
be assigned to a monophyletic group. This includes basic (C- and N-mineralization) as well as more 
specific capabilities (e.g. chitin and lignin hydrolysis).  
1.5 Acidobacteria 
Acidobacteria are ubiquitously present in global soils, for example in the arctic tundra (Männistö, et 
al., 2013, Shen, et al., 2015), cold deserts (Van Horn, et al., 2013), the Amazon rain forest (Navarrete, 
et al., 2015), (sub) alpine mountains in central China (Zhang, et al., 2014) or central Europe (Lazzaro, 
et al., 2015), and temperate habitats (Naether, et al., 2012, Foesel, et al., 2014). In addition, 
representatives of this phylum have been detected in a wide range of other habitats, ranging from 
million year old ice samples (Bidle, et al., 2007), freshwater ponds (Zimmermann, et al., 2012), marine 
sponges (O'Connor-Sanchez, et al., 2014), peat bogs (Pankratov, 2012), subsurface soils underneath 
biological soil crusts in the Kalahari (Elliott, et al., 2014), acidic mining lakes (Kleinsteuber, et al., 2008), 
deep-sea plankton (Quaiser, et al., 2008) to deep-sea hydrothermal vents (Izumi, et al., 2012). 
Historically, this phylum was only recently added to the bacterial systematics, as Acidobacterium 
capsulatum was first described as an acidophilic, chemoorganotrophic, flagellated bacterium from 
acidic mineral environments just 25 years ago (Kishimoto, et al., 1991). A. capsulatum turned out to 
be first type strain of an entire phylum, which was taxonomically established in 1997 (Ludwig, et al., 
1997). Evidence slowly accumulated that this phylum was diverse and widely distributed (Barns, et al., 
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1999, Dunbar, et al., 1999, Quaiser, et al., 2003), but it was Janssen (2006) who finally acknowledged 
the dominance of Acidobacteria in soils. In his soil survey, up to 50% of clone libraries from various 
habitats were composed of acidobacterial sequences. By now, several large scale soil surveys have 
reported members of Acidobacteria to be ubiquitous (Janssen, 2006, Roesch, et al., 2007, Jones, et al., 
2009, Lee & Cho, 2009, Naether, et al., 2012), and especially abundant in acidic soils (Lauber, et al., 
2009, Griffiths, et al., 2011). Two other studies proved to be important hallmarks of acidobacterial 
research: i) Fierer, et al. (2007) demonstrated that Acidobacteria were positively correlated with 
substrate depleted soils, and since then this phylum is generally regarded as a group of oligotrophic 
organisms, although few other studies have reported different results (Jones, et al., 2009, Navarrete, 
et al., 2013), which motivated Kielak, et al. (2016) to state that it would be premature to assume a 
general oligotrophy for any member of this phylum. ii) The currently accepted acidobacterial taxonomy 
was shaped by Barns, et al. (2007), who identified 26 subgroups (SG; sometimes subdivisions), which 
are still the commonly used taxonomic framework for acidobacterial clades (Figure 1).  
Barnes and colleagues built on the work of previous taxonomic studies, which successively added new 
subgroups to the canon (for historical details see the very recently published review by Kielak, et al. 
(2016)). However, the taxonomic nature of most subgroups have not been defined yet, and only two 
classes – the Holophagae and the Acidobacteriaa – are currently recognized in the microbial 
systematics as defined by the standard encyclopedia Bergey's Manual of Systematic Bacteriology 
(Garrity, et al. (eds., 2001). This somewhat cryptic taxonomy is owed to the fact that Acidobacteria are 
notoriously difficult to cultivate, as demonstrated by the ratio between type strains and non-
redundant 16S rDNA sequences associated with this phylum (Figure 2). Cultivation attempts frequently 
succeeded with diluted media containing low concentrations of nutrients (George, et al., 2011, Losey, 
et al., 2013), at low pH (Sait, et al., 2006), with the amendment of a wide range of unusual, complex 
substrates (Pankratov, et al., 2008, Eichorst, et al., 2011), or by increasing incubation time up to several 
months (Davis, et al., 2011), but all these approaches have accumulated isolates mostly affiliated with 
subgroup 1. Recent years saw a steady increase of available isolates from other, previously 
uncultivated subgroups, such as 4, 10, and 23, mainly due to high throughput isolation techniques 
performed in microtiter plates (Pascual, et al., 2015b, Kielak, et al., 2016).  
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Figure 1. Phylogenetic tree of 11,862 non-redundant full length 16S rDNA sequences (SILVA NR database release 123) from 
the phylum Acidobacteria. Terminal node nomenclature follows SILVA taxonomy. The tree topology is based on the 
positional ARB alignment (Ludwig, et al., 2004) and was exported with ARB 6.0.2. 
A very recent review has counted 40 described isolates in 22 genera, of which 11 belong to subgroup 
1 (Kielak, et al., 2016). Table 1 and Table 2 (at the end of this chapter) give an overview on isolated 
Acidobacteria species, and their physiological attributes. 
Along with the slowly growing inventory of cultured isolates, genomic information (i.e. functional 
potential) has accumulated as well. A list of available genomes of members of Acidobacteria can be 
reached under URL18. 32 genomes are currently published, of which 15 belong to validly described 
type species. The most recent addition is the first genome of a subgroup 6 isolate (DSM 100886, yet 
lacking official type strain status; Huang et al., submitted). This specific genome contains genes 
encoding for over 100 glycosidases and 180 peptidases, as well as the complete equipment to 
assimilatorily reduce nitrate and sulfite in a 7.4 MB genome – indications for an ecophysiologically 
flexible organism, and in strong agreement what others have found in acidobacterial genomes (Ward, 
et al., 2009, Rawat, et al., 2012). Ward, et al. (2009) also reported the presence of many highly specific 
                                                                                                                                                                             
8 Uniform Resource Locator pointing to a world wide web reference (chapter 6.1). 
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ABC transporter encoding genes, further underlining high substrate flexibility. In terms of glycosidase 
gene equipment, Acidobacterial genomes even placed within the top 5% of all bacterial genomes (as 
of 2012, Naumoff and Dedysh (2012)).  
 
Figure 2. Ratios between type strains and non-redundant 16S rDNA sequences associated with bacterial phyla frequently 
observed in soils.  
However, as pointed out by Kielak, et al. (2016), predictions regarding physiological features based on 
genomic content are not always confirmed in vitro, for example the ability to degrade cellulose seems 
to be much less distributed as predicted from genomic and metagenomic equipment. In terms of 
nitrogen metabolism, many subgroup 1 members are able to at least reduce nitrate to nitrite, the first 
step in the denitrification process, but there is no clear evidence for any involvement of this phylum in 
key nitrogen cycles (Kielak, et al., 2016). A certain physiological diversity within the phylum is indicated 
by the presence of a single phototrophic (Tank & Bryant, 2015a) and a few anaerobic isolates (Liesack, 
et al., 1994, Losey, et al., 2013), but most of the cultivated species are aerobic 
chemoorganoheterotrophic organisms able to utilize a wide range of substrates (Table 1 and Table 2). 
A member of subgroup 8, Geothrix fermentans (Coates, et al., 1999) is of special interest, as it is one 
of the few cultured species that uses Fe(III) as electron acceptor outside of the two genera Geobacter 
and Shewanella and employs specific strategies for the extracellular electron transfer (Mehta-Kolte & 
Bond, 2012). However, the ability to switch to iron reduction under strict anoxic or micro-oxic 
conditions has been now demonstrated for a number of subgroup 1 and 3 isolates (Coupland & 
Johnson, 2008, Lu, et al., 2010, Kulichevskaya, et al., 2014). 
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Strictly anaerobic isolates are scarce, with Holophaga, Geothrix (both subgroup 8), and 
Thermoanaerobaculum (subgroup 23) species belonging to this group. Recently, a first representative 
of subgroup 10, Thermotomaculum hydrothermale, was isolated from a deep sea hydrothermal vent 
and was found to be an obligatory anaerobic heterotroph that is able to ferment complex 
proteinaceous substrates to acetate, similar to the Stickland reaction pathways carried out by 
Clostridia (Izumi, et al., 2012). Acidobacteria also feature unique types of membrane lipids. Unusual 
glycerol tetraethers have been observed ubiquitously in many soil types for a long time, but their 
microbial origin was unknown. Recent studies investigating the lipid composition of acidobacterial 
strains of subgroups 1, 3, and 4, have now linked these compounds to Acidobacteria and identified 
subgroup-specific lipid markers (Sinninghe Damste, et al., 2011, Sinninghe Damste, et al., 2014). 
Acidobacteria are now almost universally regarded as slow growing, but nutritionally versatile 
oligotrophs, capable to utilize a wide range of carbohydrates, adapted for situations of low substrate 
availability (Fierer, et al., 2007, Ward, et al., 2009, Eichorst, et al., 2011, Rawat, et al., 2012, de Castro, 
et al., 2013, Yang, et al., 2015, Kielak, et al., 2016). This is actually contradicted by the finding that 
these bacteria are associated with the outer zones of bacterial microaggregates prevalent in soils, 
which are thought to favor copiotrophic species (Mummey, et al., 2006). On the other hand, this view 
is overwhelmingly corroborated by several lines of evidence: the low number of rrn operons (Eichorst, 
et al., 2011), comparably long generation times (e.g. Pankratov, et al. (2008), Davis, et al. (2011)), their 
negative correlation with carbon availability (Eichorst, et al., 2007, Fierer, et al., 2007)), their striking 
absence in nutrient-rich microhabitats in close proximity to roots (Gottel, et al., 2011, Bulgarelli, et al., 
2013)9, and their ability to uptake and process many types of (complex) carbohydrates (Ward, et al., 
2009, Eichorst & Kuske, 2012, Rawat, et al., 2012). It was recently shown that Acidobacteria in forest 
soils (here subgroup 1) produce the widest range of enzymes and exhibit the highest enzymatic activity 
among several hundreds of soil bacteria isolates (Llado, et al., 2016). This motivated the authors to 
describe these isolates as key players in soil carbon cycling, also due to their ability to thrive on 
disaccharides originated from the breakdown of plant-derived polymers. In agreement with 
observations regarding their genetic and enzymatic flexibility, Rasche, et al. (2011) found that 
Acidobacteria were among the soil microbes who could adapt to changing environments the quickest. 
In congruence, they have been also associated with habitats offering highly recalcitrant carbon sources 
(Wallenstein, et al., 2007) and with the degradation of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, which are 
difficult to activate compounds with the potential to harm public health (Jiang, et al., 2015). Another 
significant feature which is thought to strongly boost survival capabilities in soil is the ability to produce 
                                                                                                                                                                             
9 Conflicting data exist in Lee, et al. (2008), but this study does not reflect on the way the rhizosphere samples 
were separated from bulk soils. 
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biofilms of exopolysaccharides, which provide protection from predation, desiccation, pollutants and 
serve as a nutrient trap (Kielak, et al., 2016).  
Apparently, this phylum is a major player in the degradation of complex organic matter and features 
resilient and flexible species. However, the question is how Acidobacteria – and other non-sporulating 
slow growers – persist in energy-depleted environments. One answer to this question was proposed 
recently, when the role of [NiFe]-hydrogenase-encoding genes in the genome of Pyrinomonas 
methylaliphatogenes (subgroup 4) was investigated. It was demonstrated that the expression of a 
[NiFe]-hydrogenase – known for its high affinity for H2 – was highly upregulated in times of starvation, 
and it was thus proposed that P. methylaliphatogenes scavenges picomolar concentrations of 
atmospheric hydrogen to survive under these conditions (Greening, et al., 2015). This is an indication 
of an active role of dormant Acidobacteria in the microbe-mediated soil sink of atmospheric hydrogen, 
a very important process in the global hydrogen cycle, previously linked to Actinobacteria only 
(Greening, et al., 2014). 
What else is known about the ecophysiology of this phylum? With high throughput sequencing, 
hundreds if not thousands of soil biota surveys are now available from a wide range of different 
terrestrial habitats, of which some are briefly highlighted:  
Soil pH may be the most important regulator of acidobacterial abundance (Jones, et al., 2009), but 
seems to affect subgroups differently: A study exclusively examining the effect of pH gradients on soil 
community composition concluded that members of subgroups 1, 2, and 3 were positively correlated 
with decreasing pH and found the opposite trend for subgroups 5, 6 and 7. The effect of low pH was 
very pronounced for SG1, which made up about 40% of the resident bacteria in these soils (Rousk, et 
al., 2010). The same pattern of pH dependencies was described in a number of habitats, for example 
in mountainous forest soils in China (Zhang, et al. (2014), in acidobacterially dominated arctic soils 
(Chu, et al., 2010), the black soils of Northeast China (Liu, et al., 2016), and in a creosote-contaminated 
forest stand (Mukherjee, et al., 2014). The preference of low pH ranges between subgroups 1-3 may 
in some habitats be significantly segregated: SG2 was enriched on pH 4.0 soils in the ecological 
staircase of Mendocina, a stair-like pattern of vegetated terraces, but subgroups 1 and 3 were more 
dominant in pH 5.4 soils (Uroz, et al., 2014).  
The subgroup specific pH dependency correlates with distinct subgroup compositions between forest 
and grasslands soils. For example, Navarrete, et al. (2013) could show that their forest soils featured 
significantly less subgroup 4, 6, and 7 than the other soil types, and generally higher abundances of 
Acidobacteria (also reported in Mendes, et al. (2015)). The gradual enrichment of subgroups 1-3 at the 
expense of subgroups 4-6 in forest soils was described in other forest habitats as well (Baldrian, et al., 
2012, Naether, et al., 2012). Another form of covariability with pH is the apparent high tolerance to 
Al3+-concentrations, which increases in acidic soils and poses a huge threat to many other soil biota 
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(Navarrete, et al., 2013, Catao, et al., 2014). Curiously, Acidobacteria are on the other hand very 
sensitive to copper contaminations, and were hence considered possible marker organism for the 
presence of copper in the environment (Li, et al., 2015).  
Nitrogen availability seems to universally affect Acidobacteria. In several field studies including sites 
with elevated nitrogen amendments, the relative abundance of Acidobacteria significantly dropped in 
the bulk (Ramirez, et al., 2010, Ramirez, et al., 2012, Koyama, et al., 2014, Thomson, et al., 2015), and 
the rhizosphere soil of two typical grassland plant species (Yang, et al., 2015). Similar negative effects 
of nitrogen additions have been shown in artic soils (Campbell, et al., 2010, Koyama, et al., 2014), a 
pattern that might be extended to fertilized agricultural sites in general (c.f. Buckley and Schmidt 
(2003), who found acidobacterial abundances as low as 5% of the total community in nitrogen-
amended sites). Elevated carbon dioxide concentrations and the associated effects on plant 
productivity and litter fall seem to seriously affect at least some acidobacterial species (Dunbar, et al., 
2012). In cold deserts, soil moisture has been reported as a dominant determinant of acidobacterial 
abundance, which ranged between 12% (in highly elevated, moisture depleted sites) and 43% (for less 
elevated sites rich in organic carbon and soil moisture) of rDNA reads (Van Horn, et al., 2013). 
Acidobacteria were found to be very abundant in developing soils of a glacier forefield, especially in 
vegetated soils (due to their ability to degrade complex polymers) and in lower depths (Rime, et al., 
2015). Vegetation cover was a highly significant driver of microbial diversity in a study comparing 
different soil and forest types in China, as Acidobacteria were considerably less dominating in shrubs 
and pastures than in broad-leaf forests soils, where they comprised 62% of all sequences (Chim Chan, 
et al., 2008). A similarly high abundance of acidobacterial sequences was reported for a soil transect 
in the Brazilian Atlantic Forest (Faoro, et al., 2010). RNA based diversity assessment of vegetated and 
bare soils lead to an enrichment of Acidobacteria in the latter soil type, further supporting the view 
that Acidobacteria are better adapted to slow, but efficient growth in resource limited environments. 
Nonetheless, the same study did show that some acidobacterial species were stimulated in the 
vegetated soils, and the decrease of Acidobacteria in these soils were significant, yet not dramatic 
(Thomson, et al., 2013). 
Furthermore, subgroup 4 species have now been linked to a number of interesting features. For 
example, members of this subgroup are specifically enriched when soils where amended with certain 
flavonoid exudates of Medicago sativa (Szoboszlay, et al., 2016) and in clay fractions of soils (along 
with subgroup 6) (Liles, et al., 2010). Maybe most interesting is the finding that a recently described 
subgroup 4 species featured a variety of genes expressing exoenzymes involved in protein and lipid 
degradation – but not in carbohydrate procession (Foesel, et al., 2013). This isolate was not capable to 
utilize monomeric sugars, but was best grown on peptide-containing complex substrates. Strikingly, it 
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readily degrades chitin – a feat shared with two subgroup 4 isolates classified as genus Aridibacter 
(Huber, et al., 2014), but not found outside of subgroup 4. 
Acidobacteria are also infrequently explored for their biotechnological potential; likely due to their 
predicted but undiscovered inventory of novel enzymes (e.g. Naumoff and Dedysh (2012)) or other 
metabolic compounds (Parsley, et al., 2011), such as potential bactericidal polyketides (Parsley, et al., 
2011). Recently studied acidobacterial enzymes included a lipase (notable in its calcium-independency, 
comparably low activity and thermostability (Faoro, et al., 2012)) or a hydroxynitrile lyase capable of 
catalyzing industrially relevant reactions (Wiedner, et al., 2014). Edaphobacter aggregans was 
discovered to readily accept conjugative transfer of plasmids (Bouhajja, et al., 2016). The comparably 
high doubling times of the available isolates seem to prevent the use of Acidobacteria for industrial 
applications however.  
At any rate, Acidobacteria is possibly one of the most important bacterial lineages for global ecosystem 
functioning, but – even though knowledge is slowly accumulating – our understanding of their actual 
role has been severely hampered by the lack of ecophysiological insight.  
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Table 1. List of validly described acidobacterial isolates with published genomes. References: A (Ward, et al., 2009), B 
(Kishimoto, et al., 1991), C (Koch, et al., 2008), D (Männistö, et al., 2012), E (Lladó, et al., 2015), F (García-Fraile, et al., 
2015), G (Eichorst, et al., 2007), H (Männistö, et al., 2011), I (Kulichevskaya, et al., 2010), J (Garcia Costas, et al., 2012, Tank 
& Bryant, 2015b, Tank & Bryant, 2015a), K (Crowe, et al., 2014), L (Coates, et al., 1999), M (Liesack, et al., 1994), N (Losey, 
et al., 2013) 
 
Organism
Koribacter 
versatilis
Solibacter 
usitatus
Acidobacterium 
capsulatum
Edaphobacter 
aggregans
Granulicella mallensis
Granulicella 
tundricola
Silvibacterium 
bohemicum
Terracidiphilus 
gabretensis
Reference
A
A
A,B
C
D
D
E
F
Strain designation
Ellin345
Ellin6076
161
Jbg-1
 MP5ACTX8
MP5ACTX9
S15
S55
Classification
Candidatus
Candidatus
Type
Type
Type
Type
Type
Type
Subgroup
1
3
1
1
1
1
1
1
Identifier
BAA-1821
BAA-1820
DSM 11244
DSM 19364
DSM 23137
DSM 23138
LMG 28607
NBRC 111238
Genome RefSeq
NC_008009.1
NC_008536.1
NC_012483.1
NZ_JQKI00000000.1
NC_016631.1
NC_015064.1
NZ_LBHJ00000000.1
NZ_LAIJ00000000.1
Genome Size (MB)
5.65
9.97
4.13
8.18
6.24
5.5
6.46
5.35
Coding ORFs
4860
7974
3281
6599
4735
4542
5117
4244
Isolation source
grazed pasture
grazed pasture
acidid mine drainage
alpine top soil
tundra soil
tundra soil
coniferous forest soil
coniferous forest soil
Cell morphology
Rods
Rods
Rods
Short Rods
Rods
Rods
Rods
Rods
Pigments
NA
NA
orange
beige
white
pink
white
opaque
Lifestyle
aerobic 
chemoorgano-
heterotroph
aerobic 
chemoorgano-
heterotroph
aerobic chemoorgano-
heterotroph
aerobic 
chemoorgano-
heterotroph
aerobic chemoorgano-
heterotroph
aerobic 
chemoorgano-
heterotroph
aerobic chemoorgano-
heterotroph
aerobic chemoorgano-
heterotroph
Quinone Type
NA
NA
MK-8
NA
MK-8
MK-8
MK-8
MK-8
GC (mol%)
58.4
61.9
60.8
55.8
57.8
59.9
58.2
57.3
Motility
+
-
+
+ (if pH <5.5)
-
-
+
+
pH range (optimum)
NA
NA
3.0 - 6.0 (5.0)
4.5 - 7.0 (5.5)
3.5 - 6.5 (5.0)
3.5 - 6.5 (5.0)
3.0 - 6.0 (4.0 - 5.0)
3.0 - 6.0 (4.0 - 5.0)
Temperature range 
(optimum) in ° C
NA
NA
25 - 37 (30)
15 - 30 (30)
4 - 28 (24 - 27)
4 - 28 (21 - 24)
20 - 30 (22 - 24)
12 - 30 (20 - 24)
Organism
Terriglobus 
roseus
Terriglobus 
saanensis
Bryobacter 
aggregatus
Chloracido-
bacterium 
thermophilum
Pyrinomonas  
methylaliphatogenes
Geothrix 
fermentans
Holophaga foetida
Thermo-
anaerobaculum 
aquaticum
Reference
G
H
I
J
K
L
M
N
Strain designation
KBS 63
SP1PR4
MPL3
B
K22
H-5
TMBS4
MP-01
Classification
Type
Type
Type
Type
Type
Type
Type
Type
Subgroup
1
1
3
4
4
8
8
23
Identifier
DSM 18391
DSM 23119
DSM 18758
BAA-2647
DSM 25857
DSM 14018
DSM 6591
DSM 24856
Genome RefSeq
NC_018014.1
NC_014963.1
NZ_JNIF00000000.1
NC_016024.1
NZ_CBXV000000000.1
NZ_AUAU00000000.1NZ_AGSB00000000.2
NZ_JMFG00000000.1
Genome Size (MB)
5.22
5.1
5.75
3.69
3.79
3.29
4.12
2.66
Coding ORFs
4319
4163
4918
2904
3148
2806
3471
2251
Isolation source
managed soil
tundra soil
acidic sphagnum peatalkaline hot spring
geothermally heated soil
aquifer sediments
anoxic freshwater mudfreshwater hot spring
Cell morphology
Rods
Rods
Cocci
Rods
Rods
Rods
Rods
Rods
Pigments
pink
beige - pink
NA
green-brown
white
white
beige
NA
Lifestyle
aerobic 
chemoorgano-
heterotroph
aerobic 
chemoorgano-
heterotroph
aerobic chemoorgano-
heterotroph
microaerophilic 
photo-heterotroph
aerobic chemoorgano-
heterotroph
anaerobic 
chemoorganotroph
anaerobic 
homoacetogenetic
anaerobic 
chemoorganotroph
Quinone Type
NA
NA
MK-9,10
MK8(H2)
MK-8
NA
NA
MK-10
GC (mol%)
59
57.3
55.6
61.3
59.6
68.9
62.5
62.7
Motility
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
pH range (optimum)
5.0 - 7.0 (6.0)
4.5 - 7.5 (6.0)
4.5 - 7.2 (5.5 - 6.5)
5.5 - 9.5 (7.0)
4.1 - 7.8 (6.5)
NA
5.5 - 8.0 (6.8 - 7.5)
6.0 - 8.0 (6.5 - 7.0)
Temperature range 
(optimum) in ° C
NA
4 - 30 (25)
4 - 33 (22 - 28)
44 - 58 (51)
50 - 69 (65)
26 - 40 (35)
10 - 35 (28 - 32)
50 - 65 (60)
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Table 2. List of validly described acidobacterial isolates without published genomes. Candidatus Porribacterium oxyphilus 
(Nunes da Rocha, et al., 2013), found to be enriched in leek rhizosphere, was omitted, as almost no physiological data is 
available. A (Kulichevskaya, et al., 2012), B (Okamura, et al., 2011), C (Dedysh, et al., 2012), D (Koch, et al., 2008), E 
(Pankratov & Dedysh, 2010), F (Männistö, et al., 2012), G (Yamada, et al., 2014), H (Foesel, et al., 2015). 
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 (
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 -
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2 
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 (
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 -
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4 
- 
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 (
21
 -
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4)
11
 -
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0 
(2
6 
- 
37
)
11
 -
 4
0 
(2
9 
- 
40
)
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Table 2 (cont.). List of validly described acidobacterial isolates without published genomes. References: I (Pankratov, et 
al., 2012), J (Pascual, et al., 2015a), K (Baik, et al., 2013), L (Whang, et al., 2014), M (Kulichevskaya, et al., 2014), N (Huber, 
et al., 2014), O (Foesel, et al., 2013), P (Pascual, et al., 2015b), Q (Fukunaga, et al., 2008), R (Izumi, et al., 2012). 
 
Organism
Telm
atobacter bradus
Terriglobus albidus
Terriglobus aquaticus
Terriglobus tenax
Paludibaculum
 ferm
entans
A
ridibacter fam
idurans
A
ridibacter kavangonensis
Reference
I
J
KCTC 23332
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M
N
N
Strain designation
TPB
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A
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3
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D
R
P 35
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A
2
2_H
D
_4
A
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Classification
Typ
e
Typ
e
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e
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e
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e
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e
Typ
e
Subgroup
1
1
1
1
3
4
4
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D
SM
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D
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 p
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h
Quinone Type
M
K-8
M
K-8 (7)
M
K-8
M
K-8
M
K-8
M
K-8 (7)
M
K-8 (7)
GC (mol%)
57.6
58.5
63.2
62.1
60.5
53.2
52.6
Motility
+
--
--
--
--
--
--
pH range (optimum)
3.0 - 7.5 (4.5 - 5.0)
3.9 - 9.8 (4.7 - 7.3)
6.0 - 7.0 (6.0)
3.5 - 7.0 (5.0)
4.0 - 7.2 (5.5 - 6.0)
4.0 - 9.5 (5.5 - 9.0)
3.5 - 10.0 (5.5 - 8.0)
Temperature range 
(optimum) in ° C
4 - 35 (20 - 28)
10 - 43 (29 - 37)
15 - 30 (25)
15 - 45 (30)
4 - 35 (20 - 28)
15 - 44 (24 - 36)
12 - 47 (36 - 44)
Organism
B
lastocatella fastidiosa
Stenotrophobacter terrae
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m
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O
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R
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A
2
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A
c_28_D
10
A
c_15_C4
A
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A
c_18_E7
FYK2218
A
C
55
Classification
Typ
e
Typ
e
Typ
e
Typ
e
Typ
e
Typ
e
Typ
e
Subgroup
4
4
4
4
4
8
10
Identifier
D
SM
 25172
D
SM
 26560
D
SM
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D
SM
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D
SM
 26557
D
SM
 28897
D
SM
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Quinone Type
M
K-8
M
K-8
M
K-8
M
K-8
M
K-8
M
K-6,7
M
K-7,8
GC (mol%)
46.5
58.5
56.8
57.3
59.4
56.7
51.6
Motility
+
--
--
--
--
+
--
pH range (optimum)
4.0 - 10.0 (5.0 - 7.5)
4.3 - 9.5 (5.5 - 7.9)
5.0 - 9.5 (6.5 - 7.0)
5.6 - 9.8 (6.1 - 6.5)
4.7 - 84 (5.6 - 6.5)
5.0 - 9.0 (7.0 - 8.0)
5.5 - 8.5 (6.6)
Temperature range 
(optimum) in ° C
14 - 40 (29 - 35)
17 - 40 (29 - 35)
16 - 41 (35 - 41)
20 - 37 (34 - 37)
14 - 43 (34 - 37)
15 - 30 (30)
37 - 60 (55)
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1.6 The biogeography of (soil) microbes 
This introduction has so far tried to describe the significance and uniqueness of soils as a microbial 
habitat, and has presented some of the dominant bacterial clades inhabiting this environment. Since 
the present thesis mainly deals with spatial and temporal changes of soil bacterial communities, an 
overview is required about the theoretical foundations of microbial ecological theory and practical 
findings in the environment.  
1.6.1 Processes of community assembly 
Organisms rarely are homogenously or explicitly randomly organized, but rather appear in patches or 
gradients (Legendre & Fortin, 1989). Any ecological interaction is inherently spatial, and may be 
controlled by external, deterministic environmental forces (i.e. the selection by physical, chemical, 
climatic factors) or by stochastic biotic processes (i.e. undirected dispersal/drift, extinction, speciation, 
intra- and interspecific interactions) (Borcard, et al., 2011), or in other words, by niche-based or neutral 
processes. One of the major research questions in (microbial) ecology is whether and to which degree 
community assembly is driven by these two forces (Chase, 2014, Konopka, et al., 2015). Recently, these 
two broad process types have been narrowed down to just four major classes governing spatial (and 
temporal) community heterogeneities (Vellend, 2010, Nemergut, et al., 2013): Selection, drift, 
speciation, and dispersal. Selection results from biotic and abiotic selection pressure working 
differently on members of the local community. Drift encompasses chance events causing population 
fluctuations. Population-altering speciation events occur in isolated habitats. Finally, dispersal is the 
movement of individuals between communities. Dispersal barriers may cause strong community 
separation as the influence of drift (and eventually speciation) becomes prevalent, but given enough 
time and lack of limitation, dispersal can lead to widespread community separation as well (Stegen, et 
al., 2013). A similar take on community assembly was described within the meta-community 
framework by Leibold, et al. (2004), which describes the interaction between several dispersal-linked 
communities (a "meta-community") by just four processes: Species sorting (equivalent to 
environmental selection and niche separation), mass effects (bad adaptation to the new environment 
is outweighed by abundant immigration), neutral processes (community assembly is stochastic and 
regulated by random dispersal, colonization, speciation and extinction (always assuming that 
competing species do not differ in fitness)), and patch dynamics (mosaics of identical patches with 
diversities dictated by dispersal and colonization limitation). Regardless of these theoretical 
assumptions, it is always the local environment that dictates nutrient availability, predation risk, and 
competition, and thus controls reproduction and metabolic activities of living organisms, once they 
have entered a given habitat (Franklin & Mills, 2007). Hence, researchers investigating spatial factors 
of community composition are essentially studying β-diversity at various scales. This discipline is 
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commonly referred to as biogeography, the study of the distribution of organisms over space (and 
time). As microbial ecologists have long sought to implement principles of ecological theory to 
microbial ecology, substantial research has been conducted on the biogeography of microbes as well 
(Prosser, et al., 2007). As described in 1.3.1, soil bacterial life must already be spatially structured at 
the microscale due to the complex patterns of heterogeneity present in the soil (Raynaud & Nunan, 
2014). But how does the microbial biogeography look like on the global scale? 
One of the earliest paradigms of microbial ecology was coined by two Dutch scientists (Baas-Becking 
and Beijerinck) almost 100 years ago and states that  
 
"everything is everywhere, but the environment selects", 
 
and is thus implying a ubiquitous distribution of microbes due to global, unconstrained dispersal 
shaped by local environmental fluctuations (De Wit & Bouvier, 2006, O'Malley, 2008). This paradigm 
has been proven by the detection of many cosmopolitan microorganisms and is backed up by large 
population sizes and short generation times of microorganisms, both features which are thought to 
prevent spatial differentiation (Green & Bohannan, 2006, Martiny, et al., 2006). Ramette and Tiedje 
(2007a) stated that general cosmopolitism can be found down to the bacterial class level, and habitat-
dependent cosmopolitan distribution is evident for the genus level. Nemergut, et al. (2011) added that 
global cosmopolitans are most likely also the most abundant species in their respective habitats. 
However, endemism of Bacteria has been demonstrated as well (e.g. Fulthorpe, et al. (2008)), 
especially in habitat "islands" which allow allopatric speciation – due to the separation from similar 
areas by dispersal limiting conditions, for example hot springs (Papke, et al., 2003, Whitaker, et al., 
2003).  
On larger scales, ecological communities tend to diverge from each other with increasing distance, due 
to local adaptations to the environment and/or dispersal limitations. This is known as the distance-
decay relationship (Bell, 2010), and has been demonstrated for microbes as well (Cho & Tiedje, 2000). 
The taxa-area relationship, a positive power-law between species richness and the size of the observed 
area, is another example for a macro-ecological principle that has been successfully transferred to the 
domain of microbial life (Horner-Devine, et al., 2004). As it became gradually more evident that 
microbial life is indeed spatially organized, the debate has now switched to the question if the 
observed spatial patterns were driven by stochastic or deterministic processes. Substantial efforts 
have been made to expand existing analytical methods to disentangle both processes, mainly based 
on variance partitioning algorithms (Smith & Lundholm, 2010) or Raup-Crick dissimilarities (Chase, et 
al., 2011, Stegen, et al., 2013, Stegen, et al., 2015). 
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1.6.2 Autocorrelation, structure and dependency of microbial abundances 
Before the body of literature on bacterial biogeography is reviewed, some technical terms require 
explanation. Ecological data reflect the results of many parallel processes – spatially organized or not 
–, of which most are unknown to the observer. The analysis of spatial structures in community data 
needs to consider two major mechanisms. One is the overall spatial trend in the data, which influences 
the overall mean of all response variables along a spatial gradient. These trends are often results of 
processes operating at larger scales than the sampling variable. The other major spatial effect is called 
spatial autocorrelation (SAC), and may be attributed to processes internal to the community (Legendre, 
1993, Borcard, et al., 2011). Data is spatially autocorrelated when variables sampled at near locations 
are not independent from each other (Dormann, et al., 2007), following Tobler's first law of geography 
(Tobler, 1970): 
 
"Everything is related to everything else, but near things are more related than distant things." 
 
In other words, if variables in unknown locations can be predicted based on values measured in known 
locations, said variables feature a spatial autocorrelation structure10. Mathematically, the differences 
between the two major concepts in spatial modelling are easily identified in a formulation by Borcard, 
et al. (2011):  
  
𝑦𝑖 =  𝜇𝑦 + 𝑓(𝑋𝑖) + 𝜀𝑖 
 
 
 
( 1 ) 
 
 
𝑦𝑖 =  µ𝑦 + ∑ 𝑓(𝑦𝑗 − 𝜇𝑦) + 𝜀𝑖 
 
 
( 2 ) 
 
In Eq. (1), explaining the spatial trend (or "induced spatial dependence" as the authors term it), a 
response variable y at site i is explained by the overall mean of y, a random error ε and a function f(Xi), 
which represents external processes expressed by environmental variables, whose spatial structures 
are inherited by y.  
In contrast is spatial autocorrelation, which is explained in Eq. (2). Hereby, the response variable y at 
site i is now explained by the values yj measured at surrounding sites j and the local response mean µy 
                                                                                                                                                                             
10 The same applies to temporal statistics, but for the sake of simplicity, only spatial statistics are covered in this 
chapter. 
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(plus the error term ε). The key difference is the absence of environmental variables X, which are not 
explicitly needed to predict yi. 
Spatial (auto)correlation may occur in both directions; it is positive if Tobler's law is met, but negative 
if nearby locations differ strongly from each other, for example in habitats featuring high patchiness. 
Several authors have pointed out that the presence of SAC shall not be regarded as nuisance, because 
important biological information can be inferred from it: Spatially structured species distribution 
results from population dynamics (dispersal, aggregation, extinction) with varying rates at different 
locations, from interaction with other species (transport, predation), or may depend on spatially 
structured control effects (which represent unmeasured environmental variables) (Dray, et al., 2012, 
Legendre & Legendre, 2012). Nevertheless, a substantial body of literature exists describing methods 
to remove SAC from datasets and models (reviewed by Dormann, et al. (2007)), because the presence 
of autocorrelation in the data violates a very fundamental assumption of inferential statistics, which is 
the independence of the measurements. This is especially important for hypothesis testing based on 
probabilities. Identification of non-random relationships relies on the correct determination of degrees 
of freedom, which in turn are necessary for the calculation of p-values. Degrees of freedom are usually 
overestimated for dependent data, leading to type I error inflation (i.e. erroneously rejecting the null 
hypothesis; (Dray, et al., 2012)). Very importantly, spatial autocorrelation is not determined in the 
observed raw data, but by definition in the residuals of a spatial regression model (i.e. the error term 
of unexplained variance in said model). Hence, it is therefore mandatory to check for autocorrelation 
in a priori detrended data, or – equivalently – make sure that residuals of models do not exhibit SAC 
(which is sometimes referred to as residual spatial autocorrelation (RSAC) (Dormann, 2007)). Datasets 
may exhibit spatial trends, but may not feature RSAC, and vice versa, and sometimes the range of RSAC 
is larger than the study site and may be mixed up with spatial trends (with no statistical tool to 
distinguish them). Dray and colleagues (2012) therefore refer to the former case as "spatial structure" 
and opt for the term "spatial dependence" (Figure 3).  
Hereby, spatial structure is investigated to identify geographic patterns of biodiversity (patches or 
gradients), and spatial dependence explains if the spatial correlation structure is induced by 
environmental control effects, while residual spatial autocorrelation indicates that spatial patterns are 
not covered by the explored environment and dictates the selection of statistical methods. The latter 
may occur when the observed species is strongly dispersed (Jacobson & Peres-Neto, 2010), or when 
the model failed to incorporate an important spatially structured predictor variable (Wagner, 2013). A 
general rule has been empirically derived that relates fine spatial structures to community dynamics, 
but broader scales of spatial relations correspond to the environment (Dray, et al., 2012, Biswas, et al., 
2015). The phenomenon of induced spatial dependence is also important for the ecological niche 
theory. Identifying processes that lead to spatial correlation structures and the scales at which they 
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are important is challenging because identical structuring processes may happen at different rates, or 
different processes can result in the same pattern. 
A final note should be made about the stationary assumption in both temporal and spatial data series, 
i.e. a sequence of observations which is ordered along temporal or spatial gradients (Legendre & 
Legendre, 2012). Processes investigated within data series consist of several subprocesses, which are 
either deterministic (i.e. trend), systematic (periodic), or random. Hereby, the presence of a trend 
would violate the assumption of stationary data, which presumes that several statistical parameters 
(for example mean and variance) are constant during the data series. Therefore, if the trend is not of 
interest, data must be detrended before analysis.  
 
Figure 3. Relationships between data involved in the analysis of spatial relationships in ecology; modified after Dray, et al. 
(2012). 
1.6.3 Microbial biogeography on the plot scale and above 
Some studies compared microbial communities over distances up to several thousands of kilometers, 
for example in European lakes (Van der Gucht, et al., 2007, Logares, et al., 2013). Both groups agreed 
that neutral processes and/or dispersal limitations did not play a significant role. Lakes, which have 
been separated from the main sea several thousand years ago, have been described as useful habitats 
to study the drivers of diversity changes, but the same principles were evidently in effect in soils over 
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large distances as well, for example in France (Dequiedt, et al., 2009, Bru, et al., 2011, Constancias, et 
al., 2015), Great Britain (Griffiths, et al., 2011) and the Americas (Fierer & Jackson, 2006). In any of 
these cases, the local environment was a much better predictor of community composition than 
distance (c.f. Ranjard, et al. (2013)). The same dependency on local heterogeneity was detected for 
Arctic (Chu, et al., 2010) and Antarctic soil microbiomes (Van Horn, et al., 2013). On the other hand, 
Birkhofer, et al. (2012) studied differently managed 52 grassland and forest sites from all over Germany 
and reported that location, land use type and abiotic soil properties together explained 68% of the 
observed variance in abundance and 53% of diversity variance of soil organisms, but bacterial diversity 
was not well explained by soil properties when the models were first fitted for location and land use 
type. Similarly, dissimilarities of 54 Chinese grassland sites over a 3700 km transect were driven by 
distance not by environment (Wang, et al., 2015). Obviously, the degree of cooperation between the 
four major forces of community assembly varies. A meta-analysis (Hanson, et al., 2012) based on 54 
individual studies concluded that environmental selection in general dominates over neutral processes, 
also corroborated by more recent studies (Wang, et al., 2013a, Powell, et al., 2015). However, this 
does not exclude that neutral assembly processes prevail in some habitats (Östman, et al., 2010, 
Bahram, et al., 2016), and may depend on the studied taxon (Székely & Langenheder, 2014) or on the 
stage of microbial community assembly (Langenheder & Székely, 2011). Furthermore, Lindstrom and 
Langenheder (2012) argued that studies might be biased because local environmental parameters are 
easy to measure, whereas dispersal is proxied by simple and possibly underdesigned geographic 
dimensions. It is also worth mentioning that trait- rather than taxon-based biogeography of microbes 
is governed by historical events (proxied by distance) rather than local environmental heterogeneities, 
opposed to the findings arising from taxon-level studies (Shi, et al., 2015). 
As the present study focusses on bacterial community changes on the plot scale11 (other scales which 
are routinely investigated are the microscale, landscapes, and continents), a non-exhaustive literature 
survey was done to gather existent evidence from works studying microbial processes on scales within 
several meters (Table 3). Some studies shall be briefly introduced to highlight agreeing and contrasting 
results: In arctic ecosystems, 16S rRNA gene copy number abundances were spatially autocorrelated 
in transects featuring various distances between 10 cm and 300 m, but the spatial dependency levelled 
off at around 10 m (Banerjee, et al., 2011). Hill, et al. (2015), on the contrary, reports no spatial 
organization of microbial communities in similar habitats in scales up to 100 m. Spatial correlation of 
microbial communities has been tested in grasslands before. Ritz, et al. (2004) used PLFA markers and 
                                                                                                                                                                             
11 To the best of my knowledge, there is no fixed definition of the term "plot scale". An  internet resource 
provided by the University of California (URL2) states that "A stand can be defined as an area of sufficient 
homogeneity with regard to vegetation, soils, topography, microclimate, and past disturbance history to be 
treated as a single unit. Most stand level studies examine areas less than one hectare." The term "stand" is 
equivalent to "plot" in this context. 
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16S rRNA gene DGGE in randomized transects and found significant spatial dependencies in ranges 
spanning between 60 cm to 6 m with weak spatial correlations between environment and microbial 
life. PLFA markers were also used to detect scales of microbial life in a mixed forest stand, where the 
majority of PLFA signals were spatially autocorrelated in distances up to 10 m, controlled by the 
presence of distinct tree species (Saetre & Bååth, 2000). Similarly, copy numbers of several functional 
genes involved in nitrogen cycles were sampled from different soils at the plot scale and showed high 
spatial correlation not only between themselves, but also to controlling soil properties (Philippot, et 
al., 2009, Berner, et al., 2011, Keil, et al., 2011). As evident from Table 3, a prominent feature of current 
research on microbial biogeography is the high diversity of markers, explicit research questions and 
experimental designs. The distribution of functional genes or enzymatic processes can greatly differ 
from spatial patterns observed for taxa associated with these processes due to functional redundancy, 
and it is often even difficult to find explicit spatial relationships between microbially mediated 
processes and coarse marker as microbial biomass (Boeddinghaus, et al., 2015). 
Table 3. Literature survey of published work studying microbial diversity on the plot scale.  
Reference Habitat Sampling Marker Outcome 
Bahram, et al. (2016) Temperate, mixed forests 
(3 sites) 
Nested transects 
(0.01 – 64 m) 
Fungi (Internal 
transcribed spacer 2), 
Pyrosequencing 
Random distribution of 
fungi, weak selection, 
strong dispersal 
Banerjee and Siciliano 
(2012) 
Arctic soils  
(3 sites) 
Transects 
(0.1 – 300 m) 
AOA (qPCR) Spatial organization <4m, 
nested in larger scales of 
biogeochemical processes 
Banerjee, et al. (2011) Arctic soils 
(3 sites) 
Transects  
(0.1 – 300 m)  
16S rDNA (qPCR) Ranges of spatial 
correlation <3 m; Spatial 
induction by edaphic 
factors 
Berner, et al. (2011) Temperate Grassland  
(6 sites) 
Transects on a 
regular grid 
(0.125 - 1.5 m) 
Microbial biomass, 
soil enzyme activities 
Strong spatial organization 
at the measured scales. 
Bissett, et al. (2010) Temperate Grassland  
(10 sites) 
Irregular grid  
(1 m – 100 km) 
16S rDNA 
(T-RFLP/PhyloChip) 
Significant influence of 
spatial factors for sites with 
similar properties 
Boeddinghaus, et al. 
(2015) 
Temperate Grassland 
(18 sites, 2 regions) 
Transects on a 
regular grid 
(0.125 - 1.5 m) 
Soil enzyme activities Spatial correlation of 
microbial enzyme activities 
is site-specific. 
Spatial induction by 
edaphic factors 
Franklin and Mills (2003) Agricultural soil 
(1 site) 
Nested, regular grids 
(2.5 cm – 10 m) 
16S rDNA 
(Amplified fragment 
length polymorphism 
(AFLP)) 
Significant spatial 
organization up to 6m, 
large nested variability. 
Franklin and Mills (2009) Agricultural soil  
(1 site) 
Nested, regular grids 
(2.5 cm – 11 m) 
16S rDNA (AFLP) Strong interaction between 
spatial, microbial and 
environmental variables. 
Hill, et al. (2015) Artic heathlands 
(2 sites, 2 seasons) 
Transects  
(0.1 – 50 m) 
16S rDNA (T-RFLP/Ion 
Torrent Sequencing) 
No spatial organization 
<100 m 
Keil, et al. (2011) Temperate Grassland  
(6 sites) 
Transects on a 
regular grid 
(0.125 - 1.5 m) 
Functional genes of 
nitrogen cycles 
(qPCR) 
Strong spatial organization 
at the measured scales. 
King, et al. (2010) Mixed landscape 
(1 Site, 160 samples) 
Nested grids  
(2 – 2000 m) 
16S rDNA  
(454-Sequencing) 
Clade-specific SAC up to 
350 m, due to landscape, 
pH, snow depth 
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Reference Habitat Sampling Marker Outcome 
Krause, et al. (2013) Riparian wetland 
(1 site) 
Three nested grids 
(20 cm, 1 m, 10 m) 
Methane-oxidizing 
bacteria  
Microarray 
Overlapping and 
contrasting spatial patterns 
for different phylotypes. 
Environment did not 
explain variability on small 
scales 
Martiny, et al. (2011) Multiple habitats Transects 
(1 cm – 1 km) 
Functional genes of 
nitrogen cycles 
(Sanger sequencing) 
Drivers of diversity depend 
on scale and habitat. 
Mukherjee, et al. (2014) Creosote-contaminated 
wood preservation  
(1 site) 
Regular grids 
(<150 m) 
16S rDNA 
(454-Sequencing) 
Strong spatial organization 
regulated by pollutants or 
abiotic factors 
Mummey and Stahl (2003) Temperate grasslands  
(2 sites) 
Grids and Transects  
(2 cm – 100 m) 
16S rDNA  
(T-RFLP) 
Only small-scale patterns 
due to plant-induced 
substrate availability. 
Mummey, et al. (2010) Mixed forest/grassland 
soils 
(1 site) 
Irregular Grid 
(> 1.2 m) 
PLFA Less spatial organization at 
the analyzed scales in 
forests than in grasslands 
Navarrete, et al. (2015) Mixed forest/grassland 
soils 
(6 sites/9 samples each) 
Nested grids Acidobacteria 
16S rDNA 
Strong differentiation 
between forests and 
grasslands 
Nicol, et al. (2003) Temperate grassland 
(2 sites, management 
gradient) 
Transects (2m), small 
scale grids on cores 
Archaeal rRNA/rDNA 
DGGE 
Mixed spatial 
heterogeneity within 
transects, no grassland 
type effect 
O'Brien, et al. (2016) Highly managed grassland 
(2 treatments) 
Grids 
(25 samples on a 10 x 
10 cm grid, in blocks 
6m apart from each 
other) 
16S rDNA 
(Illumina sequencing) 
Pronounced heterogeneity 
at the centimeter scale, 
less at the meter scale 
Philippot, et al. (2009) Agricultural pasture 
(1 site) 
Irregular grid 
(3.6 m site distance) 
Functional genes of 
denitrification  
(qPCR) 
Significant spatial 
organization 6 – 16 m.  
Ramette and Tiedje 
(2007b) 
Temperate grassland  
(4 treatments) 
Transects  
(0 – 20 m) 
Burkholderia spp. 
(cultivation/qPCR) 
Strong environmentally 
induced spatial distribution 
 
Regan, et al. (2014) Temperate Grassland 
(1 site, 6 seasons) 
Irregular grids  
(0.5 – 12 m) 
PLFA Strong correlation between 
community and 
environment, but rarely to 
location; seasonally 
dependent.  
Ritz, et al. (2004) Upland grassland  
(1 site) 
Transects 
(0.1 – 12 m) 
16S rDNA (DGGE) 
PLFA 
Significant spatial 
organization up to 6m. 
Weak interaction with 
environment. 
Saetre and Bååth (2000) Mixed Forest stand 
(1 site) 
Nested, regular grids 
(0.2 – 10 m) 
PLFA Significant spatial 
organization up to 10m, 
controlled by tree species 
Shi, et al. (2015) Tundra Heath 
(24 sites) 
Transects  
(20 – 100 m) 
Functional genes 
(GeoChip) 
Significant effects of 
medium and large scales, 
much higher than 
environmental effects 
Sokol, et al. (2013) Antarctic soils 
(5 sites) 
Transects 
(1m – 800 km) 
16S rDNA  
(T-RFLP, ARISA) 
Varying range-dependent 
influences of spatial and 
environmental filters 
 
Tripathi, et al. (2014) Tropical forest soils  
(2 sites) 
Regular Transects 
(30 x 5 m) 
16S rDNA  
(454-Sequencing) 
Environmental, but not 
spatial distances explained 
community dissimilarities  
van Dorst, et al. (2014) Polar soils  
(3 Artic, 5 Antarctic) 
Transects  
(0.01 – 300 m) 
ITS/16S rDNA 
(ARISA/T-RFLP/454-
sequencing) 
Only global spatial scales 
were significantly 
influencing diversity. 
Wang, et al. (2012a) Floodplain 
(1 site) 
Nested, regular grids 
(2.5 cm – 10 m) 
16S rDNA  
(qPCR, DGGE) 
Clear correlations between 
functional genes and 
environment 
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1.6.3.1 Temporal analysis of microbial biogeography 
Biogeography is a result of spatial processes working over time. The tight connection of spatial and 
seasonal factors is often used in environmental chronosequences formed by e.g. retreating glaciers 
(Brown & Jumpponen, 2014) or agricultural soils which were abandoned at different stages (Kuramae, 
et al., 2010). There, the successive colonization of alien microbes of a recently made available habitat 
can be monitored. Accordingly, space between sampling sites are used to define their temporal 
distance (Dini-Andreote, et al., 2014, Freedman & Zak, 2015). A chronosequence of marshland 
provided the framework for the formulation of a conceptual model of bacterial succession, which 
included stochastic early colonization, and increasing importance of deterministic effects later on until 
community establishment (Dini-Andreote, et al., 2015). These experiments illustrate effects from long-
term observations, partially encompassing thousands of years, but it is worthwhile to look at much 
smaller temporal scales as well, as changes of diversity are often associated with functional changes. 
Soil properties (Wuest, 2015), carbon (Wuest, 2014), and nitrogen pools (Ros, et al., 2009) exhibit 
pronounced seasonality which is ought to govern bacterial selection, as some Bacteria can adapt to 
environmental changes very quickly (Schmidt, et al., 2007, Rasche, et al., 2011). Therefore, a 
detectable temporal variability can be expected already at small intervals. In times of changing climate 
conditions, the overall stability and robustness to temporal disturbances, i.e. the ability to return to a 
stable previous or alternate state, is of high interest (Shade, et al., 2012, Faust, et al., 2015). Temporal 
variability of microbial communities seems to largely depend on their respective habitats (Buckley & 
Schmidt, 2003) and on the time scale they have been measured on (Shade, et al., 2013). For example, 
the same authors identified soils as the temporally most robust habitat (derived from the absence of 
a time-dependent effect on β-diversity). Still, the existing literature presents rather mixed results 
(Table 4). Some studies dealing with temperate grasslands should be briefly highlighted. Lauber, et al. 
(2013) found different degrees of seasonal variability between three differently managed soils, 
strongly correlated to changing soil properties. The same observation – but with less resolving markers 
– was made in very similar experiments conducted in British temperate, unmanaged grasslands 
(Grayston, et al., 2001) and in American grasslands of various management level (Buckley & Schmidt, 
2003). In contrast, a study with a more diverse set of globally distributed soils did not confirm this 
finding (Docherty, et al., 2015).  
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Table 4. Literature survey of studies focusing on temporal shifts of established microbial communities in soils. Published 
work studying "pseudo-temporal" scales were excluded (e.g. glacier chronosequences, in which temporal distance is 
proxied by space), as well as colonization experiments (e.g. re-colonization of sterilized habitats). The terms "inter-" and 
"intra-annual" indicate if a time series exceeded the span of a single year; intra-annual studies may have used samples 
from two years (but did not last longer than 12 months). 
Reference Habitat Sampling Marker Outcome 
Basak, et al. (2015) Mangrove wetland 
sediments 
(1 site, 2 horizons) 
2 intra-annual time 
points 
3 replicates per horizon 
and sampling date 
16s rDNA 
(454-Sequencing) 
 
Temporal variability only in 
subsurface sediments. 
Birgander, et al. (2014) Semi-natural 
grassland 
(1 site) 
8 intra-annual time 
points 
24 replicates per 
sampling date 
PLFA 
Microbial growth 
Bacterial growth rate 
highest in autumn. 
Seasonality explained only 
6% of the community 
variance. 
Björk, et al. (2008) Alpine meadows 
(4 sites) 
Plant community 
gradient 
8 intra-annual time 
points 
3 replicates per site and 
sampling date 
PLFA Two community shifts 
during snowmelt and 
growing season. 
Buckeridge, et al. (2013) Arctic tundra soil 
(1 site) 
 
9 time points 
5 replicates per 
sampling date 
16s rDNA 
(qPCR) 
PLFA 
Cmic 
 
Thawing period induced 
significant community 
shifts. 
Buckley and Schmidt 
(2003) 
Agricultural soils 
(7 sites) 
Land use gradient 
4 inter-annual time 
points, 
< 5 replicates per 
sampling date and 
treatment 
16S rRNA  
(Quantitative filter 
hybridization) 
Temporal dynamics 
depend on habitat type 
and phylum. 
Chemidlin Prevost-Boure, 
et al. (2011) 
Managed Oak forest 
(1 site) 
Litter amendment 
gradient 
12 intra-annual time 
points 
12 plots, 3 treatments 
3 replicates per 
treatment and plot 
Bacterial intergenic 
spacer of the rDNA 
(ARISA) 
Litter amendment affected 
bacterial communities, 
causing temporal variability 
Docherty, et al. (2015) 4 globally 
distributed, diverse 
soil types 
Between 2 and 4 inter-
annual time points 
24 replicates per soil 
type and sampling date 
16s rDNA 
(454-Sequencing) 
PLFA 
 
Temporal dynamics 
depend on habitat type, 
technique and taxon. 
Less pronounced temporal 
variability within sites. 
 
Grayston, et al. (2001) Temperate 
grasslands 
(3 sites) 
Land use gradient  
 
6 intra-annual time 
points, pooled from 
randomly selected 
sample locations 
Microbial carbon 
(Cmic) 
Soil respiration 
PLFA 
Significant PLFA variability 
due soil type and sampling 
date, little changes in Cmic. 
Juottonen, et al. (2008) Boreal fen 
(1 site) 
4 inter-annual time 
points 
3 replicates per 
sampling date 
Archaea only: 
16S rRNA + rDNA 
(T-RFLP) 
Methane formation 
 
Slight community shifts per 
season. 
Strong changes of methane 
production potential. 
Kivlin and Hawkes (2016) Monoculture stands 
of 5 tree species 
4 inter-annual time 
points 
4 replicates per tree 
species and sampling 
date 
Cmic 
16s rDNA 
(454-sequencing) 
Soil enzymatic 
activities 
 
"All bacteria parameters 
varied significantly across 
dates." 
Kramer, et al. (2013) Arable grassland 
(1 site, 3 horizons) 
Land use gradient 
6 inter-annual time 
points, 
10 plots per treatment 
10 replicate samples per 
plot and sampling date 
Extractable organic 
content (EOC) 
PLFA 
Soil enzymatic 
activities 
 
Treatment effect larger 
than seasonality. 
Accumulation of microbial 
biomass in winter. 
Krave, et al. (2002) Pine Forest 
(1 site, 3 horizons) 
 
12 inter-annual time 
points, pooled from 
randomly selected 
sample locations 
16S rDNA 
(DGGE) 
Stable bacterial 
communities in all layers, 
except upper litter during 
drought. 
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Reference Habitat Sampling Marker Outcome 
Lauber, et al. (2013) Agricultural soils 
(7 sites) 
Land use gradient 
6 intra-annual time 
points,  
18 replicates per land 
use type and sampling 
date 
16s rDNA 
(454-Sequencing) 
 
Temporal variability within 
a soil type exceeded 
variability between soil 
types. 
Lazzaro, et al. (2015) Alpine soil 
(4 sites) 
Elevational gradient 
6 inter-annual time 
points 
5 replicates per site and 
sampling date  
16S rDNA/18S rDNA 
(T-RFLP, qPCR,  
Illumina-sequencing) 
"Microbial community 
structures at the different 
sites were strongly affected 
by seasonal variations." 
Lipson (2007) Alpine meadows 
(1 site) 
Subalpine forest 
(1 site) 
3 inter-annual time 
points 
Replicates varied 
between sites 
 16S rDNA 
(clone libraries) 
Significant community 
changes between sites and 
sampling dates. 
Lipson and Schmidt (2004) Alpine meadows 
(1 site) 
3 intra-annual time 
points 
3 replicates per 
sampling date 
Culturable species 
16S rDNA 
(clone libraries) 
Significant community 
changes between winter 
and summer, dependent 
on tested phyla. 
Lipson, et al. (2002) Alpine meadows 
(2 sites) 
4 inter-annual time 
point 
3 replicates per site and 
sampling date 
Culturable species 
Several activity 
markers 
DNA hybridization 
Significant community 
changes between winter 
and summer. 
McMahon, et al. (2011) Arctic shrub and 
tussock soils 
(unknown amount of 
sites) 
4 intra-annual time 
points 
8 replicates per site and 
sampling date 
16S rRNA  
(T-RFLP) 
Cultivation 
Significant temporal 
variability of the active 
community between 
summer and winter 
communities. 
Pasternak, et al. (2013) 5 regionally 
distributed, diverse 
soil types 
2 intra-annual time 
points,  
2 replicate plots per soil 
type 
8 replicates per soil and 
sampling date 
16S rDNA 
(T-RFLP) 
Significant temporal 
variability in winter. 
Pereira e Silva, et al. 
(2012) 
Agricultural soils 
(8 sites) 
Land use gradient 
11 inter-annual time 
points 
4 replicate plots 
10 samples per plot and 
sampling date 
16S/18S rDNA 
(DGGE, qPCR) 
Temporal variability not 
significant for fungi and 
bacteria, but for archaea. 
Shade, et al. (2013) Meta-study of 
various datasets 
from various soils 
across the USA 
Between 3 and 6 time 
points  
16s rDNA 
(454/Illumina-
Sequencing) 
 
Soil emerges as the least 
temporally variable 
habitat. 
Sher, et al. (2013) Arid soil 
(1 site) 
Semi-arid soil 
(1 site) 
2 intra-annual time 
points, pooled from 6 
consecutive years, 
30 replicates per site 
and sampling date 
AOA/AOB 
16S rDNA 
(DGGE) 
AOB dominate in in winter, 
AOA dominate in summer. 
Ammonia oxidation 
potential higher in winter. 
Smit, et al. (2001) Experimental wheat 
farm 
(1 site) 
4 inter-annual time 
points 
10 replicates per 
sampling date 
Culturable species 
16S rDNA  
(DGGE) 
Significant changes only 
during summer (July). 
Wallenstein, et al. (2007) Arctic shrub and 
tussock soils 
(unknown amount of 
sites) 
2 inter-annual time 
points 
Replicates varied 
between sites 
16S/18S rDNA 
(Clone libraries) 
Temporal changes depend 
on phylogenetic scales; 
finer taxonomic scales 
revealed higher 
seasonality. 
Wallenstein, et al. (2009) Arctic shrub and 
tussock soils 
(unknown amount of 
sites) 
4 inter-annual time 
points 
5 replicates per site and 
sampling date 
Enzymatic essays  
(6 hydrolases) 
Changes in enzymatic 
activity more likely in 
winter. 
1.6.3.2 Spatio-temporal analysis of microbial diversity 
Based on this brief literature review on spatial and temporal analyses of microbial diversity in soils, we 
find a huge variety of diversity markers, habitats, study designs, research questions, and, consequently, 
partially conflicting results. For example, plenty of research on microbial seasonality has been done in 
cold climate environments, probably due to interest in freeze-thawing cycles existing there, but this 
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climatic intermittency is not as pronounced in more temperate habitats (Lipson, et al., 2002, Lipson & 
Schmidt, 2004, Björk, et al., 2008, Lazzaro, et al., 2015). Other scholars have tried to link land use and 
agricultural management to bacterial seasonality (Chemidlin Prevost-Boure, et al., 2011, Pereira e Silva, 
et al., 2012, Lauber, et al., 2013). A variety of results rely on marker molecules which do not provide 
taxonomic information (e.g. microbial biomass, PLFA) or stay at coarse taxonomic ranks (Pereira e Silva, 
et al., 2012, Lauber, et al., 2013), which – however – possibly encompass phylotypes with different 
seasonality. At any rate, it is difficult to evaluate temporal variability without knowing the spatial scale 
it operates on, or – likewise – the spatial variability without assessing its temporal robustness. Research 
that synthesizes both aspects of bacterial community assembly is extremely rare (Fierer & Ladau, 2012), 
although the statistical toolbox already has been extended to cover these experimental approaches 
(Legendre, et al., 2010, Gonzalez, et al., 2012, Legendre & Gauthier, 2014). It is striking that a variety 
of studies actually employed sophisticated spatial randomization and replication on the plot scale, but 
did not use spatial covariates in their statistical analyses, as evident from Table 4, which demonstrates 
the partially huge sampling effort made for these experiments. 
The lack of experimental experience is especially apparent on the plot scale – even though one could 
monitor contemporary dispersal processes at scales that are relevant to endemic bacteria. From the 
few published experiments with dedicated spatial and temporal assessments on the plot scale, mixed 
results were yielded. Recently, the assessment of 360 samples distributed over six intra-annual time 
points on a 10 m x 10 m grassland site showed temporally variable spatial dependencies of bacterial 
communities, but the utilized molecular marker (PLFA) could not taxonomically resolve the 
communities (Regan, et al., 2014). Hill, et al. (2015) reported that seasonality had a much stronger 
effect on microbial diversity than spatial distance in two arctic heathland soils, whereas two North 
American soils exhibited neither spatial nor temporal variability except local autocorrelation working 
on the centimeter scale (Mummey & Stahl, 2003). Langenheder, et al. (2012) added another 
component to their spatio-temporal plot scale experiment, as they sampled isolated rock pools within 
distances of several meters from each other over the course of one year. This study therefore 
concentrated on assessing β-diversity caused by dispersal events, but rarely found those.  
Another recent discovery will certainly affect our perception of bacterial seasonality: Temporal 
variability becomes more pronounced with decreasing abundance of bacteria. Many systems consist 
of a few cosmopolitan, dominating species and many less abundant, rare taxa, which under favorable 
conditions may outgrow many other competitors for short periods of time (Shade, et al., 2014, Shade 
& Gilbert, 2015). However, this aspect has rarely been covered, even though some experiments utilized 
sequencing methods capable of reaching the required resolution. 
In conclusion, many questions in soil microbiology have not sufficiently been solved, as contrasting 
results were reported in many fields of research. This might be due to the high amount of different 
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experimental and statistical tools which are currently in use, but also underlines the fact that many 
different strategies are employed by nature. 
1.7 Aims of this work 
The overarching topic of my PhD work is the interaction of microbes at spatial scales between 
centimeters and meters and at a temporal scale covering one year. This study was motivated by the 
observation that despite the high spatial and temporal heterogeneity of soils, bacterial communities 
are almost never investigated at both scales. Using the framework of the ScaleMic experiment (Regan, 
et al., 2014), the spatio-temporal distribution of Acidobacteria were the main focus of this study. 
Although being a highly abundant and ubiquitous phylum, little is known about its ecophysiology. Being 
described as mostly slow growing oligotrophs, unlikely to compete in nutritionally rich habitats, we 
would expect that this phylum would exhibit strong partial patchiness or seasonality correlating with 
limited substrate pools in which the r-strategists are outpaced. On the other hand, previous results 
from quantitative PCR, fingerprinting and cloning experiments strongly suggest that Acidobacteria are 
highly active in wide range of habitats (Männistö, et al., 2013, Schostag, et al., 2015) and tightly linked 
to a number of environmental parameters (Naether, et al., 2012, Foesel, et al., 2014). In order to 
further unravel the relationships between this phylum and environmental gradients, space, and time, 
deep sequencing of ribosome content was conducted on 358 samples. Multivariate statistics were 
used to quantify the effects of space, time, soil chemistry, and biotic gradients on the activity of this 
phylum. Furthermore, the processes which led to the detected acidobacterial communities were 
examined with variance partitioning and Raup-Crick dissimilarities to identify the possibility of neutral 
processes occurring between sites. As the full bacterial diversity was extracted during the experiment, 
many research opportunities were created beyond the initial focus on a single phylum. We were 
enabled to look for spatial interactions between bacteria involved in coupled metabolism pathways. 
In this case, the interplay between ammonium oxidizing and nitrite oxidizing microbes on the plot scale 
were explored, a crucial interaction in global nitrogen cycles. 
The ScaleMic experiment also provided root samples from each of the 360 sampling sites. Recent 
research has found clear species- and compartment-specific microbial communities in the rhizosphere 
of several plant species, grown under controlled conditions (Bulgarelli, et al., 2012, Lundberg, et al., 
2012). The ScaleMic root samples offered the possibility to test these findings in environmental 
samples where different plant species compete for limited space and form highly complex root 
networks. However, our initial experiments were hampered by unexpected experimental problems, 
which motivated the systematic evaluation of the technical limitations of separation of root associated 
microbial communities.  
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In summary, this thesis work tried to elucidate spatio-temporal activity patterns of bacteria with a 
focus on a highly abundant, but ecophysiologically vastly undescribed phylum and on functionally 
known, but less abundant groups. 
2 Materials and Methods 
The following tables include materials and devices, in which use I was directly involved. They do not 
contain any devices or compounds, which were used by cooperating groups.  
2.1 Devices 
Table 5. List of devices used in this study 
Application Type Manufacturer 
Balance PJ3000 Mettler-Toledo, Germany 
Bath sonication BioRuptor Plus Diagenode, Belgium 
Blue light Transilluminator Safe Imager 2.0 Life Technologies, USA* 
Capillary Sequencer 3310 Genetic Analyzer Applied Biosystems, USA* 
Centrifugation 5417R Eppendorf, Germany 
Double excitation filter set for 
fluorescence microscopy F51-009 AHF, Germany 
Fluorescence microscopy Axio Imager M2 Zeiss, Germany 
Gel electrophoresis Horizon 20-25 Labrepco, USA 
Homogenization/Cell lysis FastPrep 24 MP Biomedicals, USA 
Imaging for fluorescence 
microscopy AxioCam MRm Zeiss 
Mixing/Heating Thermomixer comfort Eppendorf 
Orbital shaking Unimax 2010 Heidolph, Germany 
PCR amplification GeneAmp PCR 9700 Applied Biosystems* 
pH determination PB11 Sartorius, Germany 
Photometry ND-1000 NanoDrop, USA* 
Probe sonication Sonopuls HD2200 Bandelin, Germany 
Swing mill MM200 Retsch, Germany 
'Vortex' shaking Reax 2000 Heidolph 
*now Thermo Scientific, USA 
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2.2 Chemicals 
2.2.1 Chemicals, assays, enzymes 
Table 6. List of chemicals, enzymes and assays used in the present study. 
Chemical/Brand Concentration/purity Provider Order ID 
Acetic acid (ROTIPURAN) 100% / p.a. Carl Roth, Germany 3738.1 
Bovine Serum Albumin (BSA, 
acetylated) 
10 mg * ml-1 / NA Promega, USA R3961 
Chloroform/Isoamyl alcohol (CI) 24:1 / NA PanReac/Applichem, 
Germany 
A1935 
DreamTaq Master Mix NA Fermentas, USA* K1071 
Ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid 
(EDTA) 
≥99.9 % / p.a. Carl Roth 8043.2 
Endonuclease DNAse I 1 U * µl-1 / NA Fermentas EN0521 
Endonuclease MspI 20 U * µl-1 / NA New England Biolabs, USA R0106S 
Ethanol (ROTIPURAN) ≥99.8 % / p.a. Carl Roth 9065.3 
Gene Ruler, low range NA Fermentas* SNM1192 
GeneRuler 50 bp DNA ladder NA Thermo Scientific, USA SM0371 
GoScript RT System NA Promega A5000 
H20 "Bioscience grade" Carl Roth T143.3 
HiDi formamide  NA Thermo Scientific 4311320 
Isopropanol >99.5% / A.C.S. Avantor, Netherlands 9084-01 
MapMarker® 1000-ROX (MM) NA Bioventures, Germany MM-1000XL-
ROX 
Metaphor Agarose NA Lonza, Switzerland 50184 
MinElute NA Qiagen, Germany 28004 
Na2HPO4 p.A. Serva, Germany 30200 
NaCH3COO p.A. Serva 21249 
NaCl p.A. Sigma, USA 71381 
NaH2PO4 p.A. Serva 30186 
Nucleospin Clean Up kit NA Macherey & Nagel, 
Germany 
740609 
NucleoSpin Soil NA Macherey & Nagel 740780 
PEG6000 NA Serva 33137 
Phenol/Cloroform/Isoamyl alcohol 
(PCI) 
25:24:1 / NA PanReac/Applichem A0837 
Phusion High-Fidelity PCR Kit NA New England Biolabs E0553 
Quant-iT RiboGreen assay NA Thermo Scientific R11490 
RiboLock RNase Inhibitor 40 U * µl-1 / NA Thermo Scientific EO0381 
RNase Exitus Plus N/A AppliChem, Germany A7153,0250 
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Chemical/Brand Concentration/purity Provider Order ID 
Sigma Spin Post Reaction Clean Up 
Columns 
NA Sigma S5059 
Silwet L-77 85% / NA Obermaier, Germany NA 
Sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) ≥90% Sigma 62862 
SYBR Gold  10,000X / NA Thermo Scientific S-11494 
SYBR Green 10,000x / NA LumiProbe, Germany 20010 
Tris (PUFFERAN) ≥99.9 % / p.a. Carl Roth 4855.2 
Tris-HCl ≥99.0% Sigma T3253 
Vectashield  NA Vector Laboratories, USA H-1000 
Zirconium beads (var. sizes) NA Carl Roth N033.1 
*now Thermo Scientific, USA 
2.2.2 PCR primers  
HPLC-purified primers were either obtained from MWG Operon/Eurofins (Germany) or were kindly 
provided by the Leibniz-Institut DSMZ-Deutsche Sammlung von Mikroorganismen und Zellkulturen 
GmbH (DSMZ). All primers target different regions of the 16S rDNA/rRNA (Table 7). 
Table 7. List of oligonucleotides used in the present study. All primers are designed to bind to 16S rDNA. 
ID Sequence Reference 
27FAM FAM-5'-GAGTTTGATCMTGGCTCAG-3' Lane (1991) 
341f wobble2 
(V3_F) 
5'-CCTACGGGWGGCWGCAG-3' Foesel, unpublished, modified from 
Muyzer, et al. (1993) 
515r  
(V3_nR) 
5'-CCGCGGCTGCTGGCAC-3' Modified from Dethlefsen, et al. (2008) 
907r 5'-CCGTCAATTCCTTTRAGTTT-3' Lane (1991) 
 
Primers 341fwobble2 and 515r were modified for Illumina sequencing and contained additional 
adapter sequences and binding sites for sequencing primers. The reverse primer also included a 
barcode region of six nucleotides, yielding the following sequences (template binding regions in bold): 
V3_F (5'-ATGATACGGCGACCACCGAGATCTACACTCTTTCCCTACACGACGCTCTTCCGATCTCCTACG 
GGWGGCWGCAG-3') and V3_nR (5'-CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATNNNNNNGTGACTGGAGTTCAG 
ACGTGTGCTCTTCCGATCTCCGCGGCTGCTGGCAC-3'; with n indicating one of 60 barcodes (as 
represented by the NNNNNN-stretch) (Table 8). Primer 27FAM is labelled with 6-carboxyfluorescein at 
the 5'-end (see 2.4.2.3).  
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Table 8. Primer barcodes for Illumina amplicon library generation.  
ID Barcode ID Barcode ID Barcode ID Barcode 
1 CGTGAT 16 TCGCTT 31 TTCAAC 46 ATTGAG 
2 ACATCG 17 TGAGGA 32 TTGTGA 47 ATACCT 
3 GCCTAA 18 ACAACC 33 TTGACT 48 ATGCAA 
4 TGGTCA 19 ACCTCA 34 TATTCG 49 AATCCA 
5 CACTGT 20 ACGGTA 35 TATAGC 50 AATGGT 
6 ATTGGC 21 AGTTGG 36 TAACTC 51 AACTAG 
7 GATCTG 22 CTCTCT 37 TACCAA 52 AACACT 
8 TCAAGT 23 CAAGTG 38 TACGTT 53 AAGAGA 
9 CTGATC 24 CCTTGA 39 TAGTAC 54 ACTTAC 
10 AAGCTA 25 ACCACT 40 TAGATG 55 ACATTG 
11 GTAGCC 26 AGTGTC 41 TCTACA 56 ACGAAT 
12 TACAAG 27 AGAAGG 42 TCTGAT 57 AGTCAT 
13 CGTACT 28 TTATCC 43 TCATGT 58 AGAAGT 
14 GACTGA 29 TTAAGG 44 TGTCTA 59 CTTATG 
15 GCTCAA 30 TTCTTG 45 ATTCTC 60 CTAGAA 
 
2.2.3 Buffer preparation 
120 mM sodium phosphate buffer (pH 8) 
112.87 mM Na2HPO4 and 7.12 mM NaH2PO4 are dissolved in RNase free water, filter sterilized and 
autoclaved. 
TNS (pH 8) 
500 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8), 100 mM NaCl, 10% (w/v) SDS are dissolved in RNase free water, adjusted to 
pH 8 with HCl, filter sterilized and autoclaved. 
PEG 
30% (w/v) polyethylene glycol (average molar weight 6000 u), 1.6M NaCl are dissolved in RNAse free 
water and autoclaved. 
EB buffer 
10 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.5) are dissolved in RNase free water, filter sterilized and autoclaved. 
PBS buffer 
7 mM Na2HPO4, 3 mM NaH2PO4, 130 mM NaCl are dissolved in RNase free water and autoclaved. 
Amendment of 0.02 % (v/v) Silwet L77 results in PBS-S. 
TAE buffer (50x) 
242.2 g Tris, 57.1 ml acetic acid ("glacial"), and 100 ml 0.5M EDTA are dissolved with 600 ml deionized 
water. 
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2.3 Software 
Routinely used software is listed in this section. Software used only for certain tasks is specified in the 
respective chapters. Basic data operations were carried out with Microsoft Excel (Redmond, USA). 
Basic and preliminary statistical analyses were performed with PAST (Hammer, et al., 2001). All final 
statistical analyses were calculated within the R 3.2.2 environment (R Development Core Team, 2015) 
with updated core functionality and packages at the time of writing. A list of commonly used R 
packages is available in Table 9. Calculations requiring dedicated computational infrastructure were 
carried out in a multi-processor Linux environment (Ubuntu 12, 14.4). This was true for any 
bioinformatical step in the procession of sequencing data as well as to some statistical operations on 
the large datasets. Phylogenetic analysis was done with ARB 6.0.2 (Ludwig, et al., 2004), with Jalview 
serving as the main alignment editor and MEGA 6 for tree building (Tamura, et al., 2013).  
Table 9. List of R-packages used in this study. 
Package Functionality Reference 
ade4/adegraphics Spatial statistics Dray and Dufour (2007) 
ecoGenetics Correlograms Roser, et al. (2015) 
gamboostLSS Model boosting Hofner, et al. (2015a) 
ggplot2 Plotting Wickham (2009) 
Hmisc Correlation analysis Harrell (2015) 
iNEXT Diversity estimation Chao, et al. (2013) 
MASS Generalized linear models Venables and Ripley (2002) 
mboost/mboostDevel 
gamboostLSS 
Model boosting Hothorn, et al. (2010a) 
Hofner, et al. (2014), (2015a) 
Mayr, et al. (2012) 
Multcomp General linear hypothesis tests Hothorn, et al. (2008) 
Herberich, et al. (2010) 
nlme General linearized models Pinheiro, et al. (2015) 
Packfor Forward selection in multivariate 
ordinations 
Dray, et al. (2013) 
PCNM Extrapolation of spatial patterns Legendre, et al. (2013) 
Plyr Data manipulation Wickham (2011) 
pscl Zero inflation in linear models Zeileis, et al. (2008) 
qgraph Network visualization Epskamp, et al. (2012) 
Reshape/Reshape2 Data manipulation Wickham (2007) 
sandwich Covariance matrix adjustment for multcomp Zeileis (2004) 
stabs Stable selection of environmental variables 
in mboost 
Hofner, et al. (2015b) 
vegan Basic ecological framework Oksanen, et al. (2015) 
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2.4 Experimental procedures 
2.4.1 The ScaleMic experiment 
The entire experimental workflow for analysis of ScaleMic samples is depicted in Figure 4 and will be 
thoroughly explained in the following sections. 
 
Figure 4. Workflow of the ScaleMic-Project. Dashed boxes and arrows represent procedural steps; solid boxes indicate 
objects (intermediate products and datasets). 
2.4.1.1 Study design and sampling 
The sampling design was first explained in (Regan, et al., 2014), which is briefly recapitulated. A 
physically homogenous grassland site in the Swabian Jura was selected for our experiment, located 
near Wittlingen, between Stuttgart and Ulm (Figure 5), at coordinates N48° 25' 0.01" E 9° 30' 0.00" 
(decimal N48.416669; E9.5).  
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Figure 5. The sampling site selected for the ScaleMic experiment, near the small village of Wittlingen, Baden-Württemberg, 
Germany. The picture is taken from a height of approx. 2,000 m (Google Earth, updated 2012/09/16, accessed 2015/10/20). 
Within the framework of the Biodiversity Exploratories (Fischer, et al., 2010), the site was registered 
as experimental plot AEG31 (plot ID A37367). The Swabian Jura (or Alps) is a middle mountain range, 
consisting of stacked layers of limestone, formed during the Jurassic period (200 – 150 million years 
ago). According to the classification of the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations, 
the soil type is characterized as rendzic leptosol (IUSS Working Group WRB, 2014). Leptosols are 
shallow soils covering highly calcareous materials or rocks with comparably small proportions of fine 
earth. Rendzic soils are defined as dark and humus-rich with high base saturation values (i.e. high 
amounts of dissolved Ca2+, Mg2+ and K+ ions), which either contain or directly overly material with more 
than 40% calcium carbonate. Annual precipitation in the sampling year (2011) was 810 mm with an 
average temperature of 8.1° C (both similar to values recorded from geographically close regions in 
that year (Statistisches Bundesamt, 2011)). The site typically remains unmanaged except for two 
annual events, the mowing of the grass between June and August and a short period of light sheep 
grazing in late September. Pictures of the site at each sampling date were kindly provided by Kathleen 
Regan (University of Hohenheim) and depicted in appendix 8.3.  
From the site, an area of 10 m x 10 m was subdivided into 30 subplots (1.67 m x 2 m, each), and each 
subplot was in turn separated into 12 sampling locations of six neighboring pairs with a distance of 50 
cm between each pair. A randomly selected pair of north/south-neighbors was assigned to each of the 
six sampling dates, resulting in unique coordinate grids for each sampling date (Figure 6). 
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Figure 6. Sampling scheme of the ScaleMic experimental site (10 x 10 m). 30 subplots (#1-30, 1.67 x 2 m) were defined, 
with 12 sampling locations (20 cm x 20 cm) being arranged symmetrically within each subplot. For each sampling date 
(represented by the color code), two vertically neighboring replicates were sampled. The picture is used with the kind 
approval of Dr. Sven Marhan, University of Hohenheim. 
Four cores (Ø 5.8 cm) of the top soil (0 -10 cm) were taken with core augers, with the upper 1 cm of 
thatch being removed to minimize the influence of plant residues on the analysis. One of these cores 
was used for the microbial analysis in the present study. Sampling was carried out in 2011, on April 5th, 
May 17th, June 27th, August 16th, October 5th, and November 21st, respectively. The sampling dates 
were chosen to reflect a plant growth gradient between the start of the vegetation period and after 
the first frost of the year.  
For each of the six sampling dates, 60 samples were taken (30 subplots x 2 sample locations), yielding 
360 samples in total. Fresh soil cores were stored at 4°C on site, sieved (<5 mm), divided into aliquots 
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and transported on dry ice, until samples were stored in liquid nitrogen awaiting further procession. 
Two samples (IDs # 11 and #149) were lost during transport or in liquid nitrogen storage, respectively. 
Sampling was realized by a team of University of Hohenheim before the start of the present study. 
2.4.1.2 Environmental variables 
All samples were tested for a variety of edaphic and biotic factors, for which the experimental 
procedures are explained in Regan, et al. (2014). Briefly listed, general soil descriptors like water 
availability, porosity and soil texture were addressed by measuring soil moisture, bulk density, and clay 
content. Clay content was the only variable in the study for which the two samples per subplot were 
pooled. Macronutrient availability and the general state of biogeochemical cycles in the soil samples 
were characterized by ion concentrations (ammonium (NH4+), phosphate (PO4-), and nitrate (NO3-)) and 
pH. Carbon and nitrogen contents were represented by a number of variables: Total soil organic carbon 
(SOC) and total nitrogen, respectively, from which the water soluble fractions were extracted 
(extractable organic carbon or nitrogen (EOC/EON), respectively). Eventually, microbial biomass 
carbon and nitrogen (Cmic/Nmic, respectively) were determined by chloroform fumigation to describe 
biomass production in the soil. Other determinants of life in the top soil include bacterial cell counts 
and phospholipid-derived fatty acid (PLFA) profiles for saprophobic fungi (lipid 18:2ω6;, for protozoa 
(lipid 20:4ω6), and for all remaining PLFA signals12 (refer to Ruess & Chamberlain (2010) for PLFA 
nomenclature). Above ground vegetation data (measured in biomass per sample) was available for 
legumes, forbs, briophytes (mosses), graminoids (grasses of the Poaceae family), and Rhinantus minor, 
a hemi-parasitic herb, which influences plant productivity (Stein, et al., 2009). Moss biomass was not 
measured in April. Finally, litter and root biomass was documented as well. Furthermore, plant 
communities covering each sample location were visually identified for three months (May, June, and 
September) and given in coverage percentage per plot.  
Regan, et al. (2014) already describes and discusses the seasonal changes of the environment within 
this experimental plot in great detail. For this thesis, additional variable visualizations are given in 
appendix 8.4: i) as correlation network based on Spearman rank correlations, iii) in principal 
component ordination, and iv) as bubble plots showing the spatial distribution over the full sampling 
grid, incorporating all sampling dates. Box plots per date are available in Figure 15. Correlation 
networks and spatial abundance maps by sampling dates are deposited in the electronic appendix, 
alongside with plots describing vegetation coverage data ("Abundance Plots and Maps - OTUs and 
Environmental Variables"). 
                                                                                                                                                                             
12 Profiles were available for a number of individual PLFAs and combinations (for example for gram positive and 
negative bacteria), but eventually were omitted from the study, except for the two groups of prokaryotic 
organisms and a third PLFA parameter summing up the remaining PLFA signals. 
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2.4.1.3 Extraction of nucleic acids from soils 
Special precautions were taken in respect to RNase inhibition, if necessary. Glass ware and zirconium 
beads were baked at 180° C for at least 3 hours. Work benches, shelves, gloves and devices were 
routinely decontaminated with RNase ExitusPlus 13 , and disposable lab ware (filter tips, reaction 
vessels) were specified as RNase free. The protocol used for nucleic acid extraction was modified after 
Lueders, et al. (2003) with all operations being performed on ice (buffer preparations are described in 
2.2.3): 
0.6 g of soil was added to a 2 ml screw cap tube containing 0.7 g of zirconium beads, 750 µl sodium 
phosphate buffer (pH 8), and 250 µl TNS. After bead beating (45s, 6.5 m*s-1), the sample was 
centrifuged for 20 min at 4° C and maximum speed (20,187 x g). The supernatant was carefully 
transferred to a new 2 ml reaction cup, and 1 volume (approximately 500 µl) of PCI (25:24:1, pH 8) was 
added to it. After vortex mixing and centrifugation (5 min, 4°C, 20,187 x g), the aqueous phase 
(containing nucleic acids) was separated from the organic phase by a visible interphase (comprising 
mostly denatured proteins). The supernatant on top of the interphase was carefully transferred to a 2 
ml reaction vessel, and one volume (approximately 500 µl) of CI (24:1) was added. Vortex mixing and 
centrifugation (5 min, 4°C, 20,817 x g) was followed by the transfer of the supernatant to yet another 
2 ml reaction cup. It is recommended to precool all reaction cups before use. 2 volumes of PEG solution 
(approximately 1000 µl) were added to the transferred supernatant. A pronounced turbidity of the 
solution should be visible after gently inverting the mix a few times. Nucleic acid precipitation is 
enabled by centrifugation for 90 min (4°C, 20,187 x g). After spinning, the liquid was carefully, but 
preferably quantitatively removed with a pipette, avoiding any contact with the NA pellet. The pellet 
was then washed with 500 µl ice cold ethanol (c(v/v) = 70%) and subsequent centrifugation (20 min, 4° 
C, 20,187 x g). After the removal of ethanol by pipetting and brief evaporation (max. 5 min), the dried 
pellet was resuspended in 30 µl buffer EB. This co-extract was checked for purity (especially for phenol 
contamination) and concentration of nucleic acids by spectrophotometry and stored at -80° C. In cases 
of very low NA yield (<100 ng * µl-1) and/or heavy phenol contamination (indicated by strong 
absorbance at 280-290 nm), the procedure was repeated. 
2.4.1.4 DNA digestion 
The co-extract was fully digested with human DNase I to obtain pure RNA solutions. For this, the 
absolute mass of NA in the sample was calculated based on its spectrophotometrically determined 
concentration and DNase I was added accordingly (1 µl DNase I (1 U * µl-1) / 1 µg NA, rounded up), 
together with 10x reaction buffer. The reaction mix was filled to a final volume of at least 100 µl, 
                                                                                                                                                                             
13 Provider details for compounds and devices are given in 2.1 and 2.2, respectively, and are not repeated within 
the next chapters. Buffer preparations are given in 0. 
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depending on the NA concentration. The suspension was incubated for 45 minutes at 37° C, after which 
the enzyme was deactivated by incubation with 1 µl 50 mM EDTA per 10 µl reaction mix for 10 min at 
65° C. 2 volumes of RNase-free isopropanol along with 1/10 volume of 3 M sodium acetate were used 
to precipitate the remaining RNA for 60 minutes on ice, which was then pelleted by centrifugation (10 
min, RT, 20,817 x g). After careful removal of the liquid, the pellet was washed with 500 µl ice cold 
Ethanol (c(v/v) = 70%) and subsequent centrifugation (10 min, RT, 20,817 x g). The ethanol was removed 
and the pellet resuspended in 30 µl RNase-free water. The RNA concentration was determined with 
the Quant-iT RiboGreen fluorescein assay according to manufacturer's instructions. Standardization 
was done with six concentrations of a standard RNA (0, 0.02, 0.1, 0.5, 1, 2 ng * µl-1, respectively), and 
measurement was carried out in a multi-plate reader at wavelengths suitable for fluorescein 
(excitation 475 nm, emission 520 nm). Samples containing RNA were mixed with RiboLock RNase 
inhibitor (1 U * µg1 RNA) and stored at -80° C. If not stated otherwise, all procedures were carried out 
on ice. 
2.4.1.5 cDNA construction 
Two aliquots per sample were used for cDNA construction from RNA with the GoScript reverse 
transcription system. For this, 4 µl of the sample were mixed with random nucleotide hexamers (c(w/v) 
= 0.5g * µl-1) in 500 µl reaction vessels and incubated for 5 min at 25° C to allow random priming. Then, 
15 µl of freshly prepared master-mix (4 µl 5x reaction buffer, 2.4 µl 25 mM MgCl2, 1 µl 10 mM 
nucleotide mix, 1 µl reverse transcriptase (1 U * µl-1, 6.6 µl RNase free water) was added to the sample. 
After quickly spinning down the reaction mix, it was incubated for 60 minutes at 42° C to enable reverse 
transcription, which was ended by heating the suspension for 15 min at 70° C. If not stated otherwise, 
all procedures were carried out on ice. 
2.4.1.6 16S rRNA amplification 
We applied a one-step PCR protocol to generate the barcoded amplicon libraries used in Illumina 
sequencing (Bartram, et al., 2011). Each primer contained the amplification primers, the sequencing 
primer and an adapter region for the chemical attachment to the Illumina chip. The reverse primer 
additionally included the barcoding region of six nucleotides. 60 barcodes were available (Table 8) and 
were inserted to the reverse primer. The region of interest comprised the hypervariable region 3 of 
the 16S rRNA, targeted by primers 341f wobble2 and 515r, closely flanking the V3 of E. coli (positions 
358–514 (Dethlefsen, et al., 2008)). PCR amplification was performed with the Phusion amplification 
kit. The total volume of the RNA suspensions obtained in the previous step (20 µl) was added to 30 µl 
of master-mix to a final reaction volume of 50 µl (Table 10).  
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Table 10. PCR reaction mix for the generation of Illumina amplicon libraries with the Phusion High Fidelity amplification 
kit. 
Reagent Concentration Volume (µl) Final concentration 
PCR-H2O - 16.6 - 
GC Buffer Phusion 5x 10 1.00x 
dNTP Mix Phusion 10 mM 1 0.20 mM 
DMSO 100 % 1.5 3 % 
Forward Primer  50 pmol* µl-1 0.2 0.20 pmol* µl-1 
Reverse Primer  50 pmol* µl-1 0.2 0.20 pmol* µl-1 
Taq-Polymerase Phusion 2 U* µl-1 0.5 0.02 U* µl-1 
Sample - 20 - 
Final Volume 50  
 
After an initial denaturing step (5 min, 94° C), 15 cycles of denaturation (15 s, 94° C), primer annealing 
(15 s, 59° C), and elongation (15 s, 72° C) were followed by a final elongation phase (7 min, 72° C). 
Samples were then stored at 4° C until further procession. Randomly selected samples were selected 
for control experiments to check if DNA was still available for amplification by using the RNA extract 
before reverse transcription as template for this PCR with full length 16S rDNA from a clone library (Dr. 
Tetsuro Miyatake, University of Bremen) as a positive control. 
2.4.1.7 Amplicon purification 
Due to the expected presence of primer dimerization products, target amplicons were purified from 
gel. A highly resolving separation technique was required due to the similar sizes of amplicons and 
dimers. We opted for electrophoretical separation, which was carried out in comparably large gels (20 
cm x 25 cm) containing 3% Metaphor agarose. For 250 ml suspension, 8-9 g of agarose was slowly 
added to quickly stirred water, preferably in a 1 l beaker, and was allowed to soak at 4° C for 10-15 min 
to prevent excessive foaming later in the process. To ensure complete dissolution, several cycles of 
boiling and stirring were mandatory. The gel was cast at temperatures of 50-60° C. Gel solidification 
required 20-30 min (RT) and additional 20 min at 4° C. At 120V and 4° C in TAE, a typical running time 
lasted between 4 – 8 hours, after which the visible running front of the stained ladder (Gene Ruler 50 
bp) had crossed approximately 70% of the gel. The gel was then stained with SYBR Gold for at least 45 
min, and visualized on a blue light transilluminator. A typical gel image is depicted in 8.14. Target 
amplicons were cut with scalpels and directly subjected to column purification (NucleoSpin Gel and 
PCR clean up kit). Briefly put, agarose slices were completely dissolved in a binding buffer, and DNA 
was bound to a silica membrane in the presence of a chaotropic salt. Contaminants are then washed 
away, and the pure DNA is then eluted under low salt conditions. Hereby, the protocol was followed 
according to the manufacturer's manual, except for the final elution step. Instead of eluting column-
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bound amplicons once with 15 – 30 µl buffer NE, the elution step was carried out twice, with 10 µl 
buffer each. At this point, the process was dereplicated, i.e. the technical replicates introduced in step 
2.4.1.5 were pooled and purified together. A final spectrophotometrical quantification made sure that 
samples contained detectable amounts of DNA before sequencing. 
2.4.1.8 Illumina sequencing procedures 
The purified samples were sent on dry ice to the sequencing facility at the Helmholtz Centre for 
Infection Research (HZI, Braunschweig, Germany). The Illumina HiSeq-2500 (Illumina, San Diego, USA) 
system was used for amplicon sequencing. The sequencing principle is briefly explained. The adapter 
regions of the amplicons contain binding sites (P5 and P7), which are able to bind oligonucleotides 
attached to the Illumina flow cell chip. First, the sequencing templates are denatured, and the single 
stranded library fragments anneal to the oligos attached to the flow chip, which act as primers, and a 
complementary strand to the original fragment is created. After removal of the original strand, the 
flow cell surface features a dense lawn of covalently bound fragment copies in both directions. 
Simultaneously, many flow cell binding sites are still available, offering complementary sites to the 
loose adapter sites of the bound strands, which anneal and form bridge-like duplex structures with a 
priming site for DNA polymerase. Copies of each fragment are generated by bridge amplification and 
subsequently denatured, creating cluster islands of thousands of clonal fragments. One adapter site is 
then cleaved, leaving only sequences of one direction on the chip. Millions of these cluster regions can 
be formed on the same chip. Now the actual sequencing can start by letting primers anneal to the free 
fragment ends. Fluorescently labelled, reversibly terminated nucleotides are washed over the flow cell. 
The polymerase incorporates labelled nucleotide, the unbound nucleotides are washed away, a digital 
image is taken, and the fluorophores are removed from the incorporated nucleotides, enabling further 
strand elongation. Once the first strand direction is completely read, the new strands are denatured, 
and the free fragment ends can once again bind to the freed adapter sites, repeating the clustering 
process described above. Then, however, the other adapter region is cleaved off, and the opposite 
read direction is now synthesized. This strategy is known as paired end sequencing (Mardis, 2008). For 
this study, we opted for a 2 x 100 bp approach in High Output mode14. The sequencing facility provided 
sequencing reports and randomly tested the provided samples for their DNA content with the Bio-
Analyzer 2100 system (Agilent, Santa Clara, USA).  
Fragment size-based electropherograms of the cDNA content of the ScaleMic-samples are available in 
the electronic appendix ("\Additional results - Illumina HiSeq II Sequencing reports\BioAnalyzer"). 
                                                                                                                                                                             
14 The other option ("Rapid Run Mode") was tested for a number of samples but was dismissed due to severe 
quality problems with the reverse reads. 
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Sequencing reports are included in the electronic appendix ("Additional results - Illumina HiSeq II 
Sequencing reports"). 
2.4.2 Separation of root associated bacteria 
Soil-grown Oryza sativa plants were harvested, and had their roots removed with scalpels. Six different 
treatments (washing alone, washing followed by four different sonication protocols, and washing 
followed by immersion sodium hypochlorite) were compared to untreated roots to assess surface 
cleaning efficacies of the different treatments with fluorescence microscopy of stained cells and DNA 
community profiling. This section thus deals with detailed protocols I was directly involved in; other 
steps in the workflow are described in 3.4.3.  
2.4.2.1 Microscopic analysis of rhizoplane colonization of roots 
Root segments were transferred into a petri dish, covered with 50 µL of SYBR-Green I staining dye 
solution (10x) and incubated at room temperature for 15 min in the dark. Root segments were 
destained with sterile ultrapure water for 5 min and mounted in antifading medium (Vectashield H-
1000). Cover slips were fixed with carbon pads, which served as spacer ensuring a parallel placement 
of the cover slips and to prevent destruction of root tissue. Microscopy was performed with a 
fluorescence microscope (Axio Imager M2) and a 63× objective.  
Cells colonizing the root segments were first observed with a double excitation filter set (F51-009, AHF, 
Germany, excitation wavelengths 483 nm (+/- 11) und 565 nm (+/- 25)) in order to prove positive 
staining of microorganisms above plant tissue derived autofluorescent background. Greyscale images 
were taken with an AxioCam MRm digital camera and AxioVision 4.8 software (Zeiss, Germany). A total 
range of approx. 20 µm in depth (z-axis) was selected per image to encompass root surface topology 
and single layers were recorded with blue- and green excitation every 0.5 µm distance along the z-axis. 
Subsequently, greyscale images were replaced with false colors and then merged to single image 
projections per microscopic field of view. 
2.4.2.2 DNA extraction from roots 
This protocol was developed in cooperation with Dr. Stefan Knauth (University of Bremen). 2-3 roots 
per sample were removed from their storage buffer and air dried in a clean bench for 10 min. After 
placement of the roots in 2-ml screw cap reaction tubes, tubes were filled with liquid nitrogen. While 
the nitrogen quickly evaporated, the roots were manually comminuted with a spatula. This was 
repeated until roots were substantially fragmented; it was mandatory to permanently cover the roots 
in nitrogen to prevent the roots from soaking. Hence, it is unadvisable to simultaneously process too 
many samples. Afterwards, two zirconium beads (diameter 5 mm) were added, and the samples were 
subjected to a swing mill for further pulverization of the roots (30 s, 25 Hz). The DNA extraction was 
finalized with the NucleoSpin soil kit with buffer SL1 and enhancer SX, according to the manufacturer's 
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instruction. Cell lysis was supported by another round of milling for 30 s with 25 Hz. The DNA of all 
samples was eluted in 30 µL 5mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.5) and stored at -20°C. 
2.4.2.3 Microbial community analysis: T-RFLP 
Terminal restriction fragment length polymorphism (T-RFLP (Liu, et al., 1997)) analysis is a method that 
encompasses biological diversity as a function of conserved distribution patterns of restriction sites in 
defined target amplicons. It assumes a probabilistic distribution of restriction sites of n nucleotides, 
appearing at least once in 4n nucleotides (with 4 different expression states, i.e. bases). The exact 
position of the restriction site, however, can be used for diversity analysis, by digesting amplicons 
(labelled at the 5' end) with endonucleases, and assessing the abundances of fragment length. While 
no definite taxonomic information can be inferred (as there are much more species than possible 
fragment lengths), TRFLP is still a widely used tool to assess community shifts and compare fragment 
length profiles ("fingerprinting") between different sites (van Dorst, et al., 2014). 
The composition of microbial communities on roots and of detached cells was analyzed by T-RFLP of 
amplicons of 16S rRNA genes using the bacterial primer set 27FAM and 907R (see 2.2.2). The previously 
obtained NA extracts were used as templates in PCR, which was carried out with the following cycle 
scheme: Initial denaturation for 2 min at 94°C, followed by 30 cycles of denaturation (30 s, 94°C), 
annealing (30 s, 52° C), and elongation (30s, 72° C). The PCR ended with a final elongation step for 7 
min at 72°C. The reactions had a volume of 50 µL containing 5 µL of buffer II, 1.25 U DreamTaq 
polymerase and 20 µg of BSA. The final concentrations were 0.5 µmol L-1 of each primer and 50 µmol 
L-1 of each nucleotide.  
Amplicons were purified with the MinElute kit according the manufacturer's instructions, and the PCR 
product concentration was spectrophotometrically determined. 120 ng of purified PCR product was 
digested with 0.25 µl MspI (10U * µl -1; cutting site 5'-C|CGG-3') in 1 µl buffer B (10x, provided) and 1 
µl acetylated BSA (c(m/v) = 1 µl * 1 µl-1), filled with water to a final volume of 10 µl for 3h at 37° C in the 
dark. The labelled fragments were purified using SigmaSpin Post-Reaction Clean-Up columns, 
according to manufacturer's instructions. 3 µL of digested product were added to a mix of X-
Rhodamine MapMarker 1000 and Hi-Di formamide (1:50). After incubation at 95°C for 5 minutes, the 
samples were analyzed with a 3130 Genetic Analyzer at the Max-Planck-Institute for Marine 
Microbiology, Bremen, Germany.  
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2.5 Bioinformatic analysis 
2.5.1 16S rRNA amplicon sequencing 
2.5.1.1 Raw data processing 
Basic quality control procedures were already carried out within the sequencer's specifications15. The 
raw output contained two files per sample, containing forward and reverse reads and were subjected 
to a custom-made bioinformatic pipeline, kindly provided by Dr. Boyke Bunk (Leibniz-Institut DSMZ-
Deutsche Sammlung von Mikroorganismen und Zellkulturen GmbH, Braunschweig, Germany). A 
detailed workflow for use in the command line interface of Linux is described in the following segment. 
After uncompressing the data, forward and reverse reads from V3 Illumina amplicon sequencing were 
trimmed to 100 bp each if necessary16 by applying the tool IlluminaFixedTrimmer.jar: 
>IlluminaFixedTrimmer.jar 100 filename.fastq17 #"100" indicates the target length post-trimming 
The process can be dramatically accelerated by moving all files to be trimmed into a single folder and 
calling the tool from a superior level in the file system hierarchy using wildcards: 
>IlluminaFixedTrimmer.jar 100 ./*.fastq  
Subsequently, primer dimers are filtered from the raw reads with DimerFilter.jar, based on detection 
methods implemented in FastQC (URL4). This script works by comparing the read sequences to known 
contaminants (in this case, forward reads containing the reverse primer and vice versa) deposited in a 
single reference file. Hereby, a universal list including both primers was used: 
>DimerFilter.jar path_to_contaminants_list_universal.txt filename_R1.fastq 
Files containing the forward reads are indicated by the index "R1", and the script automatically detects 
the corresponding file "R2" with the reverse reads. The script synchronizes both files in case the 
amount of detected primer dimers differ between files. This may happen due to certain chimeras (Haas, 
et al., 2011) being filtered along with primers (Boyke Bunk, personal communication). Two 
decontaminated, synchronized files with sequence data and a report are created in the process.  
Reads were joined using fastq-join (Aronesty, 2013) allowing 20 percent mismatch and a minimum 
overlap of 6 base pairs, producing reads of maximum lengths of 194 bp:  
                                                                                                                                                                             
15 This part of the internal workflow of the device ensures that only reads are included in raw output which 
exhibits more than 80% of its bases exceeding a PHRED (or Q) score of 30 and higher. Phred quality scores are 
defined as the logarithm of base-calling error probabilities. As such, a Phred-score of 10 represents a base 
accuracy of 90% (20 = 99%, 30=99.9%, etc). 
See URL3 for more details on run specifications in High Output mode. 
16 Using untrimmed reads aiming at a possible increase of joining overlaps resulted in many read pairs not being 
joinable, as the read quality of bases beyond the target length significantly dropped. 
17 FASTQ is a file container for sequencing data, which includes quality scoring information for each nucleotide. 
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>fastq-join filename_R1_decont_synced.fastq filename_R2_decont_synced.fastq –o 
name_of_output 
This procedure can be substantially sped up by moving every pair of read containing files into individual 
folders, and using wildcards again, possibly in a parallelized script: 
#!/bin/bash 
fastq-join /path_to/sample_n/*.* -o sample_n_ & 
fastq-join /path_to/sample_m/*.* -o sample_m_ & … 
A single file with joining read data is produced, along with one file containing unjoinable reads per 
sequencing direction each. As subsequent steps in the pipeline require the FASTA file format, file 
conversion is necessary with the Fastq2Fasta.jar: 
>Fastq2Fasta.jar filename_join 
The output can then be used to detect and remove chimeric sequences, arising due to cross 
hybridization and mispriming events during PCR amplification (Haas, et al., 2011), with Uchime 
integrated in Usearch 5.2.32 (Edgar, et al., 2011) with the GOLD database from ChimeraSlayer (URL5) 
as reference: 
>usearch –uchime filename_join.fasta -db path_to/gold –nonchimeras 
filename_join_nonchimera.fasta  
This procedure can be parallelized in a batch script, assigning one task per computer core.  
2.5.1.2 Taxonomic-dependent analysis with RDP 
After the FASTA files were checked for chimeras, taxonomic-dependent analysis was performed using 
RDP Multiclassifier 1.1 (Wang, et al., 2007, Cole, et al., 2009). A confidence value of 0.5 was applied 
for short amplicon data: 
>java -Xmx3g -jar path_to/MultiClassifier.jar --assign_outfile=_ass.txt --
hier_outfile=_hier.txt --conf=0.5 path_to_input_join.fasta  
A batch script for task parallelization can be applied here as well. Two output files are produced per 
sample, one listing each taxonomic assignment for each read ("_ass.txt"), while the other ("_hier.txt") 
represents a count matrix based on taxonomic ranks. The latter output is used for the assembly of the 
first relevant, bacteria-wide dataset by extracting count data for every taxonomic level and clade with 
an R script (electronic appendix "\R-Scripts\RDPExtractor").  
2.5.1.3 Taxonomic-independent analysis with CD-HIT OTU 
To grasp the full phylogenetic diversity, the preprocessed read data was clustered into operational 
taxonomic units (OTU) using the traditional threshold of 97% sequence similarity (e. g. Janda and 
Abbott (2007)) with CD-HIT-OTU (Li & Godzik, 2006, Fu, et al., 2012). For this, it was essential to merge 
all files into one single input file, while maintaining sample information in all reads using the tool 
CDhit_header_mod.jar: 
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>CDhit_header_mod_jar path_to_input #output files have the string "_tagged" appended 
>cat *_tagged.fastq > all.fastq 
CD-HIT-OTU requires input in FASTQ containers, so those files were used, which were obtained after 
read joining, but before chimera check. CD-HIT-OTU was used in its variant for single-end Illumina 
reads (cd-hit-otu-illumina-0.0.1-2011-1004), which can be called with a single modified 18  script 
command: 
>cd-hit-out-all-single-pl –i path_to_input.fastq –c 0.97 –o path_to_output #argument –
c indicates the sequence similarity threshold  
During execution, the script removes chimera and very small clusters of similar sequences recognized 
as noise from the dataset (URL6). Abundance matrices can be obtained by applying two scripts 
provided with CD-HIT on the main output file: 
>clstr_sample_count_matrix.pl _ OUT.nr2nd.clstr 
>clstr_sample_count.pl _ OUT.nr2nd.clstr 
CD-HIT-OTU automatically creates a FASTA file containing representative reads of each cluster, but 
some of them seem to be shortened (Boyke Bunk, personal communication). Thus, a whitelisting 
process was developed to extract representative reads from the original FASTQ-file again: 
>grep ">Clust" -A 1 OTU.nr2nd.clstr | grep -v "^--$" | grep -v "^>" | sed 's/^0.*>//' 
| sed 's/\.\.\. \*/ /' > otus_rep.txt 
>LC_all=C fgrep -f otus_rep.txt -A 1 path_to_input.fastq | sed 's/^@/>/' > 
otus_rep_sorted.fasta 
>while read line; do grep "$line" -A 1 otus_rep_sorted.fasta; done < otus_rep.txt | 
grep -v "^--$" > otus_rep.fasta 
Although the present study concentrates on the phylum Acidobacteria, OTU clustering for any 
detected phylum was processed in similar fashion. Assignment files produced by the RDP-
Multiclassifier (2.5.1.2) were used to extract all reads belonging to the phylum (or any taxon at any 
rank) of interest with RDPsubsetCreator2Whitelist.jar: 
>java –jar –Xmx4G path_to_RDPsubsetCreator2Whitelist.jar NAME_OF_TAXON NAME_OF_RANK 
path_to_directory_with_assignment_files > output.csv # for example Acidobacteria phylum 
A file "whitelist.txt" is created which is used in the subsequent steps of producing FASTQ files for 
specified taxa: 
                                                                                                                                                                             
18 Line 99 of cd-hit-otu-all-single.pl  
$str = "$script_dir/clstr_select_rep.pl size $cutoff 999999999 < $t1.nr2nd-all.clstr > $t1-pri-rep.ids";  
had to be changed to  
 $str = "$script_dir/clstr_select_rep.pl size 1 999999999 < $t1.nr2nd-all.clstr > $t1-pri-rep.ids"; 
(Dr. Sixing Huang, DSMZ) 
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>sed 's/$ /' whitelist.txt > whitelist2.txt 
>LC_all=C fgrep -f whitelist2.txt -A3 path_to_fastq_containing_all_samples.fastq | 
grep -v "^--$" > output.fastq 
The created FASTQ file(s) were used as input for CD-HIT-OTU. 
2.5.1.4 Closed reference clustering using a backbone taxonomy for Acidobacteria 
At some point during data analysis, it became apparent that the 97% read similarity threshold for OTU 
definition was not suitable for the hypervariable region 3 of the 16S rRNA of Acidobacteria, because of 
variance heterogeneities compared to full length sequences. The implications of this observation are 
discussed in 4.1.2. To avoid these problems, a closed reference read classification strategy was 
developed at the Leibniz-Institut DSMZ-Deutsche Sammlung von Mikroorganismen und Zellkulturen 
GmbH (Braunschweig, Germany) and used in our joined project. Briefly described, this concept relies 
on clustering a reference database into OTUs instead of the reads. These reference OTUs serve then 
as the subject database in local BLAST analysis. In detail, the following steps were carried out: 
A basic reference database was constructed using acidobacterial sequences from the non-redundant 
SILVA database of 16S rDNA genes (SSU Ref NR 119 (Quast, et al., 2013)) and sequences obtained from 
cultivation experiments (Foesel, unpublished). This sequence collection was dereplicated with online-
tools located at URL7. The remaining unique 12231 sequences were aligned with Infernal (Cole, et al., 
2009, Nawrocki & Eddy, 2013) with a bacterial 16S positional model (URL8) as backbone: 
>cmalign --sub --notrunc -g --matchonly -o path_to_output/reference_align.sto 
path_to_reference_profile/bacterial-ssu-model.cm path_to_input/filename.fasta 
This alignment was clustered with hpc-clust (Matias Rodrigues & von Mering, 2014) with average 
linkage at 0.97 identity: 
>hpc-clust -t 0.97 -al true -dfunc nogap -nthreads 150 -ofile path_to_output 
/reference_align.clu path_to_input/reference_align.sto 
The output was converted to a text file containing cluster assignments for each sequence in the 
reference database. Meanwhile, a FASTQ file containing all acidobacterial sequences obtained from 
the sequencing process was created with the whitelisting process described in 2.5.1.3. This dataset 
was first filtered for reads containing ambiguous base calls, low-quality bases, and wrong primers and 
converted to FASTA-format with cd-hit-otu-filter.pl: 
>cd-hit-otu-filter.pl -i path_to_input.fastq -o path_to_output.fasta -P 0 -p 8 #-p 
sets the amount of primer positions checked for mismatches 
The output file was split by sample and then blasted against the reference database with BLAST+ 
(Camacho, et al., 2009): 
>makeblastdb -dbtype nucl -in path_to_input/reference.fasta -out 
path_to_output/database.out 
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>blastn -db path_to_database.out -evalue 1e-5 -query path_to_input.fasta -out 
path_to_output.txt -num_threads 48 -outfmt 7 -max_target_seqs 1 #-outfmt specifies the format 
of the output; max_target_seqs keeps only the best hit per read 
The BLAST results were then parsed for hits exceeding 99% sequence similarity (to account for the 
expected sequencing error rate) with an R-script (electronic appendix "\R-Scripts\Blast2Matrix"). The 
best matching reference sequence was assigned to a reference cluster via the vlookup-command in 
excel. A summation by cluster and sample was calculated with an R-Script again. The resulting OTU-
counts-by-sample matrix represented the final dataset used in this study. 
Only Acidobacteria were subjected to this OTU classification strategy. Other Bacteria were analyzed 
with the conventional OTU-clustering approach with CD-HIT-OTU (2.5.1.3). 
2.5.1.5 Contextual data 
The SeqEnv pipeline (URL9) was used to identify habitat keywords ("ontologies") which are affiliated 
with the detected rRNA sequences. SeqEnv retrieves sequences similar to the query sequences from 
public repositories and extracts environmental contextual data if recorded. In other words, the 
pipeline identifies habitats in which a query sequence has been found elsewhere. For each sample 
community the frequency of environmental ontology keywords is created and can be accessed for 
further analysis.  
2.5.1.6 Datasets 
Eventually, the following datasets were assembled for the ScaleMic experiment (available in the 
electronic appendix ("\Datasets\ScaleMic"): 
 Acido-RDP: Read counts, classified by taxonomic classification with RDP, mainly used for 
broad-scale subgroup analysis (also available for all Bacteria) 
 Acido-OTU: Read counts, classified by a pre-clustered reference database, representing 
putative acidobacterial species, used for species distribution modelling 
 Bacteria-OTU: Read counts, classified by 97% sequence similarity and annotated with RDP, 
used for a study looking at spatial interactions of nitrite oxidizing bacteria and ammonia 
oxidizing microbes 
 Environmental predictors, above and below ground plot parameters, available for the entire 
year, except moss biomass (not measured in April) 
 Plant vegetation data, available as plot coverage percentage for three months 
The joined sequence reads analyzed for this thesis have been uploaded to the Short Read Archive 
under the project ID "PRJEB10957". The full study can be accessed under the following link: 
http://www.ebi.ac.uk/ena/data/view/PRJEB10957.  
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2.5.2 T-RFLP 
T-RFLP data was processed and plotted with GeneMapper (Applied Biosystems, USA; raw sequencer 
output and electropherograms are collected in the electronic appendix ("\Datasets\TRFLP raw data"). 
Peaks representing sequence lengths shorter than 50 base pairs or longer than 900 base pairs were 
manually discarded from the datasets, which were then uploaded to the TREX online suite (URL10) for 
data analysis. In a first step, background fluorescence fluctuations were removed by applying the Filter 
Noise algorithm within the suite with default settings. Then, peaks were aligned by clustering peaks 
bearing less than 0.5 base pair length difference (Align T-RF). Fragment abundances were calculated 
as total height per peak, and a summary matrix was generated for statistical analysis (Data Matrix). 
The primer set used is able to bind to the rRNA genes of plastids and plant mitochondria. In silico 
digestion with MspI of rice-derived DNA was performed with webcutter 2.0 (URL11). We thus removed 
the peak at 493 base pairs from the dataset, which was identified as the 16S rRNA gene from rice 
plastids. Another dominant and ubiquitous peak at 387 base pairs could not be assigned to cell 
organelles of rice, but is probably associated with the rice mitochondria. Hence, this peak was not 
removed from the datasets; its presence did not influence diversity estimates anyhow. 
2.6 Statistical analysis 
This chapter shall give an overview on basic statistical principles and main procedures, which were 
commonly employed within the several subprojects of this study. Rather than repeating operational 
procedures from the results chapters, I focus on explaining basic methods and why those were selected. 
2.6.1 Data distribution and transformation 
Species data was obtained as read counts, the central unit of biological diversity in this study. Count 
data is discrete by its nature and therefore follows a discrete distribution, which model the probability 
of certain events (here: species observations) per given unit (here: sites). By contrast, continuous 
distribution like the normal distribution can only serve as approximation of the discrete distribution 
(Hilbe, 2011). Therefore, count data in this work is modelled by discrete distributions which are 
typically used for this kind of data: Poisson and negative binomial distributions (NB), with different 
assumptions on variance and its relation to the mean (Zeileis, et al., 2008). The NB distribution model 
allows for more flexibility and is useful in the presence of overdispersion. Overdispersion occurs when 
the observed variance is greater than expected based on the statistical model (Hilbe, 2011). The NB 
distribution can be extended to incorporate many null observations, which then leads to zero-inflated 
negative binomial models (ZINB) (Zeileis, et al., 2008). In this study, many analyses (in particular any 
diversity measurement (2.6.2)), and the additive models (2.6.6.7) therefore required the input of non-
transformed raw count data, sometimes with the additional requirement of assigning an offset. The 
offset (and basic reference) in this study is always referring to the total count of all bacterial reads per 
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sample. If relative abundance data was used for analysis, the species data was Hellinger transformed 
(Legendre & Gallagher, 2001):  
 
𝑦′𝑖𝑗 =  √
𝑦𝑖𝑗
𝑦𝑖.
  
 
 
( 3 ) 
 
In (3), j is indexing the species, i is giving the site, and i. is representing the row sum of the ith sample 
(i.e. the sum of all observations). It is the square root of relative abundance data, and is therefore 
giving lower weights to small and zero observations19. 
With few exceptions (for example in the additive models (2.6.6.7)), environmental explanatory 
variables were standardized by centering around the mean with the mean set to 0 and standard 
deviation set to 1 (function decostand() in vegan): 
 
 𝑦′ =  
𝑦 − 𝜇
𝜎
  
 
( 4 ) 
 
In (4), y is the measured variable, µ is the mean, and σ is the standard deviation of the population.  
2.6.2 Measures of (dis)similarities and diversity 
Biodiversity and its link to ecosystem functioning is a fundamental concept in ecology (Loreau, 2010). 
This study focused on the alpha and beta components of diversity (Jost, 2007): α-diversity describes 
the species composition of individual samples, while β diversity looks at diversity differentiation 
between samples (Gotelli & Chao, 2013). Biodiversity was evaluated through three basic indices, 
species richness S, Shannon's entropy H', and the Gini-Simpson diversity ʎ. While S – the sum of 
observed species - gives every species equal weight regardless of their abundance, H' and ʎ take into 
account relative abundances, with an increasing emphasis on dominant species (Legendre & Legendre, 
2012). H' and ʎ are not linear, i.e. doubling the amount of equally abundant species would not double 
the index value; their linearized forms circumvent this problem and are known as Hill numbers of the 
nth order (Chao, et al., 2013): 
 
N0 = 0D 𝑆  
 
( 5 ) 
 
                                                                                                                                                                             
19 Hellinger transformation for acidobacterial datasets was not conducted with standard R-functions. These 
functions use the row sum of the input data (which would be total Acidobacteria), thus ignoring the relation to 
total Bacteria. Therefore, Hellinger transformation was achieved in two steps by first calculating OTU abundance 
relative to bacteria, and then performing a square root transformation. 
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N1 = 1D 
exp 𝐻′ = exp(− ∑ 𝑝𝑖 log  𝑝𝑖)
𝑆
𝑖=1
 
( 6 ) 
 
N2 = 2D ʎ−1 = ( ∑ 𝑝𝑖
2)𝑆𝑖=1
−1
  ( 7 )
 
 
 
In (6) and (7), pi denotes the proportion of individuals belonging to the species i. In principle, many 
more Hill numbers (in both directions of the scale) exist, with q controlling the sensitivity to species 
abundance, as higher order numbers gradually prioritize dominant species. The first three Hill numbers 
are important because they correspond to well-known and commonly used diversity indices.  
Diversity estimates are hampered by unequal sample sizes, which is the reason why samples are 
rarefied to a reference - frequently the smallest - sample size in the study. Size-based rarefaction works 
by counting new species in random subsets (without putting back) of the original sample until the 
sample is either depleted or the reference sample size is reached. Rarefaction has been performed 
with species richness only, but recently it was proposed to additionally calculate higher order diversity 
indices during each iteration of the rarefaction process (Chao, et al., 2013). This way, the coverage of 
typical (1D) and dominant (2D) species can be predicted by rarefaction as well. The same authors also 
implemented the possibility to extend the maximum sample size to rarefy to twice the smallest sample 
in the dataset (called reference sample) by extrapolation. Size-based rarefaction was complemented 
with coverage-based approaches (Chao & Jost, 2012). These functions are available in the iNEXT 
package of the R suite (Table 9). 
Since samples are rarely fully covered due to technical limitations, the lower bound of expected species 
richness was calculated with the Chao1-estimator (Gotelli & Chao, 2013), based on the concept that 
the undetected species can be best estimated by the presence of rare species (here single- and 
doubletons), based on the reasoning that sample coverage is most likely to occur if any species has 
been observed at least twice: 
 
𝑆𝐶ℎ𝑎𝑜1 =  𝑆 +  
𝐹1
2
2𝐹2
 
 
( 8 ) 
 
In (8), S is the number of observed species, F1 is the number of singletons, and F2 the number of 
doubletons.  
Deviations in species compositions of different samples (β-diversity) can be tested with a multitude of 
methods, and there is no consensus about their applicability in a given situation (Anderson, et al., 
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2011). Here, I calculated the classical Bray-Curtis dissimilarities between, which reflects relative 
abundances and also is not sensitive to the "double zero problem20": 
 
 
𝐵𝐶𝐷𝑖𝑗 =  1 − 
2𝑊𝑖𝑗
(𝑆𝑖 + 𝑆𝑗)
 
 
( 9) 
 
In (9), S indicating the total number of all species observed at sites i and j, and W is representing the 
sum of all the minimum abundances of species in the dataset. 
Bray-Curtis distances also form the basic principle which the main β-diversity assessment in the 
present study was based on (Legendre & De Caceres, 2013). Hereby, the total β-diversity is conceived 
as the sum of squares of all differences between the observed and the average abundance of a given 
taxon 𝑦𝑖𝑗  per n samples: 
 
𝐵𝐷𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 =  
∑ ∑ (𝑦𝑖𝑗 −  ?̅?𝑗)
2𝑛
𝑗=1
𝑛
𝑖=1
(𝑛 − 1)
 
( 10 ) 
 
   
The important advantage of this approach is the possibility to partition total β-diversity into species 
contributions (SCBD; variation of individual species in the study area) and local contributions (LCBD; 
indicating the ecological uniqueness of sites). The algorithm is implemented in the R-function 
beta.div() (Legendre & De Caceres, 2013). This main method of β-diversity determination was 
complemented with a classical species accumulation approach, for which the incidence of hitherto 
unknown species is plotted versus incrementing samples (function specaccum() in vegan). 
However, none of these methods address the question of the nature of the measured diversity. To my 
knowledge, only the Raup-Crick dissimilarity metric can account for neutral processes. This metric is 
well explained in Valverde, et al. (2014): First, a null model is generated by randomly drawing species 
from a regional species pool into two null communities. The compositional dissimilarity βRC (based on 
presence/absence data) between the two null communities is then compared to the dissimilarity 
between two observed communities. Chase, et al. (2011) have modified the metric to encompass 
values between -1 and +1, with values close to null indicating pure stochastic assembly processes. +1 
represent very dissimilar communities shaped by pure deterministic effects with no dispersal, and -1 
characterize communities which are more similar than expected from the null model, and shaped by 
deterministic processes working on scales larger than the observed region. 
                                                                                                                                                                             
20 This describes a problem which occurs in datasets containing many null observations. Briefly explained the 
absence of a species ("the double zero") in both samples of interest should not contribute to any measure of 
similarity, because common species presence is a much better indicator of habitat similarity than common 
species absence. 
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2.6.3 Correlation analyses, p-value adjustments and univariate regression 
Detection of non-random relationships was initially performed with non-parametric Spearman rank 
correlation ρ (R-function rcorr() in the Hmisc package), as most data series were not normally 
distributed. Spearman rank correlation replaces absolute values with ranks, and then calculates the 
Pearson coefficient between the rank structures of two vectors, hence invalidating the requirement of 
Gaussian distributions. Usually, multiple pairwise comparisons were simultaneously performed, which 
implies that type I errors (i.e. erroneous rejection of the null hypothesis) are increasing, considering 
that a significance threshold of 0.05 means a 5% chance to incorrectly reject the null hypothesis. 
Therefore, a standard procedure to account for the type I error inflation in multiple testing is to adjust 
p-values for multiplicity. If not otherwise stated, the False Discovery Rate (FDR)-approach (Benjamini 
& Hochberg, 1995) was the default option utilized in this study (R-function p.adjust(type="fdr") 
in the base package, or as an additional argument in other functions). 
Highly correlated pairs of observables were then subjected to univariate linear regression (functions 
glm() or lme() from the base or nlme packages, respectively). Unlike correlation, regression assumes 
a directional, causal relation between predictor and response variable and allows prediction of the 
response variable. If necessary, linear models were corrected for spatial effects, as provided in package 
nlme. These models can be adjusted for spatial autocorrelation in the data by passing different default 
shapes of spatial dependency ("exponential", "linear", "gaussian", and "spherical") to an update 
function. This option is only available for Gaussian linear models. The improvement of the updated 
models can be checked via comparisons of the Akaike information criterion (AIC). The AIC considers 
the goodness of fit (as expressed in the likelihood L of the model to explain the observed data), but 
penalizes the amount of estimated parameters k in the model: 
 
𝐴𝐼𝐶 = 2𝑘 − 2ln (𝐿) 
 
( 11 ) 
 
Hence, less complex, better fitting models gain lesser AIC values. 
2.6.4 Post-hoc analysis and temporal statistics 
In many experiments, the effect of different treatments or differences between different groups of 
objects is the major interest. For the ScaleMic experiment, global tests were applied to investigate if 
the sampling date had a significant effect on the population structure. PERMANOVA (implemented as 
function adonis() in vegan) was preferred over ANOSIM due to the latter being more sensitive to 
dispersion heterogeneity (Anderson & Walsh, 2013). PERMANOVA (Permutational Multivariate 
Analysis of Variance) with Bray-Curtis dissimilarities under 9999 permutations of the raw data was 
performed, and since only one factor variable was present). 
However, global tests of (dis)similarity usually only reveal if there are significant differences in the data 
at all, but do not necessarily tell between which groups or treatments the detected differences 
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occurred. This type of analysis is conducted with post hoc testing. Many post hoc procedures exist, and 
the correct choice depends on variance heterogeneity and group size balance. In the present study, 
the only tool used to test for significant differences of the mean of specified subsets is the general 
linearized hypothesis test, as provided by the multcomp package. It has been designed to account for 
situations typically encountered in biological samples, such as non-normally distributed data with high 
heteroscedasticity (i.e. unequal variability of a response variable across the range of predictor values). 
The function requires a fitted model as input, and then performs multiple comparison procedures for 
all contrasts. By default, I used the Tukey-algorithm for multiple comparisons based on a generalized 
linear model and adjusted for highly heteroscedastic data, which results in this commonly applied R-
syntax: 
>model.object <- glm(Outcome ~ Factor) 
>Test.outcome <- glht(model.object, mcp(Factor="Tukey"), vcov=vcovHC) 
>significant.groups <- cld(Test.outcome) 
Parameter 'mcp' provides arguments for the actual post hoc comparison, and 'vcov' points to the 
algorithm adjusting the variance/covariance matrix for heteroscedasticity. Function cld() separates 
the tested samples into groups with similar means, using the Latin letter system. Sample code is 
available in the electronic appendix ("\R-Scripts\MultComp – ScaleMic"). 
In the ScaleMic experiment, the sampling date – although being a continuous variable in strict sense - 
is the only parameter that could be used as a grouping variable in post-hoc analysis for significant 
changes of group means (at any given taxonomic level). A variety of input models have been used for 
the present study, ranging from simple linear models to mixed effects models with spatial and 
temporal correlation structures. The selection of the appropriate model type is explained in the 
respective chapters, and is thoroughly discussed in 4.2.2. 
As I was interested in temporal community changes at different locations of the sampling site, sampling 
time was eventually used as continuous variable in time-decay models (Shade, et al., 2013). For each 
date, average OTU communities for each of the two sampling locations in each subplot were computed. 
Bray-Curtis dissimilarities were calculated between the averaged communities, turned into similarities 
(by subtracting from 1), log-transformed, and then fitted to the days elapsed between each compared 
community. The slope of this log-linear model describes the temporal community turnover. The same 
principle was applied without community averages (in a full sample x time design), as well. 
2.6.5 Spatial statistics 
To account for spatial structure and autocorrelation in the ScaleMic dataset, several dedicated 
techniques were applied. The choices are discussed in 4.2.1. As described earlier, it is recommended 
to remove spatial (and temporal) trends before data analysis to ensure stationary data. However, the 
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observational windows were small in both cases, and I was indeed interested in identifying spatial and 
temporal trends. Thus, the dataset was detrended only to check for RSAC. Hereby, detrending was 
achieved by extracting the residuals from a linear model regressing the response variables against the 
x and y coordinates (resid(glm()) in the base package). 
2.6.5.1 Classical methods in spatial statistics21 
2.6.5.1.1 The Mantel test 
Mantel tests (Legendre & Fortin, 1989) are not exclusively used in spatial statistics, but as they simply 
calculate the correlation between to distance matrices, they are well suited for biogeographical 
analysis and covered in this segment. One can convert community composition matrices into distance 
matrices – based on any distance metric –, which then can be correlated to other distance matrices of 
predictor variables or spatial coordinates. In other words, the Mantel test looks at the similarity of 
ecological or spatial distances between sites and expresses it in one coefficient. The advantage of the 
Mantel test is its multivariate nature - the distances between samples can be calculated based on any 
amount of incorporated variables. It is also possible to permute the test and obtain p-values based on 
the null hypothesis of total randomness.  
Mantel tests were calculated for each month of the ScaleMic experiment, between subgroup 
abundance data from the OTU-dataset, spatial coordinates, and two groups of environmental 
regressors (sub- and aboveground plot properties). Community distances were calculated as Bray-
Curtis-dissimilarities, whereas spatial and environmental distances were expressed as Euclidian. Any 
pairwise combination was tested, and correlation was calculated based on Spearman ranks. Since 
many tests were performed, a significance threshold was computed by finding an approximate 
function expressing the relationship between observed Mantel coefficient and its corresponding, 
adjusted p-value (function approx.fun()). Partial Mantel tests can be used to test the correlation 
between two matrices while controlling for a third (for example spatial distances), but this was omitted 
from this study. Instead, we used generalized additive modelling to control for various other 
confounding variables. R code is available in the electronic appendix ("\R-Scripts\Mantel Statistics"). 
2.6.5.1.2 The variogram 
Semivariograms are a central to geostatistics (McBratney & Webster, 1986) and are frequently used in 
microbial ecology (Limmathurotsakul, et al., 2010, Banerjee, et al., 2011, Regan, et al., 2014). In a 
variogram, pairwise sample variance is plotted against binned spatial distances (or "lags"), and useful 
                                                                                                                                                                             
21 The three described standard methods (Mantel tests, correlograms, variograms) were frequently failing to 
produce interpretable results, and were hence omitted from most of the presented manuscripts. Still, substantial 
amounts of time were dedicated to these methods, and their results are available in appendix 8.2.3. A more 
detailed discussion about their performance is found in chapter 4.2 of the general discussion. 
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information can be extracted from the shape of the scatterplot (for example, ranges of spatial 
dependence, type of the underlying distribution shape, or quality of SAC, Figure 7) (Ettema & Wardle, 
2002). Variogram shapes are used to fit spatial standard models (e.g. spherical or exponential), which 
in turns are used for Kriging, a process that creates interpolated model maps for the response variable 
(Li & Heap, 2014). Variograms have been calculated for qPCR data at the Helmholtz-Center Munich 
(see 3.3.4), but were less useful for sequencing data (see 4.2.1). The distance distributions inside the 
ScaleMic plot in bins of 50 cm plots are shown in appendix 8.5. 
 
Figure 7. A variogram of abundance data of a single acidobacterial OTU in the May subset of the ScaleMic data. The sill 
indicates total variance of this particular OTU. The model intercept (nugget) is the variance resulting from sampling errors 
and spatial trends in scales below the study resolution. C is then defined as the measurable spatial dependence. The range 
represents the distance at which the variogram asymptotically reaches plateau; beyond this distance, data does not exhibit 
spatial dependency (modified after Ettema and Wardle (2002)). 
2.6.5.1.3 The correlogram 
Where variograms plot variance between two samples against distance, correlograms plot test 
coefficients as a function of distance between sample locations. Correlograms (Legendre & Legendre, 
2012, p. 793ff.) – like variograms – assess the scales on which the studied process operates. Three 
alternative measures exist: i) The Moran's I (or ii) its relative Geary's C) coefficient allows expressing 
spatial correlation in a single value ranging between -1 (perfect dispersion) and +1 (perfect correlation) 
(0 and 2 for Geary's C, with 1 indicating the absence of autocorrelation). In correlograms of this type, 
the similarity index is calculated only for all pairs of samples that belong to a pre-defined distance bin 
(for example, for neighbors of the first, second, …, nth order in an equidistant sampling design). iii) 
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Mantel statistics test the similarity of pairwise site distances in two (or more) matrices and are further 
explained in 2.6.5.1. Mantel correlograms work by constructing submatrices of the initial distance 
matrix containing only sites within the defined distance bin, and can be – in contrast to the other 
correlogram type – permuted, hence are applicable for non-normal data. Correlograms are useful as 
they allow significance tests for the computed values (against the Null hypothesis of no 
autocorrelation), which is traditionally not done for variograms. Conversely, correlograms are not 
usable for Kriging. Both types of correlograms were computed for the ScaleMic dataset: i) Parametric 
correlograms using Moran's I coefficients (eco.correlog() package ecoGenetics) and ii) non- 
parametric Mantel-correlograms (mantel.correlog() in package vegan). R code is available in the 
electronic appendix ("\R-Scripts\Mantel Correlograms"). 
2.6.6 Multivariate statistics 
High dimensional data require methods, which simultaneously analyze more than one outcome 
variable, to either identify structures of similarity or to model outcomes in a multivariate space. A 
typical multivariate application in species distribution modelling is ordination. Ordination techniques 
aim at the graphical simplification of complex datasets, typically into two dimensions, by deriving new 
combinatory variables from the original data. The selection of appropriate ordination methods for a 
given experiment is explained in 2.6.6.6. In the ScaleMic experiment, several thousand observed 
bacterial OTUs had to be related to 26 environmental variables and temporal and spatial effects had 
to be determined. A suite of multivariate ordination and modelling methods were used to achieve that. 
In the following section, general concepts and techniques will be briefly introduced. Most of the 
information provided was compiled from Kindt and Coe (2005), Wesche and Leyer (2007), Legendre 
and Legendre (2012), Ramette (2007) and Buttigieg and Ramette (2014). The latter reference is 
accompanied by online tutorials (URL12). A very concise list of multivariate methods and their uses in 
ecology is given in Borcard, et al. (2011). 
2.6.6.1 Spatial covariates in multivariate statistics 
Multivariate methods were used to identify spatial patterns in the ScaleMic community dataset, for 
which the grid coordinates were either used directly or indirectly as predictor variables. Spatial 
coordinates were given as distances from the grid origin (located in the north-western corner) rather 
than in the longitude/latitude system. For Mantel tests (2.6.5.1), Euclidian distances were calculated 
from x,y coordinates. For generalized additive models (2.6.6.7), x,y coordinates were used as well. For 
(distance based) redundancy analysis, the x,y coordinates served as a matrix to extract distance-based 
Moran's Eigenvector Maps (dbMEMs). Formerly known as principal components of neighboring 
matrices (PCNMs), dbMEMs were developed in the last decade (Borcard & Legendre, 2002, Dray, et 
al., 2006) to better resolve spatial correlation structures. DbMEMs represent orthogonal spatial 
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eigenfunctions which may explain variation better than two-dimensional coordinates. Practically, 
dbMEMs result in geographical patterns of different scales and patchiness, which are expressed by 
assigning corresponding values to each sample and may then serve as variables in regression models 
(Figure 8).  
 
Figure 8. Distance based Moran's eigenvector Maps extrapolated from the full ScaleMic grid, encompassing all subgrids 
from all sampling dates. Higher order dbMEMs (top left) represent spatial processes working on higher scales than lower 
order dbMEMs (bottom left). 
Prior to the invention of dbMEMs, ecologists frequently used third order polynomials of the coordinate 
values (see Heikkinen, et al. (2004) or Horak (2013) for recent examples) in cubic trend-surface analysis. 
Hereby, the coordinates were mathematically extended to a set of derived variables (x3, x2, x, x2y, xy, 
xy2, y, y2, y3), allowing to model finer spatial structures than with just the coordinates. DbMEMs can 
be regarded as an extension of this approach, as many different patterns can be generated from the 
initial map, such as coarse gradients as well as complex patchiness. 
DbMEMs were constructed for the full ScaleMic grid, as well as for the six subgrids per each sampling 
date. 
2.6.6.2 Multiple linear regression (MLR) 
Multiple linear regression analysis quantifies the association between one response, but multiple 
explanatory variables (regressors): 
 𝑦𝑖 =  𝛽0 +  𝛽1𝑥1𝑖 +  𝛽2𝑥2𝑖 + ⋯ + 𝛽𝑛𝑥𝑛𝑖 +  𝜀 for i=1, 2, …, n ( 12 )
 
 
with x representing regressors, β representing weighted coefficients describing dependencies between 
outcome and regressor, n being the number of regressors, and ε the error term. The R-package MASS 
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provides the function stepAIC() that searches for meaningful variables by a stepwise reduction of 
the full model, and selects the most parsimonious model by AIC comparison. This technique was used 
for the ScaleMic dataset, when relationships between environmental variables, spatial covariates, and 
species richness trends were investigated. A special case of multiple linear regressions are the 
generalized additive models described in 2.6.6.7. 
2.6.6.3 Principle component analysis (PCA) 
PCA (Legendre & Legendre, 2012, p. 429ff.) is an ordination method that aims at finding linearly 
uncorrelated ("orthogonal") axes in a multidimensional scatterplot, which accounts for most of the 
observed variance in the data, the "principal components". The axes in a PCA ordination plot are thus 
linear combinations of the variables in the data, and are sorted by their eigenvalues, indicating the 
explained variation of this axis. Samples (or sites) are then arranged by their correlation strength to 
the displayed axes in the PCA plot. In other words, PCA looks at extracting as much variance as possible 
in a two-dimensional projection, and is useful to identify the main drivers of variation (because they 
have been linearly combined in the main axes) and clusters of similar sites (or samples). An important 
limitation of PCA is that only Euclidian distances between sites can be investigated, which are not 
always useful in species composition analysis. In this respect, PCA is a special case of Principal 
Coordinate Analysis (PCoA), which can be used to investigate any distance metric. PCA (and PCoA) are 
indirect (or unconstrained) gradient analysis techniques (as only one matrix can be used, which should 
not mix predictor and outcome variables), but functions exist that can find best fitting correlation 
vectors for explanatory variables (e.g. function envfit() in vegan). 
PCA was utilized to identify trends and clusters of similarity in the environmental variables of the 
ScaleMic experiment. Data was standardized first and then passed to the rda() function in vegan. 
2.6.6.4 (Distance based) Redundancy Analysis ((db)RDA) and variance partitioning 
Redundancy analysis (Legendre & Legendre, 2012, p. 629ff.) extends MLR by parallel regressing 
multiple response ("dependent") variables with multiple ("independent") predictors, and is considered 
as the direct gradient (or constrained) counterpart of PCA, as two matrices with dependent and 
independent variables are required. In RDA, the axes are representing linear combinations of the 
independent variables with the highest eigenvalue (as in PCA), and dependent variables are plotted to 
display correlation coefficients between them and predictors. RDA also preserves only Euclidian 
distances between sites; its generalized form is called distance-based RDA (dbRDA). DbRDA enables 
the usage of distance metrics which are better suited for ecological data, such as Bray-Curtis or Jaccard 
dissimilarities. 
These two methods were the main tool to model multivariate relationships in the ScaleMic dataset. 
The corresponding functions in vegan are rda()and capscale(), respectively and are supported by 
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many auxiliary functions. A brief walkthrough is provided (Borcard, et al., 2011), and code is available 
in the electronic appendix ("\R-Scripts\RDA, dbRDA, and Variance Partitioning"). 
The goal of this analysis was to identify the main drivers of acidobacterial diversity in the ScaleMic 
experiment. Three different RDAs were calculated, each with different sets of predictor variables, soil 
properties, above ground vegetation, and spatial covariates. 
Species data was Hellinger transformed (Eq. 3), and environmental data was standardized (Eq. 2). 
Spatial covariates (dbMEMs (see 2.6.6.1)) based on the grid coordinates were constructed with the 
package PCNM (Legendre, et al., 2013). First, RDA was performed with community data constrained 
by the x,y coordinates to account for a general significant spatial structure with anova(). If this was 
the case, the spatial trend was removed by detrending the community matrix. In the next step, 
Euclidian distances were established between sampling sites based on the spatial coordinates. These 
distances were used for dbMEM construction with function PCNM(). Only eigenfunctions with positive 
Moran's I (see 2.6.5.1.3) were selected, because they are likely to represent ecological processes of 
interest. 
Then, the obtained dbMEMs were used as regressor variables in RDA with the previously detrended 
community matrix. Significantly contributing dbMEMs were identified by forward selection based on 
adjusted R2 (Blanchet, et al., 2008, Dray, et al., 2013). These dbMEMs formed the third regressor set 
for RDA, containing spatial covariates. 
In any of these three partial RDAs (Space, above-ground vegetation, soil properties), first a full model 
was calculated, checked for significance with ANOVA (analysis of variance, function anova.cca()), 
and predictors variables were tested for collinearity (function vif.cca()). Variables exhibiting high 
variance inflation factors were removed from the set of variables. Important predictors were identified 
with forward selection as described above. For the remaining variables, a new RDA was calculated, to 
yield the model with the highest parsimony. For each axis, the contribution of each variable was 
extracted with function intersetcor(), which gives the correlation between the regressor variables 
and the weighted average site scores (i.e. the position in ordination space) of the axis.  
This procedure was carried out for each of the six sampling dates, and for the full dataset with dbMEMs 
for the full grid, and time as a fourth set of predictor variables. Time was coded as a dummy variable 
(i.e. June samples received a "1" in the column "June", but a "0" for any other sampling date). 
Finally, for every partial RDA of the six subsets and the full RDA, the explained variance was partitioned 
into the three (four, respectively) groups of regressors. This was achieved with function varpart(). 
In RDA, the total observed variance in the data is called inertia, and the amount of variation explained 
by the regressors is termed constrained inertia. The variance partition approach (Peres-Neto, et al., 
2006, Peres-Neto & Legendre, 2010) extracts the constrained inertia of each partial RDA, and calculates 
pure and combined fractions of explained variance for each set. 
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The RDA was conducted with sets of 340 OTUs at a time. This limitation was set to avoid mathematical 
problems, when variables (p, here: OTUs) are more abundant than observations (n, here: sites). 
Additionally, multi-scale ordination (function mso() in vegan) can be used to test if the residuals of 
obtained RDA models display significant autocorrelation (Wagner, 2004). Multi-scale ordination 
partitions ordination results into distance classes, by computing variogram matrices for each distance 
class, separately for fitted values and residuals.  
2.6.6.5 Non-metric multidimensional scaling (NMDS) 
RDA and PCA are both relying on eigenanalysis and place species along gradients extracted from the 
data. An alternative approach is followed in distance-based ordinations, where species are placed 
according to their ecological distance. NMDS (Legendre & Legendre, 2012, p. 512ff.) is one of these 
techniques, aiming at representing pairwise dissimilarities between objects in a two-dimensional space. 
However, distance values are replaced with ranks, and the ordination is arranged in a way, that the 
graphical distances between objects resemble dissimilarity ranks. The success of this graphical 
simplification is expressed by a stress terms, with low stress values indicating that the original 
dissimilarity ranks are well displayed in the ordination structure. No information about the magnitude 
of distances is reserved, which explains the non-metric nature of this technique. Thus, NMDS is robust 
to non-normal distributions. As an indirect gradient analysis, it cannot per se resolve relationships 
between environment and communities, but – as well as for PCA – functions exist, which fit predictor 
variables to the ordination. 
NMDS was used for T-RFLP data in the project dealing with rhizosphere analysis, as it performs well for 
this type of molecular analysis (Culman, et al., 2008). 
2.6.6.6 Selection of ordination techniques 
One of the crucial decisions in multivariate analysis is the choice of methods appropriate for the 
dataset. A widely recommended routine (Legendre & Gallagher, 2001) is to start community analysis 
with detrended22 correspondence analysis (DCA), an indirect gradient analysis. The units of a DCA axis 
correspond to the average standard deviation of species turnover, and species are placed at their 
weighted average along the gradients represented by the axis. This implies that a Gaussian growth 
curve can be fitted through this point of maximum abundance. Two standard deviations from this point 
in both directions then indicate abundance minima for this species. If two species are more than 4 axis 
units apart from each other, they seem to be replaced along the environmental gradient represented 
by the axis. For these cases, unimodal relationships are assumed, and methods from the 
                                                                                                                                                                             
22  The term "detrended" refers to mathematical operations that eliminate certain distortion effects ("arch 
effect") prominent in the paternal method, correspondence analysis (CA), when applied to datasets featuring 
high β-diversity. 
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correspondence analysis family are recommended (i.e., (D)CA, and its constrained counterpart CCA 
(Canonical Correspondence Analysis), which both work by transforming the abundance values in the 
community matrix according to a χ2 distributions). In cases, where species in the DCA are not 
completely turned over across the entire gradient, a linear relationship between abundance and 
predictor is assumed, and PCA and RDA remain the method of choice. In the ScaleMic dataset, a DCA 
was initially performed (function decorana() in vegan). The maximum distance between two species 
on the first DCA axis was found to be 3.3 units (Appendix 8.6). This would allow the usage of both 
approaches, but as only a small group of organisms were located far distant from the bulk of species, 
RDA was eventually the method of choice. 
2.6.6.7 Generalized additive modelling  
For modelling the response of individual OTUs to environmental changes, we used a generalized 
additive modelling (GAM) approach with spatio-temporal components. A generalized additive model 
relates a univariate response variable Y i of a specified distribution family E to predictor variables xi in 
the following form (Wood & Augustin, 2002): 
 𝑔(𝐸(𝑌))𝑖 =  𝛽0 + 𝑓1(𝑥1) + 𝑓2(𝑥2) + ⋯ + 𝑓𝑛(𝑥𝑛) for i=1, 2, …, n ( 13 )
 
 
The partial functions incorporated into the link function g can be of parametric and non-parametric 
shape. This flexibility is an advantage over generalized linear models (GLMs), as these only fit 
parametric terms. Specifically, GAMs use data-defined, local scatter plot smoothers, which implicates 
that the local structure of the data shape the local species response curves. Many smoothers are 
considered as splines, i.e. numeric functions defined by segment-wise polynomials. 
ScaleMic data was subjected to boosted generalized additive modellings, as provided by function 
gamboost() (package mboost (Hothorn, et al., 2010a, Hofner, et al., 2014, Hothorn, et al., 2015)) for 
generalist species, and function gamboostLSS() (package gamboostLSS (Mayr, et al., 2012, Hofner, 
et al., 2015c, Hofner, et al., 2015a)). The workflow switched between negative binomial distribution 
(NB), and zero inflated NB count models, depending on the null-observations for each species. During 
the boosting process, effects were individually fitted against the negative gradient of the log-likelihood 
of the current model, and only the best fitting effect is selected and updated. The effect update was 
done in steps of 0.1 (0.2 for gamboostLSS(), respectively). We used a negative binomial model for 
non-rare species and a zero-inflated negative binomial for rare species. Both models can account for 
overdispersion. The gamboost approach, which was used to fit the negative binomial model, treats the 
overdispersion as a nuisance parameter. The gamboostLSS approach, used for the zero-inflated 
negative binomial model, furthermore cannot only fit the mean effect, but also the dispersion 
parameter and excess of zeros in terms of covariates. We used constant models for overdispersion and 
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excess of zeros, i.e., we also treated these effects as nuisance parameters. In both cases, the modelling 
started by fitting an offset (the total bacterial read count). To avoid overfitting, the optimal stopping 
criterion (number of boosting steps) was calculated via cross-validation, by 25-fold bootstrapping, for 
both model classes. As we update only one effect per boosting step, this results in variable selection.  
Three classes of effects - called base-learners – were utilized: Smooth effects (for environmental 
parameters), linear effects (for sampling dates), and smooth spatial effects. By boosted GAMs, we were 
able to formulate partial response functions between individual base-learners and OTU abundances, 
including pure temporal and spatial effect models. This first round of variable selection was 
complemented with stability selection procedures (package stabs (Hofner, et al., 2015b, Hofner & 
Hothorn, 2015)), a conservative approach to identify highly important variables and obtain even 
sparser models. In short, one refits the model on 100 subsamples (i.e., random subsets of size n/2 of 
the data drawn without replacement) until the model contains q variables. Stability selection is based 
on the selection frequencies and allows the detection of stably selected variables while controlling the 
per-family error rate (PFER). We selected an upper bound for the PFER of 2 (under unimodal 
assumption) and allowed the model to select q=12 variables. Based on these parameters, a variable 
was considered as selected in the stability selection procedure, when it was incorporated in more than 
81% - 85% of the models on the subsampled data, depending on the amount of variables present in 
the initial model. Dr. Benjamin Hofner (University of Erlangen-Nuremberg) kindly provided the R code, 
which is available in the electronic appendix ("\R-Scripts\Mboost"). 
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3 Results 
For the sake of consistency, figures, tables and supplementary figures and tables follow the general 
numbering in this thesis, and have been adapted from manuscripts. Reference styles have been 
adapted to the main document. Manuscripts and additional result chapters feature their own 
reference lists; all other references are listed in chapter 5.  
3.1 List of manuscripts 
Manuscript 1 
Spatio-temporal variability of Acidobacteria in a grassland soil (chapter 3.2) 
Tim Richter-Heitmann*, Benjamin Hofner*, Vanessa Baumgartner, Johannes Sikorski, Pia K. Wüst, 
Boyke Bunk, Sixing Huang, Kathleen Regan, Doreen Berner, Runa S. Boeddinghaus, Oluwatobi Oni, Sven 
Marhan, Ellen Kandeler, Jörg Overmann, and Michael W. Friedrich 
(In internal review, in preparation for submission to ISME Journal) 
* These authors contributed equally to this work 
TR-H conducted laboratory work with support from PK and VB, the bioinformatic analysis with support 
from BB and SH, and statistical analysis with support from JS and RSB. KR and DB provided the sampling. 
TRH and BH conducted statistical modelling. TRH interpreted the results with support from MWF, OO, 
and BH, and wrote the manuscript; MWF was involved in writing and editing the manuscript. JO, MWF, 
SM and EK were involved in the conception of the experiments. 
Manuscript 2 
Spatial interaction of archaeal ammonia-oxidizers and nitrite-oxidizing bacteria in an unfertilized 
grassland soil (chapter 3.3) 
Barbara Stempfhuber+, Tim Richter-Heitmann+, Kathleen M. Regan+, Angelika Kölbl, Pia Kaul, Sven 
Marhan, Johannes Sikorski, Jörg Overmann, Michael W. Friedrich, Ellen Kandeler, Michael Schloter 
Frontiers in Microbiology - Terrestrial Microbiology, published: 22 Jan 2016. 
DOI: 10.3389/fmicb.2015.01567  
+ These authors contributed equally to this work 
BS and TR-H conducted and interpreted the experiments and wrote the manuscript. Specifically, TRH 
provided the bacterial RNA dataset, statistical correlation analysis, the spatially corrected linear 
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models between environmental data and bacterial data, and the phylogeny. KR performed the soil 
sampling and sample preparation as well as critical revision of the draft. AK contributed to 
geostatistical analyses and data interpretation. PK and JS contributed to phylogenetic and statistical 
analyses. SM performed soil sampling and was responsible for the conception of the experiment and 
JO, MWF, EK and MS were involved in the conception of the experiments, and edited the manuscript. 
Manuscript 3 
Evaluation of strategies to separate root-associated microbial communities: A crucial choice in 
rhizobiome research (chapter 3.4) 
Tim Richter-Heitmann, Thilo Eickhorst, Stefan Knauth, Michael W. Friedrich, Hannes Schmidt 
Frontiers in Microbiology – Plant Biotic Interactions, published 24 May 2016. 
DOI: 10.3389/fmicb.2016.00773 
HS, TRH, and TE conducted and interpreted the experiments and wrote the manuscript. SK provided 
molecular analyses. MWF was involved in the conception of the experiments and in writing of the 
manuscript. Specifically, TRH provided the fluorescence micrographs, the T-RFLP data, and the 
statistical analysis. He furthermore supervised the master thesis by Kristian Wendelken, which initiated 
this study. 
Other manuscripts (not included): 
Oni O, Miyatake T, Kasten S, Richter-Heitmann T, Fischer D, Wagenknecht L et al (2015). Distinct 
microbial populations are tightly linked to the profile of dissolved iron in the methanic sediments of 
the Helgoland mud area, North Sea. Frontiers in Microbiology 6. DOI 10.3389/fmicb.2015.00365 
(TRH provided the taxonomic analysis of JS1-related organisms) 
Barbara Stempfhuber, Tim Richter-Heitmann, Lisa Bienek, Ingo Schöning, Michael Friedrich, Stefanie 
Schulz, Michael Schloter - Soil pH and tree-specific effects influence ammonia- and nitrite-oxidizer 
interaction patterns in soils from forest ecosystems. Currently under review for Biology and Fertility of 
Soils. 
(TRH provided the statistical analysis for this manuscript, including testing for significant habitat effects 
on nitrogen-cycling microbial communities in the presence of interaction effects, network analysis and 
linear modelling of species/habitat correlations)  
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Manuscript 1: 
3.2 Spatio-temporal activity of Acidobacteria in a grassland soil 
Richter-Heitmann, T.1,2*, Hofner, B.3,4*, Baumgartner, V.5, Sikorski, J.5, Kaul, P.5, Bunk, B.5, Huang, S. 5, 
Regan, K.6, Berner, D.6, Boeddinghaus, R.S.6, Oni O.E. 1,2, Marhan, S.6, Kandeler, E.6, Overmann, J.5, and 
M.W. Friedrich1 
1Microbial Ecophysiology Group, University of Bremen, Bremen 
2International Max-Planck Research School for Marine Microbiology, Max-Planck-Institute for Marine 
Microbiology, Bremen, Germany 
3Institut für Medizininformatik, Biometrie und Epidemiologie (IMBE), Friedrich-Alexander Universität Erlangen-
Nürnberg, Erlangen, Germany  
4Paul-Ehrlich-Institut, Langen, Germany 
5Leibniz Institute DSMZ-German Collection of Microorganisms and Cell Cultures, Braunschweig, Germany 
6Institute of Soil Science and Land Evaluation, Soil Biology Section, University of Hohenheim, Stuttgart, Germany 
* These authors contributed equally to this work. 
 
Funding information: 
The work has been funded by the German DFG Priority Program 1374 "Biodiversity-Exploratories". 
The authors declare no conflict of interest. 
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Notes: 
 The manuscript was limited to 5000 words (excluding abstract), according to the authors 
instructions provided by the ISME Journal. 
 Phylogenetic bar charts for each sample are available in the electronic appendix ("Abundance 
bar charts for several taxonomic levels"), provided as html documents (script courtesy of Dr. 
Umer Ijaz, University of Glasgow). 
 The outcome of the generalized additive modelling is documented in detail in the electronic 
appendix ("Additional Results – GAMboost"). It includes selection frequency and coefficients 
plots for each acidobacterial subgroup for i) the full dataset, ii) the June dataset, and iii) the 
full dataset with further spatial analysis of individual months. 
 The ordination plots underlying the variance partitioning are available in the appendix 8.7. 
 Additional plots for site contribution to β-diversity separated by sampling date are available in 
appendix 8.8. 
 R-Scripts for the decay models are available in the electronic appendix ("\R-Scripts\Decay 
models"). 
 Detailed results of the post hoc significance tests for acidobacterial abundances per sampling 
dates are available in the electronic appendix ("Additional results - Significance Tests – 
ScaleMic"). 
 Detailed results of the Raup-Crick metrics are available in the electronic appendix 
("Additional results - Raup Crick metrics") 
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3.2.1 Abstract 
The spatial and temporal processes shaping microbial communities are inseparably linked, but are 
rarely studied simultaneously. Spatio-temporal activity of Acidobacteria was investigated in a single, 
temperate, low-intensity managed grassland plot of 10 m x 10 m, encompassing 358 sampling locations 
distributed over six intra-annual sampling dates. Acidobacteria are canonically considered pH-
dependent oligotrophs. However, Illumina sequencing of 16S rRNA identified a highly active 
community of 1208 OTUs, of which more than 250 OTUs were ubiquitous in space and time. The dense 
sampling design enabled the detection of nine sites in early summer featuring short-lived and 
surprisingly dramatic blooms of otherwise rare taxa. These significant local community shifts did not 
affect distance- and time-decay models, which predicted high spatio-temporal stability of the overall 
community. Multiple environmental interactions on the OTU level were revealed with boosted 
generalized additive models. These contemporaneous interactions induced pronounced spatial 
organization of many OTUs, which was persistent for dominant, but not for rare OTUs, explaining the 
absence of decay effects. Additional variance partitioning and Raup-Crick dissimilarity metrics suggest 
that the active acidobacterial community was strictly organized by deterministic processes, with the 
potential for highly significant locally isolated composition shifts. Future soil studies should therefore 
consider if stable community states have been measured. 
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3.2.2 Introduction 
Microbial communities change with increasing spatial distances, as demonstrated for many microbial 
taxa (Martiny, et al., 2006, Ramette & Tiedje, 2007b) from the micro- (Raynaud & Nunan, 2014), to the 
continental scale (Martiny, et al., 2011). The question remains whether and to what degree community 
assembly is driven by deterministic or stochastic processes (Stegen, et al., 2013, Chase, 2014, Konopka, 
et al., 2015). Four major processes governing spatial distributions of microbes have been suggested 
(Vellend, 2010, Nemergut, et al., 2013): selection, drift, speciation, and dispersal. The degree of 
cooperation between these processes may vary, but environmental selection seems generally to 
dominate over neutral processes (Hanson, et al., 2012, Wang, et al., 2013, Powell, et al., 2015). In some 
habitats, neutral assembly processes prevail (Östman, et al., 2010, Bahram, et al., 2016), which may 
depend on the taxon studied (Székely & Langenheder, 2014) or the stage of microbial community 
assembly (Langenheder & Székely, 2011, Dini-Andreote, et al., 2015). Spatially explicit community 
patterns, however, cannot be unlinked from the temporal processes which have caused them, for 
example, past stochastic events, historical dispersal limitations or (likely unmeasured) environmental 
heterogeneity. Yet, temporal variations in microbial communities have been less studied than their 
spatial component. It has been suggested that microbial seasonality largely depends on habitat type 
(Buckley & Schmidt, 2003, Docherty, et al., 2015) and on the time scale of measurement (Shade, et al., 
2013), with a disproportionate influence of the rare biosphere on temporal community variability 
(Shade, et al., 2014, Shade & Gilbert, 2015). Soils are regarded as the habitat harboring the most 
temporally resilient microbial communities (Shade, et al., 2013), likely resulting from the many small 
scale micro-habitats alternating in soils (Vos, et al., 2013), which limit the rate and success of dispersal 
processes. Still, some soils exhibit pronounced seasonality related to soil and management type 
(Schmidt, et al., 2007, Lauber, et al., 2013). Temporal stability of microbial communities depends on 
their capacity to reach a stable state after recovering from external disturbance (Shade, et al., 2012, 
Faust, et al., 2015). Because many experiments study spatial distributions of microbes at a single time 
point, it remains unclear whether or not the observed spatial variability represents a temporally robust 
state. Similarly, it is equally difficult to evaluate the ecological weight of temporal community 
variability without knowing the spatial scale on which it operates. Studies investigating both effects 
are rare, especially at the plot scale. We recently reported results from the ScaleMic experiment, 
describing how spatial dependencies of bacterial communities (Regan, et al., 2014, Stempfhuber, et 
al., 2015) vary over time on a 10 m x 10 m grassland plot. In both cases, we found complex and variable 
spatio-temporal interactions between comparably coarse habitat properties (vegetation, microbes, 
soil properties, space) on the one hand, and between functionally associated species (ammonium and 
nitrite oxidizers) on the other. The few other spatio-temporal studies at the plot scale have reported 
mixed results: In two arctic heathland soils, seasonality had a much stronger effect on microbial 
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diversity than spatial distance (Hill, et al., 2015), whereas two North American soils exhibited neither 
spatial nor temporal variability except for local autocorrelation at the centimeter scale (Mummey & 
Stahl, 2003). 
Thus, several questions regarding the spatio-temporal variability of bacterial soil communities on the 
scale of closely neighboring sites remain unanswered. How stable are spatial distributions over a year? 
Does temporal variability persist across a plot of a temperate grassland soil? Can we, e.g., follow the 
interactions between stochastic and deterministic processes on the decimeter to meter scale in a 
grassland soil? For this study, we used 16S rRNA as a phylogenetic marker, to better resolve bacteria 
with the potential to perform protein biosynthesis from cells, which may have been randomly 
dispersed into their location, possibly have already ceased physiological activity, or have persisted in 
non-active states for long periods (Blagodatskaya & Kuzyakov, 2013). As we were looking at the 
community at the depth of millions of sequences per sample, we opted to use a marker that both 
provides phylogenetic resolution and reflects a certain degree of successful establishment in a habitat. 
To this end, we ask if potentially active microorganisms follow similar assembly principles as described 
for studies based on DNA content (Hanson, et al., 2012), which indicates presence rather than activity 
status, and as such is possibly more strongly influenced by noisy phylogenetic signals with unclear ad 
hoc utility for ecosystem functioning. This question is especially relevant for Acidobacteria, a group of 
phylogenetically diverse, predominantly slow growing oligotrophs (Barns, et al., 2007), which are 
globally abundant in soils (Janssen, 2006). Available evidence from both culture-dependent and –
independent work characterizes them as tightly linked to pH-gradients (Jones, et al., 2009) and 
adapted to nutritional depletion (Fierer, et al., 2007, Ward, et al., 2009, Eichorst, et al., 2011). However, 
high acidobacterial activity has been found in a number of habitats (Männistö, et al., 2013, Foesel, et 
al., 2015, Schostag, et al., 2015). This contradiction has yet to be resolved. We hypothesize that the 
activity of Acidobacteria follows the spatio-temporal patterns of substrate availability which have been 
described for the study site before by Regan, et al. (2014), with limited opportunities for neutral 
processes of community assembly to occur. 
3.2.3 Materials and Methods 
3.2.3.1 Datasets 
Datasets were assembled from the ScaleMic experiment, which was carried out within the frame of 
the 'German Biodiversity Exploratories' (Fischer, et al., 2010) and has previously been described in 
detail (Regan, et al., 2014). At each of six sampling dates (April, May, June, August, October, and 
November 2011), 60 soil samples from 30 subplots were taken from a 10 x 10 m grassland plot in the 
Swabian Alb, 728 m above sea level. Sampling locations in each subplot were spaced 50 cm apart, and 
no sampling location was used twice through the year. The site was unmanaged except for one mowing 
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event (early August) and a brief period of sheep grazing in September. Two samples were lost; one in 
April and one in June. Up to twenty-five environmental variables were measured in each month 
(Supplementary Figure 15), and plant community coverage was determined in May, June, and October. 
The moderate pH gradient (5.98 to 7.23) enabled the identification of important environmental 
predictors other than long established factors influencing the studied organisms. 
rRNA was extracted from the topsoil and reversely transcribed. PCR primers targeting the 
hypervariable region 3 of the bacterial 16S rDNA were used to create the amplicon library for tagged 
sequencing with the Illumina HiSeq II system (Bartram, et al., 2011). The RDP-Classifier (Wang, et al., 
2007) was used to extract and annotate all acidobacterial reads on the subgroup level (dataset RDP). 
After additional clean-up with CD-HIT (Fu, et al., 2012), we defined operational taxonomic units (OTUs) 
by mapping reads to a pre-clustered reference database containing publicly available acidobacterial 
sequences and full length sequences obtained from unpublished isolation experiments. Reference 
clusters were retrieved by applying a 97% sequence similarity threshold. Mapping was carried out 
using BLAST (Camacho, et al., 2009) with a minimum similarity of 99% between subject and query 
sequence (dataset OTU). A detailed experimental workflow is available in the supplement. The joined 
sequence reads have been uploaded to the Short Read Archive under the project ID "PRJEB10957". 
The full study can be accessed under the following link: 
http://www.ebi.ac.uk/ena/data/view/PRJEB10957. 
3.2.3.2 Data Analysis 
All statistical analyses were carried out in R 3.2 (R Development Core Team, 2015). Significant 
differences in community composition at subgroup level between sampling dates were calculated with 
Tukey procedures (function glht() in package 'multcomp'; (Hothorn, et al., 2008, Herberich, et al., 2010). 
If necessary, underlying linear models were corrected for spatial autocorrelation as described in 
Stempfhuber, et al. (2015). The local contribution of β-diversity was calculated according to Legendre 
and De Caceres (2013). Overall community changes were monitored with distance-decay (Bell, 2010) 
and time-decay models (Shade, et al., 2013). The influence of rare biosphere on decay models was 
tested by iterative removal of the most abundant OTU in the dataset after which the algorithm was 
repeated until Bray-Curtis dissimilarities became meaningless.  
The importance of neutral processes for local community assembly was assessed with modified 
pairwise Raup-Crick dissimilarities (βRC) between sites according to functions provided by Chase, et al. 
(2011) under 9999 simulations. βRC-values approaching -1 indicate similar communities generated by 
deterministic processes shared over sites, and values closer to +1 represent dissimilar communities 
due to environmental filtering between sites. Values close to 0 indicate communities shaped by 
stochastic processes.  
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α-diversity was assessed with Hill-numbers 0D and 2D to evaluate unweighted and weighted species 
richness on a rarefied dataset (package 'iNEXT' (Chao, et al., 2013)). 0D represents species richness with 
equal weight on all species, whereas 2D is the linearized form of the Simpson diversity index and 
emphasizes dominant species. To test for spatio-temporal fluctuations of sample-wise α-diversity, 
communities were either rarefied or extrapolated to twice the size of the smallest sample (Chao, et al., 
2013).  
Effects of environmental variables on α-diversity and OTU activity were assessed with component-wise 
boosting for generalized additive models. Selection of important variables and model fitting was 
carried out via boosted GAMs with negative-binomial distribution for generalist species (function 
gamboost() package 'mboost'; (Hothorn, et al., 2010, Hofner, et al., 2014, Hothorn, et al., 2015)). For 
rare species with >40 zero observations, boosted GAMLSS models were used with zero-inflated 
negative binomial distribution (function gamboostLSS() package 'gamboostLSS'; (Mayr, et al., 2012, 
Hofner, et al., 2015c, Hofner, et al., 2015b)). To avoid overfitting, the optimal stopping criterion 
(number of boosting steps) was calculated via cross-validation, by 25-fold bootstrapping. Three effect 
classes were used: Smooth effects (for environmental variables), linear effects (for sampling dates), 
and smooth spatial effects (including time-specific smooth effects for spatio-temporal effect 
estimates). Cross-validation was complemented with stability selection with 100 random subsamples 
(package 'stabs'; (Hofner, et al., 2015a, Hofner & Hothorn, 2015)), to obtain even sparser models. 
Variables were considered as selected if they were present in more than 80% of the 100 models fitted 
on the 100 subsamples. By using boosted GAMs, we were able to decompose effects on species 
abundance into interpretable partial effects of environmental variables, and to select important 
variables at the same time. The models can accommodate for linear effects, smooth effects, spatial or 
even spatio-temporal effects at the same time within a single framework. The derived effects can be 
interpreted in the same way as classic maximum likelihood estimates, while the resulting model is 
estimated in a sequential fashion such that an optimal prediction accuracy is obtained (i.e., such that 
the outcome is optimally predicted for new data). To compare the impact of each of the environmental 
variables over OTUs and subgroups of OTUs, we computed effect ranges (i.e., maximal – minimal 
effect) from the estimated OTU-specific models. A higher effect range represents a larger impact of 
the corresponding variable on OTU abundance. 
Additionally, we used variance partitioning (package 'vegan'; (Oksanen, et al., 2015) to decompose the 
explained variance into spatial, environmental, and joint components. For variance partitioning, 
Hellinger-transformed species data and standardized environmental variables were used. If available, 
plant vegetation data was added to month-specific sets of environmental variables. Spatial covariates 
were constructed with distance based Moran Eigenmaps (dbMEMs) based the sampling grid (Borcard 
& Legendre, 2002, Dray, et al., 2006). We used forward selection of significant dbMEMs in the full 
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model based on adjusted R2 values (Blanchet, et al., 2008). For dbMEMs, this was performed first on 
detrended, then on raw abundance data. The numerical order of dbMEMs represents increasingly finer 
spatial scales. Best-fit linear multiple regression models (according to Akaike Information Criterion) 
were used to describe the relation between environmental and spatial filters. 
The supplement contains more details about boosted GAMs. 
3.2.4 Results and discussion 
3.2.4.1 General microbial community composition 
From the initial 597.5 million raw eubacterial reads, 48.1 million acidobacterial sequences remained 
after trimming and quality filtering. This set was i) used to create the subgroup-level dataset and ii) 
assigned to reference clusters for the OTU dataset. Of these sequences, 38.4% could be assigned to 
1440 reference OTUs. After removal of single- and doubletons, 1208 OTUs formed the final dataset. 
303 OTUs were observed in 90% of all sites, with 593 OTUs occupying fewer than 10%. Combined, 
these two fractions represented 74.1% of the observed OTUs. Based on the RDP-classification and 
omitting unclassifiable bacteria (14.4% ± 0.4% SD), Acidobacteria represented the third most active 
phylum in the dataset (12.8% ± 0.4% SD), while Proteobacteria and Actinobacteria made up 
approximately 50% of the total active community in each month (Supplementary Figure 16). The 
fraction of Acidobacteria as a whole did not substantially change over the six sampling dates, (between 
12.0% (May) and 13.2% (August) of the total community; Supplementary Figure 16)), in contrast to 
findings for a similar time series in three grassland sites of varying management levels (Lauber, et al., 
2013), in which relative abundance changes of up to 50% of the 16S rRNA gene content occurred 
between sampling dates. On average, subgroup 6 represented more than 60% of the active 
Acidobacteria, and subgroups 4, 3, 5, and 17 comprised another 25% of this community. Subgroups 11, 
22, 7, and 18 accounted for between 1 and 5%, respectively, all other subgroups fell below 1%. 
Composition of the active Acidobacteria at this site was comparable to other grassland sites (Foesel, 
et al., 2014), but lower than observed in arctic habitats (Männistö, et al., 2013, Schostag, et al., 2015). 
DNA-based studies of similar habitats in the same landscape have found similar community structures 
(Naether, et al., 2012), and our study demonstrates that these communities are potentially active. 
Temporal stability on the phylum level contrasted with higher variability on finer taxonomic scales and 
diversity measures. Unweighted species richness (0D) was constant except for an annual peak in June 
and an annual low in August, in contrast to weighted species richness (2D), which strongly decreased 
from May to August until leveling out (Figure 9). The increase of 0D in June was driven by subgroup 1-
3 OTUs but the 2D decline in August was associated with significant activity increases of many abundant 
subgroups (6, 4, 5, 17, 11, 18; Figure 10, Supplementary Figure 17), suggesting that not every 
cosmopolitan OTU was able to compete during that period of elevated ribosome synthesis. 
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Interestingly, these observations were explained by different environmental processes with boosted 
GAMs, as plant-related variables were best fitted to 0D, and 2D changes were dictated by below-ground 
soil properties (Figure 9), suggesting two competing effects: i) a stimulation by substrate availability 
(EON) opposed by ii) deselection due to competition (high Nmic and Cmic concentrations) and decreasing 
environmental adaptation (pH). These findings provide the most detailed view on the temporal 
variability of Acidobacteria on the plot scale assembled so far. A phylum-wide activity increase in 
summer has been detected elsewhere (Lauber, et al., 2013, Hill, et al., 2015), but in our case, it only 
applied to a subset of acidobacterial subgroups, and did not affect the phylum abundance in general. 
 
Figure 9. Seasonal trends of acidobacterial α-diversity. Depicted are species richness 0D (A) and linearized Simpson 
Diversity 2D (B) after rarefaction according to Chao et al (2011). Letters above the plots indicate significant differences 
between months (Tukey, p<0.05, corrected for spatial autocorrelation). Adjacent to each box plot panel are plots 
presenting variables influencing the diversity indices across the whole sampling season, as selected by boosted generalized 
additive models based on 100 bootstrap samples. Partial functions after model decomposition are shown. X-coordinates 
indicate the predicting variable, y-coordinates the effect size, except for the spatial effect, where x and y-axis are the 
sampling coordinates and the effect size is color coded.  
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Figure 10. Temporal activity patterns of the most active Acidobacteria subgroups in the ScaleMic experimental plot, sorted 
by highest average relative abundance. Shown are subgroup abundances (relative to all Bacteria, log-scaled). Letters above 
the plots indicate significant differences between months (Tukey, p<0.05, corrected for spatial autocorrelation). Subgroups 
3, 1, and 2 abundances, respectively, are characterized by nine outlying sites in June. 
3.2.4.2 Spatio-temporal isolated acidobacterial blooms 
After testing for site specific contributions to β-diversity (Legendre & De Caceres, 2013) among all 358 
samples, only nine sites (sampled in June) exhibited strongly different communities, which were 
characterized by bloom-like activity increases of OTUs causing the 0D increase and arranged in two 
loosely parallel stripes across the plot (Figure 11).  
The stimulated OTUs were additionally activated in coexistence with the common set of cosmopolitan 
species, causing elevated 0D-richness levels in comparison to non-blooming sites. By contrast, 2D-
richness differences were not altered (Table 11, Figure 9), although blooming OTUs were frequently 
among the most abundant OTUs during the bloom events (Figure 11). This reflects a replacement of 
the dominant OTUs, at the expense of cosmopolitan generalists. It seems unlikely that these bloom-
like events were triggered by undirected transport by animals, as blooming OTUs were evident in other 
sites as well, either in traces (subgroups 1 and 2) or even ubiquitously, but less abundant (subgroup 3) 
(Figure 11, Supplementary Figure 18). After mowing of the grassland plot in July, microbial 
communities returned to a community state similar to those observed throughout all other sampling 
events. Thus, strong climatic or anthropogenic triggers, often described as causes of seasonal 
variability (Björk, et al., 2008, Lauber, et al., 2013), were not required for bloom induction in June, but 
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possibly the mowing terminated the conditions causing the blooms. It is hence not possible to infer 
how long the blooms would have lasted under natural conditions or if more sites would have been 
affected as well. 
 
Figure 11. Top Panel: Stacked bar charts depicting the relative abundances of acidobacterial subgroups sorted by the 
distance of sampling location using hierarchical clustering (average linkage). Only the 59 June samples are shown, 
organized in two clusters of "bulk" and "blooming" communities. Bottom Panel: Spatial maps of three selected, highly 
abundant acidobacterial OTUs. Each box represents the 10 x 10 m sampling grid, encompassing all 358 samples from all 
dates. OTU abundances per sample are shown as filled circles, with one circle per sample (empty space indicates OTU 
absence). Circle sizes are relative to OTU abundance Red circles represent the position of the nine blooming sites. 
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Table 11. α-diversity differences between sites with and without bloom-like communities. SChao1 represents the estimated 
species richness based on the Chao1-estimator, calculated on raw data, uncorrected for sample size. 0D and 2D -richness 
indices were calculated after correction for sample size. 
 
Subset n SChao1 0D (rarefied) 2D (rarefied) 
Blooming sites (June) 9 732.7 ± 50.9 558.4 ± 21.8 56.2 ± 13.3 
All other sites (June) 50 526.2 ± 52.6  429.8 ± 20.8 55.8 ± 8.1 
All other sites (Year) 349 530.4 ± 64.5 442.4 ± 31.9 56.1 ± 8.3 
 
3.2.4.3 Insignificant community decay over space and time 
Next we examined if the active fraction of Acidobacteria was influenced by temporal or spatial 
distances. β-diversity of communities (averaged by month) was not correlated with elapsed time, even 
after stepwise removal of abundant OTUs (Supplementary Figure 19) to account for the influence of 
rare OTUs to temporal variability (Shade, et al., 2014, Shade & Gilbert, 2015). Although temporal 
variability increased in rarefied sub-communities, time-decay rates were always positive, yet never 
significant. This argues strongly against successional events or invasion of species from the grassland 
surrounding the plot); instead communities returned to a stable state after short-term disturbances 
(Shade, et al., 2012), e.g., the blooming events in June. We complemented time-decay with distance-
decay models for each month to see whether temporal community composition robustness was 
accompanied by similar spatial homogeneity. Significant effects of geographic distance on β-diversity 
were found for all months except May (Supplementary Figure 20). However, decay rates were so low 
for entire communities (βmax = -0.002 in November) that a strong distance effect was unlikely. Only 
highly rarefied communities encompassing less than 1% of all reads per sample showed more 
pronounced distance effects (in both con- and divergent ways). The lack of distance-driven community 
decay was observed even when all samples were assessed together, either regressed against time 
(without averaging), space (without controlling for sampling dates), or both simultaneously, and 
individually for all 30 individual subplots (Supplementary Figure 21, Figure 22). These results strongly 
suggest a highly resilient community, with no influence of observed short term variability (e.g. 
blooming sites in June) or seasonality of sub-communities (Figure 10) to the decay models. So far, soil 
communities have been considered to vary only to a small degree over time, as estimated from results 
of similar intra-annual time series (Shade, et al., 2013). Our results show that strong, temporarily 
isolated community shifts may be masked by the overall apparent resilience of the community, and 
thus, that soil-specific short-termed community switches may be underestimated.  
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3.2.4.4 The ecological breadth of Acidobacteria at the plot scale 
Among current hypotheses of microbial community diversification are the concepts of niche 
complementarity (i.e. many functionally slightly distinct species occupy overlapping niches) and of 
functional redundancy (i.e. ecosystem functionality is buffered by common community traits) (Prosser, 
2012, Konopka, et al., 2015). We addressed these questions by fitting 24 environmental parameters 
(along with spatial and temporal covariates) to individual OTUs by using boosted GAMs. We estimated 
models for all 758 tested OTUs. Every individual variable was picked in at least 7 stability selected OTU 
models (i.e., 0.9%; Supplementary Table 14). The predominantly selected environmental predictors 
were pH (albeit encompassing a small gradient of 1.25 pH units only), Nmic concentration (highly 
collinear to Cmic; r=0.799, p<0.001, Spearman rank test), and soil moisture (Table 12).  
Table 12. Variable selection for the most abundant acidobacterial subgroups and most important variables. Values (except 
for total OTUs) represent the percentage of OTUs per subgroup for which the variable was selected within a boosted GAM. 
Stability selection is a more conservative approach to evaluate model significance compared to than cross validation. (SM 
= Soil moisture, BD = Bulk density) 
  Cross-validation                
Subgroup 
Total 
OTUs Space Time pH Nmic SM PO4-3 Grass Litter BD 
SG01 68 29.4 67.6 10.3 14.7 20.6 14.7 50.0 32.4 10.3 
SG02 41 7.3 65.9 0.0 12.2 14.6 0.0 36.6 41.5 0.0 
SG03 134 79.1 68.7 53.7 51.5 49.3 45.5 46.3 35.8 37.3 
SG04 86 91.9 58.1 61.6 52.3 47.7 43.0 47.7 60.5 51.2 
SG05 25 96.0 64.0 72.0 44.0 60.0 36.0 40.0 44.0 36.0 
SG06 250 93.2 68.0 80.0 53.6 60.8 46.8 40.4 37.6 41.2 
SG07 37 89.2 24.3 54.1 29.7 48.6 40.5 51.4 43.2 45.9 
SG17 39 94.9 59.0 74.4 46.2 46.2 35.9 35.9 38.5 41.0 
Acidobacteria 758 78.5 63.7 59.0 42.7 48.3 38.4 42.7 40.9 36.9 
             
  Stability selection        
Subgroup 
Total 
OTUs Space Time pH Nmic SM PO4-3 Grass Litter BD 
SG01 68 30.9 22.1 2.9 2.9 1.5 2.9 10.3 0.0 0.0 
SG02 41 12.2 14.6 0.0 0.0 4.9 0.0 7.3 0.0 0.0 
SG03 134 76.9 38.1 30.6 21.6 7.5 10.4 6.0 3.0 5.2 
SG04 68 90.7 27.9 31.4 15.1 11.6 5.8 3.5 17.4 7.0 
SG05 25 92.0 28.0 48.0 8.0 40.0 8.0 8.0 20.0 12.0 
SG06 250 86.8 28.4 54.8 24.4 19.2 10.8 5.6 4.4 6.0 
SG07 37 83.8 5.4 24.3 10.8 8.1 8.1 10.8 8.1 2.7 
SG17 39 97.4 25.6 59.0 28.2 15.4 12.8 2.6 10.3 7.7 
Acidobacteria 758 75.5 27.6 37.3 17.3 14.2 8.2 5.9 5.8 5.8 
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The less conservative cross-validation approach revealed multiple OTU-environment interactions 
(Figure 12, Figure 13, Supplementary Figure 23) and demonstrated a high underlying ecological 
breadth of individual OTUs. Soil moisture was consistently associated with subgroup 5 and 22 OTUs, a 
hitherto undescribed correlation at the subgroup level and already apparent from similar temporal 
profiles (Figure 10, Supplementary Figure 15). Substrate pools (SOC, Total N, EON/EOC) were not 
among the important effectors of acidobacterial OTU activity, contrasting other reports (Fierer, et al., 
2007, Kielak, et al., 2009, Navarrete, et al., 2015). Instead, substrate availability never seemed to limit 
the consistently high activity level of Acidobacteria at the studied site, which rather was controlled by 
general stressors (pH, soil moisture) or competition (indicated by microbial C and N pools as proxy). 
Thus, it appears difficult to attribute functional redundancy to traits associated with general nutrient 
pools. However, the similar shape and position of many partial functions, especially in mesophilic 
ranges of an environmental variable, suggest overlapping niches of co-existing acidobacterial OTUs. 
Niche separation was observed predominantly in extreme ranges, especially evident for litter biomass, 
pH or Nmic; less frequently we found OTUs up- or downregulating their activity in moderate gradient 
zones, e.g., for soil moisture and graminoid biomass (Figure 12). The abundant cosmopolitan OTUs 
showed only moderate responses to the measured variables, as evidenced by the low partial effect 
ranges found in the models (Figure 13A). In comparison, those species with reduced site occupancy 
were readily influenced by environmental heterogeneities (Figure 13A). 
3.2.4.5 Acidobacterial blooms are likely connected to plant productivity 
GAMs assigned most of the variability of the blooming OTUs (subgroup 1-3) to season, but neither 
spatial nor environmental variables convincingly explained these events. The participating subgroups 
comprise litter degraders in forest soils (Baldrian, et al., 2012), and are abundant in acidic 
environments (Rousk, et al., 2010, Mukherjee, et al., 2014). However, pH did not play any role in 
triggering the blooms (Table 12), and litter and graminoid mass were rarely selected by stability 
selection, although they were among the best fitting variables in cross-validated models. Models 
encompassing additional plant data frequently incorporated the coverage of the grass Dactylis 
glomerata (Figure 12), but this correlation relies mainly on few common observations. Some 
acidobacterial species are known to be enriched in plant-specific rhizospheres (Nunes da Rocha, et al., 
2013), and a subgroup 2 OTU was found to quickly respond to nutrient pulses in Arctic soils (Männistö, 
et al., 2013), hence it is possible that blooms are induced by short-term qualitative alterations in 
substrate pools as a result of plant productivity. As the blooms caused the α-diversity peak in June 
(Figure 9A), which non-linearly correlated to plant biomass parameters, it is plausible that bloom 
initiation required a discrete window of plant productivity - possibly influenced by the presence of a 
Poaceae species. 
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Figure 12. Partial additive functions of Acidobacteria – environment interactions. In each panel, the partial response 
functions of acidobacterial OTUs to a given environmental parameter are overlaid. The y-coordinate should be interpreted 
as effect of the partial function after adjusting for all other variables (on log(y), with y being the absolute read count of the 
OTU, related to total bacterial read counts), centered around zero. Effect ranges are not standardized among subplots.  
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Figure 13. A: Box plots showing the response range of partial effects, sorted by variable. Each OTU is additionally 
represented by a single line connecting the effect sizes of that OTU for all environmental variables. The dataset is separated 
by site occupancy (generalists: > 320 observations; specialists: < 320 observations). Generalists were modeled using 
negative binomial models while specialists were modeled using zero-inflated negative binomial models. We have removed 
extreme outliers in some environmental variables (litter, NH4+, NO3-, PO43-, EOC, litter, forbs) to avoid a biased effect range. 
B: We further assessed the spatial effects of the general OTUs for temporal deviations from the main effect (averaged over 
all time points; leftmost box plot). Therefore, the set of generalist OTUs was further split into three groups (Dominant: 23 
OTUs making up 50% of the total abundance in the dataset; Abundant: 116 OTUs, 40%; Rare: 170 OTUs, 10%). The three 
box plots framed in red correspond to the combined box plot framed in red in the top left frame.  
 
3.2.4.6 Spatial variability was mostly induced by environmental selection 
Space and time were frequently selected in GAMs as important predictors of acidobacterial activity 
(Table 12). The temporal effects matched the previously described seasonal shifts in summer, but 
spatial effects revealed a surprisingly high degree and diversity of spatial organization - even at the 
scale of just 100 m2, we observed that individual OTUs have highly specific spatial distributions (Figure 
14). Two questions emerged from this finding: i) Is the spatial distribution determined by 
environmental selection? ii) How does the apparent spatial diversity agree with a highly stable 
community, as predicted by the time- and distance-decay models? The boosting algorithm sequentially 
adds variables which best fit the remaining unexplained variance to the model. Therefore, the initially 
selected variables likely also encompass the broadest effect range. In our case, space was the best 
explanatory variable with the highest effect range in most models (Figure 13A) –, which implied that 
no environmental variable could be singled out as the main driver of acidobacterial activity (Table 12). 
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Spatial GAMs are valuable in answering the most important question of spatial population statistics: 
the probability of finding a given OTU at a given location. However, we cannot use GAMs to define the 
environmental dependencies of the spatial distribution without further restrictive assumptions (and 
thus to potentially disentangle deterministic from neutral processes). Thus, we additionally used the 
variance partitioning approach (Dray, et al., 2012) using extrapolated spatial filters for resolving the 
influence of spatial distance on OTU abundances (Table 13, Supplementary Figure 24).  
Although this method uses a linear model, highly depends on the number of selectable filters, and is 
much less flexible than the spatial models provided by GAMs, both approaches agreed in detecting a 
significant contribution of spatial effects to the observed variance. However, most of the spatial effect 
was linked to environmental variables – matching well with our hypothesis that physiologically active 
organisms thrive at locations with suitable conditions. Interestingly, this finding contrasts with a recent 
landscape study, in which only spatial variables explained Acidobacteria presence (Constancias, et al., 
2015). In general, estimated spatial effects were low compared to that of similar studies (Hanson, et 
al., 2012). Only May and August communities featured considerable spatial effects (>3% of total 
variance, Table 13), for which we suggest that unmeasured (and unknown) environmental variables 
are mostly responsible. Given that the community in April – exposed to the wettest soil - did not yield 
unexplained spatial variance, it appears unlikely that neutral processes would play important roles in 
drier soils, which should limit undirected dispersal through the water pores. Raup-Crick dissimilarities 
highly support the absence of neutral processes, as all pairwise βRC-values between the 349 non-
blooming sites were -1, indicating highly similar communities shaped by environmental filters 
operating on scales larger than the site (Chase, et al., 2011). If dispersal played a role at all, the lack of 
barriers seems to have led to high community homogenization (Stegen, et al., 2013). Eventually, we 
assessed which environmental filters best fitted to the spatial patterns. Forward selected multiple 
linear regression models demonstrated that – among others - either pH, or Nmic/Cmic (or both) were 
significantly correlated with the same spatial filters as for the community throughout the year 
(Supplementary Table 15). Accordingly, seasonally persistent local maxima of pH and Nmic/Cmic were 
detected in the western subplots (Supplementary Figure 25). This spatially induced species sorting 
process - working on just approx. 10 m2 in one corner of the plot - was visible in many spatial models 
of the dominant OTUs (Figure 14A), and could cause both up- and downregulation of acidobacterial 
OTUs (Supplementary Figure 25).  
3.2.4.7 Spatial distributions of dominant OTUs persist over time 
We finally investigated how the absence of spatio-temporal decay would be compatible with the 
finding of OTU-specific, highly significant spatial models. Spatial distributions of microbes on the plot 
scale have been investigated several times (Keil, et al. (2011), Wang, et al. (2012), Mukherjee, et al. 
(2014)), but their temporal stability is largely unknown. Here, we used boosted GAMs to monitor 
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community stability by constructing spatial models for the entire season, and identifying monthly 
deviations from the main annual effect (Figure 13B). The subset of the 23 most dominant OTUs (making 
up 50% of the observed abundance) showed the least deviation from the main effect, with very few 
OTUs exhibiting seasonal deviations from the annual effect. Though decreasing OTU abundance 
increased the likelihood of spatio-temporal variability, the main annual effect had the highest average 
range in general for all three subsets of the cosmopolitan OTUs (dominant, abundant, rare). Seasonal 
deviation from the main effect was commonly found for rare OTUs during all months, but highest 
variability overall was evident in August. It featured the least diverse samples and relatively depleted 
substrate pools after abundant rainfall and removal of aboveground plant biomass. All these effects 
may have contributed to the observed highly deviating spatial patterns. Overall, observed temporal 
persistence of spatial distributions, especially for dominant species, matched well the detected 
absence of spatio-temporal decay. 
Table 13. Variance partitioning of the explained variance into fractions representing space, soil properties and joint effects. 
20 spatial filters (dbMEMs) were individually calculated for each month; their rank order represents increasing levels of 
patchiness. Significant spatial filters were derived after forward selection first on detrended, then on raw data. The 350 
most active OTUs during each sampling date were selected for analysis. For comparison, the spatial filters significantly 
structuring the environmental variables were given as well (derived from forward selected RDA constraining 
environmental with spatial variables). Filters controlling both species composition and environmental heterogeneity are 
printed in bold. Vegetation coverage data was only available in months labeled with *. The dbMEMs are displayed in Figure 
24. 
(BD = Bulk density, EOC = Extractable organic carbon, SOC = Soil organic carbon, SM = Soil Moisture, CC= Cell Counts, 
PLFA = all remaining PLFA signals after removing PLFAs associated with Fungi and Protozoa, SE= Shannon Evenness 
(above ground), ArEla = Arrhenatherum elatius, CeHol = Cerastium holosteoides, DaGlo = Dactylis glomerata, VeCha = 
Veronic chamaedry, TrRep = Trifolium repens, PlLan = Plantago lanceolata, AcMil = Achillea milleforum, FeRub = Festuca 
rubra) 
Month Space 
(%) 
Soil 
(%) 
Soil∩Space 
(%) 
Residuals 
(%) 
Variables  Spatial filters 
(Species) 
Spatial filters 
(Environment) 
April 1 12 6 81 pH, BD, NH4+, 
PO43-,  
Nmic, Cmic, SM 
Ap5, Ap9, 
Ap14 
Ap3, Ap4, Ap5, 
Ap9, Ap14 
May* 9 11 11 69 pH, Nmic, Litter 
ArEla, VeCha, 
CeHol 
Ma1-Ma7 Ma1, Ma2, Ma3, 
Ma7 
June* 
 
1 14 10 75 pH, PO43-, CC, 
Briophytes, 
ArEla, SE 
Ju2, Ju3, 
Ju10 
Ju1, Ju2, Ju3, 
Ju6, Ju7, Ju9, 
Ju11 
August 6 11 10 73 pH, Nmic, PLFA Au2, Au3, 
Au10, Au12, 
Au16 
Au4, Au8, Au12, 
A15 
October* 3 15 10 72 pH, Nmic, EOC, 
Cmic, PLFA 
TrRep, AcMil, 
PlLan, FeRub 
Oc1, Oc5, 
Oc7 
Oc1, Oc2, Oc4, , 
Oc7, Oc8, Oc10 
November 1 12 10 77 Nmic, Clay, 
SOC, SM, NH4+ 
No1 No1, No5-7 
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Figure 14. Spatial distributions of acidobacterial OTUs. Subgroup affiliations are indicated by the _ index. The maps 
encompass the effects of all sampling dates after adjusting for temporal and environmental variables in the same model. 
For each model, abundance data from 358 sampling locations were smoothed using bivariate P-splines with a grid of 24 x 
24 knots. The partial effects of the models were centered, but not scaled; accordingly, effect sizes differ between graphics 
and reflect the impact of the spatial effect (larger differences in the scale represent larger spatial variability). A: Dominant 
cosmopolitan OTUs. B: Rare OTUs with lower site occupancies. 
3.2.5 Conclusions 
β-Diversity assessments suggested the presence of a spatio-temporally resilient, very active and 
generally uniform community in a heterogeneous environment with short-term blooms. 252 generalist 
OTUs were simultaneously maintaining ribosome synthesis at any given time or location How does this 
fit the paradigm of Acidobacteria as slow growing oligotrophs adapted to low substrate availability? 
(Kielak, et al., 2016) briefly suggested that this phylum might not generally consist of oligotrophs, and 
here we provide a striking example of hundreds of acidobacterial OTUs blooming within several weeks 
in situ, which would hardly allow their classification as oligotrophs. The detection of blooms itself in a 
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grassland managed at very low intensity (Regan, et al., 2014) is new; similar events in soils have only 
been reported in association with fertilization or contamination (Udikovic-Kolic, et al., 2014, Fuentes, 
et al., 2015).  
Few studies exist examining effects of space and time on bacterial activity at the plot scale, and they 
lack either taxonomic resolution (Mummey & Stahl, 2003) or sampling density (Hill, et al., 2015). 
Transects of exponentially growing sample distances are widely used in microbial ecology (Ramette & 
Tiedje, 2007a, Banerjee, et al., 2011, Martiny, et al., 2011, van Dorst, et al., 2014, Shi, et al., 2015), but 
in this case our regular grid design was absolutely essential to detect the spatial magnitude of the 
blooming events. Often, multiple cores from the same site are homogenized to account for small scale 
heterogeneities (e.g. Figuerola, et al. (2015)), but mixed communities may not represent reality in the 
case of strong heterogeneities such as we observed. One way to address this is to pool the samples 
after, not before, molecular analysis. We recommend that studies investigating spatial distributions of 
microbes add multiple sampling dates to improve the lack of robustness in single time point studies; 
otherwise, detection of spatial effects may be due to mistaking conditional events as a normal 
community state. Thus, this study should raise awareness of the possibility of significant and 
unexpected events even in habitats which are thought to be temporally resilient (Shade, et al., 2013). 
Another important implication arises from our findings: Soils provide a highly heterogeneous habitat 
matrix (Vos, et al., 2013) and thus sampling on the centimeter scale with millimeter-wide cores reveals 
abrupt changes in community composition (O'Brien, et al., 2016). However, our study demonstrates 
that these fine-scale heterogeneities are already averaged out when the sampling is carried out on 
decimeter scales with centimeter-wide cores and are therefore not biasing the measurement, even if 
– as in our case - soil texture variables (i.e. bulk density, clay content, soil moisture) changed 
significantly on the decimeter scale (Supplementary Figure 15).  
Boosted GAMs can be extremely valuable tools, as they offer a way to handle temporal and spatial 
data in the same model without intermediate steps (as in semivariograms and successive kriging; 
(Regan, et al., 2014, Stempfhuber, et al., 2014)). With respect to the Acidobacteria at our site, we could 
not confirm strong contributions of neutral processes to community formation; instead, most of the 
observed variability was explained by environmental variables, not only due to the large suite of 
determined variables, but also because we looked into potentially active organisms. Future research 
could consider the use of activity markers to unravel community assembly mechanisms. rRNA content 
alone is difficult to relate to cell numbers, but studies monitoring both rRNA and 16S rRNA gene 
content would make it possible to distinguish between successful dispersal and dispersal that leads to 
dormancy and probable extinction. 
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The picture that emerged from this study was one of a dense carpet of highly active Acidobacteria 
covering the A-horizon of this particular grassland. However, below the highly stable fraction of 
dominant species, diverse environmental interactions of the rare biosphere were evident, a finding 
which does contradicts the notion that these bacteria are slowly growing oligotrophs, specializing in 
acidic soils with challenging nutritional conditions. Even in apparently non-limiting environments such 
as the studied site, Acidobacteria were strong contributors to microbial activity, rarely correlating to 
substrate pools (SOC, Total N, EOC/EON). Furthermore, the most dramatic community shifts detected 
during the experiment were completely independent of the pH gradient, although the affected 
subgroups are frequently associated with acidic soils. Rare taxa were major contributors to spatial and 
environmental variability of the (acido)bacterial community, as well as in its temporal variability (Shade, 
et al., 2014). Our work shows that the combination of a dense spatio-temporal design, high resolution 
molecular tools, and sophisticated statistics changes the perspective on the role of Acidobacteria in a 
temperate European grassland. 
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3.2.8 Supplementary Material 
3.2.8.1 Glossary 
Term Explanation 
Boosting Statistical algorithm to fit linear or generalized additive models 
( GAMs) and to select important variables ( variable 
selection) at the same time.  
Cross-validation Statistical algorithm to validate model performance on "new 
data” by repeatedly splitting the data into two parts, one to fit 
the model and one to evaluate the model; by this approach one 
tries to assess how good the results can be generalized or if they 
are specific to the data at hand (overfitting). 
dbMEM Distance based Moran's Eigenvector Maps: Orthogonal 
covariates which emulate spatial (or temporal) patterns 
extrapolated from spatial (or temporal) coordinates and can be 
used in multiple regression modelling. 
Deterministic processes Processes that shape communities under conditions in which 
competing species are not equally adapted to the habitat 
Dispersal Movement of species in space and time 
Drift Stochastic changes of species abundances 
Functional redundancy The ability of a community to have the same ecosystem service 
provided by multiple species 
GAMs (Generalized additive 
models) 
A modelling framework in which the linear covariates of a basic 
linear model Y = b0 + b1x1 + b2x2+... +bnxn can be replaced with 
functions: Y = b0 + f1(x1) + f2(x2)+... +fn(xn). Functions fi may be 
specified by parametric, non- and semi-parametric forms ( 
smoother). Thus, Y is no longer a linear combination of 
covariates (but additive in the functions). 
Neutral processes Processes that shape communities under conditions in which 
competing species are equally adapted to the habitat 
Resilience The tendency of communities to return to a pre-disturbance or 
alternative stable state after being subjected to disturbances. 
Selection Processes leading to the prevalence of populations which are 
better adapted to environmental changes 
Smoother Algorithm to fit functions f1(x1), …, fp(xp) to the data such that 
one obtains a smooth curve through the data without big jumps 
( GAMs); sometimes also refers to the resulting function 
estimate. 
Spatial autocorrelation The degree of dependency among observations in space.  
Variable selection Mathematical/statistical algorithms to identify the meaningful 
predictors in a regression model to obtain parsimonious models 
Variance partitioning A method to identity those fractions of the variation in a 
dataset, which are explained by specified predictor categories 
(e.g. space and environment), either as pure or joint fractions 
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3.2.8.2 Supplementary Material and Methods 
3.2.8.2.1 RNA Extraction 
RNA was extracted from 358 samples using a direct lysis protocol (modified after Lueders, et al. (2003)). 
For each sample, 600 mg of soil were transferred to a reaction tube, and cells were lysed by bead 
beating (45 s, 6.5 m/s). Nucleic acids were gradually extracted using phenol/chloroform/isoamyl 
alcohol (c(v/v/v) = 25/24/1) and chloroform/isoamyl alcohol (c(v/v) = 24/1) and were precipitated from 
aqueous supernatants with two volumes of polyethylene glycol (30% w/v in 1.6 M NaCl) during 
centrifugation (90 min, 4° C). The nucleic acid pellet was washed with ethanol, and resuspended in 30 
µl elution buffer (Tris-HCl, 10 mM, pH 8.5). The nucleic acid concentration was determined using a 
NanoDrop 1000 spectrophotometer (Peqlab Biotechnologie, Erlangen, Germany). DNA was removed 
from extracts by DNase treatment (1 U DNaseI 1U/µl per µg of nucleic acids, Fermentas/Thermo Fisher 
Scientific, Waltham, USA)) RNA was precipitated with 1/10 volume of sodium acetate (3 M, pH 5.2), 
washed with ethanol, and stored in RNAse-free water at -80° C. After RNA quantification using the 
Quant-iT RiboGreen assay (Life Technologies/Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, USA), RiboLock RNase 
inhibitor (Fermentas/ Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, USA) was added to each sample.  
3.2.8.2.2 cDNA and amplicon library construction 
For each sample, RNA was reversely transcribed into cDNA in two separate reactions using GoScript 
(Promega, Mannheim, Germany) according to manufacturer's instructions. The amplicon library for 
Illumina sequencing was constructed as previously described (Bartram, et al., 2011). Briefly, primers 
contained the Illumina adapter sequence, the binding site for sequencing primers, and sequences for 
priming the target 16S rRNA region V3 (341f, 2 wobbles; modified from (Muyzer, et al., 1993)) and 
515R (Lane, 1991), respectively. Additionally, the reverse primer included a barcode region of six 
nucleotides, yielding the following sequences: V3_F (5'-
ATGATACGGCGACCACCGAGATCTACACTCTTTCCCTACACGACGCTCTTCCGATCTCCTACGGGWGGCWGCA
G-3') and V3_nR (5'-CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATNNNNNNGTGACTGGAGTTCAGACGTGTGCTCTT 
CCGATCTCCGCGGCTGCTGGCAC-3'). The PCR was performed with the Phusion High-Fidelity DNA 
Polymerase kit (New England Biolabs, Ipswich, UK) following the manufacturer's instructions, using 15 
cycles of 94° C (15 s), 59° C (15 s), 72° C (15 s), after an initial denaturation step (94° C, 5 min), ended 
by a final elongation step (72° C, 7 min). 
3.2.8.2.3 Sequencing and bioinformatic data procession 
Sequencing was performed on the Illumina GA IIx system with paired 100-base reads in three separate 
runs on multiple lanes each. Forward and reverse reads were first trimmed to 100 bp and dimers were 
filtered out based on detection methods implemented in FastQC 
(http://www.bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/projects/fastqc/). FASTQ-files were synchronized for 
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those rare cases where only one of both reads has been filtered out. Reads were joined using fastq-
join (Aronesty, 2013) at a minimum overlap of 6 nucleotides and allowing 20 percent mismatch and 
converted to FASTA file format. Converted FASTA files were checked for chimeras by Uchime 
integrated in Usearch 5.2.3 (Edgar, et al., 2011) applying the GOLD database from ChimeraSlayer 
(http://drive5.com/otupipe/gold.tz) as reference. Taxonomic-dependent analysis was performed 
using RDP Multiclassifier 1.1, which is essentially based on RDP classifier (Wang, et al., 2007, Cole, et 
al., 2009). A confidence value of 0.5 was applied for short amplicon data. This dataset represents our 
first level of analysis 
3.2.8.2.4 OTU classification 
In silico simulations demonstrated that a traditional OTU clustering at 97% sequence similarity of the 
variable region 3 of the acidobacterial 16S rRNA does not reflect the clustering of corresponding full 
length sequences. Thus, we used a closed reference OTU assignment based on known sequences. For 
this, all acidobacterial sequences were extracted from the SILVA reference database 115 (Quast, et al., 
2013) and recently acquired full length sequences from in house cultivation experiments (unpublished) 
were added to the set. Sequences were dereplicated with an online tool 
(http://tornado.igb.illinois.edu/dereplicate.html), and then aligned with Infernal (Nawrocki & Eddy, 
2013) versus a bacterial 16S rRNA RFAM model (as provided by http://infernal.janelia.org/). The 
alignment was clustered with HPC-clust (Matias Rodrigues & von Mering, 2014) with average linkage 
at 0.97 identity. These clusters served as reference for our OTU assignment. From this RDP-annotated 
dataset, all sequences classified as Acidobacteria were extracted via a whitelisting process and 
subjected to an additional cleaning step provided by the CD-HIT package (cd-hit-otu-filter.pl for 
removal of sequences containing ambiguous base calls, low quality bases, and erroneous primer 
sequences (Fu, et al., 2012)). Then, the reduced set of reads was mapped to the reference database 
with using the BLAST-N algorithm with BLAST+ 2.2 (Camacho, et al., 2009). The best matching hit was 
used for the OTU classification of a read, if the similarity between read query and reference cluster 
exceeded 99%, else the read was discarded from the analysis. From the BLAST hit tables, a sample by 
OTU matrix was built. 
3.2.8.2.5 Variable selection with boosted generalized additive models  
Generalized additive models (GAMs) were fitted to each OTU separately to model the species 
abundance. We used negative binomial models for generalist species and zero-inflated negative 
binomial models for rare species (with > 40 plots with zero counts). The models accounted for 
environmental factors, temporal and spatial effects. Categorical effects were used to model the 
temporal structure, P-splines (Eilers & Marx, 1996, Schmid & Hothorn, 2008) were used to model 
smooth, environmental effects, and bivariate P-splines were applied for spatial effects (Kneib, et al., 
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2009). In a second step, spatio-temporal effects were added to the model to account for possible 
changes over time. These effects were modeled as time-specific bivariate P-splines. 
In order to fit the models, we used component-wise boosting methods (see Mayr, et al. (2014) for an 
overview): Each effect is specified as a so called base-learner. Each of the base-learners is then fitted 
separately to the negative gradient of the loss function evaluated at the current fit (here the positive 
gradient of the log-likelihood) and only the best-fitting effect is updated. This is done by adding a 
fraction of the fit (usually 10%) to the model and by updating the corresponding effect estimate 
accordingly. In the next step, the negative gradient is recomputed and the procedure is repeated until 
a pre-specified number of iterations is reached. For details on the algorithm refer to Hofner, et al. 
(2014). 
This number of boosting iterations is the major tuning parameter of the model. By using cross-
validation methods (such as 10-fold cross-validation, bootstrap or subsampling) the appropriate 
stopping iteration is obtained such that the prediction accuracy of the model is optimized for new data 
(Mayr, et al., 2012). Here, we used 25-fold bootstrap to obtain the optimal stopping iteration for each 
model. As only one base-learner is updated per iteration we obtain variable selection by stopping the 
model after a sufficiently small number of steps ("early stopping"). Hence, boosting with cross-
validation allows to fit the model and to select variables at the same time. The resulting model is 
usually sparse and has good prediction performance.  
Yet, in many situations boosting is known to select too many noise variables (i.e., variables that in truth 
do not have an influence on the outcome). To obtain even sparser models, we additionally applied the 
generic stability selection approach (Meinshausen & Bühlmann, 2010, Shah & Samworth, 2013). 
Stability selection uses 100 random subsamples of size ⌊n/2⌋. The model is fitted on each of the 
subsamples until q variables have been selected by the boosting algorithm. Variables that were 
selected on each (or at least most) of the subsamples are considered as stable, i.e., important effects. 
To determine how often a variable has to be selected to be stable one uses a threshold for the selection 
frequency. This threshold can in turn be computed from a pre-specified bound on the per-family error 
rate (PFER). The PFER is defined as the expected number of falsely selected variables, i.e., as the 
expected number of noise variables that were selected. We specified q = 12 and PFER ≤ 2, i.e., we 
accepted at most two noise variables to be selected in each model which resulted in a threshold for 
the selection frequency of 80%. For details see Hofner, et al. (2015). 
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3.2.8.3 Supplementary Tables 
Table 14. Variable selection with boosted GAMs per acidobacterial subgroup. Values (except for 'Total OTUs'") are given 
in % and should be read as the percentage of OTU per subgroup for which a variable was selected. Results are shown after 
cross-validation (top) and after additional stability selection of the models (bottom). Variables are sorted by their overall 
selection frequency.   
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Table 15. Best fit linear models describing the relation between environmental and spatial filters. Only environmental and 
spatial filters were selected for regression, which were significantly structuring the community composition (Table 13). 
Models were evaluated with stepwise variable selection according the Akaike Information Criterion. The adjusted R2 value 
gives the strength of explanatory power of the model. Significance levels: * = p < 0.05, ** = p < 0.01, *** = p < 0.001. These 
results show which filters were responsible for the amount of variance which was explained jointly by space and soil 
properties. This may result either from stacked effects (many variables operating on few spatial filters) or from single 
variables working on scales represented by many spatial filters (as in August). 
(BD = Bulk density, SOC = Soil organic carbon, SM = Soil Moisture, SE= Shannon Equitability (above ground vegetation), 
ArEla = Arrhenatherum elatius, CeHol = Cerastium holosteoides, TrRep = Trifolium repens) 
 
Variable Spatial Filters 
R2  
(adjusted) Significance level Month 
Nmic Ap5, Ap14 0.13 ** April 
pH Ap5, Ap9 0.28 ***  
Phosphate Ap5, Ap14 0.4 ***  
SM Ap9 0.13 **  
ArEla Ma1, Ma5 0.19 ** May 
CeHol Ma1, Ma2 0.15 **  
Nmic Ma1, Ma5, Ma7 0.25 **  
pH Ma1, Ma4 0.29 ***  
Moss Ju3, Ju10 0.27 *** June 
pH Ju2, Ju10 0.2 ***  
Phosphate Ju2 0.3 ***  
SE Ju10 0.06 *  
pH Au2, Au3, Au10, Au12, Au16 0.3 *** August 
Cmic Oc7 0.14 ** October 
Nmic Oc7 0.1 **  
TrRep Oc5 0.06 *  
Clay No1 0.1 ** November 
Nmic No1 0.1 **  
Ammonium No1 0.15 **  
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3.2.8.4 Supplementary Figures 
An additional supplementary figure within the manuscript replicates Figure 6 
 
Figure 15. Box plots depicting the seasonal progression of environmental variables in the experimental site. Values are 
standardized (mean = 0, SD = 1). For experimental procedures, refer to Regan, et al. (2014). Two PLFA signals were used to 
represent saprophobic fungi (18:2ω6) and protozoa (20:4ω6), the remaining PLFA signals were combined into a single 
variable (as a proxy for microbial productivity). SOC = Soil organic carbon; EOC/N = Extractable organic carbon/nitrogen; 
C/N = Carbon to Nitrogen-Ratio; Cmic, Nmic = Microbially bound carbon/nitrogen. Cell counts refer to prokaryotic cells. 
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Figure 16. Stacked bar charts depicting averaged relative read abundances on the phylum level. Taxonomic information 
was inferred from the RDP-classifier (Wang, et al., 2007). Each month is represented by an averaged community from 60 
samples (59 in April and June, respectively). 
 
 
Figure 17. Temporal activity patterns of lesser abundant Acidobacteria subgroups in the ScaleMic experimental plot, not 
included in Figure 10 of the main manuscript. Shown are subgroup abundances (relative to all Bacteria, log-scaled) 
observed during each sampling date. Subgroups are sorted by average relative abundance 
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Figure 18. Relative abundances of important OTUs compared over all 358 sites (x-coordinate). OTU 11541_4 is the most 
dominant cosmopolitan OTU; 9656_3 is a comparably rare cosmopolitan OTU which became dominating during bloom 
events; 2017_1 is the most dominant OTU in the bloom events, appearing only in traces elsewhere; 10918_2 is a typical 
OTU in the bloom events, but frequently found elsewhere. Left panels feature logarithmic relative abundances, right panels 
absolute relative abundance values on the y-coordinate. 
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Figure 19. Time-Decay models for acidobacterial communities (averaged over all 59-60 sites per sampling date). Bray-Curtis 
dissimilarities between averaged monthly communities were transformed to similarities by subtraction of 1, log-
transformed, and regressed over elapsed time between sampling dates. A: Slopes of linear models describing the relation 
between β-diversity and elapsed time between sampling days. 4 models are shown (for communities of which 0%, 10%, 
50%, 90% of the most abundant OTUs were removed). Grey areas represent a 95% interval of the linear model. B: 
Influences of the rare taxa to time-decay effects. The plot depicts communities which were iteratively depleted by the 
single most abundant OTU (x-coordinate) and the slope of the time-decay models obtained from the reduced community. 
No model was statistically significant after adjustment of p-values (pFDR > 0.05).  
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Figure 20. Distance-decay regression models of iteratively reduced acidobacterial communities. Bray-Curtis dissimilarities 
between samples were transformed to similarities by subtraction of 1, log-transformed, and regressed over spatial 
distance between sites. The most abundant OTU of the remaining dataset was iteratively removed and a new model was 
fitted. X-coordinates represent the level of community completeness, y-coordinates the slope of the distance-decay 
models associated with each subcommunity.  
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Figure 21. Distance-Decay scatter plots. All 358 samples are assessed together, regardless of their sampling date and 
without averaging. Top left: Bray-Curtis similarities plotted vs. spatial distance. Top right: Bray-Curtis similarities plotted 
vs. temporal distance. Whenever a blooming was part of a pairwise comparison, the spot was colored accordingly. Bottom: 
Bray-Curtis similarities plotted vs. temporal distance and spatial distance, colored by temporal distance.  
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Figure 22. Individual time-decay plots for each of the 30 defined subplots (see Regan, et al. (2014)). For each sampling date, 
the two locations sampled per subplot were averaged, and then subjected to time-decay-regression. No model was 
statistically significant (p>0.05). 
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Figure 23. Plot overlay of partial models for variables not shown in the manuscript. Each curve represents one partial 
function of one OTU-specific model, as derived from model cross-validation. Response values on the y-coordinate are 
partial effects of the additive model. 
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Figure 24. Distance based Moran eigenvector Maps, which were significantly filtering acidobacterial communities at a given 
sampling date (see Table 13). Each bubble represents a plot. Color and size of bubbles indicate the absolute value at a 
given plot centered on zero.  
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Figure 25. Spatial abundance plots of three environmental variables (A-C: pH, Nmic, Cmic) and two cosmopolitan but rare 
OTUs (D, E). All sampling dates are plotted. Each bubble represents a sampling site. Color and size of bubbles indicate 
values of the measure (standardized), or abundance (relative to all bacterial reads). The plot demonstrates the spatial 
dependencies of OTU abundance on non-randomly distributed environmental variables. 
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3.3.1 Abstract 
Interrelated successive transformation steps of nitrification are performed by distinct microbial groups 
– the ammonia-oxidizers, comprising ammonia-oxidizing archaea (AOA) and bacteria (AOB), and 
nitrite-oxidizers such as Nitrobacter and Nitrospira, which are the dominant genera in the investigated 
soils. Hence, not only their presence and activity in the investigated habitat is required for nitrification, 
but also their temporal and spatial interactions. To demonstrate the interdependence of both groups 
and to address factors promoting putative niche differentiation within each group, temporal and 
spatial changes in nitrifying organisms were monitored in an unfertilized grassland site over an entire 
vegetation period at the plot scale of 100 m². Nitrifying organisms were assessed by measuring the 
abundance of marker genes (amoA for AOA and AOB, nxrA for Nitrobacter, 16S rRNA gene for 
Nitrospira) selected for the respective sub-processes. A positive correlation between numerically 
dominant AOA and Nitrospira, and their co-occurrence at the same spatial scale in August and October, 
suggests that the nitrification process is predominantly performed by these groups and is restricted to 
a limited timeframe. Amongst nitrite-oxidizers, niche differentiation was evident in observed 
seasonally varying patterns of co-occurrence and spatial separation. While their distributions were 
most likely driven by substrate concentrations, oxygen availability may also have played a role under 
substrate-limited conditions. Phylogenetic analysis revealed temporal shifts in Nitrospira community 
composition with an increasing relative abundance of OTU03 assigned to sublineage V from August 
onwards, indicating its important role in nitrite oxidation. 
Keywords: Nitrification; ammonia oxidation; nitrite oxidation; niche separation; spatial analysis; 
grassland 
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3.3.2 Introduction 
Nitrification has been the focus of many studies over decades due to the ecological importance of this 
process, especially for agricultural ecosystems. Nitrification determines, to a great extent, whether 
applied fertilizers will function either as plant growth supporting components or as environmental 
pollutants. Nitrate leaching into water causes eutrophication, and the emission of N2O, a highly potent 
greenhouse gas, contributes to climate change (Ollivier, et al., 2011). However, results of the relative 
contributions of key players have been contradictory – supportive either of archaeal (Leininger et al., 
2006; Adair and Schwartz, 2008, Zhang et al., 2012) or bacterial ammonia-oxidizer (Di et al., 2009, Jia 
and Conrad, 2009) dominance - or have suffered from missing links between abundances of nitrifiers 
and nitrification activities (Di et al., 2009). These discrepancies can be explained in part by the designs 
of those studies, which have focused mainly on detailed analyses of key players involved in one or 
another sub-process, thereby neglecting to account for the fact that nitrification requires a strong 
interaction among phylogenetically differing microbes with different ecophysiologies.  
The first steps, the oxidation of ammonia to hydroxylamine and nitrite, can be catalyzed by ammonia-
oxidizers. The last step of the transformation process, the oxidation of nitrite to nitrate, is performed 
by a distinct group of organisms, the nitrite-oxidizers (Konneke, et al., 2005). 
Ammonia-oxidizers comprise both ammonia-oxidizing bacteria (AOB) and archaea (AOA) (Kowalchuk 
& Stephen, 2001, Treusch, et al., 2005). Their abundances have been monitored in a wide range of 
ecosystems (Ochsenreiter, et al., 2003, Francis, et al., 2005, Treusch, et al., 2005, Stahl & de la Torre, 
2012). The discovery of archaeal involvement in ammonia-oxidation (AO), the frequent numerical 
dominance of AOA over AOB, and their active participation in AO (Leininger, et al., 2006, De La Torre, 
et al., 2008, Hatzenpichler, et al., 2008, Offre, et al., 2009, Schauss, et al., 2009), have thrust the 
relative contributions of AOA and AOB into the research spotlight. Several studies have indicated that 
AOA and AOB colonize different niches in soil (Keil, et al., 2011, Ollivier, et al., 2013, Regan, et al., 2014, 
Stempfhuber, et al., 2014) and differ in their ecophysiologies (Hatzenpichler, 2012); however, their 
putative interaction partners have remained largely unaddressed (Prosser & Nicol, 2008). 
The ability to oxidize nitrite is found in only six bacterial genera: Nitrobacter, Nitrotoga, Nitrococcus, 
Nitrospina, Nitrospira, and Nitrolancetus; affiliated to the alpha-, beta-, gamma-, and delta-classes of 
Proteobacteria and the phyla Nitrospirae and Chloroflexi, respectively (Daims, et al., 2001, Bock & 
Wagner, 2006, Alawi, et al., 2009, Attard, et al., 2010, Sorokin, et al., 2012). Nitrite-oxidizing bacteria 
(NOB) can be found in a variety of habitats (Abeliovich, 2006), from marine and freshwater aquatic 
systems (Watson, et al., 1986, Stein, et al., 2001), to wastewater treatment plants (WWTP) (Juretschko, 
et al., 1998, Daims, et al., 2001, Gieseke, et al., 2003, Spieck, et al., 2006) and terrestrial ecosystems 
(Bartosch, et al., 2002, Wertz, et al., 2012). In terrestrial environments Nitrobacter (NB) and Nitrospira 
(NS) have been identified as the dominant genera (Bartosch, et al., 2002, Cébron & Garnier, 2005, Kim 
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& Kim, 2006, Ke, et al., 2013). Niche differentiation amongst NOB has been proposed in several studies 
in both aquatic and terrestrial habitats (Schramm, et al., 1999, Cébron & Garnier, 2005, Ke, et al., 2013, 
Ollivier, et al., 2013, Placella & Firestone, 2013). Shifts between NB and NS have been shown to be a 
consequence of different strategies related to substrate affinity (Attard, et al., 2010). It has been 
suggested that NB are r-strategists, favored under high substrate concentrations owing to lower 
substrate affinity of their respective catalyzing enzyme. NS however, as K-strategists, are capable of 
tolerating lower nitrite and oxygen concentrations (Schramm, et al., 1999, Daims, et al., 2001, Kim & 
Kim, 2006).  
It is commonly assumed that the two transformation steps for complete nitrification are dependent 
on the interaction of two distinct microbial guilds in terrestrial ecosystems (Kowalchuk & Stephen, 
2001). As autotrophic ammonia-oxidizers gain their energy from the conversion of ammonia to nitrite, 
AOB and NOB are thought to be dependent on each other in a mutualistic relationship. Nitrite, the 
product of ammonia-oxidation (AO) is available for nitrite-oxidizers as substrate, which, under aerobic 
conditions, in turn assures the consumption and the removal of the toxic nitrite in the environment by 
nitrite oxidation (Juretschko et al., 1998, Maixner et al., 2006). Thus, the processes of ammonia- and 
nitrite-oxidation are considered to be spatially dependent (Grundmann, et al., 2001). Studies on the 
interactions and spatial structure of AOB and NOB have been performed mainly in aquatic systems or 
biofilm- and activated sludge-based WWTPs (Gieseke, et al., 2003, Ke, et al., 2013). In soils, the number 
of studies on interactions between ammonia- and nitrite-oxidizers is limited, suggesting an interaction 
of AOB with both NS- and NB-like NOB, and co-occurrence of AOA with NS (Xia, et al., 2011, Wertz, et 
al., 2012, Ke, et al., 2013, Ollivier, et al., 2013, Daebeler, et al., 2014). Studies which take spatial and 
temporal dynamics of these nitrification networks into account, are, however, missing. 
Hence, the focus of this study was to investigate the formation of networks of ammonia- and nitrite-
oxidizers as influenced by season in a grassland soil. We postulated that the dominant forms of 
nitrifying networks are AOB – NB under high substrate concentrations in spring and summer and AOA 
– NS under lower substrate concentrations in autumn. As AOA (Jia and Conrad, 2009, Tourna et al., 
2011, Daebeler et al., 2014) and NS (Daims et al., 2001, Luecker et al., 2010, Lebedeva et al., 2013) are 
considered to be mixotrophs, both groups may act also independently, mainly at locations with high 
carbon availability. To test our hypotheses, we followed the seasonal dynamics and spatial distribution 
patterns of AOA, AOB, NB and NS using qPCR-based approaches to assess the abundance of marker 
genes for each group. We then linked these data to ammonia and nitrate availability. The dynamics of 
metabolically active NOB were further analyzed by screening the 16S rRNA inventory (obtained by 
barcoded Illumina sequencing) both to gain a deeper insight into the active community structure of 
nitrite oxidizing bacteria as affected by time and space, and to link these to the presence of AOA and 
AOB.  
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3.3.3 Experimental procedures 
3.3.3.1 Study site description and sampling design 
The experiment was performed in the frame of the 'German Biodiversity Exploratories' 
(www.biodiversity-exploratories.de; (Fischer, et al., 2010)), a large interdisciplinary study aimed at 
improving our understanding of the effects of land use intensity on diversity at different scales. A low 
land-use intensity grassland site (48°25'0.01'' N, 9°30'0.00'' E), which did not receive additional 
fertilizer input and was subjected only to short-term grazing in the Biosphere Reserve Schwäbische Alb 
in the South-west of Germany was selected for this study (Regan, et al., 2014). Mean annual 
temperature in the year of sampling was 8.1 °C; mean annual precipitation was 810mm. The 
experimental site (plot ID: AEG31) was classified as Rendzic Leptosol (according to the FAO 
classification system). Abiotic soil parameters such as pH, carbon and nitrogen content, bulk density 
and soil texture were stable during the season. In an unfertilized grassland site, a 10 m x 10 m plot was 
divided into 30 subplots (each 2 m x 1.67 m). Six pairs of sampling locations were randomly assigned 
within each subplot, each pair separated by 50 cm to provide appropriate lag distances for later 
geostatistical analyses. One pair from each subplot was sampled at each of six dates over one growing 
season. In total, 360 samples were collected in April, May, June, August, October and November 2011 
(60 per date x 6 dates). Dates were chosen to correspond to stages of plant growth on the plot. Per 
date, 2 samples were collected from the upper 10 cm soil horizon from each of the 30 subplots within 
the 10 x 10 m plot (i.e. 60 samples per date in total). Soil samples were collected with a soil auger (58 
mm diameter) to 10 cm depth. Soil was sieved (5mm) and homogenized in the field. Samples for DNA 
extraction were frozen in liquid nitrogen in the field, and stored at -20°C. Detailed information on soil 
properties and sampling details can be found in the supplemental material or obtained from Regan, et 
al. (2014). 
3.3.3.2 Extraction of nucleic acids 
A total of 360 samples were collected at six sampling dates, 60 samples per date, over one growing 
season, from April to November 2011. All samples were extracted in duplicate from homogenized soil 
subsamples (0.3 g) using the FastDNA® SPIN Kit for Soil (MP Biomedicals, Solon, OH, USA). 
Concentrations of the extracts from both sample replicates were measured independently on a 
NanoDrop® ND-1000 spectrophotometer (Thermo Scientific, Wilmington, DE, USA), then pooled and 
re-measured to confirm the final DNA concentration. For qPCR measurements, samples were diluted 
to a target concentration of 5 ng DNA µl-1 with ultra-pure water. This concentration has been 
determined as not inhibiting PCR in pre-experiments (data not shown). Extractions of rRNA from 
homogenized soil samples were conducted following a protocol modified after Lueders, et al. (2004), 
in which the centrifugation step after addition of PEG was extended to 90 minutes. The nucleic acids 
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were resuspended in 30 µl EB buffer, and the precipitation of the RNA after DNA digestion was carried 
out with isopropanol in the presence of sodium acetate. 
3.3.3.3 Quantification of marker genes  
Real-time quantitative PCR was performed on a 7300 Real-Time PCR System (Applied Biosystems, 
Germany) using SyBr Green as fluorescent dye. To quantify abundances of AOA and AOB the respective 
amoA genes were used as target. NS-like and NB-like NOBs were targeted by primer sets for 16S rRNA 
genes for NS and nxrA genes specific for NB. As primers for NS-like nxrA genes have been tested and 
shown to be non-specific (Ke, et al., 2013), we chose specific 16S rRNA gene primers to target NS-like 
NOB. PCRs were performed according to Ollivier, et al. (2013); major PCR parameters are listed in 
Supplementary Table 16. Serial dilutions of the plasmids containing fragments of the marker genes 
(Supplementary Table 16) were used for standard curve calculations. To determine the specificity and 
correct fragment size of the amplified qPCR products, a melting curve analysis was conducted after 
qPCR for each sample, followed by gel electrophoresis on a 2% agarose gel for randomly selected 
samples. Efficiencies obtained were above 80% and R2 was determined to be above 0.99 for each qPCR 
assay.  
3.3.3.4 Sequencing of 16S rRNA and phylogenetic analysis 
We used universal primers targeting the 16S rRNA gene, and conducted paired end Illumina 
sequencing on a HiSeq 2500 (Illumina, San Diego, USA). Besides the specific binding site 341f (Muyzer, 
et al., 1993) and 515R (Lane, 1991), the primers contained the Illumina adapter sequence as well as 
the binding site for sequencing primers. Additionally, the reverse primer included a barcode region of 
six nucleotides. Briefly, RNA extracts from soils were reversely transcribed with GoScript (Promega, 
Madison, USA), and PCR amplification was carried out targeting the V3 region, using primers containing 
Illumina adapters and a barcode (reverse primer only) (Bartram, et al., 2011). Amplicons were purified 
from agarose gels and cleaned with NucleoSpin Extract II columns (Macherey & Nagel, Düren, 
Germany) prior to sequencing at the Helmholtz Center for Infectious Diseases, Braunschweig, Germany. 
Two samples (one in April, one in June) were lost during the process. Sequence raw data were analyzed 
using a bioinformatic pipeline: Downstream processing included the trimming to 100 base pairs for 
each direction, the removal of contaminating primer dimers, and the joining of the remaining reads. 
Joined reads were checked for chimeric sequences with UCHIME (Edgar, et al., 2011), and then 
clustered with CD-HIT-OTU for Illumina (Li & Godzik, 2006, Fu, et al., 2012). Obtained representative 
sequences were finally annotated with the RDP-Classifier (Wang, et al., 2007), with a similarity 
threshold of 97% for OTU clustering and a confidence cutoff of 0.5. After the removal of single- and 
doubletons, the final dataset was created.  
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For the identification of NOB in the dataset, suitable genera covered by the respective qPCR primer 
pairs for NS and NB were identified with the Genomatix software suite using the FastM and 
ModelInspector tool (Klingenhoff, et al., 1999). OTUs affiliated exclusively with those genera were then 
extracted from the 16S rRNA dataset. For reference sequences, the RDP-Classifier (with 16S rRNA 
training set 10), BLAST (versus the Nucleotide collection (nr/nt) (Altschul, et al., 1990), and ARB (with 
the SILVA 119 SSU REF NR database (Ludwig, et al., 2004, Quast, et al., 2013)) were used to extract 
type strain sequences and close relatives for phylogenetic analysis. Nitrospina gracilis, a marine nitrite-
oxidizing bacterium, was chosen as an outgroup (Luecker, et al., 2013). The obtained set of sequences 
was aligned with JalView (Waterhouse, et al., 2009) and the implemented MAFFT algorithm (preset G-
INS-i, for maximum accuracy) (Katoh, et al., 2005). We first checked the alignment for the best fitting 
evolutionary model with MEGA 6 (Tamura, et al., 2013). The model with the least Bayesian Information 
Criterion was considered to best describe the substitution pattern, and was subsequently used for tree 
construction, in this case the Kimura-2 parameter model with gamma distribution (K2+G). Tree 
topologies were then calculated with the Maximum Likelihood and Neighbor Joining algorithms as 
implemented in MEGA 6.  
The sequence reads analyzed for this manuscript have been uploaded to the Short Read Archive under 
the project ID "PRJEB10957". The full study can be accessed under the following link: 
http://www.ebi.ac.uk/ena/data/view/PRJEB10957. 
3.3.3.5 Statistics 
Statistical analyses were performed using R (R Core Team, 2014; http://www.R-project.org). To 
prepare data for statistical analyses, qPCR abundance data were log (x+1) transformed. We conducted 
pairwise Pearson and Spearman rank correlation analyses between all variables and observations for 
initial data screening. Selected highly correlated pairs were corrected for autocorrelation by using 
functions available in the nlme package. First we formulated a null model between two variables with 
function lme(), then updated this model by using one of five correction procedures for spatial 
autocorrelation (exponential, spherical, linear, Gaussian, rational quadratic). The best fitting correction 
according to the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) was chosen for the final regression model. For 
pairwise comparisons of group means between the six sampling dates, we used the function glht() of 
the package multcomp with method "Tukey" on generalized linear models with the appropriate 
distribution families for each group of variables (Hothorn et al., 2008, Herberich et al., 2010). Non-
random spatial dependence, i.e. the relation of data points in dependency of their distance, was 
analyzed using the geostatistical approach published by Steffens et al. (2009). A semi-variogram 
describes the degree of variability as a function of spatial separation of samples (Grundmann and 
Debouzie, 2000). Spherical models were fitted to each experimental semivariogram using the gstat 
fitting routine of R. Furthermore, exponential models were tested if no spherical model could be fitted. 
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For underlying equations, see e.g. Steffens et al. (2009). In case no model could be fitted, either the 
parameter under investigation was homogeneously distributed or the spatial distribution was 
independent of the scale chosen (Table 18) and thus could not be visualized by kriged maps. More 
detailed information on our geostatistical approach is provided in the supplemental material. The 
variogram model was used in order to interpolate the measured data to non-sampled sites within the 
investigated plot (Steffens et al., 2011) and kriged maps were constructed to visualize the spatial 
structure of gene abundances at the plot scale. Maps were constructed by ordinary kriging taking 
advantage of the ArcGIS Software (ArcMap 10.0, ESRI® 2010, Germany) wherever a model could be 
fitted to the dataset. 
3.3.4 Results 
3.3.4.1 Temporal dynamics of ammonia- and nitrite-oxidizers  
To assess putative temporal changes in the abundances of ammonia- and nitrite-oxidizers, we 
determined the gene copy numbers of the 16S rRNA gene (NS), nxrA (NB) and amoA (AOA and AOB) 
(Supplementary Table 17, Figure 26).  
 
Figure 26. Box plots for seasonal dynamics of ammonia- and nitrite-oxidizers. Depicted are gene copy numbers. AOA = 
ammonia-oxidizing archaea, AOB = ammonia-oxidizing bacteria, NB = Nitrobacter-like, NS = Nitrospira-like 
Numbers of 16S rRNA genes for NS were in the range of 107 to 108 gene copies per g soil dry weight, 
whereas NB were lower in abundance with 105 to 106 nxrA gene copy numbers. Exceptions were a few 
sampling sites with very high gene copy numbers exceeding 107. Gene copy numbers indicative for NS 
increased from April to May, and declined slightly in June and August / October when lowest values 
were detected. In November, the abundance of NS-like NOB increased to its maximum. Interestingly, 
the seasonal dynamics of AOA abundance closely resembled the trend of the NS gene abundance 
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pattern with a decline in August and October and highest values in May and November. AOB 
abundance, in contrast, exhibited highest gene copy numbers in August and October, coinciding with 
the lowest gene abundances for AOA and NS, lowest gene copy numbers were detected in May / June 
and November. Throughout the entire season, AOB copy numbers (in the range of 106) were generally 
lower than AOA (in the range of 108). In terms of statistical significance, changes in abundance for NS 
were not significant after the tested model was corrected for spatial autocorrelation. For AOA, AOB, 
and NB however, significant changes were found for the June-August transition (p<0.01), as well as for 
the decrease of AOA (p<0.001) and NB (p<0.05) between October and November, and for NB in early 
spring (p>0.01). 
3.3.4.2 Spatial analysis of gene abundances of ammonia- and nitrite-oxidizers  
In order to detect spatial structures of the investigated groups at the plot scale of 100 m², geostatistical 
semivariogram analyses were conducted. Supplementary Table 18 shows semivariogram parameters 
of gene abundance data for the respective sampling dates. Spherical models could be fitted for all 
sampling dates for NS-like NOB, whereas spatial dependence was found at only few dates for the other 
genes. Range, nugget and sill were determined to assess the spatial behavior of variables 
(Supplementary Table 18). For most gene abundance data, spatial dependence was captured within 
the sampling area with seasonally varying ranges of autocorrelations (4.9-12.8 m for AOA, 2.3-9.1 m 
for AOB, 1.2-21.2 m for NS, 4.5-12.3 m for NB). For some parameters, a far-reaching spatial 
autocorrelation would be expected when the determined range exceeds the boundaries of the plot as 
e.g. for NS-like NOB with a range of 21 m in October, which did not represent a reliable range, because 
it exceeded the maximum distance between sampling points. Gene abundances of NB in November 
and NS in April and October exhibited an extremely high spatial dependency (above 87 %). For NB, the 
degree of spatial dependence increased during the year. However, the seasonal dynamics of NS-like 
NOB first revealed a decline in spatial dependence visible until June, followed by an increase in August 
and again in November. In October, the highest spatial dependency of about 93% was reached for NS-
like NOB. The degree of spatial dependence was rather low for AOA and AOB (between 2.4 and 36.5%) 
and the data sometimes exhibited a large nugget effect, implying high non-measured small-scale 
variability. Kriged maps, used to visualize the spatial distribution of the investigated variables, revealed 
highly variable spatial distributions over the sampling period for both NB and NS-like NOB (Figure 27). 
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Figure 27. Spatial distribution of selected variables. Kriged maps were constructed for gene abundances of (A) nxrA gene 
(NB), (B) 16S rRNA genes (NS), (C) amoA gene (AOA), (D) amoA gene (AOB) and for soil ammonium content (E) at different 
sampling dates (1 - 6). Gene abundances are given in gene copy numbers per g soil (dry weight), ammonium concentration 
is given in µg N per g soil (dry weight).  
AOA = ammonia-oxidizing archaea, AOB = ammonia-oxidizing bacteria, NB = Nitrobacter-like nitrite-oxidizing bacteria, NS 
= Nitrospira-like nitrite-oxidizing bacteria. 
In case no map could be constructed, the spatial distribution of the parameter of interest was too 
homogeneously distributed to be visualized by a spherical model or could not be resolved at our 
sampling scale. On the sampling dates for which kriged maps could be generated for NB, varying 
distribution patterns were detected, ranging from medium-sized patches in November (Figure 27 A6), 
to large patches with hotspots in April (Figure 27 A1), and finally more homogeneous structures in 
August (Figure 27 A4) with higher abundances in the upper part of the plot interspersed by a few 
smaller nested patches. Spatial autocorrelation patterns of NS, observed at each sampling date, varied 
extensively with the season (Figure 27 B1-6). NS abundance was spatially structured in larger patches 
with rather smooth transitions from areas of low to high abundance in April and May, the latter even 
harboring a pronounced hot spot of high abundance. This rather homogeneous distribution changed 
to more small-scale patchiness with a heterogeneous structure in June. In August, a continuous decline 
in abundances located at the upper border of the plot was evident, again becoming more 
homogeneous, with larger patches in October and lowest values in the right half of the plot. 
Pronounced small-scale heterogeneity with a relatively high number of small sharply zoned patches 
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could be demonstrated for NS-like NOB in November; AOA distributions could be displayed in August 
and October (Figure 27 C4-5) revealing larger homogeneous patchiness with gradient-like structures 
of gene abundances. AOB gene abundance was more heterogeneously distributed in May than in the 
other months with smaller patches and a more pronounced gradient-like structure in the upper right 
corner of the plot (Figure 27 D2-3). Spatial variability was more homogeneous in November. Figure 27 
(E5) shows the spatial distribution of NH4+ with a pronounced large patch of high concentration on the 
right side of the plot, corresponding to the lowest abundances for AOA and NS gene copy numbers 
measured at this sampling date.  
3.3.4.3 Phylogenetic analysis of active nitrite-oxidizing bacterial community composition  
To further differentiate the various groups of active NOB, a 16S rRNA based barcoding approach was 
performed and OTUs affiliated with selected NOB groups (NS and NB) were further analyzed. In the 
16S rRNA dataset, we detected 40 OTUs assigned to genus Nitrobacter based on 97% sequence 
similarity of the variable region 3, but a single OTU accounted for more than 99% of reads associated 
with this genus. This particular OTU also was the second most abundant signal in the entire dataset 
and was represented by 5.4 million reads (~1.1% of the entire bacterial dataset). For the phylum 
Nitrospira, 285,000 reads (0.063% of all bacterial reads) could be assigned to 36 OTUs. However, 33 of 
these OTUs were found to be spurious, hence, we focused on the remaining three generalist OTUs in 
this phylum, which accounted 99.3% of all NS assigned reads and appeared in all samples. The three 
representative sequences for these OTUs exhibited sequence similarities between 92% (01 vs 03), 93% 
(02 vs 03) and 97% (01 vs. 02), respectively.  
The relative abundance of the NB OTU strongly increased from April to May (p < 0.001) and from 
August to October (p < 0.01), when this OTU reached its annual maximum, decreasing significantly 
again between October and November (p < 0.05), maintaining relatively constant levels between May 
and August (Supplementary Figure 32). This NB-OTU at some dates exhibited very high correlation to 
the NS-OTUs (especially in April and August). Relative abundances of the three NS-OTUs were stable 
during the first three sampling dates of the year. For all three OTUs, the abundances increased from 
June to August (p < 0.05, except OTU01, which was not significant (p = 0.06). Interestingly, the activities 
of OTUs 01 and 02 both declined during the late season sampling dates, whereas OTU03 remained 
stable, thus increasing its abundance compared to the other Nitrospira OTUs (Supplementary Figure 
32).  
NS OTUs showed overall positive correlations with each other (OTU01-02: r = 0.683, OTU01-03: r = 
0.530, OTU02-03: r = 0.512), with varying strengths of correlations if the sampling dates were analyzed 
separately (Supplementary Figure 33). In accordance with their sequence-based similarity of 97%, 
OTU01 and 02 were highly correlated at most of the sampling dates (r > 0.650). Correlations with NS 
OTU03 were generally weaker, but still significant. NS OTUs did not show any correlation to ammonium 
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(Supplementary Figure 33). At the beginning and towards the end of the year, significant correlations 
of NS OTUs to nitrate content were found, especially for OTU 02 (up to r = 0.42 in November). A weak 
correlation between nitrate and the Nitrobacter-OTU was also found in October. 
A phylogenetic tree was constructed based on the Neighbor Joining algorithm (Figure 28) and detailed 
examinations were performed on the affiliation of the NS OTU-sequences to sublineages of NS-like 
NOB, as designated in Daims et al. (2001) and Lebedeva et al. (2011) (Supplementary Table 19). The 
topology of the neighbor joining tree was further confirmed by the maximum likelihood method (data 
not shown). NS OTU01 and OTU02 were located in proximity to sublineages I, II and VI. It is of note 
that for some taxa, the variable region 3 of the 16S rRNA cannot clearly resolve the sequence affiliation 
beyond the genus level, which seemed to happen in the case of some of the sublineages. Both 
conducted methods however, place NS OTU03 with a similarity level of 94 % in the sublineage V of 
Nitrospira with Ca. Nitrospira bockiana as cultured representative. To determine whether only gene 
abundances or also the composition of the contributing NS sublineages exhibited seasonal dynamics, 
we followed the changes in one selected subplot over time.  
 
Figure 28. Phylogenetic tree of Nitrobacter and Nitrospira OTUs discussed in this study. The evolutionary history was 
inferred using the Neighbor-Joining method. The optimal tree with the sum of branch length = 0.39985022 is shown. The 
percentage of replicate trees in which the associated taxa clustered together in the bootstrap tests (100 replicates) is 
shown next to the branches. The evolutionary distances were computed using the Kimura 2-parameter method with 
gamma distribution (K2+G) and are in the units of the number of base substitutions per site. The analysis involved 16 
nucleotide sequences. All positions with less than 10% site coverage were eliminated. That is, fewer than 90% alignment 
gaps, missing data, and ambiguous bases were allowed at any position. There were a total of 182 positions in the final 
dataset. Evolutionary analyses were conducted in MEGA6. Sequences contain sublineage designations as given in Daims 
et al. 2001. 
We chose one of the 30 available subplots (see sampling scheme in Regan et al., 2014) that exhibited 
the most pronounced dynamics in 16S rRNA gene abundances for NS-like NOB (Figure 29C). We 
compared shifts in the relative activity of OTUs by plotting their relative abundances against each other, 
setting the total abundance to 1 (Figure 29). The proportions of the NS OTU abundances did not change 
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during the first half of the year. From August on, the relative abundance of OTU03 in particular 
increased at each subsequent sampling date until the end of the year. While this effect was observed 
for the whole dataset (Figure 29C), it was especially pronounced in this location, suggesting spatial 
heterogeneity of species distribution.  
 
Figure 29. Relative abundances of NS-assigned OTUs. Columns display the relative abundances of Nitrospira-like NOB OTUs 
01-03 over the season. The total abundance of NS-assigned OTUs was set to 100%. NS = Nitrospira-like nitrite-oxidizing 
bacteria. Bar charts depict either relative abundances within one selected subplot (A) or represent the complete dataset 
(B). The location of the selected subplot is indicated by the red square (C). 
3.3.5 Discussion 
3.3.5.1 Temporal dynamics and metabolic activity of NOB  
To provide insight into the temporal dynamics of active organisms and to help identify different 
sublineages of dominant NS-like NOB, the abundance of 16S rRNA as a proxy for metabolic activity was 
assessed by an Illumina sequencing approach. Discrepancies in the direct comparison of gene 
abundances on a DNA level to metabolic activity at an rRNA level are attributable to the fact that gene 
abundances do not necessarily indicate growth or reflect activity at the RNA level (Chen, et al., 2008, 
Offre, et al., 2009, Blazewicz, et al., 2013, Placella & Firestone, 2013, Daebeler, et al., 2014). Marginally 
higher abundances of NS-assigned 16S rRNA sequences on the RNA level (Supplementary Figure 32), 
compared with lower Nitrospira rRNA 16S gene abundances on the DNA level during autumn 
(Supplementary Table 17) may be explained by high activity of a few organisms in cell-maintenance or 
in the investigated processes (Blazewicz, et al., 2013). In the first half of the year, the reverse was 
observed. This may indicate that large numbers of NS-like NOB were inactive under suboptimal growth 
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conditions, in a state of starvation and dormancy (Ettema & Wardle, 2002). Enzyme stability (Chen, et 
al., 2007, Ke, et al., 2013) or the constitutive expression of multiple gene copies (Poly, et al., 2008, 
Luecker, et al., 2010) could be important prerequisites for an immediate reaction to changing 
environmental conditions such as the sporadic availability of substrate (Blazewicz, et al., 2013). 
Temporal analysis demonstrated pronounced seasonal dynamics of AO and NO both with respect to 
their abundances and to the numerical dominance of AOA within the AOs and NS within the NOs at all 
measured dates (Supplementary Table 17), corresponding to previous studies (Leininger, et al., 2006, 
Adair & Schwartz, 2008, Meyer, et al., 2013, Ollivier, et al., 2013, Stempfhuber, et al., 2014). The higher 
abundance of genes involved in particular transformation processes may result not only from 
ammonia- or nitrite-oxidation, but also from potential mixotrophic growth, as proposed for NS and 
AOA (Prosser & Nicol, 2008, Jia & Conrad, 2009). The high standard deviations in gene copy numbers 
at one sampling date therefore highlight the importance of supplementing temporal analysis with 
spatial structure analysis in the field by the identification of local hotspots.  
3.3.5.2 Temporal dynamics of spatial niche differentiation amongst NOB 
Functionally complementary microbial groups often differ in their responses to environmental changes, 
shaping functional niches (Maixner, et al., 2006). Studies have addressed spatial niche differentiation 
patterns of functionally redundant organisms often co-existing at the same spatial scale (Schauss, et 
al., 2009, Schleper, 2010, Wertz, et al., 2012, Ollivier, et al., 2013) or differing in their spatial 
distribution (Krause, et al., 2009, Krause, et al., 2013). Our data showed seasonally varying patterns of 
niche differentiation: spatial niche separation between NS and NB was most evident at our study site 
in April, as large patches of high gene abundance were clearly spatially discriminated (Figure 27 A1, 
B1), whereas homogeneous and congruent abundance patterns for both NS and NB were found in 
August, indicating co-occurrence at the same spatial scale (Figure 27 A4, B4). We attribute these co-
occurrence patterns to different adaptations to substrate concentrations, making possible the co-
existence of NB and NS by reduced "interspecific" competition (Hibbing, et al., 2010): It has been 
suggested that NB as r-strategists exhibit high growth rates and activity and may therefore out-
compete NS under high nitrite levels (Schramm, et al., 1999, Maixner, et al., 2006), while NS may have 
a competitive advantage over NB under nitrite-limitation (Luecker, et al., 2010). In November rather 
undifferentiated and very patchy patterns were detected for NS and NB, without areas of clear spatial 
separation or congruence (Figure 27 A6, B6). 
Nitrite concentration is usually below the detection limit in natural terrestrial systems, transformed 
rapidly to prevent its toxic accumulation (Burns, et al., 1995, Attard, et al., 2010, Xia, et al., 2011, Ke, 
et al., 2013). One can infer, however, from the absence or presence of AO spatial distribution patterns 
at the same investigated scale, information about the nitrite content in soil, assuming that substrate 
availability shapes the niche differentiation patterns of NOB. Unfortunately, we could not visualize 
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environmental variables for April and November that could explain the spatial distribution of NOB 
phyla. Nevertheless, we may speculate that the absence of ammonia-oxidizers at the observed spatial 
scale in April (Figure 27) suggests that nitrite formation derived from AO was low. Under such nitrite 
substrate-limited conditions, other niche determining factors operating at the investigated scale may 
have been more important. For example, the measured high soil moisture content in April (Regan, et 
al., 2014) suggests that oxygen status could have influenced spatial niche separation. NB are presumed 
to prefer high oxygen conditions and thus compete with heterotrophic organisms or AO for oxygen 
(Kim & Kim, 2006), while NS could occupy spatial niches with extremely low oxygen content (Gieseke, 
et al., 2003, Luecker, et al., 2010). However, especially under low nitrite / nitrate conditions, NOB can 
switch to nitrite reduction, i.e. the reduction of nitrate to nitrite, which can be catalyzed by NXR 
(Sundermeyer-Klinger, et al., 1984, Bock, et al., 1988, Bock & Wagner, 2006). Under anoxic conditions, 
some NB may also perform the complete denitrification process (Freitag, et al., 1987). The ability of 
NB to also exhibit heterotrophic growth could then provide a competitive advantage over NS (Freitag, 
et al., 1987, Luecker, et al., 2010).  
3.3.5.3 Temporal dynamics of spatial niche differentiation amongst sublineages of NOB 
Niche differentiation has been demonstrated within genera and species of NOB. Putative shifts within 
NB-like NOBs however, would not have been captured by our approach, since the V3 region of the 16S 
rRNA gene might not be sufficient to distinguish between the phylogenetically highly similar NB species 
(Freitag, et al., 2005, Alawi, et al., 2009), closely related to Bradyrhizobia (Orso, et al., 1994). Thus we 
restricted our subsequent phylogenetic analyses to Nitrospira community composition for which the 
co-existence of up to three distinct sublineages has been reported (Freitag, et al., 2005, Maixner, et 
al., 2006, Lebedeva, et al., 2008), in line with our results. NS OTU01 and OTU02 were phylogenetically 
placed in close proximity to cultured or enriched representatives of different sublineages (Figure 28, 
see Supplementary Table 19 for details): sublineage VI (Lebedeva, et al., 2011), sublineage II, (Ehrich, 
et al., 1995, Daims, et al., 2001) and sublineage I (Luecker, et al., 2010). Sublineages I (Spieck, et al., 
2006) and II correlated to the presence of AOA in volcanic grassland soils (Daebeler, et al., 2014), are 
adapted to low substrate and oxygen concentrations (Maixner, et al., 2006, Wertz, et al., 2012, Ke, et 
al., 2013). OTU03 of NS was affiliated to Ca. Nitrospira bockiana with 94% similarity (Figure 28), and 
similar substrate preferences that hold true for Ca. Nitrospira bockiana as cultured representative may 
also apply to other members of sublineage V (Lebedeva et al., 2008), such as the incapability to be 
stimulated by organic substrates or to take up pyruvate. NS OTU03 may exhibit similar characteristics. 
However, transferring knowledge on habitat preferences attained from cultivated species or 
enrichment studies to pathways and metabolism of microorganisms in their natural habitats has to be 
handled with care (Regan, et al., 2003, Prosser & Nicol, 2012). 
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We therefore addressed the question of whether or not the microbial structure at sampling sites with 
high gene abundances is fundamentally different from that at sites of low abundance with regard to 
their NS OTU composition (Figure 29). We selected the subplot with the most pronounced changes in 
NS abundance. Despite varying gene abundances, the community composition and its relative 
metabolic activity did not change during the first half of the year, implying the co-existence of 
sublineages under substrate-limitation. In the second half of the year, the relative proportion of OTU03 
in particular, affiliated with sublineage V (Lebedeva, et al., 2008), increased. We speculate that nitrite 
operates as a niche determining factor in "intraspecific" competition and may have caused shifts in the 
relative abundances of OTUs and affiliated sublineages from August on (Maixner, et al., 2006), as even 
sublineages of the genus NS have been proposed to exhibit different preferences for nitrite 
concentrations (Grundmann & Debouzie, 2000, Maixner, et al., 2006).  
3.3.5.4 Spatial interactions of nitrifying organisms  
Studies on nitrifiers at spatial ranges from µm (Maixner, et al., 2006) to the landscape scale 
(Grundmann & Debouzie, 2000, Bru, et al., 2011) have demonstrated that the factors influencing 
spatial dependency operate at different scales: soil texture or land management practices operate at 
larger spatial scales while, for example, vegetation can operate at smaller scales (Ettema & Wardle, 
2002, Ritz, et al., 2004). Nitrification at some sampling dates may have occurred at nested scales which 
were not characterized. High nugget effects for AOA and AOB abundances at some dates imply the 
presence of unmeasured variance at smaller scales (Supplementary Table 18) (Steffens, et al., 2009). 
The ranges of spatial dependence of the abundance data in this study (Supplementary Table 18) were, 
however, similar to spatial autocorrelations ranging from 1.4 – 7.6 m for AOA and AOB in a previous 
study in the same region (Keil, et al., 2011), and corresponded also to those found in studies at mm to 
m scales (Nunan, et al., 2003, Franklin & Mills, 2009).  
Surprisingly, our spatial analysis at the plot scale did not confirm the hypothesis that nitrification could 
be attributed mainly to a close functional interaction reflected by the spatial dependence of AOB and 
NOB, although many studies have reported their functional interaction (Mobarry, et al., 1996, 
Schramm, et al., 1999, Abeliovich, 2006, Xia, et al., 2011, Wertz, et al., 2012). AOB and NB have been 
shown to dominate nitrification under high substrate-conditions (Shen, et al., 2008, Jia & Conrad, 2009, 
Di, et al., 2010, Wertz, et al., 2012, Ke, et al., 2013). In contrast, the congruent spatial distributions of 
AOA and NS and their positively correlated abundances in autumn (r = 0.574 for Oct.) (Figure 27, 
Supplementary Table 20) strongly suggest an interaction of AOA and NS in performing the sequential 
transformation steps of nitrification. This is further supported by reports on the co-occurrence of AOA 
and NS in the same soil compartments (Lebedeva, et al., 2011, Ke, et al., 2013, Daebeler, et al., 2014). 
Since a sensitivity of AOA to nitrite accumulation was demonstrated recently for Nitrosotalea isolates, 
a close mutualistic relationship between AOA and NOB seems reasonable (Lehtovirta-Morley, et al., 
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2014). Although the exact mechanisms are still under investigation, it has been demonstrated that 
both AOB and AOA are able to catalyze the transformation of ammonia to nitrite (e.g. Tourna, et al., 
2011). Efficiency and kinetics of ammonia-oxidation and consequently the release of nitrite might, 
however, vary between distinct phyla and environmental conditions (Ward, et al., 2011). Thus it can 
be speculated that NOB respond to different levels of nitrite that are either determined by kinetics of 
ammonia-oxidation or by the relative distance of NOB to the source of their substrate (Maixner, et al., 
2006), according to their distinct preferences for nitrite concentrations. The temporal and spatial 
interaction of AOA and NS and their linkage to ammonium- and nitrate-pools were further supported 
by a Pearson-coefficient-based network analysis for October (Figure 30), when congruent spatial 
patterns of AOA and NS were most pronounced (Figure 27, Figure 31, Supplementary Table 20) and all 
investigated molecular markers were highly correlated with each other, which was observed only in 
October (Supplementary Figure 34).  
 
 
Figure 30. Network analysis of interactions between NS-assigned OTUs, gene abundances and nitrification-associated 
nitrogen-pools in October. Depicted are Pearson correlations between three parameter groups for sampling date October: 
gene abundances (light blue circles), Nitrospira OTUs 01-03 (dark blue circles) and nitrate and ammonium concentrations 
(yellow circles), respectively. Edges between the nodes are weighted according to the correlation strength. Positive 
coefficients are colored in green, negatives are displayed in red. AOA = Ammonia-oxidizing archaea, NS = Nitrospira-like 
nitrite-oxidizing bacteria (NOB). 
Several significant, positive pairwise correlations were detected in October. Correlations between 
nitrate and NS OTU03, AOA and NS, as well as NS and NS OTUs 01 and 02, respectively, were all found 
to be significant at padjusted<0.05, and remained significant after correction for spatial autocorrelation. 
Furthermore, strongly positive correlations of AOA and NB were observed as well (April: r = 0.576, 
October: r = 0.561), but their interaction at the spatial scale could not be identified by our geostatistical 
analyses (Supplementary Table 20).  
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Figure 31. Univariate linear models between pairs of variables in October. Pairs of variables were selected from the 
network analysis (Figure 30) to show additional support for our conclusions after accounting for spatial autocorrelation. 
Red lines indicate the uncorrected, gaussian regression models, whereas yellow, dashed lines represent the same models 
after correction for spatial autocorrelation. Blue lines are derived from Loess fits. All models are significant at p<0.05, 
except for AOA/Ammonium (p>0.1) and NS_OTU02/NS (p=0.0565), which however show significant spearman rank 
correlations, possibly pointing at significant, non-parametric models. Although the model improvements for all variables 
were very small according to AIC shifts, NS and the NS OTUs 01 and 02 were best described with exponential variograms 
and NS OTU03 with the spherical variogram. For nitrate and AOA, no spatial model led to model improvements. 
Nitrate concentration was positively connected most clearly with OTU03 in October (r = 0.42) 
(Supplementary Figure 33), which hints at the active participation of sublineage V (Figure 28) in the 
production of nitrate and for subsequent nitrite oxidation from August on (Figure 29).The ability of 
most NOB to simultaneously convert nitrate to nitrite implies that their performance can influence the 
nitrate pool in different directions, impeding determination of clear positive or negative correlations 
(Supplementary Figure 33). The positive correlation of AOA and nitrate (Figure 30) was likely due to 
the direct connection of AO and NO processes, the former delivering the product for the latter 
transformation step. AOA abundance was strongly negatively correlated to ammonium content, which 
corresponds to their spatial distribution patterns, which varied inversely (Figure 27 C5, E5), indicating 
consumption of ammonia as substrate by AOA (Schleper & Nicol, 2010, Ke, et al., 2013). The negative 
correlation of nitrate and ammonium (r = 0.233) (Figure 30, Figure 33) could be due to a decline in the 
ammonia pool by AO, resulting in an increase in nitrate content due to NO. This confirms that the 
complete nitrification process based on interactions between ammonia- and nitrite-oxidizers can be 
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followed at the investigated scale only at very limited periods during the year. It must be considered 
however, that nitrification at other dates may be performed by organisms that catalyze complete 
nitrification (commamox) that have not been assessed by our study of spatial interaction patterns 
(Daims, et al., 2015, van Kessel, et al., 2015).  
Different growth strategies such as potential mixotrophy or heterotrophy may obscure the interactions 
between AOA and NS. Consequently, the utilization of alternative substrates (Prosser & Nicol, 2008, 
Tourna, et al., 2011, Prosser & Nicol, 2012) for energy production and assimilation of different carbon 
sources (Lehtovirta-Morley, et al., 2013) must also be taken into account. The potential for mixotrophic 
growth could increase the competitiveness (Rogers & Casciotti, 2010, Lehtovirta-Morley, et al., 2014) 
of AOA and NS over their counterparts by providing a growth advantage and assuring their greater 
flexibility in reacting to suboptimal substrate-limited conditions. An increase of organic material, as 
observed in autumn due to plant litter, may further support the growth of mixotrophic organisms 
(Brown et al., 2013). Differences in preferences for e.g. organic compounds or other characteristics 
have been reported even within particular AOA species in soils (Offre, et al., 2009, Hatzenpichler, 2012, 
Lehtovirta-Morley, et al., 2014) and for ecotypes of Nitrospira (Maixner, et al., 2006). This hete 
rogeneity could affect patterns of spatial distribution and inhibit correlation of abundances to 
environmental parameters. Given this, it becomes necessary to identify drivers which may influence 
nitrifiers directly or indirectly via changing substrate availability or ammonia sources (Prosser & Nicol, 
2012). AOA, for example, prefer mineralized nitrogen, derived from decaying plant material, which is 
the main source of inorganic nitrogen at the end and before the start of the vegetation period, rather 
than ammonium directly applied by fertilization (Offre et al., 2009, Levičnik-Höfferle et al., 2012).  
Even occasional mowing or grazing may influence nitrogen availability and consequently the microbes 
performing nitrification (Patra, et al., 2005, Patra, et al., 2006). We assumed, therefore, that the 
mowing event in August (2 weeks before sampling) affected the observed nitrification activity in 
autumn (Both, et al., 1992), uncoupling the plants' competition for substrate, thereby enabling AO to 
better access the ammonium pools in soil (Wolters et al., 2000, Hamilton et al., 2001, Patra et al., 2006, 
Le Roux et al., 2008, Kuzyakov and Xu, 2013). The heterogeneous ammonium distribution may also be 
linked to plant diversity, as a strong spatial distribution pattern of legumes was observed mainly in 
October at the site (Regan et al., 2014).  
This study presents evidence for both temporal and spatial correlation of ammonia-oxidizing archaea 
and Nitrospira in an unfertilized grassland site, indicating their interrelationship in performing the 
nitrification process over one growing season. The obtained results, however, are based on a one-year 
study. Thus, it would be important to assess spatial interaction patterns at larger temporal scales to 
confirm stability of the observed patterns. However, Nitrobacter and ammonia-oxidizers might 
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interact at scales not covered by our study, below the m² range, and may require subsequent studies 
using microscopic techniques. 
We demonstrated an interaction of AOA and NS under unfertilized conditions, and it would be 
interesting to extend this approach to sites under high land-use intensity with different fertilization 
practices to compare both the major actors and their interactions (Keil, et al., 2011). Recently, 
alternative possibilities have been described for nitrifiers to gain ammonia using cyanate as substrate 
(Stein, 2015). It has been demonstrated that ammonium derived from cyanate transformation by NS 
can be used by ammonia-oxidizing microbes (Palatinszky et al., 2015); such alternative feedback 
processes may exist between functional guilds of nitrification and play an important role for the 
stabilization of nitrifier networks mainly in fertilized soils.  
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3.3.8 Supplementary Material 
3.3.8.1 Supplementary Experimental procedures 
3.3.8.1.1 Study site description and sampling design  
In the frame of the ScaleMic project, the following abiotic soil parameters were determined and did 
not change over the season: pH (6.7), carbon (66.0 mg*g-1) and nitrogen (7.0 mg*g-1) content, bulk 
density and soil texture. Extractable organic carbon was in the range between 208.25 µg*g-1 and 
100.19 µg*g-1, decreasing over the year. Extractable organic nitrogen ranged from 1.69 µg*g-1 to 11.04 
µg*g-1 with lowest values in August and November. Highest values for NH4+ and NO3- have been 
detected in April (15.70 µg*g-1 and 17.99 µg*g-1, respectively), lowest values in October (5.43 µg*g-1 
and 7.40 µg g-1, respectively). Soil moisture was dynamic over the year, exhibiting highest water 
content in April (57.56%) and lowest soil moisture contents in May and October (27.97% and 26.79%). 
For further information, see Regan, et al. (2014) and the corrigendum Regan, et al. (2015). At each 
sampling date, before soil cores were collected, 20 cm x 20 cm grids were centered over each of the 
60 sampling points. Aboveground biomass was removed from each grid by cutting all visible plants at 
ground level. Samples were then sorted into the following categories: litter (dead leaves and other 
dead plant matter on soil surface), grasses (Poaceae), legumes, forbs, bryophytes, and Rhinanthus 
minor. Vegetation coverage for all sampling dates for the three most abundant plant categories 
(grasses, forbs, and legumes) and litter mass was calculated as g per 400 cm2. Grasses dominated at 
the first three sampling dates, but were rather low in abundance from August to November. Forbs 
followed the pattern of grasses, but with lower abundance than grasses in May and June. Legumes 
were the only plant group to increase after mowing, appeared from June on and were highest in 
October. Litter mass exhibited a different pattern; it declined from April to June, increased after 
mowing and continued to increase at each of the last three sampling dates. Details can be found in 
Regan, et al (2014).  
3.3.8.1.2 Geostatistical analysis Supplementary Material  
Geostatistical semivariogram analyses were carried out using the g-stat package (Pebesma, 2004) for 
the R environment (R 3.0.2, R Development Core Team, 2008). Nugget (intercept at the origin), sill (the 
plateau at which the distance based variance values levels off, representing the maximum 
semivariance) and range (maximal distance of spatial autocorrelation) have been determined by 
semivariogram analyses and used for calculation of measures of spatial dependence and variance. P-
sill is defined as the part of total variance that is spatially explained. The degree of spatial dependence 
is calculated by dividing nugget by the sum of nugget and sill (Fortin & Dale, 2005, Steffens, et al., 2011). 
Values below 25% resulting from low nugget values related to maximal semivariance, indicate the 
presence of spatial dependency, whereas high values above 75% would point to the absence of spatial 
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dependency (Cambardella, et al., 1994, Steffens, et al., 2009, Steffens, et al., 2011). Our results (values 
below 49 %) indicated a spatial dependence for all measured variables at sampling dates when a model 
could be fitted (Steffens, et al., 2009). An appropriate model was fitted to each experimental 
semivariogram using the gstat fitting routine. Spherical models were tested first, as they would best 
explain spatial dependencies (Berner, et al., 2011). Furthermore, exponential models were tested if no 
spherical model could be fitted. The fitting of a geostatistical model indicated that the selected spatial 
scale of the study might be appropriate to describe the spatial distribution of the observed parameters 
(Steffens, et al., 2009). Step widths between 0.6 and 0.8 m were applied. The display of spatial 
distribution of AOA and AOB variables reflects the rather weak spatial dependence after fitting of 
different settings to construct kriged maps. Nevertheless, the maps display a rough distribution of 
variables, for visual comparison of e.g. co-localization and hence are essential for gaining deeper 
insights in the interaction of functional groups under observation. 
3.3.8.1.3 Supplementary references 
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3.3.8.2 Supplementary Figures and Tables 
3.3.8.2.1 Supplementary Figures 
 
Figure 32. Box plots for seasonal dynamics of nitrite-oxidizing bacteria associated OTUs, showing relative read abundances. 
 
Figure 33. The diagram shows pairwise comparisons of NS-like-nitrite oxidizing bacteria-associated OTU-abundances as 
well as nitrate and ammonium concentrations in the soil. Each row/column represents one of the 5 parameters, with the 
diagonal showing density plots. The lower triangle of the plot matrix consists of scatterplots, with the corresponding 
Pearson correlation coefficients appearing in the upper triangle. Data is always colored according to the sample dates. The 
scale for the OTU is representing percentage abundances; for ammonium and nitrate, concentrations (given in µg N per g 
soil dry weight) are used. 
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Figure 34. Network analysis of interactions between NS-assigned OTUs, gene abundances and nitrification-associated 
nitrogen-pools. Depicted are Pearson correlations between three parameter groups for all sampling dates: gene 
abundances (light blue circles), Nitrospira OTUs 01-03 (dark blue circles) and nitrate and ammonium concentrations (yellow 
circles), respectively. Edges between the nodes are weighted according to the correlation strength. Positive coefficients 
are colored in green, negatives are displayed in red. AOA = Ammonia-oxidizing archaea, NS = Nitrospira-like nitrite-
oxidizing bacteria (NOB). 
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3.3.8.2.2 Supplementary Tables 
Table 16. Thermal profiles, primer and standards used for real-time PCR quantification of the following genes: amoA (AOA), 
amoA (AOB), nxrA (NB) and 16S rRNA genes (NS). AOA = ammonia-oxidizing archaea, AOB = ammonia-oxidizing bacteria, 
NB = Nitrobacter-like, NS = Nitrospira-like. 
 
Table 17. Gene abundances for amoA (AOA), amoA (AOB), nxrA (NB) and 16S rRNA genes (NS) in copy numbers per g of 
soil (dry weight) at different sampling dates. Values represent mean values for the complete plot at the respective date 
including corresponding standard deviations. AOA = ammonia-oxidizing archaea, AOB = ammonia-oxidizing bacteria, NB = 
Nitrobacter-like, NS = Nitrospira-like. Asterisks indicate transitions between months which are statistically significant 
based on two models (i) linear Gaussian mixed models with time as random effect and corrected for spatial 
autocorrelation, but not for heteroscedasticity; and ii) generalized linear models under the negative binomial distribution 
with correction for heteroscedasticity, but not for temporal and spatial random effects). Significance levels: * < 0.05, ** < 
0.01, *** < 0.001, corrected for multiple testing. 
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Table 18. Variogram parameters of gene abundances for amoA (AOA), amoA (AOB), nxrA (NB) and 16S rRNA genes (NS) at 
different sampling dates. Nugget, sill and range values are derived from fitted spherical models; step widths between 0.6 
and 0.8 m were applied. Data sets to which no model could be fit ted, are indicated with "-". AOA = ammonia-oxidizing 
archaea, AOB = Ammonia-oxidizing bacteria, NB = Nitrobacter-like, NS = Nitrospira-like. 
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Table 19. Nitrospira-like NOB sublineages. All known Nitrospira-like sublineages are listed with cultured / enriched 
representatives and the respective publication citation. OTUs detected in this study that could be affiliated to different 
sublineages according to their phylogeny are listed in the last row. 
 
Table 20. Correlation matrix for gene abundance data. Pearson correlation coefficients are given for each sampling date 
and across the complete season to display putative linear correlations of nitrifier abundances. AOA = ammonia-oxidizing 
archaea, AOB = ammonia-oxidizing bacteria, NB = Nitrobacter-like, NS = Nitrospira-like. 
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3.4.1 Abstract 
Plants shape distinct, species-specific microbiomes in their rhizospheres. A main premise for evaluating 
microbial communities associated with root-soil compartments is their successful separation into the 
rhizosphere (soil-root interface), the rhizoplane (root surface), and the endosphere (inside roots). We 
evaluated different approaches (washing, sonication, bleaching) regarding their efficiency to separate 
microbial cells associated with different root compartments of soil-grown rice using fluorescence 
microscopy and community fingerprinting of 16S rRNA genes. Vigorous washing detached 45% of the 
rhizoplane population compared to untreated roots. Additional sonication reduced rhizoplane-
attached microorganisms by up to 78% but caused various degrees of root tissue destruction at all 
sonication intensities tested. Treatment with sodium hypochlorite almost completely (98%) removed 
rhizoplane-associated microbial cells. Community fingerprinting revealed that microbial communities 
obtained from untreated, washed, and sonicated roots were not statistically distinguishable. 
Hypochlorite-treated roots harbored communities significantly different from all other samples, likely 
representing true endospheric populations. Applying these procedures to other root samples (bean, 
clover) revealed that treatment efficiencies were strongly affected by root morphological parameters 
such as root hair density and rigidity of epidermis. Our findings suggest that a careful evaluation of 
separation strategies prior to molecular community analysis is indispensable, especially when 
endophytes are the subject of interest. 
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3.4.2 Introduction 
Soils host an important interface where organisms of several taxonomic kingdoms live and interact 
with each other: the rhizosphere. Plants influence the soil surrounding their roots by nutrient and 
water uptake as well as the release of rhizodeposits, gases, and protons, consequently applying 
selective pressure to microorganisms (Hinsinger, et al., 2009). In turn, microorganisms colonizing 
rhizosphere habitats may contribute to plant growth (Compant, et al., 2010) and health (Berendsen, 
et al., 2012), for example, by assisting in nutrient uptake or by suppressing plant pathogens. Especially 
since the advent of high-throughput sequencing techniques (Knief, 2014), research on the dynamics, 
functionality, and composition of the rhizosphere and its associated microbiome has become a highly 
relevant topic that has been extensively reviewed (e.g. Philippot, et al. (2013), Berg, et al. (2014), 
Vandenkoornhuyse, et al. (2015)). Rhizosphere microenvironments are frequently separated into 
rhizosphere soil (soil-root interface), rhizoplane (root surface), and endosphere (inner root), each 
possessing distinct features to which microorganisms have to adapt (McNear Jr, 2013). Studying 
communities residing in these microenvironments requires reliable separation strategies. Hereby, two 
basic steps are most commonly carried out (Hirsch and Mauchline, 2012): (i) The rhizosphere 
community is obtained by manually removing bulk soil from roots, followed by washing, brushing or 
shaking off adhering soil particles (e.g. Marschner, et al. (2004), Donn, et al. (2015)); (ii) the rhizoplane 
community is removed from the root surface by chemical or mechanical treatment and the remaining 
root material is then considered to contain only endophytes (e.g. Gottel, et al. (2011), Edwards, et al. 
(2015)). Recently, sonication has emerged as the method of choice to detach rhizoplane or rhizosphere 
colonizers from the root surface using a variety of sonication devices, intensities, and pulse durations 
(Supplementary Table 23). Although sonication has been proven to be more effective in removing 
bacterial cells from their substratum than homogenizers, vortex mixers, and blending devices (Buesing 
and Gessner, 2002), its application as a "best-practice-protocol" for root surfaces was very recently 
challenged (Reinhold-Hurek, et al., 2015) by comparing bacterial gene copy numbers among untreated 
roots and roots treated by sonication. 
Other researchers have omitted sonication entirely, and instead carried out washing with or without 
additional shaking (Chave, et al., 2008, Ofek, et al., 2014), shaking only (Nunan, et al., 2005), bead 
beating (Peiffer, et al., 2013), or combined several mechanical treatments (Kaiser, et al., 2001, Wieland, 
et al., 2001). A detailed summary of protocols (not including sonication) from studies before 2009 has 
been compiled by Barillot, et al. (2013). Another route to achieve community separation involves 
chemical surface sterilization, which is frequently applied in studies targeting root endophytes. Ethanol 
has been used for rhizoplane removal as a sole chemical agent (Bodenhausen, et al., 2013) or in 
combination with sodium hypochlorite (NaOCl) (da Silva, et al., 2014). The sole application of NaOCl as 
a surface sterilizing agent is more common, for example, in endophyte research of rice (Reinhold, et 
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al., 1986) - either in combination with (Sessitsch, et al., 2012) or without prolonged bead beating 
(Hardoim, et al., 2011). Other example plant species, whose endosphere has been studied with the 
help of NaOCl bleaching, include cardon cacti (Puente, et al., 2009), Portuguese broom (Becerra-Castro, 
et al., 2011), or - in combination with H2O2 - poplar trees (Gottel, et al., 2011). However, NaOCl readily 
reacts with nucleic acids and peptides (Prince and Andrus, 1992, Hawkins, et al., 2003) and therefore 
can be expected to impact downstream nucleic acid analysis (Lundberg, et al., 2012). 
Substantial achievements in understanding root microbiomes have been made by applying a variety 
of separation techniques. Based on the analysis of microbial community composition of the root 
compartments (i.e. rhizosphere, rhizoplane, endosphere), it now is well established that these three 
habitats host distinct communities in Arabidopsis thaliana (Bulgarelli, et al., 2012, Lundberg, et al., 
2012, Bodenhausen, et al., 2013), Oryza sativa (Edwards, et al., 2015), or Populus deltoides (Gottel, et 
al., 2011). These studies additionally reported a significant decrease in species richness within the 
longitudinal gradient from bulk soil to endosphere. It also appears that plant species shape their 
individual microbiota from bulk soil, as host specific signatures on the rhizoplane were found in wheat, 
maize, cucumber, and tomato (Ofek, et al., 2014), and in four different tropical tree species (Oh, et al., 
2012). Even genotypes shaped significantly different rhizosphere communities, as demonstrated for 
potato (Inceoglu, et al., 2011), soy bean (Xu, et al., 2009), maize (Peiffer, et al., 2013), and rice (Edwards, 
et al., 2015), although this effect may change with plant age (Inceoglu, et al., 2011, Chaparro, et al., 
2014) and was less pronounced when ecotypes of A. thaliana were compared to other species with 
different taxonomic distances (Schlaeppi, et al., 2014). 
Many of these studies applied different sonication treatments (amongst other techniques) to separate 
root-associated microbial communities followed by an interpretation of the results based on high-
throughput sequencing techniques (e.g. Bulgarelli, et al., 2012, Lundberg, et al., 2012). However, the 
success of different separation strategies is not commonly assessed and is often based on agar plating 
as the only means to confirm the sterility of treated roots although the weaknesses of cultivation-
dependent techniques for such purposes are widely accepted. To date, a systematic evaluation of such 
sample pre-treatments and their potential effect on downstream molecular analyses is missing. We 
therefore put emphasis on comparing different sonication techniques (with varying intensities and 
pulse durations) along with frequently used washing and bleach treatments. We systematically applied 
fluorescence microscopy and community fingerprinting of 16S rRNA genes to evaluate the efficacy of 
separation strategies with respect to the removal of rhizoplane-associated microorganisms and root 
surface integrity of wetland rice. Moreover, we addressed if the analysis of microbial community 
compositional data could be affected by selected treatments. 
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3.4.3 Materials and methods 
3.4.3.1 Rice cultivation and root sampling 
Seeds of Oryza sativa L. (cultivar IR 36) were surface sterilized in 5% NaOCl for 2 min, followed by three 
washes in autoclaved ultrapure water. The seeds were pre-germinated in the soil used for the 
experiment for 2 weeks. Individual seedlings were transplanted and cultivated on a Chinese paddy soil 
(silt loam; C/N: 9.0; OM: 1.2%; pH: 5.5) in three replicate pots under controlled climatic conditions 
(Schmidt, et al., 2011). Eight weeks after transplanting, whole plants including roots and soil were 
removed and transferred to a laboratory tray filled with autoclaved water. The roots were gently 
washed free of soil, cut into segments of 2 cm in length, and immediately stored in 1 × PBS:absolute 
ethanol (PBS:EtOH; 2:3, v/v) at -20° C. For the following procedures, segments of 2 cm sampled at 4-6 
cm from the root tip were used representing mature root tissues.  
3.4.3.2 Separation of rhizoplane-associated microorganisms 
Root segments remained either untreated (Treatment T1; Table 21) or were washed in 5 ml tubes 
containing 3 ml of 1 × PBS amended with 0.2% Silwet (PBS-S, Obermeier, Germany; T2) on an orbital 
shaker (300 rpm, 15 min, 4° C). Washed roots were then transferred to 15 ml tubes (5 roots per 
treatment) containing 2 ml 0.2% PBS-S and subjected to sonication using a sonication probe (T3, T4; 
Sonopuls HD2200 equipped with probe MS73 (output frequency 20 kHz, power 200 W, amplitude: 310 
µm), Bandelin, Germany) or a sonication bath with adaptive cavitation technique (T5, T6; Bioruptor 
Plus (output frequency 20 kHz, power 160 W), Diagenode, Belgium) with two levels of intensity each 
(Table 21).  
Table 21. Treatments used to separate microbial cells from rice rhizoplanes. Treatments T3 - T6 were applied subsequently 
to washing (T2). 
Treatment 
label 
T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 T7 
Treatment 
procedure 
Untreated Washed 
(shaker) 
Sonication 
probe 1 
Sonication 
probe 
Sonication 
bath 2 
Sonication 
bath 
Bleached 
Solution - 0.2% PBS-S 0.2% PBS-S 0.2% PBS-S 0.2% PBS-S 0.2% PBS-S 
5% NaOCl  
in PBS 
Duration - 15 min 5 × 30 s 2 × 30 s 5 × 30 s 10 × 30 s 2 min 
Intensity - 300 rpm 10% power 40% power low  high   
1) Sonication probe, 3 mm tip (Bandelin Sonopuls HD2200 equipped with MS73) 
2) Sonication bath with adaptive cavitation technique (Diagenode Bioruptor Plus) 
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Tubes containing roots were cooled (+4° C) during sonication steps to prevent heat damage of root 
tissue and microbial cells. Alternatively, washed roots were treated by submerging in 2 ml 5% NaOCl 
for 2 min followed by three washes in autoclaved ultrapure water (T7). Washed, sonicated, and 
bleached roots were divided into two batches and (i) stored at -20° C for DNA extraction and (ii) stored 
in PBS-EtOH (2:3, v/v) at -20° C for fluorescence microscopy. The PBS-S solutions remaining in the tubes 
after washing and sonication treatments (treatment suspensions; T2-T6) were also divided into two 
batches and (i) stored at -20°C for DNA extraction and (ii) fixed in 4% formaldehyde-PBS (2.5 hours, 4° 
C), washed in PBS, and stored in PBS-EtOH (2:3, v/v) at -20° C. Tubes containing roots were cooled (+4° 
C) during sonication steps to prevent heat damage of root tissue and microbial cells. Alternatively, 
washed roots were treated by submerging in 2 ml 5% NaOCl for 2 min followed by three washes in 
autoclaved ultrapure water (T7). Washed, sonicated, and bleached roots were divided into two 
batches and (i) stored at -20° C for DNA extraction and (ii) stored in PBS-EtOH (2:3, v/v) at -20° C for 
fluorescence microscopy. The PBS-S solutions remaining in the tubes after washing and sonication 
treatments (treatment suspensions; T2-T6) were also divided into two batches and (i) stored at -20°C 
for DNA extraction and (ii) fixed in 4% formaldehyde-PBS (2.5 hours, 4° C), washed in PBS, and stored 
in PBS-EtOH (2:3, v/v) at -20° C.  
3.4.3.3 Microscopic analysis of rhizoplane colonization 
Root segments were transferred into a petri dish, covered with 50 µl of SYBR-Green I staining dye (10×; 
Lumiprobe, Germany) and incubated at room temperature for 15 min in the dark. Root segments were 
destained with sterile ultrapure water for 5 min and mounted in antifading medium (Vectashield H-
1000, Vector Laboratories, USA). Cover slips were fixed with carbon pads which served as spacer 
ensuring a parallel placement of the cover slips and prevented destruction of root tissue. Microscopy 
was performed with a fluorescence microscope (Axio Imager M2, Zeiss, Germany) and a 63× objective 
(Zeiss, Germany).  
Microbial cells colonizing the root segments were first observed with a double excitation filter set (F51-
009, AHF, Germany) in order to prove positive staining of microorganisms on top of plant tissue-
derived autofluorescent background. Greyscale images were then taken with an AxioCam MRm digital 
camera (Zeiss, Germany) and AxioVision 4.8 software (Zeiss, Germany). A total range of approx. 20 µm 
in depth (z-axis) was selected per image to encompass root surface topology and single layers were 
recorded with blue- and green excitation every 0.5 µm distance along the z-axis. Subsequently, 
greyscale images were replaced with false colors and merged to single image projections per 
microscopic field of view. For cell counting, eight spots were selected along the root longitudinal axis 
with a distance of approx. 2.5 mm. Consequently, eight image stacks were recorded and analyzed for 
each of the three biological replicate roots per treatment. Cells were counted by marking every stained 
cell in the merged z-stack images in selected regions of interest, which were defined using image 
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analysis software (AnalySIS, SoftImaging, Germany). Respective cell numbers were referred to the area 
of the corresponding region of interest and presented as colonization densities (cells per mm²). 
3.4.3.4 Microscopic analysis of detached microbial cells 
Treatment suspensions containing microbial cells, root tissue debris, and soil particles detached by 
washing and sonication were fixed and stored in 2 ml PBS-EtOH (see above). Aliquots of 750 µl were 
filtered through polycarbonate filters (0.2 µm, GTTP25, Millipore, Ireland). Filter sections were 
embedded in mounting medium containing the general cell stain DAPI (Vectashield H-1200, Vector 
Laboratories, USA) and analyzed by epifluorescence microscopy (Axioskop 2, Zeiss, Germany) using a 
DAPI filter set (F46-000, AHF, Germany) and a 40× objective (Zeiss, Germany). Images were taken on 
20 spots for each filter section following a line from the center to the outer edge of the polycarbonate 
filter to account for filtration inhomogeneity. Total cells were counted in these images by marking 
stained cells using AnalySIS image analysis software (SoftImaging, Germany). All counting data were 
extrapolated to cells per root segment in the respective treatment suspension. In parallel, cells 
associated with fragments of root tissue or soil particles were enumerated. Moreover, the quantity 
and size of fragments of root tissue and soil particles was assessed.  
3.4.3.5 DNA extraction 
The DNA of all samples (roots and suspensions containing detached cells) was extracted using the 
NucleoSpin Soil Kit (Macherey-Nagel, Germany) with buffer SL1 and enhancer SX. Root segments were 
first ground in liquid nitrogen in micro reaction cups and manually comminuted with spatula. 
Afterwards, buffer and beads were added to the bead beating tube and the extraction was finalized 
according to manufacturer's instructions. DNA from detached cells was extracted after filtering the 
treatment suspension through polycarbonate membranes (0.2 µm, 25 mm diameter, Sartorius, 
Germany). The membranes were placed into the aforementioned bead beating tubes and DNA 
extraction was performed according to the manual. For sample lysis (physical disruption) a swing mill 
(MM200, Retsch, Germany) was used with 25 Hz for 30 s. The DNA of all samples was eluted in 30 µl 
elution buffer (5 mM Tris/HCl, pH8.5) and stored at -20°C. 
3.4.3.6 Microbial community analysis 
The composition of microbial communities associated with roots and detached from roots was 
analyzed by terminal restriction fragment length polymorphism (T-RFLP). For the amplification of 16S 
rRNA genes the bacterial primer set 27F (FAM-5'-AGA GTT TGA TCM TGG CTC AG-3'; (Lane, 1991) and 
907R (5'-CCG TCA ATT CCT TTR AGT TT-3'; (Lane, 1991) was used. PCR was carried out with the 
following cycle scheme: initial denaturation for 2 min at 94°C, followed by 30 cycles of 30 s 
denaturation at 94°C, 30 s annealing at 52°C, and 30 s elongation at 72°C, and a final elongation step 
for 7 min at 72°C. The reactions had a volume of 50 µl containing 5 µl of buffer II, 1.25 U DreamTaq 
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polymerase and 20 µg of BSA (Fermentas, Germany). The final concentrations were 0.5 µmol l-1 of 
each primer and 50 µmol l-1 of each nucleotide.  
Amplicons were purified with the MinElute kit (Qiagen, Germany). 120 ng of PCR product was digested 
with MspI (cutting site C|CGG, New England Biolabs, USA), and the FAM-labelled fragments were 
purified using SigmaSpin Post-Reaction Clean-Up columns (Sigma-Aldrich, Germany). 3 µl of digested 
product were added to a mix of X-Rhodamine MapMarker 1000 (BioVentures, USA) and Hi-Di 
formamide (1:50; Applied Biosystems, USA). After incubation at 95°C for 5 minutes, the samples were 
analyzed with a 3130 Genetic Analyzer (Applied Biosystems, USA). Raw data was analyzed with the 
TREX online suite (http://trex.biohpc.org/). Peaks representing sequence lengths shorter than 50 base 
pairs or longer than 900 base pairs were discarded from the dataset. The denoising process 
implemented in TREX was used to identify true peaks (Abdo, et al., 2006), and the final OTU matrix 
was assembled binning of peaks within 0.5 base pairs. Abundance data was calculated as peak heights 
relative to total peak height per sample. The primer set used is able to bind to the rRNA genes of 
plastids and plant mitochondria. In silico digestion with MspI of plant-derived DNA was performed and 
the influence of the plant-associated peaks on the analysis was tested. We thus removed the peak at 
493 base pairs from the dataset, which was identified as the 16S rRNA gene from plastid DNA. 
3.4.3.7 Statistical analysis 
Statistical analyses of cell counts and microbial community analyses were conducted in the R 
environment (R Development Core Team, 2015) using the packages vegan (Oksanen, et al., 2015) and 
multcomp (Herberich, et al., 2010). For cell and particle counting experiments, significant differences 
between treatment outcomes were analyzed with the generalized linear hypothesis test (function 
glht()) after calculation of generalized linear models under the Poisson distribution and using the Tukey 
multiple comparison procedure adapted for high heteroscedasticity. P-values were adjusted for 
multiple testing according to the default setting of glht(). Statistical significance was assumed when 
adjusted p-values were below α=0.05. For community profile data, OTU richness per sample was 
assessed by the calculation of Hill numbers D of order q=0 and q=2 based on peak height data, 
representing unweighted (0D, species richness) and abundance-weighted (2D, linearized Shannon 
diversity) richness estimates (Chao, et al., 2013, Sokol, et al., 2013). We performed non-metric 
multidimensional scaling (NMDS) of Hellinger-transformed abundance data using the Bray-Curtis 
distance and tested for significant influence of different treatments on sample ordination with anosim 
(9999 per mutations). Individual peaks appearing once in the entire dataset were removed before 
analysis (Culman, et al., 2008).  
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3.4.4 Results 
Root segments of Oryza sativa were subjected to different treatments to separate root-associated 
microbial communities. Separation efficiency was evaluated by in situ counting of cells on root surfaces 
and in treatment suspensions containing detached microbial cells. Moreover, the quantity and size of 
root tissue debris and soil particles detached from roots and contained in treatment suspensions was 
assessed. Representative images of treatment outcomes are depicted in Figure 35.  
 
Figure 35. Fluorescence micrographs showing the microbial colonization of differently treated rice root surfaces. T1: 
untreated, T2: washed, T3: sonication probe (low intensity), T4: sonication probe (high intensity), T5: sonication bath (low 
intensity), T6: sonication bath (high intensity), T7: treated with NaOCl. For T2 - T6 respective fluorescence microscopic 
images of the detached cells and root fragments are presented (#-D). Microorganisms can be observed in green 
fluorescence (SYBR Green I stain) in rhizoplane images (#-R) and bright blue fluorescence (DAPI stain) in the micrographs 
showing detached microbial cells (#-D), respectively. Scale bar represents 20 µm in rhizoplane images (#-R) and 50 µm in 
images of samples with detached material (#-D). T1-R and T7-R show merged z-profiles along both edges of the respective 
images. Arrows exemplarily indicate microbial cells (white), root tissue disruption (grey), soil particles (red), and root 
fragments (yellow). 
3.4.4.1 Microbial cell counts  
Cells counted in merged z-stack images at eight spots per replicate root segment of individual plants 
from all treatments were extrapolated to root surface area (mm2). In our assessment, an untreated 
rice root segment in 4-6 cm distance to the root tip hosted an average of 2.48 × 104 cells per mm2 (± 
5.4 × 103 standard error of the mean (SE), Figure 36), which also included tightly attached rhizosphere 
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soil-associated microorganisms. Washing as a single treatment (T2) resulted in an average of 1.35 × 
104 cells per mm², which were still attached to rice root surfaces, and accounted for a loss of 55% 
compared to the initial average cell count (Figure 36). By washing plus subsequent probe sonication 
(T3 & T4), the microbial cell colonization decreased by approx. 75%. The highest cell decrease was 
found after treatment with the sonication bath at highest energy (T6), reducing the initial colonization 
density by 78%. No significant differences were found in cell counts between the four sonication 
treatments tested, although results from probe sonication (T3 & T4) were more homogeneous 
between replicates than the sonication bath (T5 & T6). In total, the sonication procedures were approx. 
1.7 times more effective in cleaning root surfaces from colonizing cells compared to washing alone. In 
contrast, the treatment with NaOCl (T7) resulted in nearly complete removal of the rhizoplane 
community (Figure 35, T7-R), leaving only 2.4% of the initial colonization attached to the rhizoplane. 
Increasing intensity, probe and especially bath sonication (T5 & T6) led to a significantly heterogeneous 
distribution of remaining cells within and between replicates (p<0.05; Supplementary Figure 39).  
We also counted cells that were detached from roots during washing (T2) and subsequent sonication 
treatments T3-T6. Respective treatment suspensions were filtered and during enumeration, cells were 
differentiated between root debris-associated, soil particle-associated, and free-floating microbial 
cells (Figure 37, Table 22). Bath sonication lead to significantly higher numbers of detectable microbial 
cells in the respective suspensions compared to probe sonications (p<0.05), with no effect of 
sonication intensity. Numbers of detached cells ranged from 3.96 × 104 cells per root segment in the 
suspension of T3 to 1.85 × 105 cells of T5 (Figure 37), in addition to an average of 5.23 x 104 cells already 
detached during the washing step. Hence, the sonication bath treatments removed 272% and 355% 
more stainable cells from the rhizoplane with low and high energy, respectively, in comparison to the 
washing step alone. Similar to the observation on rhizoplanes, no detectable signal was observed in 
filtered suspensions obtained from NaOCl-treated roots indicating the dissociation of double-stranded 
DNA (Hawkins et al, 2003). In general, we found less variance in cell counts of treatment suspension 
replicates, as compared to total cell counts of the root surface.  
While evaluating suspensions of the individual treatments, we recognized microbial cells associated 
with either root tissue fragments or soil particles. Thus, we further compared the abundance of these 
cells still attached to soil or root particles after the respective separation treatments, which were in 
general lower than free-floating microbial cells (Table 22). Suspensions from roots subjected to the 
washing procedure (T2) featured more cells attached to soil (42% of all detached cells) than to root 
debris (10% of all detached cells), indicating a well-preserved structure of soil particles removed from 
the rhizoplane via washing. This effect was reversed when samples were sonicated subsequently to 
washing. Thus, the proportion of soil associated cells decreased by more than 60% in the suspensions 
of the sonication probe treatments (T3 & T4) and 90% in the respective samples of the sonication bath 
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treatment (T5 & T6) compared to washing (T2). By contrast, a higher number of cells in the suspensions 
of the sonication probe treatments were still attached to root fragments accounting for 29% and 39% 
of all detached cells in T3 and T4, respectively. Following treatments T5 & T6, only very few cells could 
be observed being associated to either fraction of root tissue (around 10%) or soil particles (1%; Table 
22) although the total number of detached cells had increased in this treatment (Figure 37).  
Table 22 Analysis of rhizosphere soil particles, root tissues, and associated cell numbers in detached suspension after 
washing (T2) and subsequent sonication treatments: T3: sonication probe (low intensity), T4: sonication probe (high 
intensity), T5: sonication bath (low intensity), T6: sonication bath (high intensity). Numbers are given as mean of n = 3 
individual roots. ±: standard error.  
Treatment T2 T3* T4* T5* T6* 
Cells associated with 
detached fragments 
per root segment  
Soil particles  
2.2E+04 8.5E+03 8.6E+03 1.6E+03 2.2E+03 
± 8.7E+03 ± 4.9E+03 ± 3.4E+03 ± 9.9E+02 ± 1.6E+03 
Root tissue 
5.1E+03 1.2E+04 2.1E+04 2.0E+04 1.2E+04 
± 5.1E+03 ± 6.7E+03 ± 4.7E+03 ± 9.7E+03 ± 3.2E+03 
Number of detached 
fragments per root 
segment 
Soil particles  
4.6E+04 2.2E+04 2.3E+04 2.2E+04 2.8E+04 
± 1.8E+04 ± 8.8E+03 ± 1.1E+04 ± 8.1E+03 ± 1.0E+04 
Root tissue 
3.0E+03 1.1E+04 2.4E+04 6.2E+04 3.2E+04 
± 1.6E+03 ± 8.6E+03 ± 3.3E+03 ± 2.1E+04 ± 2.5E+03 
Average size of 
detached fragments 
[µm²] 
Soil particles  
125 92 226 114 107 
± 49 ± 19 ± 86 ± 65 ± 27 
Root tissue 
346 443 639 263 163 
± 133 ± 248 ± 143 ± 98 ± 32 
*) Sonication treatments following washing treatment T2 
 
Figure 36. Microbial cells enumerated on rice root surfaces (#-R) after the application of separation treatments. T1: 
untreated, T2: washed, T3: sonication probe (low intensity), T4: sonication probe (high intensity), T5: sonication bath (low 
intensity), T6: sonication bath (high intensity), T7: treated with NaOCl. Letters indicate significant differences (p < 0.05); 
error bars: standard error (n = 3).  
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Figure 37. Microbial cells enumerated in detached suspensions (#-D) after sonication treatments. T3: sonication probe (low 
intensity), T4: sonication probe (high intensity), T5: sonication bath (low intensity), T6: sonication bath (high intensity). All 
roots have previously been subjected to washing (T2) resulting in 5.23 × 104 (±1.20 × 104 SE) cells detached per root 
segment. Letters indicate significant differences (p < 0.05); error bars: standard error (n = 3). 
3.4.4.2 Root tissue destruction 
Root tissue disruption was commonly observed after sonication, as evident from rhizodermis imaging 
and root tissue debris in treatment suspensions (Figure 35, T4-R, T3-D - T5-D). All sonication methods 
were able to compromise rhizoplane integrity (Figure 35, T3R - T6-R). However, a clear difference was 
observed among the two sonication techniques as clear cuts and losses of larger fragments were 
obvious for probe sonication (T3 & T4). Bath sonication (T5 & T6) resulted in disruption of tissue within 
root cell walls and smaller fragments in the respective suspensions. We assessed these microscopic 
observations quantitatively by determining the abundance and size of root fragments in treatment 
suspensions (Table 22). Respective counts were higher in the suspensions of sonication bath methods, 
especially when compared to the washing treatment itself (T2) which was almost devoid of root debris. 
High intensity probe and bath sonication procedures caused comparable rhizoplane damage, while 
low intensity sonication bath procedures showed the strongest effect, with high variance within 
replicates. However, both sonication bath methods tended to produce smaller root tissue fragments 
compared to the other methods.  
3.4.4.3 Removal of soil particles from root surfaces 
For identifying true rhizoplane colonizing microorganisms, the absence of any rhizosphere-related 
contaminations (i.e. soil particles with microorganisms) is required. In our experiments, all treatment 
suspensions containing detached microbial cells featured soil particles of different sizes showing the 
removal of rhizosphere soil from the rhizoplane (Table 22; Figure 35, T4-D). The highest proportion of 
soil particles was removed from the root surface after washing (T2). Sonication resulted in the 
detachment of additional 47-59% soil particles compared to washing alone, while no significant 
differences between sonication protocols were observed. Aggregates of soil particles detached via the 
washing treatment (Figure 35, T2-D) and probe sonication (Figure 35, T4-D) were observed to be larger 
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compared to soil particles detached via bath sonication. Soil particles still adhering to the rhizoplane 
were frequently found after sonication with both low and high intensity (Supplementary Figure 40). 
3.4.4.4 Microbial community fingerprinting 
In order to assess biological richness and diversity in root samples and treatment suspensions 
containing detached microorganisms, T-RFLP analyses of 16S rRNA genes were performed. A total of 
255 individual peaks in 36 samples (root samples T1-T7 and post-treatment suspensions T2-T6, all in 
triplicates) were observed after removal of singletons and the putative plastid peak (TRF 493 bp). Root 
samples treated with NaOCl had the lowest average OTU richness 0D (14±6 SE), whereas communities 
detached from roots showed the highest average richness (67±20 - 105±11). Untreated roots (T1) 
featured high OTU richness (86 ± 12). However, as evident from the high standard errors of the mean, 
the OTU richness differed highly between replicates, suggesting that observed β-diversity between 
root communities is not always the result of the treatment effect. Thus, the inversed Simpson 
concentration index (2D) was calculated for each community, which puts more emphasis on changes 
in the abundances of the dominant OTUs. For root samples, a steady decrease in 2D values was found 
between untreated roots and NaOCl-treated roots with washed and sonicated root samples ranking in 
between, except T6 (2DT1-R: 7.3 ± 1.6 SE; 2DT2-R: 4.3 ± 0.5; 2DT3-R: 3.2 ± 0.3; 2DT4-R: 3.9 ± 0.5; 2DT5-R: 4.4 ± 
0.6; 2DT6-R: 7.3 ± 0.6; 2DT7-R: 2.1 ± 0.2). For the root samples, 2D values were higher for the sonication 
bath treatments than for the probe sonicated roots. For microbial assemblies detached from roots, 
much higher values for 2D were observed in general, and no clear trend was visible due to high within-
sample heterogeneity (2DT2-D: 11.0 ± 3.1 SE; 2DT3-D: 12.1 ± 1.8 2DT4-D: 8.8 ± 0.5; 2DT5-D: 7.6 ± 0.7; 2DT6-D: 
10.0 ± 3.7). 
Non-metric multi-dimensional scaling based on Bray-Curtis-distances revealed a clear separation of 
populations sampled from remaining roots and treatment suspensions along the first axis (Figure 38). 
The highest distance was observed between communities in the suspensions with detached cells 
obtained from the washing step (samples T2-D) and root-associated communities after NaOCl-
treatment most likely representing the endophytic community (samples T7-R). The NMDS analysis was 
complemented with anosim under 999 permutations, which showed a significant (p<0.001) difference 
of the community structures between treatments. Within the ordination space, root samples 
(including untreated roots) were undistinguishable from root samples obtained after washing and 
sonication (T1-R - T6-R). Only root-associated microbiota from samples incubated in NaOCl clustered 
on their own.  
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Figure 38 Non-metric multidimensional scaling (NMDS) of T-RFLP fingerprints (Hellinger-transformed abundance data). 
Labelling represents roots (#-R) and detached suspensions (#-D) for different treatments (T1 - T7), and replicates (n = 3 
each, a-c). T1: untreated, T2: washed, T3: sonication probe (low intensity), T4: sonication probe (high intensity), T5: 
sonication bath (low intensity), T6: sonication bath (high intensity), T7: treated with NaOCl. 
3.4.5 Discussion 
Our understanding of the dynamics of root-associated microbial communities rapidly improves by 
utilizing high-throughput sequencing techniques (Knief, 2014). However, our current definitions of the 
different root-associated communities are constrained by technical limitations (i.e. incomplete 
microbiome separation). Implications of these limitations on root microbiome research need to be 
assessed, especially when molecular tools are used that are able to detect very small subpopulations 
(i.e. rare biosphere). In this study our aim was to evaluate the efficacy of different techniques that are 
commonly used in plant microbiome research.  
3.4.5.1 Root washing is insufficient for endosphere studies 
It is often assumed that rhizosphere soil can be removed from the root surface by washing alone (Knief, 
et al., 2012, Turner, et al., 2013). In this study, we rigidly washed roots in a detergent-amended buffer 
while shaking for 15 minutes. The microscopic observation revealed that considerable amounts of soil 
were still attached to roots after the washing treatment (Supplementary Figure 40), which was further 
corroborated by the presence of considerable amounts of soil particles in sample buffers obtained 
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after subsequent sonication steps. Thus, washing alone may have accidentally included rhizosphere-
associated populations in a number of studies when analyzing microbial communities in the rhizoplane 
and/or endophytic compartments. Nevertheless, washing of roots did not compromise root surface 
integrity in our study, and thus, may represent the best approach for including the analysis of 
rhizoplane-colonizing cells in situ (e.g. via fluorescence and scanning electron microscopy). 
3.4.5.2 Sonication fails to completely remove rhizoplane colonizers  
Compared to washing treatment, subsequent sonication resulted in additional detachment of cells 
(approx. 30%) from the rhizoplane but failed to completely remove microbial cells thereof. These 
findings obtained via quantification of single microbial cells were supported by NMDS ordination of T-
RFLP data. Bacterial communities in untreated, washed and sonicated roots remained 
indistinguishable (Figure 38), which further indicated that no bacterial groups were preferentially 
detached from the rhizoplane. Although fingerprinting methods such as T-RFLP may not reach the 
analytical resolution of high-throughput sequencing, they are well suited to detect changes in beta-
diversity (van Dorst, et al., 2014). Thus, our findings obtained via T-RFLP analysis may be carefully used 
to interpret results of root microbiome studies based on high-throughput sequencing. If sonication is 
the method of choice, our results show neither probe nor bath methods were fully effective in 
removing rhizoplane-associated populations. In our assessment, the choice of the instrument played 
a negligible role. If the detachment of intact cells to the treatment suspension is considered important 
(e.g. for cultivation or DNA based methods), sonication bath devices were found to be slightly superior 
to probe sonication. These findings should be taken into account when sonication is selected for the 
analysis of endophytic microorganisms in roots. In a similar vein, the analysis of phyllosphere 
endophytes may also be affected by incomplete removal of surface-associated microorganisms via 
sonication (e.g. Bodenhausen, et al., 2013, Bai, et al., 2015). However, this has to be evaluated 
separately. 
3.4.5.3 Root destruction may affect community analysis 
Regardless of the technique used, sonication seriously compromised the integrity of the outer root 
layer (Figure 35). The problem of root disruption for downstream analysis is two-fold: Firstly, root 
endophytes may be incorporated into the rhizoplane sample and bias its community composition. 
However, based on T-RFLP analysis, root tissue disruption by sonication was not detected as the 
composition of communities of detached cells (T3-R - T6-R) was different from that of other treatments 
(T3-D - T6-D; Figure 38). Secondly, sonication triggers the loss of cells colonizing outer root layers, and 
thus, leads to potential changes in the endophytic community (e.g. reduced alpha-diversity). The latter 
may apply to a number of studies, where sonication was performed in addition to washing and where 
scanning electron microscopy revealed the immense level of root tissue destruction (Bulgarelli, et al., 
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2012, Lundberg, et al., 2012, Lebeis, et al., 2015). Microbial assemblages of sonicated roots clearly 
separated from communities detached thereof (Figure 38). The application of a standardized 
sonication protocol should presumably lead to a sufficient separation into rhizoplane and 
endorhizosphere communities as demonstrated for a range of plant species (for example Gottel, et al. 
(2011), Edwards, et al. (2015)). However, none of the sonication treatments tested was successful in 
entirely removing rhizoplane-associated communities from roots (Figure 36). Consequently, it remains 
difficult to interpret whether observed differences in microbial communities of previous studies are 
blurred by technical limitations of the separation protocol, especially when appropriate controls are 
not comparatively evaluated (e.g. NaOCl-treated and untreated roots). Such studies would then rather 
describe the detachable fraction of rhizoplane-colonizing microorganisms and an endosphere 
compartment that is contaminated by cells resisting sonication. This methodological bias has to be 
considered, especially when sonication is applied to address research questions investigating 
mechanisms involved in the selection of endophytes by roots. 
In a recent study on root-associated microbiomes of rice, Edwards, et al. (2015) applied three cycles 
of probe sonication (30 s each, output frequency 42 kHz, power 90 W), and surprisingly, they were not 
able to detect bacteria colonizing rice rhizoplanes while the root tissue appeared rather undamaged. 
Consequently, the authors concluded that the complete removal of rhizoplane-associated 
microorganisms had been successfully achieved via probe sonication. In contrast, we frequently 
observed root tissue disruption after probe sonication at even lower intensity (T3) while using five 
cycles (30 s each, output frequency 20 kHz, power 20 W) and still detected microbial cells colonizing 
the rhizoplane in every replicate sample. The low technical reproducibility observed with just slightly 
different treatment protocols for the same plant underlines the importance of evaluating and adapting 
separation techniques even for different cultivars of the same plant species. However, it remains 
difficult to compare the results of Edwards, et al. (2015) to our findings as they used CARD-FISH for 
monitoring purposes, which relies on the coverage and hybridization success of an oligonucleotide 
probe (here EUB338) to a specific group of microorganisms. To ensure that all archaea and bacteria 
are indeed included, researchers aiming to confirm a successful removal of rhizoplane-colonizing 
microorganisms should consider the presented SYBR-Green staining as a quick and reliable method to 
detect microbial cells in situ. Another recent study reported that the sonication of roots (O. sativa and 
A. thaliana) in a water bath for 15 minutes did not result in a decrease of rhizoplane-colonizing bacteria 
as assessed by quantification of 23S rRNA gene copy numbers (Reinhold-Hurek, et al., 2015). Technical 
information on the sonication treatment (e.g. type of instrument, intensity, volume) was not disclosed 
rendering the comparison to our findings difficult. In general, we recommend that future publications 
opting for sonication to separate rhizoplane-associated microorganisms should state the necessary 
details of the sonication device to ensure reproducibility, as these details are frequently lacking 
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(Supplementary Table 23). Nevertheless, Reinhold-Hurek, et al. (2015) concluded (i) that sonication 
may not always represent the method of choice and (ii) that surface sterilization of roots by chemical 
treatment may be best suited when the endophytic compartment should be investigated.  
3.4.5.4 Bleaching facilitates recovery of endophytes 
Treating root samples with NaOCl was the only strategy to remove almost all rhizoplane-colonizing 
cells (97.6%) while retaining the integrity of the outer cell layer. Despite the high variability of diversity 
within treatments (also reported by Oh, et al. (2012)), only the communities of NaOCl-treated roots 
were statistically separated from untreated, washed, and sonicated roots, most probably representing 
the "true" endophytic community. This view is supported by the 5-fold decrease in inverse Shannon 
diversity in NaOCl-treated roots, which is in agreement with previous reports of decreasing species 
richness between the ecto- and endorhizosphere (Bulgarelli, et al., 2012, Lundberg, et al., 2012, Ofek, 
et al., 2014). However, the treatment of root samples with surface sterilizing agents such as NaOCl has 
shortcomings. NaOCl is known to degrade nucleic acids (Prince and Andrus, 1992, Hawkins, et al., 2003), 
and thus, may penetrate into root tissue and destroy microbial and plant DNA. Nevertheless, we 
recommend to chemically sterilize the root surface carefully before nucleic acid extraction if 
endophytes are the focus of research. Ethanol could serve as an alternative (Bodenhausen, et al., 2013) 
but was not tested in our study. In any case, the compound of choice should be evaluated for its 
potential to penetrate root tissues and incubation times should be adjusted to minimize the loss of 
viable cells in root interiors (Jha, et al., 2009). 
3.4.5.5 Implications of root colonization and morphology 
We observed a high variability of microbial cell numbers among biological replicate root segments. 
This was already pronounced in untreated samples, and thus, not related to individual separation 
treatments, which indicates that different roots of individual plants have varying success in recruiting 
microbial populations from soil. Especially on the surface of relatively young roots (our study: 10 
weeks), highly irregular colonization patterns can be expected (Schmidt and Eickhorst, 2014). The 
apparent variability in root-colonizing populations needs to be considered when roots of young plants 
are used for comparative community analysis. Moreover, the high variability among roots of individual 
plants asks for further replication efforts or homogenization of sufficiently large samples in future 
studies on root microbiomes.  
As a final note, our findings seem to be highly dependent on the plant species (i.e. morphological root 
parameters). Applying the tested protocols to roots of Vicia faba and Trifolium pratense led to different 
surface cleaning efficacies (Supplementary Figure 41), as we found even higher variability among 
replicates and between treatments. V. faba roots, being comparable in diameter to O. sativa roots, 
featured massive amounts of root hairs that interfered with all treatments. The dense net of root hairs 
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(Supplementary Figure 41, T5-V) seemed to protect rhizoplane-associated cells from being detached 
by washing and sonication, while "unprotected" areas of low root hair density featured tissue 
disruption similar to rice roots (Figure 41, T4-V). Again, incubation of root segments with NaOCl was 
the only treatment to almost completely remove rhizoplane colonizing microorganisms. Roots of T. 
pratense are considerably finer than roots of V. faba and O. sativa, and thus highly sensitive to 
sonication procedures. Even after low intensity sonication a strong effect on root tissue integrity was 
commonly observed, which made the quantification of cell numbers nearly impossible. High intensity 
sonication occasionally resulted in a complete disruption of root segments. These observations 
strongly suggest that protocols for the separation of root-associated microbial communities should be 
adapted and tested in advance for the plant species of interest. As a consequence of different 
responses of root tissue to separation strategies, the comparison of microbial communities associated 
with different plant species (e.g. Schlaeppi, et al. (2014), Bulgarelli, et al. (2015) should be interpreted 
carefully when the same washing and sonication protocol is used for roots of different morphology. 
3.4.6 Conclusions 
The selection of a separation strategy with respect to plant microbiome analysis remains a critical issue 
and has to be adapted to the respective research questions. Probe and bath sonication may not always 
represent a strategy that reliably removes microorganisms and soil particles from roots and has the 
potential to severely compromise root tissue integrity. Future studies that apply sonication should 
clearly state the necessary details of the sonication device to ensure comparability among studies. 
Washing of roots may represent the best approach when researchers aim to include the analysis of 
rhizoplane-colonizing cells in situ. Studies focusing on endophytes should carefully apply chemical 
agents such as NaOCl to remove rhizoplane-associated cells from the root surface. We recommend 
appropriate replication and rigorous testing of selected separation strategies in respect to 
reproducibility among replicates and species. The presented approach using SYBR-Green-based 
fluorescence microscopy represents a prime choice for quick and easy control of separation efficiency.  
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3.4.9 Supplementary Information 
3.4.9.1 Supplementary Figures 
 
Figure 39. Root surface-associated cell counts (log-scaled per mm²) for seven different treatments (T1: untreated, T2: 
washed, T3: sonication probe (low intensity), T4: sonication probe (high intensity), T5: sonication bath (low intensity), T6: 
sonication bath (high intensity), T7: treated with NaOCl). Depicted are box plots of 8 observations per biological replicate 
(n = 3; letters a, b, c). 
 
 
Figure 40. Z-stack projections of fluorescent images of rice roots after treatment with sonication bath (A: low intensity; B: 
high intensity). Circles show soil particles still attached to the rhizoplane after sonication. Scale bar: 20 µm. 
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Figure 41. Selected fluorescence micrographs of roots of Vicia faba (#-V) and Trifolium pratense (#-T) after separation 
treatments. T2: washed, T3: sonication probe (low intensity), T4: sonication probe (high intensity), T5: sonication bath (low 
intensity). T1-T: 3D-projection of an untreated root of Trifolium pratense. Microorganisms can be observed in green 
fluorescence (SYBR Green I stain). 
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3.4.9.2 Supplementary Tables 
Table 23. Selected sonication protocols for roots and their applications as found in a literature survey. 
Sonicator Protocol Target species Target habitat Reference 
Ultrasonic probe 
Branson Sonifier 
4 min (output control 2, 
power and frequency 
n/a); brief pauses every 
minute 
Oryza sativa Root surface 
biofilm 
Briones, et al. (2002) 
Ultrasonic probe 
Branson 510 
5 × 1 min (135 W, 
frequency n/a) and 
vortex shaking (1 min) 
Dulichium 
arundinaceum 
Sarracenia purpurea 
Rhizoplane Cadillo-Quiroz, et al. 
(2010) 
 
Ultrasonic probe 
Branson, 
unspecified 
Rhizoplane: 1 × 30 s (90 
W, 42 kHz) 
Endosphere: 3 × 30 s (90 
W, 42 kHz) 
Oryza sativa Endosphere 
Rhizoplane 
Edwards, et al. (2015) 
Ultrasonic bath 
Thermo Fisher 
Scientific FS20 
3 × 60 s (70 W, 42 kHz) Glycine max Different layers 
of the 
Ectorhizosphere 
White, et al. (2015a, b) 
Ultrasonic bath 
with adaptive 
cavitation 
technique 
Diagenode 
Bioruptor UCD-300 
10 × 30 s (160 W, 
frequency n/a); 30 s 
pauses 
Arabidopsis 
thaliana 
Hordeum vulgare 
"Root 
compartment" 
Bulgarelli, et al. (2012) 
Bulgarelli, et al. (2015) 
 
Ultrasonic bath 
with adaptive 
cavitation 
technique 
Diagenode 
Bioruptor  
5 × 30 s (power n/a, low 
frequency); 30 s pauses 
Arabidopsis 
thaliana 
"Endophytic 
compartment" 
Lundberg, et al. (2012) 
Lebeis, et al. (2015)  
Ultrasonic bath 
Manufacturer n/a 
15 min (power and 
frequency n/a) 
Arabidopsis 
thaliana 
Oryza sativa 
Endosphere Reinhold-Hurek, et al. 
(2015) _  
Ultrasonic washer 
Manufacturer n/a 
2 × 3 min (power and 
frequency n/a) 
Oryza sativa  Rhizosphere Doi, et al. (2011)  
n/a "shaking, vortexing, and 
sonicating every 30 s … 
with alternations for 3 
min" (power and 
frequency n/a) 
Agathis borneensis, 
Dipterocarpus kerrii 
Dyera costulata 
Gnetum gnemon 
Rhizoplane Oh, et al. (2012)  
n/a 6 × 1 mi power and 
frequency n/a); 5 min 
pauses; additional 10 s 
vortex shaking 
Arabidopsis 
thaliana 
Endo- and Ecto-
rhizosphere 
Bodenhausen, et al. 
(2013)  
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3.5 Supporting results 
The following section includes analyses which were not required for the provided manuscripts, but 
provide additional information on sample completeness, site occupancy, important OTUs, and 
acidobacterial taxonomy. They follow the structure of "letters" rather than original articles to avoid 
redundancy with the general introduction and the general methodology part. More additional results 
can be found in the appendix 8.2 and mainly cover technical aspects, such as rRNA quantification, 
technical reproducibility and the performance of classical statistical methods of geostatistics. 
3.5.1 Revisiting the acidobacterial taxonomy 
Since the proposal of an extended taxonomy by Barns and colleagues (2007), the scientific community 
has adopted the classification of Acidobacteria into 26 taxonomic clusters, termed subgroups or 
subdivisions. However, it has become gradually evident that this classification system is not without 
flaws. Lee and Cho (2011) already pointed out that subgroup 16 is most probably a clade within phylum 
Chloroflexi. The presented tree in Barnes' original publication depicts subgroup 16 as an outlier within 
the tree topology, possibly a combination of unspecific DNA priming and a long branch attraction effect, 
i.e. a misclassification of two sequencing being closely related based on similar rates of changes rather 
than on sequence similarity (Bergsten, 2005). In 2013, the ARB/SILVA reference database of 16S RNA 
genes adopted the subgroup nomenclature (Yilmaz, et al., 2013), and a number of other problems 
emerged: Subgroup 7 appeared to be split into two clusters belonging to different branches of 
Holophagae, subgroups 14 and 24 were not recognize, and a number of clades outside of the 
subgroups were identified as well. Additionally, the SILVA taxonomy assigns different (but yet 
undefined) taxonomic ranks to the subgroups. Below phylum level, SILVA currently differentiates 4 
major phylogenetic clusters (class Acidobacteria, class Holophagae and unclassified subgroups 22 and 
26). In contrast, the RDP database (Cole, et al., 2009) currently uses all 26 subgroups (including SG16), 
and declares them as classes altogether. Lee & Cho (2011) also proposes class-level as a common rank 
for subgroups, relying on average inter-subgroup distances. In this present study, I was interested in 
assigning a defined taxonomic rank to individual subgroups, as higher taxonomic ranks have less 
predictable ecological coherences (Philippot, et al., 2010). 
I extracted all acidobacterial full length sequences from the SILVA non-redundant dataset (SSU Ref NR 
123 (Pruesse, et al., 2007, Quast, et al., 2013)) and removed potentially dubious sequences (pintail 
values <50, see Ashelford, et al. (2006)). A pairwise sequence similarity comparison was performed 
with ARB 6.0.2 (Ludwig, et al., 2004). Obtained values were compared to similarity thresholds for 
minimum taxonomical rank affiliations as published by Yarza, et al. (2010) for each clade of 
Acidobacteria. Thresholds were set as follows: 94.5% for genera, 86.5% for families, 82% for orders, 
78.5% for classes and 75% for phyla affiliation. The putative taxonomic rank of a subgroup was 
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concluded from the within-group similarity distribution, with emphasis on the 97.5 quantile (as the 
upper limit of two-sided 95% interval around the median) to reduce the influence of few but distant 
sequences.  
Recently, the average genetic distance between subgroups has been determined as 0.236 ± 0.015SD, 
indicating that subgroups could represent classes (Lee & Cho, 2011). My own assessment – based on 
a larger dataset with more clades – yielded a slightly higher average distance (0.185 ± 0.012SD), which 
puts the expected distance between the clusters just outside the order level, based on current rank 
definitions (Yarza, et al., 2014). I hence expected the typical subgroup to include distinct order-like 
clades. However, our within-subgroup assessment of sequence similarity suggests that many – 
especially the species-rich - subgroups rather exhibit a family-like inner structure (Table 24, Figure 42). 
Table 24. Intragroup genetic similarities for the currently recognized subgroups of the phylum Acidobacteria. The 
assessment is based on pairwise comparisons of the 16S rDNA gene of 12116 non-redundant sequences. Clades not 
belonging to the subgroup system were omitted from this table. 
Subgroup Sequences Median Mean SD Min 97.5 quantile Putative Rank 
SG01 2137 91.7 91.81 2.45 71.1 87.9 Family 
SG02 420 90.1 89.86 4.34 73.9 81.1 Class 
SG03 1294 91.2 91.06 2.21 78 86 Order 
SG04 2063 87.6 88.67 4.2 71.9 82 Order 
SG05 278 94.2 94.44 2.14 86.6 89.9 Family 
SG06 3528 91.5 91.74 2.17 78.7 88.2 Family 
SG07a 120 88.5 90.51 4.94 77.2 83 Order 
SG07b 252 93.3 93.34 2.04 82.9 89.2 Family 
SG08 (Acanthopleuribacterales) 28 86.7 85.87 3.64 78.8 80.1 Class 
SG08 (Holophagales) 122 93.4 92.43 3.6 78.2 84.8 Order 
SG09 114 92.4 92.47 2.43 81.5 87.6 Family 
SG10 383 89.5 89.77 2.15 78.2 86.1 Order 
SG11 81 94.1 93.56 3.57 79.8 84.5 Order 
SG12 10 89.7 90.24 2.12 86.9 87.5 Family 
SG13 86 92.7 92.35 2.2 84.3 86.4 Family 
SG15 48 91.9 90.85 3.46 81.1 82.9 Order 
SG17 223 93.4 93.09 2.1 81.9 88.7 Family 
SG18 119 93.5 92.77 2.81 80.1 86.6 Family 
SG19 4 92 92.45 2.55 90.1 90.1 (Family) 
SG20 4 96.05 96 0.43 95.5 95.5 (Genus) 
SG21 160 88.1 88.38 2.95 77.5 81.9 Class 
SG22 304 87.1 88.17 3.29 78.1 83.4 Order 
SG23 121 93.3 93.33 2.04 83.1 88.9 Family 
SG25 73 88.75 87.69 4.29 76.6 79.9 Class 
SG26 55 89.2 88.92 4.64 78.9 81.6 Class 
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The absence of Subgroups 14 and 24 from the SILVA database was supported by the failure to include 
the very scarce sequences from these two groups in a robust tree topology (not shown). The SILVA 
aligner assigns the subgroup 24 sequences to subgroup 11 while subgroup 14 sequences was best 
matching to subgroup 1 (genus Telmatobacter). 
 
Figure 42. The taxonomic nature of acidobacterial clades. The left panel shows the current ARB reference tree with 34 
terminal clusters, based on 12116 non redundant 16s rRNA sequences. In comparison, the right panel depicts the 
distribution of pairwise sequence similarities within each group. Minimum thresholds for taxonomic rank affiliation are 
drawn as dashed lines. The whiskers of the box plot are modified to represent 2.5% and 97.5% quantiles. 
I built heat map plots based on sequence similarities for each subgroup to further investigate inner 
structures of the most important subgroups. Considering the full phylum, it was evident that subgroup 
4 mainly causes the observed phylogenetic diversity, as this group is the main reason for the separation 
of Holophagae and SG22/26 from the main Acidobacteria class (Figure 43). A number of other 
assumptions can be drawn from the visualized tree topology, for example SG01, SG03, and SG05 may 
represent one single order – an interesting finding, given that SG05 did not respond to the same 
variables as SG01 and SG03 in the ScaleMic study (3.2). In contrast, SG02, participating in the hot spot 
communities found in June separates from SG03 on class level. Moreover, SG06, 09, and 17 can be 
regarded as affiliated to the same order as well. The largest subgroups (6, 1) are indeed families with 
an already foreseeable number of genera (Figure 44, Table 24). The classification into higher ranks of 
subgroups 4, 3, and 2, respectively, results from the presence of small and distant clusters, but most 
members of these groups represent family-like distances as well.  
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Figure 43. Heat map plots depicting pairwise sequence similarities of 12216 16S rDNA sequences assigned to the phylum 
Acidobacteria. Colors represent taxonomic ranks based on Yarza, et al. 2014. Each tile represents one pairwise comparison. 
The plot is mirrored along the diagonal.  
 
Figure 44. As above, but zoomed into selected subgroups, sorted by numbers of included sequences. 
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Several subgroups feature average extra-group similarities above family level (for example, SG09 and 
SG17, SG18 and SG19, and SG01 and SG15), further implying that subgroup classification is not 
consistently referring to the same taxonomic rank. This is an important finding and should be 
addressed if acidobacterial subgroups were to be ecologically compared (e.g. Liu, et al. (2016), 
Navarrete, et al. (2013), Navarrete, et al. (2015)). Problematically, two major 16S rRNA sequence 
databases (RDP and SILVA) have a contradictory nomenclature and rank assignment. A unified 
taxonomic update of this phylum is highly recommended – especially in the light of the increasing 
number of isolates as possible eponymous specimen. However, the current SILVA classification should 
be considered superior to the vastly outdated RDP nomenclature, as it closely follows the evolution of 
the phylum based on 16S rDNA tree topologies. At any rate, researchers should reflect on the 
usefulness of the current subgroup-based as a tool for ecological classification of this phylum, as other 
results of this study clearly showed that Acidobacteria represent an ecologically diverse group with 
little reflections on taxonomic similarities. 
The electronic appendix ("\Additional results - Acidobacterial taxonomy") includes the similarity 
matrices on subgroup level and heat maps of all studied clades.  
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3.5.2 Accessing the rare biosphere of acidobacterial communities 
Typically, ecospheres are dominated by a few persistent core species, with many occasional, low 
abundant species infrequently appearing in suitable niches. Both lifestyles can be distinguished by 
different distribution models (log normal vs. log series) and together explain the nature of many 
ecological data records (Magurran & Henderson, 2003). Gaining access to the rare microbial biosphere 
is a huge asset of high throughput sequencing of nucleic acids (Sogin, et al., 2006, Galand, et al., 2009), 
as for example up to 40% of soil community members should be considered "rare" (Elshahed, et al., 
2008). There is an ongoing debate on the functional potential of the rare taxa (Fuhrman, 2009), in 
which one school of thought views the rare biosphere as microbial seed bank while dominant species 
fulfill important ecological roles (Pedrós-Alió, 2006). However, important contributions to 
biogeochemical cycles by rare species have been demonstrated already (Pester, et al., 2010), and there 
is evidence that rare species (thereby termed as "conditionally rare taxa") are major contributors to 
the temporal variability of microbial communities due to their opportunistic lifestyle (Hugoni, et al., 
2013, Shade, et al., 2014, Shade & Gilbert, 2015).  
Here, I investigate the rare biosphere in a large (>1200 OTUs, > 16.0 Mio signals) acidobacterial dataset 
obtained from the ScaleMic experiment, a spatio-temporal experiment covering 358 sampling points 
distributed over 6 sampling dates in 2011 (Regan, et al., 2014). Rare species are considered in the 
context of site occupancy and their ecology is tested with multivariate regression and ordination. 
Acidobacteria comprise an important group of soil bacteria and are generally adapted to an 
oligotrophic lifestyle (Kielak, et al., 2016). This is the first assessment of the active acidobacterial rare 
biosphere in a temperate soil. 
The chosen experimental pipeline for the ScaleMic experiment generated approximately 45,000 reads 
per sample, which could be classified as Acidobacteria. Rarefaction based on linearized Shannon (1D) 
and Simpson (2D) diversities (Figure 45) (Chao, et al., 2013) demonstrated that only 1,000 - 2,000 reads 
were enough to obtain the full sample-wise diversity for these weighted richness parameters. With 
size-based rarefaction of unweighted species richness S, the slope of individual rarefaction curves 
started to approximate to the asymptote starting with 10,000 reads. Full sample coverage was reached 
latest with a random subset of 5000 reads, as evident from coverage-based rarefaction (Figure 46) 
(Chao & Jost, 2012). This essentially implies that the largest fraction of S belongs to the rare biosphere.  
A major outcome of the ScaleMic experiment was the detection of "blooming" acidobacterial species 
(see 3.2), which become only active during early summer in a limited number of sites. Bacterial blooms 
can be considered as subcommunities isolated in time and space, and I was hence interested in the 
general species distribution per sample and month, searching for less obvious blooming or succession 
events. 
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The first analysis addressed the problem of "real richness" to rule out the possibility of detection 
artificial events caused by imbalanced sampling completeness. Here, Chao1 estimation was done on 
observed, non-rarefied richness S, as Chao1 relies on the abundance of singleton species per sample. 
It turned out that – in accordance with the observed rarefaction curves – seasonal progression of 
observed (Sobs) and estimated species richness (SChao1) mirrored each other (Figure 47). This is strong 
evidence for uniform singleton abundance and indicates very high sample completeness. In a second 
step, species accumulation curves were calculated to test if the six subsets (by sampling season) 
yielded species saturation as well. While this test partially overlaps with assessing single measures of 
α-diversity, it does add a β-diversity component based on raw species richness. It was evident, that 
each of the six subsets offered high richness coverage, indicated by the asymptotic progression of the 
species accumulation curves (Figure 48). 
Overlapping confidence intervals demonstrated that 20 samples were needed to distinguish June from 
the other communities, i.e. the detection of blooming events affecting species richness. For pairwise 
comparisons excluding June, 40 samples are required to escape overlaps of confidence intervals, with 
November, August and May communities never being distinguishable in this type of analysis. The high 
sample completeness, as supported by both rarefaction approaches and Chao1 estimation, lead to the 
decision to use unrarefied, relative data for OTU modelling, as rarefying the OTU table would have 
resulted in a data loss which would have most likely affected rare biosphere (Appendix 8.12), while for 
the extrapolated samples data would have been made up.  
Having established the high sample completeness/coverage, the distribution between generalist and 
specialist species was further explored. Surprisingly, no gradient in site occupancy existed; instead 
accumulation between the two extremes was found (Figure 49). The distribution histogram including 
data of the entire sampling season was not different from those depicted (not shown). 303 OTUs were 
observed in 90% of all sites, of which 252 OTUs appeared in at least 354 sites. On the contrary, 593 
OTUs were detected in less than 10% of all sites. Combined, these two fractions represented 74.1% of 
the observed OTUs. This finding raised two questions: i) Are subgroups evenly represented between 
specialists and generalist OTUs? ii) Do season-specific rare communities exist? 
The first question was empirically addressed by visualizing distribution densities, additionally taking 
into account read abundances (Figure 50). A clear log-linear relation between total read abundance 
and OTU presence was found for most subgroups with a balanced distribution of generalist and rare 
OTUs, but comparably less species in-between, as already demonstrated in Figure 49. Few subgroups 
featured species with higher abundances than expected from their overall presence. These OTUs are 
drivers of β-diversity turnover, as they likely readily respond to local fluctuations in their environment. 
Examples are OTUs of subgroup 3 and 7. Most dominant generalists are found in the abundant 
subgroups (6, 4, 3, and 17), but also appear in the lesser present subgroups e.g. 11 or 18. In these 
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cases, they represent more than 99% of all reads affiliated with their subgroup. The relevance of the 
hot spot OTUs in June is highlighted by the fact that subgroups 1, 2, 12, and 13 were nearly extinct 
from the dataset after removing those sites. These subgroups did encompass ubiquitous species, but 
those were 100-fold less abundant than the dominating OTUs and did not exceed the total abundance 
of the most frequent hot spot OTUs.  
I then addressed the second question whether or not distinct rare communities existed per sampling 
date, which would point at changing micro-niches which are occupied by specific subcommunities or 
a general succession of rare species. VENN-partitioning, however, revealed that this was not the case 
(Figure 51). 729 OTUs were present in all six months, and only June – due to the hotspot communities 
– featured a high number of season-specific OTUs. Fractions of shared OTUs were generally low for all 
comparison levels, except between June and November, explained by the presence of spurious 
fractions of some of the hot spot OTUs in two sites in November (Figure 18). In regards to the ecological 
role of rare OTUs, a diverse set of environmental niches was demonstrated by adjusting boosted GAMs 
for zero inflated abundance distribution (see 3.2). It was also evident that rare species were exhibiting 
much larger effect ranges than dominant species. Here, I emphasize on the contribution of rare 
biosphere to overall trends in high dimensional datasets. 
For this, the OTU dataset was arbitrarily split in three subsets (coined "Dominant", "Rare", and "Very 
rare", respectively) and RDA was performed on all three sets with forward selected environmental 
variables (Figure 52). The RDA with the dominant species yielded the highest amount of significantly 
explaining environmental variables. As this dataset features very few hot spot OTUs, the ordination 
space is relaxed and the blooming phenomenon is not visually detectable. For the rare dataset, 
graminoid biomass became a main driver of the community switches in June, and the Nmic/pH gradient 
was present as well, to which the bulk community OTUs again aligned. However, the amount of 
explained variance (6.9%) was low compared to the dominant-biased RDA (22.4%), and the ordination 
space is smaller. Simultaneous regression of both sets would likely mask the strong effect of graminoid 
biomass. The dataset containing the least abundant OTUs lead to a significant (p<0.05) RDA, but the 
low amount of explained variance (1.2 %), the presence of just two significant axes – both linear 
combinations of the same variables (pH and graminoid biomass) - and the highly reduced ordination 
space made this analysis difficult to assess. In general, the excess of zero observations does not 
cooperate well with RDA (as it is based on linear regression and works with Euclidian distances).  
These results are in general accordance to the hypothesis that the "hot moments" in June are induced 
by graminoid plants and nicely demonstrate the importance of sophisticated data mining.  
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Figure 45. Rarefaction curves based on Hill numbers, separated by sampling date. Each panel corresponds to one of three 
Hill numbers: 0D (top panel: unweighted species richness), 1D (center panel: linearized Shannon Entropy), and 2D (bottom 
panel: linearized Simpson diversity). Each individual curve represents a sample, with points indicating sample 
completeness. The end of each x-coordinate marks the endpoint of rarefaction (with twice the smallest sample size as 
target reference). Dashed lines indicate individual samples, which were extrapolated to the reference sample (here 
displayed by month; the procedure was repeated for the smallest sample size in the whole dataset). Calculations were 
made according to Chao, et al. (2013) and graphics were generated with the iNEXT package. Raw data, along with 
rarefaction plots for each individual sample, is available in the electronic appendix ("Additional results - Rarefaction 
results"). 
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Figure 46. Size- and coverage-based rarefaction. The right plot shows the conventional size-based rarefaction curves for 
each sample. Dotted lines represent small samples which were extrapolated to the reference sample size (36,660 reads). 
The left panel present coverage-based saturation curves. The small panel depicts sample completeness as a function of 
coverage versus reads, which represents a bridge between both approaches (see Chao & Jost, 2012). Curve inflexion points 
occur between 200-300 species in each case. Size-based rarefaction does not reach full, but approximate sample 
completeness, whereas coverage-based rarefaction represents full coverage for each sample.  
 
 
Figure 47. Seasonal progression of observed (Sobs), estimated (SChao1), and rarefied species richness (0D), along with 
estimates for the linearized Shannon entropy (1D), and Simpson diversity (2D). 0D and 2D were discussed in chapter 2.6.2. 
The Shannon entropy is shown for completeness, as it resembles the Simpson diversity, i.e. no differences between 
"typical" and "dominant" species were detected. Red asterisks indicate significant transitions between samples dates at 
p<0.05. 
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Figure 48. Species accumulation curves for six subassemblages representing the six sampling dates. The curves show the 
amount of new species which are found when adding new samples to the overall community with 999 permutations. 
Shaded areas indicated 95% confidence intervals.  
 
 
Figure 49. Histograms of species distribution per month. X-coordinates show the site occupancy, with bars representing 
the amount of species per bin of 2 samples. 
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Figure 50. Species distribution of Acidobacteria in the ScaleMic plot. Each dot represents a OTU by plotting its accumulated 
read abundance (all sites) over the site occupancy. The y-coordinate is log-transformed. Each panel represents one 
clade/subgroup in Acidobacteria. 
 
Figure 51. VENN-partitioning for the six subcommunities representing one sampling dates. Each month is represented by 
a differently colored object. Numbers in brackets indicate total OTUs found in all samples per month (see also Figure 48). 
Numbers in each field of the VENN-diagram give the amount of shared OTUs between given months. 
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Figure 52. RDA performed on three subsets of the acidobacterial OTU dataset, sorted and split by mean abundances. Left 
panel: 340 most dominant, cosmopolitan OTUs, center panel: 340 rare OTUs, right panel: 548 very rare OTUs. CI 
abbreviates constrained inertia, i.e. the amount of explained variance. 
In regards to seasonality, bacterial species may seasonally switch between rare and abundant in 
aquatic systems, with higher relative activity (i.e. rRNA/rDNA ratios) during the stages of lesser 
abundances (Campbell, et al., 2011). However, in the acidobacterial dataset of the ScaleMic study, we 
could not find this feature, as except for the hot spot OTUs, rare taxa stayed rare across the sampling 
season, in contrast to spurious Nitrospira OTUs (Stempfhuber, et al., 2015), which did exhibit changing 
abundance ratios over the season. 
Fuhrman (2009) defines the boundary between common and rare microbial species as between 0.1% 
and 1% of the total community. In this context, all but seven acidobacterial species would qualify as 
rare biosphere. With higher resolving sequencing techniques, community compositions appear to be 
less even, and efforts have been made to define rare species reflecting recent technological 
advancements (Shade, et al., 2014).  
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3.5.3 Key taxa represent the major ecological processes in large datasets 
Microbial ecology studies frequently employ two principal ways for data analysis: i) multivariate 
ordination techniques (PCA, RDA, etc.) and ii) pair-wise correlation/regression analysis between 
species and/or environmental predictor variables (Spearman and Pearson correlation). While both 
approaches rely on the same principles (that is, the linear regression of two sets of variables), 
multivariate analyses are used to identify the main trends and groupings in the data (and are often 
discarding less frequent but still meaningful observations), while correlation matrices are used to 
identify single points of interests (and are nowadays often the basis for co-occurrence networks (Faust 
& Raes, 2012)). Here, I briefly discuss the result of both approaches, provide further results obtained 
with these methods, and end with recommendations to overcome obstacles in a high dimensional 
dataset with low variance.  
The dataset consists of more than 16 million Illumina sequence reads assigned to the phylum 
Acidobacteria obtained from the ScaleMic experiment, a spatio-temporal experiment covering 358 
sampling points distributed over 6 sampling dates in 2011 (Regan, et al., 2014). Acidobacteria are 
globally dominant soil bacteria, whose recalcitrance against cultivation attempts have so far hampered 
our understanding of their ecological role. A recent review by Kielak and colleagues (2016) 
characterizes this phylum as a group of genetically very versatile organisms, capable of degrading a 
huge variety of carbohydrates. Classically, Acidobacteria are regarded as oligotrophic organisms, 
adapted to nutrient-depleted situations and acidic soils (Fierer, et al., 2007), although they would be 
better described as K-strategists (Kielak, et al., 2016). Below the phylum level, some acidobacterial 
subgroups (see 3.5.1) have been associated with distinct ecological features. Adaptation to acidic pH 
levels seems prevalent only in subgroups 1-3, whereas subgroups 4 and 5 seem to favor neutral to 
alkaline environments. Subgroup 6 species seemingly tolerate both conditions. Substrate limitation 
positively affects subgroup 1, while subgroups 5, 6, and 17 thrive in nutrient-richer soils (Kielak, et al., 
2016). However, the work of Foesel, et al. (2014) and Naether, et al. (2012) both demonstrated that 
phylotypes from the same subgroup may occupy distinct niches. Still, the knowledge gap in 
acidobacterial ecology is striking, and was one of the main motivations to particularly study this phylum 
in the ScaleMic experiment. 
Initial data mining in the ScaleMic dataset included the pairwise correlation between dependent 
(OTUs) and independent (environmental) variables with non-parametric Spearman rank analysis, 
resulting in unimodal distributions of correlation coefficients with no clear trend between months, and 
rarely exceeding values > 0.6 (Appendix 8.9). The same wealth of diversity was found when the OTU 
matrix was correlated with itself, leading to un-interpretable network graphs, in which essentially 
everything was correlated with everything else in two separated sub-networks (hot spot vs. 
cosmopolitan OTUs (not shown)). This may be another case of datasets becoming "too big to fail" (Lin, 
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et al., 2013). Interestingly, the results of the Spearman rank correlations already implied the results 
found with much more sophisticated methods (such as boosted GAMs), that is the existence of a 
multitude of small effects in the dataset. However, that analysis lacks predictability (i.e. it does not 
allow prediction based on correlation strengths), and it does rely on p-values. This is a major 
disadvantage in a world of varying residual auto correlation, whereas the GAMs were evaluated with 
subsampling methods, and thus not affected by RSAC, as permutation destroys autocorrelation 
structures (Dale & Fortin, 2002). On the other hand, Spearman rank correlation was helpful if explicit 
research questions were present. For example, simple pairwise correlation analysis was able to detect 
the relationships between plant variables and hot spot OTUs, yet without valid statistical support again 
(Figure 53). Interestingly, this analysis did immediately show opposite correlation patterns between 
cosmopolitan and hot spot OTUs. Cosmopolitan OTUs were frequently benefitting from high plant 
diversity, were stimulated by the presence of L. vulgare (oxeye daisy), but were deselected due to 
abundant A. elatius (tall oat-grass) specimen. Hot spot OTUs rarely responded to any of these 
parameters whatsoever. Opposite results between the two OUT groups were found for D. glomerata 
(orchard grass) and strongly pronounced for the Shannon Equitability, a measure of community 
evenness (data was provided by Daniel Prati, University of Bern). 
 
Figure 53. Spearman rank correlations between a subset of i) cosmopolitan (subgroups 4+ (indicated by the terminal 
index in the OTU name) and ii) hot spot OTUs (subgroups 1-3) and selected above ground variables occurring in June. 
OTUs appear on the x-axis, environmental variables on the y-axis. Framed boxes indicate statistical significance (p < 0.05, 
FDR adjusted, but not corrected for spatial-autocorrelation). Green boxes indicate a positive correlation, whereas white 
colorization represents the opposite. Correlation strength is shown by color intensity. 
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This indicates that the hot spots are favored if plant communities are characterized by the presence of 
fewer species with imbalanced abundances. It is well known that microbial and plant communities 
mutually interact with each other (Zul, et al., 2007, Chim Chan, et al., 2008, Van Der Heijden, et al., 
2008), although it is unclear to which extent, as direct relations between α-diversities of plant and 
microbial communities are not always evident (Prober, et al., 2015). Acidobacteria are mostly 
abundant in bulk soils (Bulgarelli, et al., 2013) and rarely described as active players in the rhizosphere 
with its high nutritional dynamics (Nunes da Rocha, et al., 2013). As such, the finding that common 
grassland plant inhabitants have a strong overall effect on a variety of acidobacterial OTUs is surprising.  
Multivariate ordination techniques were extensively tested for their ability to disentangle the various 
effects in the ScaleMic experimental site, and I briefly review the performance of the redundancy 
analysis (RDA) for the acidobacterial dataset. One of the major advantages of the multivariate 
ordination is the ability to visualize clusters of similarity among biological entities. This is not easily 
done when OTUs are modelled separately, e.g. with GAMs (3.2). RDA was chosen because the majority 
of the OTUs were predicted to linearly respond to the environment (Appendix 8.6) and because it is 
the underlying regression method in the variance partitioning algorithm (2.6.6.4). The spatial 
distribution of Acidobacteria – possibly induced by soil properties – was investigated with RDA, by 
constraining a set of generalist OTUs with spatial (dbMEMs), environmental and dummy-coded 
seasonal covariates (because time was already identified as a globally significant parameter with 
PERMANOVA (9999 permutations, p<0.05)). Spatial covariates were first forward selected on spatially 
detrended data – if such a trend existed – and the obtained, sparser set was then again forward 
selected on raw data, before used with the final RDA. One problem with multivariate methods, 
especially with PCA and its derivative RDA, is the presence of high dimensionality in a low number of 
samples (also known as the "p >> n" problem, which translates to "many more observations p than 
samples n") (Jung & Marron, 2009). Thus, the dataset was reduced to the 320 most abundant OTUs, 
removing the entire rare biosphere in the process – whose zero-inflation is not well modelled with 
gaussian models, anyway. Exemplarily, the full RDA model is shown in Figure 54.  
The comparably low responsiveness of acidobacterial OTUs to their environment was demonstrated 
by the much smaller ordination space compared to sites (Figure 54 A, B) and never led to a significant 
separation on the subgroup level except for subgroups involved in the June hot spots. The model 
correctly identified the main pH, Nmic gradient, but only assigned the variable "June" to the hot spot 
sites and OTUs – whereas a model lacking the temporal covariates found a short grass gradient 
explaining the hot spots (Figure 54 A, B). This variable masking results from the collinearity between 
the temporal and environmental variables and complicates the interpretability of the model. The same 
is true for the absence of the variable "April", as it was arbitrarily set as a reference intercept of the six 
dummy time variables, which is the default behavior of R in this case. With regards to the spatial 
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flexibility, the combination of the six individual coordinate systems resulted in a regular 10 x 10 m grid 
with 358 occupied spots, which allowed the interpolation of a total of 180 dbMEMs with positive 
eigenvalues, a vast and possibly artificial inflation of covariates compared to the 20 dbMEMs obtained 
with single months alone. For the space-time model, 21 dbMEMs were selected as important spatial 
filters. While for example Sokol, et al. (2013) were able to nicely demonstrate that their dbMEMs were 
reflecting their multi-scale experimental design from the meter to the kilometer scale, this was not 
possible in this case. Instead, one can argue that the observed dbMEMs represent a patchiness 
gradient, encompassing both very coarse (PCNMs 3-6) and patchy patterns (PCNMs 166, 171, 174; 
Appendices 8.10, 8.11). Ordination methods like RDA allow the extraction of axis scores. These scores 
may (among other options) display the weighted averages of each site, i.e. values which are assigned 
to each site by the linear variable combination that is represented by a single axis. Evaluating these 
axis scores may contribute important aspects to the analysis as they show at which locations the main 
gradients are in effect.  
In our case, however, the two main axes of the ordination inversely reproduce the same two main 
gradients, further reducing the utility of the model (Figure 54 D). However, there are two advantages 
coming with this model. First, the incorporation of the many spatial covariates removed spatial 
autocorrelation from the residuals (as evident from multi-scale ordination plot (Figure 54 C), which 
displays both the explained and the unexplained variance over distances and performs permutation 
tests on the residuals to identify RSAC). Hence, the full model as such is not distorted by autocorrelated 
data. Secondly, the variance partitioning allows the introduction of time as a third variable category, 
from which it became evident that time as a singular variable was as important as soil properties (5% 
vs 6%, respectively, of the total variance explained (Table 25)), had a joint effect with it (6%), but never 
interacted with space (1%), illustrating the static nature of the spatial patterns, as demonstrated with 
time-dependent GAMs (3.2). 
Table 25. Variance partitioning of the full RDA model incorporating soil-borne, spatial, and temporal covariates and their 
joint fractions. Values are % of the total detected variance. 
Soil Space Time Soil∩Space Soil∩Time Time∩Space Soil∩Space∩Time Residuals 
5 8 6 5 6 1 1 68 
 
This is an important factor arguing against the occurrence of neutral processes in the spatial OTU 
distribution, essentially stating that the variability explained by space did not change much over time.  
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Figure 54. A full redundancy analysis model encompassing spatial, temporal and environmental variables constraining 320 
acidobacterial OTUs, after forward selection and removal of collinear. Inertia is variance. A: RDA biplot displaying species 
ordination. B: RDA biplot displaying site ordination. C: Multiscale ordination of the same model (Wagner, 2004). D: 
Weighted average scores of the main RDA axis. The full model is significant, as are the two depicted axes (ANOVA, p < 0.05, 
999 permutations). Gray arrows represent in A, B represent spatial covariates (dbMEMs). Panel A shows a "zoomed-in" 
plot of panel B, the arrows were shortened by 2/3 of their original length. 
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However, it must be ultimately attested that the performance of RDA as the main modelling method 
was not satisfactory (which led in turn to the employment of boosted GAMs) outside the ability to use 
the variance partitioning. It was helpful to reveal the main gradients working in the site, but lacked 
overall resolution, and the graphical visualization suffered from severe over-plotting. 
I found an alternative by first utilizing the approach of Legendre and De Caceres (2013) to identify 
species which are the main drivers of β-diversity, which are then subjected to multivariate ordination. 
Assuming that species which are not contributing to community turnover are also likely not reacting 
to important environmental filters, the dbRDA was carried out after removing these species from the 
dataset. Rather than sorting by abundance or rarity definitions, the dataset is filtered for highly variable 
species. Since this reduced dataset would not serve well for variance partitioning, the use of RDA was 
abandoned in favor of dbRDA (which employs Bray-Curtis, rather than Euclidian distances between 
sites). Furthermore, since this technique was applied for each month separately, the plant vegetation 
data for the months of May, June, and August could be applied as additional variables as well. Those 
OTUs influencing β-diversity comprised three types of species: i) hot spot OTUs (restricted to June), ii) 
very abundant OTUs (for example 11541_4 or 8616_6) and iii) abundant species with intermediate site 
occupancy and patchy distribution, notably from subgroup 7 (Figure 55).  
 
Figure 55. Species contribution to β-diversity (SCBD, (Legendre & De Caceres, 2013)). An arbitrary threshold of 10 OTUs per 
month is depicted. OTUs are shown on the x-axis, and their contribution to β-diversity is displayed on the y-axis. All 
sampling dates – except June – mustered very similar sets of relevant OTUs. Hence, and in agreement with previously 
described findings, β-diversity was mainly driven by abundance fluctuation rather than presence-absence effects. The 
analysis was arbitrarily restricted to 10 OTUs per sampling date, to not run into analytical problems with too many variables 
being observed in few samples. ( 
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Subjecting these OTUs to dbRDA, it became evident (Figure 56), it became evident that reduced and 
unreduced models resembled each other in their main prediction, as the pH/Nmic/Cmic gradient with its 
varying influence on different subgroups was identified with just ~30 species. The dbRDA could identify 
opposing effect of Dactylis glomerata coverage and Shannon equitability of plants to the blooming 
OTUs in June, which was not the case with larger datasets, probably due to their underrepresentation. 
There was pronounced separation on the subgroup level at any month, mainly along the pH/Nmic 
gradient between subgroup 6 and 3 (already described in Kielak, et al., 2016). Still, a few OTUs display 
considerable ecological similarity despite being affiliated with different subgroups, e.g. OTU 2598 
(subgroup 6), and OTU 26 (subgroup 5). In some cases, individual OTUs could be very well correlated 
with single environmental parameters, such as OTU 8616 with Nmic across all six sampling dates, and 
subgroup 3 OTUs with litter in March only, a curious finding given that litter fall was evidently low in 
March and possibly pointing at a certain compound composition rather than a stimulation by low 
substrate accessibility, since this correlation was not found in June, where litter fall was even lower 
than in March.  
This observation is valid independently of the dataset or whether single months or the full year were 
considered. Two examples well demonstrate this: Evidently from Table 26, the most abundant OTUs 
are responding (negatively) to nitrogen-related variables (here EON), which is a common finding for 
Acidobacteria in general (Ramirez, et al., 2010, Ramirez, et al., 2012, Thomson, et al., 2015). By contrast, 
EON was not selected as an important variable in neither dbRDA nor RDA, regardless of the dataset. It 
might be that the EON-induced effects are masked by collinear variables or are in general are too weak 
to be identified in methods which aim at dimensionality reduction, but it is clear that the multivariate 
regression methods have missed an important interaction of the most abundant OTUs. The same is 
true for soil moisture, a significant driver of subgroup 5 species, as revealed by GAMs but missed out 
by (db)RDA. On the contrary, the (visual) clustering of ecologically similar OTUs is the strength of 
multivariate ordination and cannot be easily performed in an additional step with GAM results (for 
example based on regression coefficients, 4.3.4).  
Functionality predictions can often be inferred from traits of closely related species (Philippot, et al., 
2010, Martiny, et al., 2013). BLAST-N (URL13) was carried out to retrieve additional insight about the 
function of the β-diversity driving species by comparisons with type species. This analysis suffered from 
the lack of validly described species in the phylum, as evident from the large distances between the 
query OTU and the best matching type strain (Table 26). Similarities exceeding genus level (95%) were 
rarely found, except for blooming subgroup 1 OTUs, which were close relatives of Occallatibacter 
savannae and Terriglobus albidus. Both species are versatile chemoorganoheterotrophs with no 
apparent striking physiological feature, which are typical for the known acidobacterial soil species. 
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Figure 56. dbRDA constraining OTUs contributing to β-diversity (Figure 55) with environmental variables, separated by 
sampling dates, after forward selection. CI = Constrained Inertia, a measure of explained variance in the data set. Spatial 
covariate vectors are represented by dashed arrows, and are indexed by month and patchiness degree. Arrow lengths have 
been reduced by approx. 2/3 reflecting the ordination space of the community matrix. 
Plot-specific abbreviations: CC= Cell Counts, cover = Plant coverage per site, PLFA = all remaining PLFA signals after 
removing PLFAs associated with Fungi and Protozoa, SE= Shannon Evenness (above ground), ArEla = Arrhenatherum 
elatius, CeHol = Cerastium holosteoides, DaGlo = Dactylis glomerata, VeCha = Veronica chamaedrys, TrFla = Trifolium 
flavense, TrRep = Trifolium repens, LeVu l= Leucanthemum vulgare, PlMed = Plantago media. 
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Subgroup 3 OTUs were regularly found to be related to the genus Paludibaculum, whose type species 
P. fermentans is another versatile degrader of organic matter, but also a facultative anaerobic iron 
reducer. It is however unknown if this trait was also present (and activated) in the observed relatives 
in the ScaleMic site. 
It is also noteworthy that sequence similarities of the 16S rRNA are not homogeneously distributed 
over the molecule. As comparably short reads were generated for this study, the outcome of the BLAST 
analysis was biased for hypervariable region 3 heterogeneities, which could be different from other 
regions or the entire sequence (see 4.1.2 for a detailed discussion). As comparisons of representative 
sequences to type strains were not efficient, the search was extended to include any acidobacterial 
sequence deposited in the databases by performing a meta-analysis of contextual data. For this, we 
used the SeqEnv pipeline to extract contextual data from public repositories for each observed read 
and carried out a pairwise Spearman rank correlation between the ontology keywords found in each 
sample. Especially for the blooming sites found in June, I was interested to identify possible differences 
in the habitat structures, also to rule out possible contaminations. An average pairwise rank correlation 
coefficient of 0.976 (±0.03 SD) between all samples was observed, clearly suggesting almost identical 
ontology patterns for all samples. However, considering the nine specifically composed June 
communities, the coefficient decreased to 0.87 (±0.05 SD) between them and the other 349 sites. A 
non-metric distance scaling plot (not shown) showed a clear separation of the nine sites, and word 
clouds assembled from keyword frequencies demonstrated that "forest soil" and "plantation" 
ontologies were significantly more often detected in the nine "hot spot" sites (Figure 57).  
 
Figure 57. Word clouds showing habitat keyword ontologies for averaged bacterial communities. A: Nine "hot spot" 
community samples in June. B: All other samples across all sampling dates. Habitat ontologies were extracted from public 
available contextual data for each sequence in the dataset with the "SeqEnv"-pipeline. 
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Table 26. OTUs highly contributing to β-diversity in the ScaleMic experiment. Shown are their subgroup affiliation, their 
average relative abundance per site plus standard deviation, their site occupancy, their rank reflecting average relative 
abundance, variables selected by boosted GAMs (stability selection, > 0.8 selection frequency, see chapter 3.2), the closest 
relative type strain and the sequence identity between this and the OTU representing sequence of the hypervariable region 
3. Variables in bracket were selected in analyses with June data only (and did not match the stability selection criterion 
above). Table-specific abbreviations: Av RA = average relative abundance, SD RA = standard deviation or relative 
abundance, SO = site occupancy, SM = Soil moisture, BD = Bulk density, Rm = Rhinantus minor, SE = Shannon Equitability, 
DacG = Dactylis glomerata, CRTS = closest relative type strain, SI = sequence identity (>95% in bold). 
OTU SG Av RA SD RA SO Rank Selected Variables CRTS23 SI (%) 
11541 4 0.204 0.109 358 1 pH, Space, Time EB sp. 
DHF9 
86 
11861 6 0.19 0.061 258 2 pH, SM, EON, Space, Time ThAq 83 
985 6 0.179 0.046 358 3 pH, EON, Space, Time ThAq 84 
4702 6 0.16 0.038 358 4 pH, BD, EON, Space, Time HoFoe 82 
234 6 0.121 0.027 358 6 pH, EON, Space, Time ThAq 83 
2598 6 0.065 0.023 358 12 SM, PO4, Nmic, Space ThAq 84 
9656 3 0.063 0.059 258 13 SM, PO4, PLFA, Rm, Space, Time, (DacG) PalFe 94 
1004 18 0.061 0.024 358 14 pH, BD, Litter, Space, Time TerGa 95 
4881 6 0.056 0.031 358 15 pH, PO4, Nmic, Season, Space ThAq 83 
1599 5 0.049 0.018 358 18 SM, Season, Space AcPe 86 
975 3 0.041 0.015 358 21 PO4, Nmic, Season, Space PalFe 95 
221 6 0.04 0.016 358 24 pH, Nmic, Season, Space HoFoe 79 
998 NA 0.036 0.018 358 25 SM, Cmic, Season, Space ThAq 80 
3890 5 0.033 0.015 358 27 SM, Litter, Grasses, Space, Time AcPe 90 
3231 2 0.004 0.025 157 31 PLFA, Grasses, Space HoFoe 88 
26 5 0.021 0.015 358 46 pH, SM, BD, Nmic, Space TeSaa 88 
2262 3 0.02 0.012 358 47 pH, BD, Nmic, Forbs, Space PalFe 96 
8616 6 0.019 0.017 358 50 pH, SM, Nitrate, PO4, Nmic, Space, Time HoFoe 82 
239 3 0.01 0.037 358 88 pH, PO4, Nmic, Rm, Space, Time PalFe 95 
2017 1 0.01 0.066 39 90 Grasses, Space, Time, (DacG), (SE) AcRo 93 
10129 3 0.007 0.008 358 119 pH, BD, Clay, Nmic, Space, Time PalFe 96 
10918 2 0.005 0.039 130 137 PO4, R. minor, Space, Time, (DacG) ThAq 81 
7345 7 0.005 0.007 351 144 BD, Legumes, Space HoFoe 88 
9808 1 0.004 0.028 42 149 Grasses, R. minor, Time OcSae 99 
10050 1 0.004 0.025 325 151 Season, (DacG), (SE) TeAlb 99 
7984 1 0.004 0.031 29 154 Grasses, Time TeAlb 97 
1859 7 0.003 0.018 92 163 Grasses, Space HoFoe 83 
442 1 0.003 0.017 63 183 Rm, Space, Time OcSae 99 
11674 3 0.003 0.004 342 187 pH, Nitrate, Nmic, Space, Time PalFe 96 
4585 7 0.002 0.005 309 223 pH, Fungi, Space HoFoe 87 
3540 7 0.001 0.01 100 301 Cmic, Space HoFoe 83 
                                                                                                                                                                             
23 EB sp. 19 = Edaphobacter species DHF9 (Wang, et al., 2016), ThAq = Thermoanaerobaculum aquaticum strain MP-01 
(Losey, et al., 2013) , HoFoe = Holophaga foetida strain TMBS4 (Liesack, et al., 1994), PalFe = Paludibaculum fermentans 
strain P105 (Kulichevskaya, et al., 2014), TerGa = Terracidiphilus gabretensis strain S55 (García-Fraile, et al., 2015), AcPe = 
Acanthopleuribacter pedis strain NBRC 101209 (Fukunaga, et al., 2008), TeSaa = Terriglobus saanensis strain SP1PR4 
(Männistö, et al., 2011), AcRo = Acidipila rosea strain AP8 (Okamura, et al., 2011), OcSav= Occallatibacter savannae (Foesel, 
et al., 2015) , TeAlb = Terriglobus albidus strain Ac_26_B10 (Pascual, et al., 2015a). 
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Other habitat ontologies appearing more frequently in the June sites were "peat" or "peat bog". Some 
of these findings were to be expected, given that subgroups 1-3 are widely associated with forest soils 
(Baldrian, et al., 2012, Naether, et al., 2012, Navarrete, et al., 2015). The other substantial differences 
point at nutritionally rich habitats like managed agricultural soils or peat soils (with high rates between 
(plant-induced) biomass production and (microbial) decomposition of organic matter; (Preston, et al., 
2012). This is in agreement with our hypothesis that the sequences found in the hot spot communities 
are related to changes in vegetation cover and high plant productivity in general.  
The electronic appendix ("\Additional results - Ordination and spatial filters") includes additional 
results (dbRDA with full OTU sets for comparison, as well as ordination plots of conditional dbRDA (i.e. 
regression with one set of variables (space, environment) after partitioning out the influence of the 
other). Complete BLAST-results can be found there as well ("Additional results - BLAST of important 
OTUs".  
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4 General discussion 
The following discussion is split into three parts: A review of i) the laboratory and bioinformatical 
methodology, ii) the performance of utilized statistical methods and iii) the placement of this present 
work in the field of microbial ecology. As two of the three individual manuscripts (3.3, 3.4) already 
include very detailed discussions, I concentrate here on acidobacterial activity in the ScaleMic 
experiment (3.2), as the word limit provided by the publisher has restricted this part.  
4.1 Data generation  
4.1.1 Methodological bias 
The results presented in this thesis heavily relied on a preferably quantitative identification of the 
bacterial diversity in bulk soils and rhizospheres. This was achieved by constructing amplicon libraries 
of rRNA extracted from soils (or DNA from rhizosphere samples, respectively) with PCR and subsequent 
high throughput sequencing. However, several sources of operational bias need to be addressed in the 
utilized multi-step protocol (Figure 4): i) the NA extraction protocol, ii) the amplicon library 
construction, and iii) the sequencing platform.  
The rRNA extraction protocol was selected after vigilant preliminary tests between a number of 
established extraction protocols from soils (Wüst, et al., 2016) with a special focus on the capability of 
each protocol to handle humic and fulvic acids present in soils24. Soils represent a difficult matrix to 
work with, due to highly heterogeneous distribution of microbes in the soil and the tendency of DNA 
to sorb to different soil ingredients (such as clay or the aforementioned macromolecules, Lombard, et 
al. (2011)). The method of choice consistently produced higher yields of nucleic acids, higher copy 
numbers of rRNA genes and highest bacterial diversity between all protocols tested, consistently 
produced the highest yields of extractable DNA, although the gram positive phylum Firmicutes was 
underrepresented in sequencing results (Wüst, et al., 2016). In our study, the nucleic acid yields (44.3 
µg ± 24.8 µg NA, and 4.3 µg ± 3.1 µg RNA per gram of soil, respectively; Appendix 8.13) were 
comparable to published reports of 1 – 200 µg DNA (Trevors, 2009, Plassart, et al., 2012) and "several 
micrograms" RNA per gram of soil (Wang, et al., 2012), respectively. 
As with any PCR-based method, two main sources of PCR bias should be taken care of: i) PCR artifacts 
(chimeric reads, polymerase errors, heteroduplex formation) due to polymerase errors and ii) unequal 
amplification of competing templates due to differences in primer binding efficacies ("primer bias") 
and template saturation, with the latter being less pronounced in environmental samples including 
                                                                                                                                                                             
24 Humic and Fulvic acids are supramolecular components of organic matter in soils and sediments, "leftovers" 
of biodegradation (Sutton & Sposito, 2005). For a long time their prevalence in SOM was granted, but recently 
challenged ((Schmidt, et al., 2011). Because nucleic acids tend to bind to these compounds, they may prohibit 
PCR efficiency (Schrader, et al., 2012). 
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many different templates (Acinas, et al., 2005). Both factors may distort diversity assessments of 
microbial diversity (Pinto & Raskin, 2012). A variety of other sources of experimentally confounding 
bias exists (incl. sample storage, primer positions, platform, DNA extraction protocols, and template 
concentrations) (Kennedy, et al., 2014, Fouhy, et al., 2016). At the time of the study design, only two 
protocols for Illumina high throughput sequencing were published (Bartram, et al., 2011, Caporaso, et 
al., 2011), which differed in their approach to link sequencing adapters to the amplicons with the 
region of interest: Caporaso and colleagues used a two-step PCR protocol, whereas Bartram and 
coworkers reduced this to one single step, in which the primers contain all necessary regions (adapter 
for linking the amplicon to the flow cell, sequencing primer for the bridge amplification/sequencing, 
the amplicon targeting primers, and a barcode region). While the problem of PCR bias was addressed 
with reduced cycle numbers (Kennedy, et al., 2014), the Bartram protocol has the inherent drawback 
of the formation of large hetero- and homoduplex sequences due to the sheer length of the primers 
(>70 nts). Therefore, these primer dimers had to be carefully separated from the target amplicon via 
manual purification from gel (Appendix 8.14). This manual procedure was found to be the most 
significant source of information loss, as even prolonged gel running times were sometimes not 
sufficient to produce clear band separations. 17% of the raw reads were discarded due to primer dimer 
decontamination, but the high standard deviation of ±13% illustrates the huge operational bias 
introduced with the protocol. Evident from gel imaging was the presence of amplicons larger than 
expected, either representing biological diversity in V3 length, unspecific amplification or failure to 
enrich equally sized sequences. Our 2 x 100 bp paired end strategy required an overlap of six 
nucleotides for read joining. This limited the maximum sequence length attainable, as sequences larger 
than 194 base pairs could not be joined due to the absence of an overlapping region. For Acidobacteria, 
this apparently was not problematic, as the alignment of the V3 of the sequences deposited in 
databases did not show high length heterogeneity within the target variable region (Appendix 8.15). 
Sample heterogeneity could have also resulted from barcode-dependent primer amplification success 
(Berry, et al., 2011), as different barcode sequences could lead to the formation of individual cross- 
and self-dimerization structures or hairpin loops (at this point it should also be noted that similar if not 
more severe barcode-dependent bias was observed when the barcodes were ligated to the amplicon 
post-PCR in microRNA sequencing (Alon, et al., 2011)). In our study, a primer-related effect was indeed 
observed, but had no dramatic effect on obtained read counts, except for a small number of primers, 
for which the sequencing reaction was repeated using different barcodes (Appendix 8.16). It was not 
verified if these sequencing failures were caused by problems with the primer sequence structure or 
with the reagent quality. The original protocol claims that the primer barcodes were checked for their 
ability to stabilize secondary structures with third-party tools (Bartram, et al., 2011). 
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In general, about 25% (±13% SE) of the raw reads were lost during decontamination of chimeras and 
primer dimers and joining of the reads (Appendix 8.17), before the dataset was first subjected to 
taxonomic classification and phylum-wise sorting. Since, we focused on Acidobacteria, the 
acidobacterial dataset was additionally filtered for reads with ambiguous bases, mismatching primer 
regions and local regions of low quality base calling, especially in the reverse reads (Appendix 8.18), 
on top of the read quality threshold applied by algorithms internally used by the Illumina HiSeq device 
before raw data output. Hereby, another 18% (±5% SE) of the reads were discarded. Similar numbers 
for the comparably low read usability have been reported by other teams as well (Gloor, et al., 2010, 
Degnan & Ochman, 2012, Sinclair, et al., 2015). 
However, the described sources of bias and information loss were presumably neutralized with the 
amount of sequences produced by Illumina HiSeq platform, which is currently the one with the highest 
read output per run (Glenn, 2011). This – potentially obvious – assumption was recently demonstrated 
in a study with soil fungi, where the influence of replication and extraction strategies was minimized 
with higher sequencing depth (Smith & Peay, 2014). Similarly, a double-index strategy did not induce 
barcode related systematic bias in a recent study with mock communities with Illumina sequencing 
(Kozich, et al., 2013).  
For detecting general trends in β-diversities, Lundin, et al. (2012) found that only several thousands of 
denoised pyrosequencing reads are already sufficient, which we confirmed by rarefaction with higher 
order Hill numbers, for which asymptotic plateau was reached very early during the stepwise read 
increase process. Thus, PCR and sequences biases might become a minor issue if community shifts are 
monitored. For example, in the study testing the outcome of community separation procedures in the 
rhizosphere (3.4), we arguably used suboptimal primers, which did not exclude plastid 16S rDNA from 
amplification (Bulgarelli, et al., 2012, Lundberg, et al., 2012). Those signals were later removed from 
the analysis, but due to a putative over-representation in the samples, the PCR efficiency for lesser 
abundant species might have been decreased (Acinas, et al., 2005). As all samples were subjected to 
the same bias, our results still allowed us to detect valid community shifts between treatment types. 
Additionally, covering the full diversity of the samples was neither an experimental goal nor possible 
with T-RFLP analysis. 
Additional experimental obstacles and a technical reproducibility evaluation are covered in the 
Appendices 8.2.1 and 8.2.2. 
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4.1.2 The use of the hypervariable region 3 for the classification of Acidobacteria  
The decision which region of the 16S rRNA gene should be amplified may have crucial implications on 
phylogenetic results (Birtel, et al., 2015), but the hypervariable region V325 has been consistently 
reported to be of high taxonomically resolving power (Huse, et al., 2008, Whiteley, et al., 2012) and 
was also the target region in the study introducing the protocol used in this work (Bartram, et al., 2011). 
However, comparisons of distance matrices between full length sequences and the hypervariable 
region 3 lead to the finding that the variability of the acidobacterial V3 of some subgroups was 
significantly different from full length counterparts (Sikorski, personal communication). Sequences, 
which are identical in the V3 region, differ up to 14% over the full sequence (~1500 bps), for example 
(Vasileiadis, et al., 2012). Additionally, conventional OTU clustering based on sequence similarity 
thresholds with two mock datasets (full length sequences vs V3 segments) showed that the full length 
dataset produced more OTUs than the V3 set for subgroups 1-4, respectively (Figure 58).  
 
Figure 58. Comparison between OTU clustering outcomes for full length sequences and hypervariable region 3 segments. 
The dataset was extracted from the SILVA NR 119 dataset and clustered with cd-hit at 97% sequence similarity. The dashed 
line represents the baseline of equal OTU clustering results, which would have been the case for homogenous distribution 
of sequence dissimilarities. 
These heterogeneities caused undesired misestimation of microbial diversity in our study of 
Acidobacteria and required the development of the annotation method, which was eventually used. 
The proposed method used a closed-reference approach to define OTUs, and very importantly, the 
reference sequences – rather than the query sequences – were clustered. This is a fundamental 
                                                                                                                                                                             
25 The utilized primers covered a stretch between positions positions 358–514 in the Escherichia coli ribosome 
according to the ARB alignment (Ludwig, et al., 2004). 
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difference to conventional approaches, which work by first binning query reads by defined similarity 
thresholds and then proceed by querying the representative sequences of each cluster versus a 
database.  
While assuring correct taxonomical classification, closed reference approaches typically do not expand 
existing knowledge and lead to the loss of unannotated data, in some cases the use of reference 
clusters has resulted in a misestimation of β-diversity (Nelson, et al., 2014); in our case, just 38% of all 
acidobacterial reads in the RDP dataset were found in the reference, indicating a huge diversity this 
study could not assess at all. Our annotation process only considered the top BLAST hit, but discarded 
any other match also meeting the threshold of 99% sequence similarity between query and database 
cluster. It has been suggested (and carried out in a similar study (Sikorski, et al., submitted)), that these 
ambiguous hits should be split among the clusters being matched, dictated the assumed sequencing 
error rate of 1%. For example, if a given read would match in n clusters at 99% sequence similarity, 
each cluster would be assigned 1/n observations. However, this approach was not used in this study, 
for the following reasons: 
First, the uncertainty lies in the interpretation not in the observation. If we are unsure whether a single 
observation represented species A or B, we usually do not report that we have observed half a species 
A and half a species B; instead a more accurate report would describe our finding as "either species A 
or B". The fundamental biological entity in this work is represented by a sequence read, which cannot 
be split anymore. The final species observation matrix consists of count data, and regardless of data 
transformation methods, this matrix can always be converted back into a vector in which every scalar 
is an integer. This allows the easy usage of distributions models based on count data relevant to 
ecology (Poisson, ZINB), however, it is not known if algorithms designed for count data are readily 
accepting heavily fractioned datasets (B. Hofner, personal communication). Then, the suggested 
approach inflates the dataset. In our study, this is illustrated by the split of the most prevalent 
sequence type into four different OTUs with almost equal behavior, of which two have not been 
detected in the approach using only best hits (See Table 27 for more examples). Given enough 
reference clusters with high redundancy, the resulting observation matrix could theoretically contain 
more species than reads. The data inflation potentially also has tremendous impact on diversity 
estimation and species saturation estimates (and stresses physical storage as well). Both approaches 
(as well as the conventional similarity-based OTU clustering) did sufficiently reveal the general trends 
(or the lack of it) in the dataset. However, when researchers opt for dataset reduction (e.g. to keep a 
balanced ratio between samples and observations), using a dataset which was inflated as described 
might mask important findings. This is demonstrated in Figure 59. While our approach ignores 
annotation uncertainty (and thus is emphasizing on read identity rather than OTU identity), the other 
option transfers the uncertainty to the level of observation. Both are not well suited to cover the 
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problems the sole use of the hypervariable region 3 of 16S rRNA poses for classical OTU classification 
in Acidobacteria. 
 
Figure 59. Comparison of three different OTU clustering approaches. A: Dataset resulting from conventional OTU-clustering 
with a sequence similarity threshold of 97% (1679 OTUs). B: Dataset obtained by assigning reads to reference clusters (only 
best hit is considered, and only if the hit exceeds 99% sequence similarity; 1208 OTUs). C: As B, but reads are fractionated 
between every reference cluster being hit with more than 99% sequence similarity (3575 OTUs). Top row: Site ordination 
after RDA (including only significant environmental, but no spatial constraints) on the full dataset. Middle row: Site 
ordination after PCA on the full dataset. All three approaches are equivalent for the full dataset. Bottom row: Only the 340 
most active acidobacterial OTUs are considered to maintain sample/observation balance. PCA on the reduced dataset was 
not able to distinguish the hot spot sites in June. This is due to OTU inflation in dataset C, which prevents detection of the 
presence of "hot moment" OTUs; the ecologically interesting observation remain hidden in the data. Extended data mining 
would be required to see the same underlying data structure as in the PCAs A and B. 
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To the best of my knowledge, this uncertainty affects closely related clusters; however, this has only 
been manually reviewed for the top 310 OTUs in this study. Since the reference clusters were 
established with a different tool than the SINA aligner, on which the ARB tree of bacterial life is based 
on, the distribution of sequences assigned to single reference clusters may appear heterogeneous 
within the ARB-tree. At this point, it should be mentioned that the OTU clustering approach based on 
sequence similarity is the subject of intensive discussion. For example, it has been stated that selecting 
single thresholds for operational groupings and reliably assigning them positions in the Linnaean 
taxonomy would be impossible (Schloss & Westcott, 2011). This is a striking statement given that the 
usage of a 97% sequence similarity threshold has a long tradition as a gold standard for assigning 
sequence reads to OTUs among microbial ecologists (Stackebrandt & Goebel, 1994). Intragenomic 
variation between multiple copies of the rRNA operon is another obstacle, which may disturb 
phylogenetic analysis as well (Pei, et al., 2010, Sun, et al., 2013).  
A variety of clustering methods exists with different sensitivities to the presence of noise, sequencing 
error rates, similarity thresholds and low quality sequences (Huse, et al., 2010, Kunin, et al., 2010, Sun, 
et al., 2012, Chen, et al., 2013) 26 . For example, randomly selected samples from the ScaleMic 
experiment were subjected to the SILVAngs clustering pipeline (Quast, et al., 2013) for comparison, 
which reported about 25,000 OTUs (based on 97% sequence similarity) for each sample27, a more than 
tenfold increase in OTU richness compared to any other classification approach used in this study. 
Notably, trends in relative abundances per clade were preserved between these approaches. While 
new algorithms are steadily developed (such as UPARSE (Edgar, 2013), CROP (Hao, et al., 2011), and 
M-PICK (Wang, et al., 2013b)), another school of research has omitted the clustering route in its 
entirety and follows sophisticated algorithms to detect very subtle changes in local sequence 
homogeneities. This so-called "oligotyping" however is prone to increase α-diversity (Eren, et al., 2013, 
Tikhonov, et al., 2015). The problem of sufficient read classification is fundamentally interwoven with 
our current prokaryotic species concept (Stackebrandt, et al., 2002), or better the problems coming 
with it (see 1.2). 
The possibility of having misestimated true diversity due to the usage of reference instead of de novo 
clustering (Nelson, et al., 2014) did not seem to affect the analysis: Figure 59 clearly show congruent 
results for both approaches. Accordingly, another study stated that general trends in α- and β-diversity 
are conserved regardless of the classification method, even though different methods might lead to 
divergent results in terms of absolute richness numbers of biological entities (Sinclair, et al., 2015) 
                                                                                                                                                                             
26 Also see URL14 for an overview of existing clustering techniques. 
27  See the ectronic Appendix ("\Additional results - SILVAngs sequencing reports\SILVAngs Report for five 
ScaleMic samples") 
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With this in mind, the OTUs introduced in the present study should be considered as groups of highly 
similar nucleotide sequence types, for which we have tried to assign taxonomic information as 
accurate as possible. In retrospective, the raw reads could have been clustered into groups of 99% 
similarity to a priori compensate for sequencing errors. Then, the representative reads of each cluster 
could have been annotated with the reference taxonomy. This way, taxonomical uncertainties could 
have been reduced, and importantly, the unassignable reads could have been used for analysis as well, 
as such a dataset would have comprised only equally treated clusters of known genetic distances. 
Furthermore, current Illumina technology allows paired end sequencing approaches of 2 x 300 base 
pairs under ideal circumstances. Amplifying longer stretches of the target gene (or rRNA) is 
recommended for future 16S rDNA/rRNA surveys, as other variable regions (for example V4-6 
(Vasileiadis, et al., 2012)) suffer from the same shortcomings. The amplification of consecutive 
hypervariable regions would have also enabled us to further resolve signals assigned to genus 
Nitrobacter into more than a single OTU, as the V3 did not provide sufficient discriminatory power in 
this case (3.2). 
Table 27. Differences in community matrices obtained by two different annotation methods. Dataset A is built from best 
BLAST hits, while Dataset B resulted from splitting observations to all reference clusters if they were matching the query 
at a sequence similarity > 99%. Examples of very abundant OTUs are given, and only samples 1-10 are shown, for which 
the number of observations are given for each cluster and sample. The top two boxes show two OTUs, which dominate 
dataset a. With the alternative annotation approach, both OTUs get equally split into several reference clusters in dataset 
B, some of which have not been detected in dataset A. The bottom box shows OTU985, which is the third most active OTU 
in dataset A, and becomes the most active one in dataset B due to relative decrease of other OTUs. While the trend for 
OTU985 is conserved between both datasets, it is noteworthy, that the count abundance in sample 9 slightly decreased, 
contrary to the other sites in consideration. 
 
Samples
Cluster Dataset SG 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
6483 A 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
11541 A 4 1147 2298 1239 1180 1178 3135 1989 4469 394 619
3918 A 4 n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d.
4518 A 4 n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d.
6483 B 4 229.283 459.3 247.275 235.775 235.525 625.942 397.083 892.675 78.4167 123.258
11541 B 4 229.283 459.3 247.275 235.775 235.525 625.942 397.083 892.675 78.4167 123.258
3918 B 4 229.283 459.3 247.275 235.775 235.525 625.942 397.083 892.675 78.4167 123.258
4518 B 4 229.283 459.3 247.275 235.775 235.525 625.942 397.083 892.675 78.4167 123.258
11861 A 6 748 1017 634 393 650 1137 807 1917 553 1550
1685 A 6 n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d.
1682 A 6 n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d.
11861 B 6 151.633 207.247 128.633 79.1 132.6 230.573 164.447 390.247 111.233 312.636
1685 B 6 151.633 207.247 128.633 79.1 132.6 230.573 164.447 390.247 111.233 312.6
1682 B 6 151.633 207.247 128.633 79.1 132.6 230.573 164.447 390.247 111.233 312.6
985 A 6 1147 1741 1037 883 892 1493 1368 2524 666 2069
985 B 6 1187.62 1796.08 1045.7 927.417 912.9 1512.32 1431.91 2537.61 656.75 2140.08
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During data analysis, the question was raised if the V3 region of the 16S rRNA can be used for 
consistent differentiation at the acidobacterial subgroup level. I addressed this by comparing the 
annotation results of two mock datasets, and concluded that the use of the V3 region for this task can 
be validly justified. See the electronic appendix ("\Additional results - SILVAngs sequencing reports\The 
use of the V3 as a taxonomic marker for acidobacterial subgroups") and appendix 8.19 for a more 
detailed overview. 
4.2 Tool selection in spatial statistics 
4.2.1 Modelling the spatial species distribution in the ScaleMic dataset 
Methods for the analysis of species distribution have largely diversified throughout the past 20 years 
(Elith & Leathwick, 2009). A decade ago, Elith, et al. (2006) already tested 16 different modelling 
approaches. In fact, Mike Austin (2007) complained about the general incomparability of different 
regression methods for quantitative prediction of species distributions, as they use different types of 
data and different ways of regression, and are rarely reflecting ecological theory. Herewith, a crucial 
step in species distribution modelling is taking care of spatial (auto)correlation, as comparisons 
between spatial and non-spatial models showed a mean effect of SAC on reported regression 
coefficients of approximately 25% (Dormann, 2007). Dray, et al. (2012) lists no less than 13 different 
techniques to unravel spatial correlations, whereas 4 major method families to correct models for 
RSAC exist (Dormann, et al., 2007). A toolbox of comparably simple methods to remove SAC from the 
data was already established by Dale and Fortin (2002), for example by adjusting the effective sample 
size or destroying the SAC by data permutation. Future progress in the field is likely to occur, and a 
number of new approaches have been proposed, based on Gaussian random fields, factor analysis, 
spatial component regression and model boosting (Hothorn, et al., 2010b, Wagner, 2013, Thorson, et 
al., 2015b, Thorson, et al., 2015a). Another recently developed tool was designed to model spatial 
effects on species-to-species associations (so-called spatial explicit joint species distribution models) 
and may be valuable for the future analysis of the combined dataset (Ovaskainen, et al., 2016). 
For the ScaleMic data, a number of familiar standard methods in spatial statistics have been tested, 
which have largely failed to deliver interpretable or even non-contradictory results. A detailed 
walkthrough is available in the appendix 8.2.3. Those standard procedures to analyze spatial ecological 
data include correlograms or (semi)variograms to identify spatial patterns in raw and detrended data, 
and considerable time was spent to set up both methods. However, several problems were identified. 
First, variograms and Moran's I-based correlograms were developed for normally distributed data, and 
although progress to adapt the Moran's I test to non-normal distributions has been achieved (Griffith, 
2010), considerable complexities were described when Bertazzon, et al. (2014) used the Moran test 
for Poisson distributed oil discharge data. Second, established scripts to compute the test in R require 
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the input of weighted distances to identify the correct number of neighboring samples to consider. 
The ScaleMic dataset comprises points on a semi regular grid for each sampling date (as opposed to 
areal data). Hence, single sample locations have non-equal distances to their nearest neighbors, and 
frequently neighboring sites from different orders may feature comparable distances from the original 
site. Only one R-package was identified being able to carry out the Moran's I test on unweighted 
Euclidian x,y-coordinates (Roser, et al., 2015) at the time of writing this present thesis. This problem is 
less pronounced for Mantel correlograms, for which submatrices containing sites within defined 
distances are constructed. Mantel and Moran's I correlograms – initially scheduled to assess the scales 
of spatial trends and autocorrelation – were found to be in disagreement with each other. Both 
procedures – and variograms - are sensitive to violations of the stationary assumption, i.e. the 
assumption of homogenous variance within the studied area (Legendre & Legendre, 2012). For 
example, the ScaleMic plot featured a lasting, local pH depression of several square meters, which 
influenced the spatial organization of many Acidobacteria OTUs. It is likely that tests which rely on 
reducing high dimensionality to single coefficients are not operating well under these circumstances. 
Legendre and Legendre (2012) state that – exemplarily – having both mountains and valleys in the 
same dataset would require separate tests for each of the two regions. For Bacteria, local large-scale 
deviations of decisive parameters like pH may represent "mountains" as well. On the contrary, these 
apparent problems were not addressed in other studies reporting partial results of the ScaleMic 
experiment. Regan, et al. (2014) investigated molecular markers such as PLFAs, while in Stempfhuber, 
et al. (2015) we looked at processes that were not directly influenced by pH. Thus, this pH-related 
spatially distortion was likely not disturbing analytical procedures in these studies, but had high impact 
on Acidobacteria distribution.  
To sum up, non-normal count data and the possible violation of stationarity could be the reason why 
correlograms did not reliably perform. Mantel statistics can be adjusted for non-normality, but are also 
sensitive to variance heterogeneities. The variogram approach was also designed for normal 
distributions, and count data was not always transformable by standard transformations (square root, 
logx+n, quadratic). Yielded variograms had to be visually judged for their shape, allowing for 
operational bias. Both correlograms and variograms are sensitive to changes of the distance bins. The 
default rule for viable bin sizes - been defined by Sturges (Legendre & Legendre, 2012) - lead to the 
assignment of comparably few distance pairs into scales we were most interested in (< 2m). This is 
related to the sampling design of the ScaleMic experiment (8.5), and with distance bin expansion - to 
reach a better balance of sites per bin – came a high variability of the vario- (or correlogram) shapes. 
Thus, any of these methods – although widely used – were either omitted or relegated to a mere 
supporting role in the present study. In respect to variograms, this was unfortunate as they set the 
foundation for kriged mapping, an approach where a full map is modelled based on point observations. 
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Instead, I opted to use dbMEMs to analyze spatial dependences and structures, and boosted additive 
models to identify the pure spatial effects for map extrapolation. Mantel tests were useful to detect 
general relationships on the subgroup level (appendix 8.2.3), but largely failed to unravel the complex 
spatial patterns partially observed in the data. This is in agreement with the first published study on 
the ScaleMic experiment (Regan, et al., 2014), and concurs with scientists recently starting to question 
the utility of the Mantel test in spatial statistics, due to the Mantel test being more sensitive to 
heterogeneity in the data (Anderson & Walsh, 2013), its misestimation of spatial variation (Legendre 
& Fortin, 2010) and its incompatibility of its null hypothesis with those used in correlation, regression 
or canonical analysis (Legendre, et al., 2015). Guillot and Rousset (2013) even stated that the presence 
of RSAC routinely leads to false positive discoveries due to erroneously low p-values, which may have 
affected the outcome of Regan, et al. (2014). The scientific community is not unanimous in their 
judgment of the Mantel test: The Mantel correlogram, for example, was demonstrated to be still 
powerful enough for many research questions (Borcard & Legendre, 2012), and may be regarded as 
the most reliable contribution of the key techniques in spatial statistics to the presented study 
outcome. In hindsight, multidirectional variograms (Legendre & Legendre, 2012) could have been used 
to account for the alleged anisotropy in the data. 
Legendre and Legendre (2012) and Dray, et al. (2012) both state that true autocorrelation can only be 
identified if the effect of any predictor variable that is spatially structuring the community data is 
removed from the model, while admitting that the detection of true SAC is very difficult due to many 
environmental variables being unknown or undetermined. Curiously, other authors do not explicitly 
mention this (Ettema & Wardle, 2002, Dormann, et al., 2007), or even recommend to not a priori 
detrend data for spatial effects (Beale, et al., 2010), as large scales effects may vanish, especially when 
environmental variables operate on similar trends. In this study, community data was only detrended 
for spatial coordinates, but not for environmental data, and only to detect RSAC in the absence of 
linear spatial trends. Instead, spatial and environmental variables were simultaneously regressed in 
RDA, and later decomposed into pure variation partitions. The finalized full RDA model was devoid of 
RSAC, but unfortunately not meaningful. GAMs, on the other hand, were not sensitive to RSAC, as their 
validity was tested with permutation, not with p-values. Spatial GAMs are not designed to extract 
environmentally induced spatial variation, but to answer the core question ("Where can microbes be 
most likely found?"). They are therefore not suitable to disentangle neutral from deterministic 
processes, and hence data detrending was not required (and would have been even detrimental to 
model accuracy). In several benchmark studies testing the performance of different model approaches 
on training data sets, GAMs were reported to predict the distribution of organisms consistently well 
and in agreement with the other models (Dormann, et al., 2008, Syphard & Franklin, 2009, Oppel, et 
al., 2012), with Beale, et al. (2010) attesting spatial GAMs a "fairly good overall performance". In the 
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presented case, spatial GAMs were calculated with limited flexibility. Thus, the incorporation of other 
variables into the models was not restricted by highly flexible spatial base learners. Consequently, the 
modelled abundance maps do not appear to reflect high patchiness. This, however, is the purpose of 
spatial modelling, as the model "smoothes" out highly overdispersed data (just as in univariate linear 
regression), and should not be regarded as a disadvantage.  
As a final note, variance partitioning and boosted GAMs use two different algorithms for variable 
selection (forward selection (Blanchet, et al., 2008) vs. boosting (Schmid & Hothorn, 2008)). This is 
mathematically inconsistent. It would have been better to streamline both methods, however, there 
is no established procedure to carry out variance partitioning with boosting. Classical forward selection 
features a well-defined stop criterion (adjusted R2) for the exclusion of unimportant variables and is 
able to select variables simultaneously for the entire species matrix. Replacing it with boosting would 
require a similar "hard" threshold to include variables into the variance partitioning after boosting 
through every single OTU. Establishing such a threshold would certainly advance the field of microbial 
ecology, in which variance partitioning has become a staple method. 
4.2.2 Post hoc comparison tests 
For studying outcome differences between treatments in the project dealing with root surface 
colonization, simple linear models using Poisson error distributions were suitable. For the ScaleMic 
study, however, spatial and temporal structure of the data had to be taken into account. In the sample 
design, the sampling date is the only variable that can be formulated as a grouping factor of the dataset 
in ANOVA-like regression models; it can however also be considered as a continuous variable. While it 
seems acceptable to treat the different sampling dates as independent factors (e.g. Regan, et al. 
(2014)), the study design can also be conceived as a time series of repeated measurements, and as 
such, time also represents a random effect. Thus, a suitable post hoc test has to meet the following 
requirements: 
 The underlying model needs to be adjusted for overdispersion and heteroscedasticity  
 The underlying model needs to be adjusted for spatial autocorrelation 
 The underlying model needs to be adjusted for random temporal effects 
 These requirements must be satisfied under non-normal distribution of the data 
 
The first aspect can be covered by the general linear hypothesis test, as it features arguments which 
adjusts the underlying covariance matrix for high heteroscedasticity, and was therefore the method of 
choice in this study. As the test does not compute models on its own, it has to be fed with input models 
of a specific data structure. Here is a list of possible options in R: 
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 Function glm() from the basic stats package accepts a number of non-normal distributions, 
including Poisson, but not NB, and its output is accepted by glht(). However, no random 
effects and no spatial autocorrelation can be defined. 
 Function glm.nb() from the MASS package has the same limitations as glm(), but is designed 
for negative binomially distributed data. 
 Function lme() from the nlme package allows the incorporation of random effects such as 
sample locations or time, can be updated for spatial autocorrelation, and its output is 
compatible with glht(). It is, nonetheless, only able to model normal data distributions, and 
it is not possible to use the heteroscedasticity adjustment in glht(). 
 Function glmmPQL() from the MASS package accepts any type of count distribution, is 
designed to account for overdispersion, and incorporates random effects and spatial 
autocorrelation. It is not usable with glht() and as a penalized quasi-likelihood model, it does 
not calculate any p-values or qualitative model descriptors.  
 
The incorporation of time as both fixed and random effects has been proposed by Carsten Dormann 
(personal communication), because time needs to be tested as an explanatory variable, but also 
represents a random structural element. This approach was rejected by Thierry Onkelinx (personal 
communication), also briefly explained in a non-reviewed online tutorial available at URL15).  
It is of note that one is allowed to calculate any model without a priori adjustments for autocorrelation, 
and to proceed with it if the residuals of the model are free of spatial autocorrelation (Kühn & Dormann, 
2012). In practice, post hoc tests were indeed found only in disagreement when spatial autocorrelation 
was present in the data, regardless of the complexity of the model. This is demonstrated in Table 28.  
Applying the correct data distribution function was not of importance, as evident for the spatially 
independent variables. However, strong disagreement between the three model types was observed 
for the spatially dependent variable, as the adjusted model did not reveal any significant contrasts, 
unlike the unadjusted model. Post hoc tests were essentially useless for the question if environmental 
variables were significantly different between hot spot and bulk sites during the June sampling season. 
Both approaches (i) correction for RSAC vs ii) correction for strong heteroscedasticity) were largely in 
disagreement in the presence of imbalanced sample sizes (9:50), and this happened in both directions. 
To the best of my knowledge, no post hoc test exists that is suitable for the ScaleMic dataset, as every 
accessible approach had its individual shortcomings. Alternatives do exist, but those function in 
entirely different statistical frameworks. One of those approaches is called "integrated nested Laplace 
approximations" (Rue, et al., 2009), which can be used in spatio-temporal modelling by "stochastic 
partial differential equations" (Lindgren, et al., 2011). These methods work by utilizing Bayesian 
inference with Gaussian random fields and Markov chains, and as such require a deep understanding 
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of the underlying mathematics. I considered them to be beyond the scope of this work for the time 
being. It was thus generally avoided to report significant differences for ScaleMic data, and for the rare 
exceptions, significance levels are better understood as of descriptive nature to point at important 
events of change.  
Table 28. Comparison of post hoc tests to check for significant differences between sampling dates in the ScaleMic project. 
lme is a temporally and spatially corrected model under normal distribution, glm is an unadjusted linear model under 
Poisson distribution, and glm.nb is the same under a negative binomial distribution. Two response variables from qPCR 
data are shown. Significant differences between the mean gene copy numbers of bacterial groups by successive sampling 
dates were tested. AOA is not spatially autocorrelated, and not normal distributed; NS does feature significant spatial 
autocorrelation, and does not follow normal distribution as well (as tested with the Shapiro Wilks test). The presence of 
spatial autocorrelation in the NS data leads to a number of false positive findings for those models which are not corrected 
for spatial autocorrelation. In contrast, the models are in agreement for the spatially independent AOA data, regardless 
which specific model was chosen. 
 
AOA  
   
NS 
  
Model lme glm glm.nb 
 
 lme glm glm.nb 
April - May 0.9808 0.9498 0.9498   0.06101 0.00450 0.00452 
May - June 0.5191 0.4998 0.4999   0.99988 0.99942 0.99942 
June - August <0.001 0.0101 0.0101   0.21523 0.12544 0.12563 
August - October 0.0528 0.1093 0.1093   0.99992 1 1 
October - November <0.001 <0.001 <0.001   0.10136 0.00683 0.00677 
 
4.2.3 Spatio-temporal statistics 
Within this work, alpha- and beta-diversities of individual assemblages for each and between sampling 
date(s) have been conducted and a unifying approach to model the variance partition in the dataset 
was followed. The temporal aspect has been addressed by 
 using post-hoc pairwise multiple comparisons for a wide range of both abundance and derived 
variables between sampling dates (here conceived as category rather than continuous 
variables),  
 introducing time as an additional explanatory, ordered factor variable in generalized additive 
models and in redundancy analysis, and 
 using time as a continuous variable in time-decay log-linear models. 
Time-Lag-Analysis, another approach to model changes of diversity over time (Kampichler & van der 
Jeugd, 2013), was not tested due to its conceptual relatedness to time-decay models. However, recent 
research has led to the development of a theoretical framework for spatio-temporal analysis in ecology 
(Legendre, et al., 2010, Legendre & Gauthier, 2014). One of these approaches is to use the sample 
principle of spatial eigenvector maps in time series analysis. Hereby, time is – similar to spatial 
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eigenvector maps – conceived as a series of continuous points, for which a multitude of symmetric and 
asymmetric patterns (here in terms of abundance changes) can be extrapolated and used as 
explanatory variables in canonical analysis. However, the use of temporal dbMEMs and AEMs has been 
described for fixed sampling sites only. For the ScaleMic experiment to meet these requirements, the 
dataset had to be changed in two ways: i) by merging the two neighboring samples per date and ii) by 
assigning unified coordinates for each of the 30 defined subplots. Previous results have demonstrated 
that individual samples are mostly similar enough to pursue this approach, but the adjustment of the 
data would still mean a lot of stress to the dataset. Exemplarily, the utilization of temporal eigenvector 
maps is demonstrated for subplot 16. The procedure for dbMEMs lead to only 2 positively correlated 
maps (and 3 negative ones, Figure 60) and the RDA constraining the acidobacterial abundances with 
the temporal dbMEMs produced one significant axis, whereas the negatively correlated maps did not 
yield a significant result. AEM analysis did also not lead to significant results.  
 
Figure 60. Top: Two symmetric temporal eigenvector maps which model positive temporal autocorrelation for the ScaleMic 
dataset. No other maps were extrapolatable for the time series at hand. Bottom: The two RDA-axes obtained when the 
two MEMs are used as constraints in RDA on acidobacterial community data. 
Thus, temporal eigenvector maps were not used, because the sampling regime was not suitable for 
this approach (variable sites per sampling date, few temporal patterns due to the limited amount of 
sampling dates), although the usage of both spatial and temporal eigenvector maps would have led to 
a more detailed picture in the variance partitioning. An alternative approach to simultaneously 
accounting for space and time are spatiotemporal exploratory models (STEM; Fink, et al. (2010)), to 
which GAMs were preferred in the present study, as they essentially achieve the same. 
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4.3 Microbial ecology on 100 square meters 
In recent years, microbial ecology has begun to synthesize insight from habitat surveys and field studies 
into a theoretical framework that is mainly interested in disentangling the mechanisms that lead to 
the establishment of the observed microbial communities. In a way, the question if communities are 
shaped by the environment or by neutral processes asks if microbial communities follow principles 
introduced by Baas-Becking and Beijerinck ("Everything is everywhere but the environment selects") 
(De Wit & Bouvier, 2006, O'Malley, 2008), whereas the prevalence of drift and dispersal would rather 
support Tobler's Law ("Everything is related to everything else, but near things are more related than 
distant things.") (Tobler, 1970), as long as dispersal was limited by time and space, i.e. has not resulted 
in a homogeneous meta-community given enough time and a lack of barriers. The general ideas, 
questions and perspectives in this field have been outlined by Hanson, et al. (2012), Nemergut, et al. 
(2013), Konopka, et al. (2015), against which the outcome of the presented studies are weighted in the 
following discussion. As contemporary research is focused on i) solving how either niche-based or 
neutral processes contribute to the establishment of microbial communities and ii) the temporal and 
spatial scales these processes operate on, the ScaleMic experiment – with an unique and dense 
sampling design looking at spatio-temporal variability of the active community of a largely unmanaged 
soil plot – seems to be well placed to advance this field, for example in the question how stable the 
spatial organization of soil bacteria are over time. 
This chapter discusses the results of the ScaleMic experiment in more detail with emphasis on 
acidobacterial activity (see 3.2, 3.5.2, and 3.5.3). Two important limitations should be acknowledged 
beforehand, as any conclusions drawn in this work are based on i) a comparably small, taxonomically 
known fraction of Acidobacteria, which in turn represents only a ii) comparably small fraction of all 
present bacteria. Combined, approximately 4% of all observations were used for analysis and certain 
bacterial groups or clades may follow different principles than described here, as evident already from 
the nitrifying organisms presented in 3.3. Additionally, a brief outlook on other bacterial phyla is given 
in section 5.  
4.3.1 Processes of acidobacterial community assembly 
4.3.1.1 Neutral processes 
The neutral theory describes pattern of community assembly which are not based on environmental 
determination but rather stochastic processes which may favor certain species in case all organisms 
are equally adapted to the habitat (Leibold, et al., 2004). Besides environmental selection, Nemergut, 
et al. (2013) describes three other types of community assembly, which may be classified as mostly or 
purely neutral:  
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 Drift encompasses any stochastic process shaping a community over time, such as randomly 
accumulated birth/death events. Drift is considered important in communities of low α-diversity, 
low total abundance of living organisms and weak selection pressure. None of these 
characteristics were valid in the ScaleMic experimental site, making drift an unlikely candidate for 
community assembly in this case. However, drift can play an important role for rare, low abundant 
species, because a temporal accumulation of cell deaths may result in local extinction of a species.  
 Evolutionary diversification is an essential process in microbial ecology, since it is fostered by high 
mutation rates and low generation times, horizontal gene transfers and dormancy (because of 
variable evolutionary rates between dormant and active cells) and supported by spatial isolation 
of communities (Ramette & Tiedje, 2007a). In our experiment, diversification was impossible to 
follow because only known species were assessed due to the closed-reference taxonomy 
assignment. It is nevertheless theoretically possible that closely related gene sequences can 
mutate into each other over this short period time. 
 Dispersal equals, broadly construed, the movement of microorganisms through space. It is 
different from migration (which is equally based on selection, dispersal and drift). Dispersal can 
act on very small (Brownian movement, Run-and-Tumble) but also on large scales, possibly driven 
by passive transport in animal vectors. Given enough time and environmental heterogeneity, 
dispersal can homogenize communities across distances (Stegen, et al., 2013), similar to mass 
effects, i.e. the constant migration of intrinsically less adapted organisms (Leibold, et al., 2004). 
On the other hand, dispersal limitations (e.g. topological heterogeneities or survivability of the 
microorganisms (sometimes generalized as "life history traits" (Bissett, et al., 2010)) can lead to 
profound community differentiations. 
Among the three major neutral processes mentioned, dispersal seemed to be the effect with the 
highest likelihood to occur in the ScaleMic site, because of the small scale sampling in a homogeneous 
habitat. Raup-Crick metrics as proposed in Chase, et al. (2011) were used to identify neutral processes 
(partially) shaping up the acidobacterial communities. In this framework, only presence/absence 
matrices are used for site comparisons, and this method was strongly denying the occurrence of 
neutral processes causing β-diversity (when only non-blooming sites were considered); instead 
homogenization of the communities resulted from unlimited dispersal or homogeneous pressure of 
environmental filters. The absence of a community decay within spatio-temporal boundaries of the 
experiment does support the presence of homogenizing dispersal, as dispersal is regarded as the 
counteracting force to selection and drift in terms of establishing decay effects (Hanson, et al., 2012). 
This general finding does not exclude the presence of local accumulations of certain rare species. 
Indeed, these spatially isolated clusters did exist, especially for subgroup 7 species (see the Electronic 
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Appendix\Abundance Plots and Maps - OTUs and Environmental Variables\OTUs for examples). 
However, it is not possible to distinguish the underlying developmental force (for which drift, dispersal, 
or unmeasured environmental variables could qualify), and their existence did not affect the overall 
outcome of Raup-Crick null models. 
It should be noted that the null model approach has been extended to take into account weighted 
species abundances (Stegen, et al., 2013, Stegen, et al., 2015), but as rRNA does not reflect cell 
numbers as well as rDNA, this method was omitted. The results of the null models were very convincing, 
nevertheless: Observed Raup-Crick dissimilarities highly suggest the absence of neutral processes 
(given that all pairwise βRC-values between the 349 non-blooming sites were -1, regardless if they were 
separated by sampling date or not) (Chase, et al., 2011). To this end, this method is in agreement with 
the variance partitioning with spatial MEM covariates, which for only two months identified high 
spatial variability, not induced by environmental gradients. Although Smith and Lundholm (2010) have 
stated that variance partitioning can be used to disentangle niche from neutral processes (e.g. 
Legendre, et al. (2009)), for example by the shape of important spatial filters, other authors have 
expressed their doubts about its utility for this task (Jacobson & Peres-Neto, 2010, Stegen, et al., 2013, 
Stegen, et al., 2015). Furthermore, the dbMEM approach suffers from overpredicting spatial variability 
(Gilbert & Bennett, 2010), which is the reason why the forward selection was carried out on both raw 
and detrended data in this present work. Hence, variance partitioning is now increasingly used with 
supporting methods, such as zero-sum models (Dumbrell, et al., 2009) or said Raup-Crick metrics 
(Comte, et al., 2015). Another shortcoming of the method is the assignment the amount of 
unexplained variance, which in the present work made up to 81% of the total variance (Table 13). 
Based on neutral theory the unexplained (or the pure spatially explained) variance could be caused by 
stochastic effects, for example if immigration and extinction rates exceed the importance of 
contemporary selection - an alternative draft to the classical niche theory (which predicts that the best 
adapted species would eliminate all others). However, the variance not explained by environmental 
variables could have simply arisen from unmeasured gradients. Both processes may occur 
simultaneously, and alleged neutral processes could mask multidimensional trade-offs between 
species (Gravel, et al., 2011).  
In sum, neutral processes were not playing significant roles in the ScaleMic site, at least not for the 
acidobacterial fraction of the community. In some months, the variance partitioning even revealed 
that almost all of the explained variance was driven by deterministic processes, a finding resembling 
the partition of variance reported for selected rhizosphere colonizers (at scales between 0 and 300 m) 
in soils planted with different crops (Ramette & Tiedje, 2007b). Yet, the results contrast a meta-study 
(Hanson, et al., 2012), which attested that most studies found a substantial amount of variance 
explained by space, based on variance partitioning. This also contradicts studies relying on null models 
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or similar approaches which found both neutral and deterministic processes working together 
(Dumbrell, et al., 2009, Stegen, et al., 2012, Stegen, et al., 2013, Valverde, et al., 2014, Comte, et al., 
2015). One explanation could be that neutral processes seem to be favored during early stages of 
community establishment (Dini-Andreote, et al., 2014, Dini-Andreote, et al., 2015), but our site 
presumably has been microbially colonized a long time ago. As the site was surrounded by the same 
grassland habitat, there was little opportunity for non-endemic species to drift into the site other than 
by animal vectors.  
4.3.1.2 Deterministic processes 
The counterpart to neutral processes are deterministic, i.e. processes driven by environmental 
selection (or orgasmic interaction) leading to the formation of ecological niches, in which the best 
adapted species outcompetes every other species (e.g. Chase and Myers (2011), Chase (2014)).  
For the ScaleMic experiment, the suite of measured variables could be categorized as follows: 
 Edaphic abiotic stressors and soil structure variables (pH, soil moisture, bulk density, clay 
content, root content) 
 Edaphic biotic variables (Cmic, Nmic, PLFA profiles (fungal, protozoal, all others combined), cell 
counts, root content) 
 Above ground vegetation (forbs, graminoids, legumes, briophytes28, root content, Rhinantus 
minor coverage)  
 Substrates and nutrients (litter, soil carbon content (Total SOC, EOC), soil nitrogen content 
(Total N, EON, NH4+, NO3-), PO43-, C/N ratio, root content) 
 Space and time (either induced by any of the above or representing unmeasured 
environmental gradients, but also random drift, process velocities and dispersal limitations, as 
described in 4.3.1.1) 
Taking into account the outcome of the GAMs (Figure 61), the highly important variables outside of 
space and time were actually stressors (pH, soil moisture, Nmic (considered as a proxy for competition)). 
This is interesting, as the PCA ordination of environmental variables (Appendix 8.4.2) did not reveal 
significant environmental fluidity between sampling dates (mostly present in April and June 
communities, depending on the considered principal components). Hereby, sites generally did not 
clearly cluster into groups of sampling dates (or any other parameter); only April was characterized by 
elevated soil moisture, bulk density, ammonium, protozoal signals, and EOC, but this strong 
environmental distinctiveness did not cause the acidobacterial community to shift, except for OTUs 
from a distinct pool of subgroups (5 and 22). Instead, multivariate ordination revealed that the 
                                                                                                                                                                             
28 Not measured in April. 
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environmental variability exceeded community variability of the resident Acidobacteria in any month. 
A striking finding of this study relies on the absence of pronounced β-diversity despite the consensual 
view of soil as a highly heterogeneous habitat matrix (Young, et al., 2008). According to the bulk 
diversity gradient, substantial changes of the mean soil pore size and compactness did occur but had 
no effects on β-diversity. In this respect, the presented results highly differed from those reported by 
Baker, et al. (2009), who asserted that random walk sampling strategies lead to higher community 
distances than nested designs on the same grassland plot.  
 
Figure 61. Comparison between cross-validated (left panel) and stability selected (right panel) selection frequencies.  
Similarly, the strong community shifts on the centimeter scale reported by O'Brien and colleagues 
(2016) seemingly disappear if the soil cores are sampled with larger diameters. Acidobacteria are 
affected by soil texture variability, for example pore size (Mummey, et al., 2006) or clay/sand ratios 
(Liles, et al., 2010), but apparently not in our experiment. Interesting effects were found for the carbon 
pools at the site. In April, bio-available carbon (EOC) and nitrogen (EON) were highest with a 
corresponding peak of cell counts, which all rapidly declined afterwards. In contrast, microbially bound 
carbon pools increased in parallel. This indicates that the general community tended to store excessive 
carbon (for example as polyhydroxybutyrate) instead of utilizing it for cell fission, possibly hinting at a 
generalized limitation of other essential substrates. However, even if such a limitation would have 
existed, the acidobacterial community was not influenced, except for small abundance decreases of 
dominant species. With multivariate ordination techniques, it was very tedious to identify important 
environmental drivers aside from globally operating parameters (such as pH). Hence, boosted GAMs 
were used to identify environmental interactions on the level of individual OTUs, employing the ability 
to deal with overdispersion and non-linear relationships. Over 50% of all cross-validated models of 
acidobacterial OTUs included space, season, and pH as selected variables. Other frequently picked 
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variables were soil moisture, microbial nitrogen, grass and litter biomass, phosphate, and bulk density. 
All other variables were selected less often, but were still included in over 100 individual models. Space, 
pH, season, Nmic, and soil moisture remained as the most important predictors after stability selection, 
but the vast majority of partial models were classified as unstable. The loss of partial models (Figure 
61) is best explained by the extremely conservative threshold set for the stability selection.  
Based on the chosen approach of controlling type I errors (a PFER of maximum two false positive 
selections per model), the partial models were considered stable if they were found in at least 80 out 
of 100 bootstraps. However, an arbitrarily set threshold of 0.5 would have been valid and justifiable as 
well. The PFER is the most conservative approach to control type I errors (Hofner, et al., 2015b), causing 
the drop of the relevant model count. Even though stability selected models were extremely 
conservative and thus revealed that most interactions were rare and a lack of subgroup-dependent 
ecological trends (Figure 62), this approach still allowed the detection of highly interactive organisms.  
 
Figure 62. Selection frequencies of environmental variables separated by subgroup and obtained after stability selection 
of boosted generalized additive models. Each bar represents the percentage of OTUs per subgroup with this partial model 
selection. Subgroups included highly variable numbers of OTUs (see Table 12). 
For example, a cosmopolitan OTU of subgroup 6 (Ac_1740) was associated with nine variables after 
stability selection of the additive model. In particular, this OTU responded positively to pH increase, 
phosphate, and Nmic, but was deselected with increasing soil moisture, EON, Rhinantus major mass and 
litter fall, peaked in August, and had a distinct spatial distribution (influenced by the local pH, 
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Nmic/Phosphate maximum in the south-westing of the plot). Another example for a multi-responding 
species is a subgroup 4 OTU (Ac_11251), which by contrast does not interact with soil moisture at all, 
is stimulated by pH increase, phosphate, and Nmic as well, but at the same time is strongly deselected 
by fungal and fine root biomass. Both OTUs shared similar temporal profiles, but their spatial model 
was different. The selection patterns for these two OTUs may describe functional redundancy for the 
main environmental gradient in the plot, but also indicate specific niche formation for a number of 
other variables. A few interactions observed in this study were truly novel, e.g. the strong influence of 
soil moisture to subgroup 5 and 22 OTUs. Moisture is globally affecting soil microbial communities 
(Serna-Chavez, et al., 2013) but has never been reported to significantly affect Acidobacteria outside 
of very dry soils ((Van Horn, et al., 2013).  
Similar conclusions could be drawn for the Nmic (and collinear Cmic) effect found in the site, but a close 
spatial connection to pH and the fact that Acidobacteria themselves are also making up an unknown 
fraction of the variable outcomes restrict a further analysis outside of stating that apparently many 
(dominant) Acidobacteria are deselected in the presence of competing nitrogen-uptaking organisms. 
Interestingly, other biotic factors (cell counts, PLFA profiles) were not important for most 
acidobacterial OTUs. Naether, et al. (2012) and Foesel, et al. (2014) could both find significant 
correlations between single OTUs and protozoal signals, which could not be confirmed in the ScaleMic 
plot, possibly because of different protist markers used in the studies (arachidonic acid (20:4ω6) PLFA 
vs. specific qPCR). Lladó, et al. (2016) states that K-strategists (such as Acidobacteria) direct energy 
into extracellular activities rather than cell growth in the presence of an excess of polymeric substrates. 
If that was the case in the ScaleMic site, the lack of correlation between cell counts and OTU activity 
would be well explained. Maybe more striking is the lack of influence of carbon and nitrogen pools on 
acidobacterial activity, both globally and individually. Except for a negative (and previously described 
(Ramirez, et al., 2010, Ramirez, et al., 2012, Thomson, et al., 2015)) effect of increasing available 
organic nitrogen to acidobacterial α-diversity, the variables SOC, Total N, EON, and EOC were of low 
importance on the level of individual OTUs. Considering that EOC and EON concentrations were 
monotonically decreasing across the year, it is surprising that the acidobacterial community was largely 
remaining stable: The opposite observation was made in a potato monoculture soil during a seven-
year-experiment with decreasing soil organic matter (Liu et al 2014). Possibly, the simultaneously 
increasing litter fall was making up for the loss of leachable nutrients, underlining the alleged substrate 
flexibility of Acidobacteria (Fierer, et al., 2007, Ward, et al., 2009, Eichorst, et al., 2011, Rawat, et al., 
2012, de Castro, et al., 2013, Yang, et al., 2015). Another option would be the activation of hitherto 
unrevealed environmental traits which would serve as the main activity maintaining power, for 
example H2-oxidation as recently described for a subgroup 4 cultivate (Greening, et al., 2015). 
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However, while the present study did not find evidence for such a global functional trait specific for 
this phylum, it is worth mentioning that a habitat-specific interaction atlas for more than 700 non-
artificial acidobacterial species was generated (either as model coefficients or selection frequencies), 
representing a novel achievement for the phylum Acidobacteria. The data also underlines the strong 
over-generalization of studies investigating Acidobacteria on the phylum level. 
4.3.1.3 Niche differentiation versus functional redundancy 
While the accumulated results of the ScaleMic assessment surely suggest that contemporary selection 
strongly dominated over neutral processes, the question remains how the presence of 1208 OTUs (of 
which 252 were cosmopolitans) is energetically sustained, especially given the fact that we only look 
at a small fraction of all Acidobacteria. The bacterial diversity in soils has been known for decades 
(Gans, et al., 2005), and there is an ongoing debate if all these different species typically found in soils 
occupy specific niches (or similar, but spatially separated niches) or are functionally redundant (Prosser, 
2012, Konopka, et al., 2015). In this context, the best way to address this question is the evaluation of 
the partial function plot overlays (Figure 12, Figure 23) provided by GAMs. Two main conclusions can 
be drawn from those: i) Most modelled effects or effect ranges are numerically small, especially in 
comparison to the major drivers such as pH or Nmic. Small effects may stack up, but individually it is 
difficult to argue that slightly different response curves are really the result of micro-niche occupation. 
Nevertheless, the GAM results demonstrate that between extreme OTUs, every effect size is 
represented. This observation is valid for any measured variable. Apparently, the niche effect differs 
between gradient extrema: For many variables, especially pH, litter fall and others, we see a wide range 
of universally tolerable parameter values, until strong selection and deselection occurs at the edges of 
each gradient. ii) Niche differentiation does occur in mesophilic areas of environmental variables as 
well, but only rarely. For example, all OTUs behave very similarly at moderate Nmic values, with 
de(selection) only occurring for extreme values; for every environmental variable, a similar "main 
sequence" of bulk OTUs exists, which are hard to differentiate. Yet, single OTUs are stimulated (or 
depressed) in mesophilic variable ranges. This is best demonstrated for soil moisture or bulk density 
and indicates significant niche differentiation along these gradients, at least for a minority of OTUs. In 
4.3.1.2, two OTUs have been described which share many traits but differ in others, an example for a 
multidimensional niche separation; a different picture is drawn when only the dominant subgroup 6 
OTUs are considered, which do not ecologically differ outside of small differences in effect sizes. 
Konopka, et al. (2015) described a scenario, in which many similar OTUs form a network of redundant 
paths buffering important ecosystem services. In this concept, these services can be maintained taking 
various routes through the network. It is likely that the ScaleMic site has featured such a network of 
multiply redundant paths. Such a view would also support results from the many studies reporting a 
strong positive relation between below-ground diversity and (multi)functionality (Bardgett & van der 
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Putten, 2014, Wagg, et al., 2014, Delgado-Baquerizo, et al., 2016), although conflicting data exists 
(Soliveres, et al., 2016).  
Importantly, the environmental variables at hand do actually not allow conclusions about substrate-
specific functional redundancy, as no direct data was available about substrate uptake or substrate 
quality. Bacteria may be very similar in their reaction to the environmental variables measured, but – 
as a result of niche partitioning - may have slightly different nutrient requirements, for example in their 
preference of certain carbohydrates. For example, given that most blooming OTUs in June have 
essentially equivalent interaction models, it is tempting to argue that these bloom communities consist 
of functionally redundant OTUs. This is certainly true for the overarching trait one is looking at (i.e. 
"being stimulated by the presence of certain Poaceae"), but it is unknown if these OTUs share the same 
substrate or prefer specific fractions of it, for example different classes of root exudates or degradation 
intermediates. In that sense, it had been argued that the high resolution depth provided by modern 
sequencing technology is not required, as it is likely that the broad ecosystem functioning is not 
dependent on all the thousands of OTUs found in a habitat (Prosser, 2012). It can also not be expected 
that nature is placing all species into their perfect niche. To conclude this chapter, this study could not 
answer why so many species are sustained at the same time. Obviously, the investigated environment 
did provide enough resources to maintain this high diversity, and the data suggest that functional 
redundancy is a likely candidate to explain it. 
4.3.1.4 Spatio-temporal variability 
4.3.1.4.1 Temporal variability 
The temporal variability of bacterial communities has been comparably less studied until recently 
(Shade, et al., 2013) (Table 4), but is of major interest to understand how communities react to 
disturbances. Disturbances may be seasonally recurring climatic parameters (rain fall, temperature, 
litter fall) or short-termed or singular, possibly anthropogenic events (fire, amendment of fertilizers 
and biocides, tillage). This seasonality could either affect the whole communities or fractions of 
otherwise rare taxa (Shade, et al., 2014, Shade & Gilbert, 2015). In the context of the ScaleMic 
experiment, Acidobacteria and Nitrospira rRNA transcripts, as well as gene copy numbers of a number 
of functionally associated groups (AOA, AOB) have been explored so far. Seasonally, the active fraction 
of Acidobacteria appeared to be homogenous, with the most abundant subgroups undergoing 
significant changes only in late summer. In August, the interaction of several effects seems to have 
affected community composition. After abundant rainfall between July and August (see the 
supplementary material of Regan, et al. (2014)), a relative peak of mean soil moisture was detected, 
as well as the annual peak of bulk density (Supplementary Figure 1), resulting in a relatively moist and 
compact top soil and an increased activity level of many OTUs. However, rarefied species richness was 
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on an annual low in this month. This suggests that in the presence of nutritionally favorable conditions 
and during times of lesser habitat fragmentation, only subsets of the acidobacterial communities are 
stimulated at the expense of diversity. As the plot was mowed before that sampling event (drastically 
reducing the height of the graminoid vegetation from up to 1 m), implications on nutritional cycling 
were evident, such as a relative increase in inorganic nitrogen content, as well as a depletion of the 
water-extractable organic matter fractions (EOC/EON). It is tempting to speculate that Acidobacteria 
as slow growing, but versatile organisms might have benefitted from relative increases of recalcitrant 
nutrients over time, but on the OTU level no significant correlation between sites with decreased 
EON/EOC contents and increased acidobacterial activity was found. In this respect, the work of Nunes 
da Rocha, et al. (2013) is interesting. 16S rRNA gene copy numbers of several Acidobacteria subgroups 
– as well as copy numbers of total bacteria - in loamy bulk soils of pH 4.8 were followed by qPCR over 
four sampling dates in a single year. While total bacterial and subgroup 3, 4, and 6 values were 
declining over time, subgroup 1 numbers were constant and Holophagae signals increased over the 
year. This is in contrast to the results presented in this study, where a decline in seasonal activity was 
not visible for any subgroup. The habitat-dependency was highlighted by another study (Lauber, et al., 
2013) in which microbial communities in three types of managed soils were investigated for their 
seasonal variability with 16S rDNA pyrosequencing. Those results can be compared carefully to the 
ScaleMic data because of the differences in land use intensities in the studied soils and due to the 
different molecular markers utilized. The communities in the three managed soils displayed a much 
higher temporal versatility regarding species richness than observed in the present study. Temporal 
diversity changes were sometimes found to be even more pronounced than diversity changes between 
soil types, which is strongly contradicting the observation of highly stable communities in managed 
soils in the Netherlands (Pereira e Silva, et al., 2012). Soil temperature and moisture were the key 
drivers of α-diversity in the Lauber study, whereas biogeochemical conditions did not correlate to 
diversity. Interestingly, the abundance of Acidobacteria peaked during August, which was also true for 
some of the subgroups in the present study. According to the analysis in Lauber, et al., 2013, 
Acidobacteria preferred warmer and drier soils, yet the summer-induced activity increase was also 
shown in significantly colder habitats (Hill, et al., 2015). By contrast, the reverse behavior was observed 
in an alpine soil (Lipson & Schmidt, 2004).  
However, what has become strongly evident is the OTU-dependency of temporal variation (please 
refer to the electronic appendix ("Abundance Plots and Maps - OTUs and Environmental Variables") 
for box plots depicting the seasonal behavior of several hundred OTUs. High OTU-specificity is evident 
especially for subgroups 3, 4, and 7, whereas most of the highly abundant subgroup 6 OTUs follow the 
same pattern by showing the elevated activity in August. The taxon-dependency is also visible on the 
phylum level: Albeit partially represented by gene copy numbers (and not by ribosomes), the clades of 
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Nitrospira and Nitrobacter revealed seasonal dynamics (Figure 26), which did not match those found 
for Acidobacteria. 
Eventually, the temporal variability of soils seems to highly vary among soil and land use types and 
taxa – even though soils are considered as the temporally most robust habitat (Shade, et al., 2013). 
Shade and colleagues based their conclusion mostly on time-decay models, i.e. β-diversity, and our 
own usage of this technique supported their view. However, one may wonder if these findings provide 
a helpful context, especially in the light of results for individual OTUs presented here, which clearly 
show highly divergent temporal flexibility of many OTUs. 
4.3.1.4.2 Spatial variability 
The strong habitat and taxon-dependency of temporal variability applies to the spatial variability as 
well, and is backed up by an even larger body of literature (Table 3). Many studies dealing with spatial 
dependencies on the centimeter/meter-scale exist using a wide range of microbiological markers at 
different taxonomic levels, sampling designs, and statistical methods on different habitat types (Table 
3). Therefore, results are not always in agreement, and a wide range of spatial distributions, including 
its absence, has been reported on the plot scale. The results presented here fit well to other reports 
of bacteria or bacterial functional genes being spatially distributed on the plot scale (Ritz, et al., 2004, 
Mummey, et al., 2010, Berner, et al., 2011, Keil, et al., 2011, Mukherjee, et al., 2014). In the ScaleMic 
site, the spatial distribution of many dominant OTUs was induced by a combination of environmental 
parameters (pH, Nmic, Cmic), which formed an "environmental depression" in the western area of the 
plot, which both stimulated, but more frequently deselected acidobacterial OTUs. Additional examples 
for the east-west gradient are shown in Figure 63A.  
Another recurring pattern (the (de)selection in the north-eastern corner) found for several dominant 
OTUs (e.g. 11541_4 or 66_6) could not be associated with environmental variables. On the contrary, 
rare species featured a much higher flexibility, presumably due to their specialist lifestyle, as 
demonstrated for subgroup 4 (Figure 14) and subgroup 7 (Figure 63B). 
For nitrifying microorganisms, we could detect spatial niche differentiation between functionally 
redundant groups (Stempfhuber, et al., 2015), most obviously during early spring, when Nitrospira and 
Nitrobacter gene abundances were differently distributed on the plot. Our explanation was that r-
strategists (Nitrobacter) may outcompete K-strategists (Nitrospira) under (putative) excess nitrite 
availability. Krause, et al. (2013) reported similar observations for different groups of methane-
oxidizing bacteria. However, the investigated trait (in both cases) is a rather fundamental one (the 
presence of a preferred substrate), and the observed spatial differentiation might have resulted from 
other traits in which those organisms differ.  
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Figure 63. Spatial distributions of acidobacterial OTUs. Subgroup affiliations are indicated by the _ index. The maps 
encompass the effects of all sampling dates after adjusting for temporal and environmental variables in the same model. 
For each model, abundance data from 358 sampling locations were smoothed using bivariate P-splines with a grid of 24 x 
24 knots. The partial effects of the models were centered, but not scaled; accordingly, effect sizes differ between graphics 
and reflect the impact of the spatial effect (larger differences in the scale represent larger spatial variability). A: The top 
two rows show the most abundant OTUs, with comparably small gradients, i.e., small spatial variability. B: The bottom 
two rows demonstrate the larger spatial variability of rare OTUs (here selected from subgroup 7). 
Accordingly, it is possible to show acidobacterial OTUs with different spatial distributions but similar 
ecological behavior for a reduced number of traits. For example, the OTUs 1599_5 and 2666_6 (Figure 
63A) share almost identical models for soil moisture and seasonality. Based only on these two 
attributes and their spatial models, one could assume a spatial differentiation of functionally 
redundant OTUs. Yet, OTU 2666_5 is strongly negatively correlated with litter fall, whereas its 
counterpart is not. Thus, due to the high multidimensionality of the dataset it is difficult to find 
ecologically identical OTUs with different spatial (or temporal) distributions.  
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4.3.1.4.3 Spatio-temporal variability 
Very few studies have looked at both spatial and temporal processes at the plot scale. For example, 
Mummey and Stahl (2003) found spatially and temporally homogeneous distributions of 16S rDNA 
terminal restriction fragments in a temperate grassland plot, but more pronounced spatial 
organization in a scrubland. Recently, Hill, et al. (2015) surveyed microbial communities in Arctic 
heathland soils, reporting little spatial, but high seasonal shifts. In comparison – and this one of the 
main novel contributions of this present work – I was able to show that a single site can feature distinct 
and significant spatial organization without showing any sign of spatially or temporally induced 
community decay. The solution to this somewhat contradictory finding was that the dominant OTUs – 
which impact β-diversity measures the most – do not change their spatial distribution over time, at 
least in the ScaleMic site. With decreasing abundance, OTUs showed high spatial and temporal 
flexibility, resembling findings being hitherto described for temporal patterns only (Shade, et al., 2014, 
Shade & Gilbert, 2015). It is intriguing to relate these cases of seasonal changes of spatial trends to 
random neutral processes or even active transport by higher organisms (as some subgroup 6 species 
have been linked to protists (Naether, et al., 2012)), but the available observations do not support this. 
However, only a single PLFA-marker for protists was at hand, which limits the conclusiveness of this 
aspect. Rather, this behavior is probably correlated to other unknown variables, which caused the 
"wandering" OTUs to return from dormant states. Again, these results differ from nitrifying 
microorganisms we have investigated in Stempfhuber, et al. (2015). Both nitrite oxidizing groups (NS 
and NB, Figure 27) experienced "hot moments" of gene reproduction (based on DNA) during spring, 
but otherwise were not found to express pronounced patchy distributions during the rest of the year.  
4.3.2 The use of rRNA as a taxonomic activity marker  
The use of rRNA as a marker that both grants taxonomic resolution and detection of physiological 
activity (with the already described general limitations (Blazewicz, et al., 2013) is briefly discussed. The 
majority of the existing research on bacterial communities relies on the presence, not on the 
physiological state of bacterial taxa. Especially for bacteria, which can survive in non-active states for 
a long time (Blagodatskaya & Kuzyakov, 2013), the mere presence of a taxon does not reflect its 
successful establishment in this habitat (Urich, et al., 2008), as it may have been randomly dispersed 
and possibly has already ceased physiological activity. Spatial assessments of functionally active 
microbes are often done by measuring enzyme activity or functional gene amplification (Berner, et al., 
2011, Keil, et al., 2011, Mukherjee, et al., 2014). These studies have reported patchy spatial 
distributions of the evaluated activity marker on the plot scale in various habitats, but could not 
identify the underlying community composition without correlation analyses to accompanying 
taxonomic studies (Naether, et al., 2012, Mukherjee, et al., 2014). By contrast, rRNA content both 
allows taxonomic inference and conclusions about the protein biosynthesis potential, but to my 
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knowledge it has so far not been used to unravel spatio-temporal dynamics of microbes. A few studies 
have looked simultaneously at the rRNA transcripts and rRNA gene copy content of a given site. An 
early study (Felske & Akkermans, 1998) on 160 grasslands (with distances between several hundred 
meters and 1.5 km) showed lower relative concentrations of bacterial 16S rRNA compared to 
equivalent 16S rRNA gene signals, stating that the majority of the community was in resting stage, 
although there was no significant phylogenetic signal variability between the two markers. In forest 
soils, especially in the litter horizon, similar diversities were found between RNA and DNA derived 
populations, but significant differences existed in community compositions (Baldrian, et al., 2012). A 
study comparing 16S rRNA and rRNA gene copy numbers in an active permafrost layer over a span of 
a year found an average ratio of 28 +/-7.5 SEM for Acidobacteria, one of the lowest numbers reported 
in that study between the dominant bacterial clades and a five-fold decrease compared to δ -
Proteobacteria, the lineage with the highest ratio thereof. Interestingly, while Acidobacteria was the 
fourth most abundant phylum in respect to DNA levels, it was also the second most active based on 
rRNA content (Schostag, 2015). In the same study, the multivariate analysis of environmental 
interactions revealed no significant effect on the rRNA, but on the rDNA level alone. Possibly, the ratio 
between ribosomes and DNA gene copies was not homogeneous per cell, and gradients were lost on 
the RNA level. Curiously, the temporal variation of the rRNA resembled that observed for rRNA genes, 
making the failure to find significant environmental correlations on the rRNA level difficult to explain. 
This result is at any rate a striking contrast to the results presented here. Another study exclusively 
dealing with Acidobacteria found a highly variable ratio between ribosome counts and DNA gene copy 
numbers in grassland and forest soils from central Europe (Foesel, et al., 2014), and various 
environmental variables explaining these ratio differences. For grasslands, high ribosome/gene copy 
numbers were explained best with flagellates, a biotic variable this presented study cannot offer. Also, 
a comparison between rRNA and rDNA phylogenies cannot be drawn, but the available literature 
shows that Acidobacteria are indeed constitutively active in a variety of habitats, including spots of 
elevated bacterial activity, such as the litter degradation zone. As the observed community structures 
of the active Acidobacteria resembled those found with DNA assessments from very similar grasslands 
near to the ScaleMic site (Naether, et al., 2012), a realistic representation of the active community is 
assumed. 
4.3.3 Summer blooms of conditionally rare taxa 
Probably the most remarkable finding of this study was the detection of local communities which 
highly differed from communities just 50 cm apart. Local blooms or "hot moments" of otherwise rare 
or extinct taxa have not been reported to this degree in observational soil microbiological field 
experiments. Some authors have reported the stimulation of certain subpopulations in manipulated 
soils (soil amendments, fertilization (Udikovic-Kolic, et al., 2014, Fuentes, et al., 2015)), but without 
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knowing the triggering agent in the ScaleMic blooms, these results cannot be properly compared. 
Tracking down the causes of the June blooms was the major challenge in this work, and the available 
evidence is briefly reviewed in Table 29.  
Table 29. Accumulated evidence for agents triggering the bloom of conditionally rare taxa during the June sampling season 
Variable Level Method Remarks 
Graminoid  
biomass 
OTU 
α-diversity 
GAM (cross-
validated), (db)RDA  
Unimodal 
 
Litter biomass OTU, 
α-diversity 
GAM (cross-validated) Unimodal 
D. glomerata 
presence 
OTU GAM (cross-
validated), (db)RDA, 
Spearman correlation 
Monotonic, data subsetting 
required 
Shannon 
Equitability (plants) 
OTU (db)RDA, Spearman 
correlation 
Monotonic, data subsetting 
required 
 
In conclusion, the blooms occurred during periods of unregulated plant growth (see the plot view in 
June (Appendix 8.3), but appeared in comparably small gradient windows of grass (< 5 g * 400 cm3) 
and litter (5 g * 400 cm3 < x < 10 g * 400 cm3) biomass. The presence of Dactylis glomerata was selected 
in a number of bloom OTU models, but this finding suffered i) from the overall lower quality of the 
models calculated including only June data and ii) from the fact that these models heavily relied on a 
single pair of observations (highest OTU abundance and highest D. glomerata coverage). 
After removing this site from the data, the models appeared considerably less convincing. Furthermore, 
sites existed with high D. glomerata abundance but no sign of the blooming communities; the reason 
why these observations are not visible in the models is apparently the zero-inflation statistics. DbRDA 
and spearman rank analysis suggested that the blooms were favored in sites with a lower community 
evenness of plants (i.e. the presence of a few dominating species), which would have further 
underlined the regulation by specific vegetation traits. This was rarely confirmed with GAMs, but if so, 
significant monotonic models for this variable were obtained. Differences in the mean between the 
two site types let some variables appear as promising trigger candidates, but inter-group variability 
was usually higher in the non-blooming sites, exemplified by EON, fine roots, clay, or nitrate (Figure 
64).  
Testing for significant differences of the mean between blooming and bulk sites was hampered by 
linear models being largely in disagreement depending if they were corrected for RSAC (or 
heteroscedasticity, c.f. 4.2.2), and definite conclusions about significant differences between the two 
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groups are therefore difficult to draw. With regards to cell counts, both comparisons of the mean 
between the two community types as well as dbRDA ordination (of the extended dataset, see appendix 
8.7) suggested a role of elevated cell counts in these events. However, GAMs did not confirm this 
correlation, and it should be reflected that cell counts might represent an outcome signal rather than 
an explanatory variable, or might represent fractions of the variable to be explained (i.e. the OTU in 
question might be itself responsible for the cell count increase).29As the observed species richness in 
these sites was highest within the dataset, it is not too surprising that cell counts are generally elevated 
as well. Eventually, the quality of the accumulated evidence must be considered as inconclusive. Plant 
productivity was likely to control these events, but it is not known if the blooms happened or were 
about to happen in other sites as well during the tolerated levels of plant biomass. It can however be 
stated that pH was not involved, a curious finding considering that the involved subgroups are known 
to be the most acidophilic groups among the phylum (Rousk, et al., 2010, Mukherjee, et al., 2014). It 
appears to be possible, but not likely that these OTUs were transported by animal vectors to these 
sites, as most of these OTUs were endemic but rare in other sites as well.  
Our results would suggest a high and specific affinity of acidobacterial species to plants (or their 
exudates, or to other bacterial species being selected by these plants).  
A hypothesis possibly explaining these events might be that this particular site featured specific 
attributes once the vegetation grew to extreme heights (c.f. appendix 8.3), which might have had 
(unmeasured) consequences on soil aeration, exudation patterns, soil porosity due to elevated root 
penetration, and soil temperature (due to presumably less sunlight exposure). Subgroup 1 and 2 
organisms have been linked with special litter and humus structures (e.g. high concentrations of 
phenolic compounds and nitrogen limitation) (Männistö, et al., 2013, Kielak, et al., 2016), but it is not 
possible to confirm similar conditions in our site.  
Usually, Acidobacteria are not considered to be adapted to compete in the rhizosphere (Bulgarelli, et 
al., 2013), but reports of acidobacterial rhizocompetence (i.e. the ability to thrive in the highly dynamic 
zones of the rhizosphere) exist, for example for Holophagae species, which were found to be selected 
in the rhizosphere of Allium porrum (da Rocha, et al., 2010), or for unspecified acidobacterial signals in 
the rhizosphere of soybean (Mendes, et al., 2014) and red pepper (Jung, et al., 2015). 
                                                                                                                                                                             
29 Similar considerations are required for other microbial variables (Cmic, Nmic, PLFA), as the OTU to be modelled 
is lipossibly representing a fraction of the explanatory variable. They rather represent competition or generalized 
biotic parameters representing the soil state. 
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Figure 64. Box plots depicting distributions of standardized, dimensionless explanatory and exploratory variables between 
nine hot spots nine sites and 50 bulk community sites in June. Asterisks (*) indicate significant differences of the mean 
obtained with spatially uncorrected models adjusted for heteroscedasticity (p-values: * < 0.05, ** < 0.01, *** < 0.001). 
Cross symbols (+) indicate significant differences of the mean obtained by spatially corrected models (p-values: * < 0.05). 
Furthermore, SeqEnv analysis showed that the blooming OTUs are not associated with eukaryotic 
habitats (e.g. guts, protists), but rather with forest habitats typical for these subgroups (Naether, et al., 
2012, Navarrete, et al., 2015, Lladó, et al., 2016). Inferring functionality from related organisms 
(identified with BLAST) failed as cultured relatives are missing: The type strain phylogenetically closest 
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to OTU 2017 was found to be Acidipila rosea, a subgroup 1 species, at 93% full length sequence 
similarity, indicating only family affiliation.  
As subgroup 2 does not feature cultured representatives, the evidence from this type of analysis was 
even less conclusive for bloom OTUs belonging to this subgroup. A lack of competition, as proposed as 
a cause for hot spots in (Kuzyakov & Blagodatskaya, 2015), seems unlikely because the blooming OTUs 
coexisted with the usual endemic OTUs. Interestingly, while differences were very pronounced in 
unweighted species richness averages (0D), they were considerably less for the linearized Shannon 
diversity mean (1D, biased for typical species), and totally gone for linearized Simpson diversity mean 
(2D, biased for dominant species). This does point at co-existence but also at many cosmopolitan 
dominators being outcompeted by the bloom OTUs. The fact that some of the blooming sites do also 
feature the highest observed 2D as very pronounced outliers does however suggest that the level of 
competition might be temporally structured.  
At any rate, the finding of large groups of Acidobacteria being involved in spatio-temporal isolated 
blooms sheds a different light on the alleged oligotrophy of Acidobacteria in general. This perspective 
was recently corroborated in a review on acidobacterial ecology (Kielak, et al., 2016), although already 
restricted as being premature to assume that all species of this phylum would be oligotrophs. This 
present work offers a prime example for Acidobacteria obviously not always pertaining to this lifestyle. 
In this way, the perspective on this phylum has certainly to be changed. 
Eventually, a remark about the sampling design shall conclude this chapter. The decision to use a 
regular sampling grid instead of transects was in all likelihood pivotal for the detection of the summer 
blooms, at least for their spatial dimensions. The ScaleMic experiment – to my knowledge –represents 
the hitherto most sophisticated study of spatio-temporal shifts of microbial diversity. The use of one-
directional transects of increasing inter-sample space seems to be more popular in microbial spatial 
ecology (Table 3), perhaps due to their potential of adding many observational scales to an experiment. 
Presumably, such a transect would have detected only one single blooming site, depending on the 
number of sampling directions, and would have certainly not enabled us to get a glimpse of the spatial 
magnitude of this events. In this respect, the ScaleMic experiment has a unique place in experimental 
microbial ecology, as its unique sampling design (fortunately) resulted in novel findings. Evidently, 
many field experiments have utilized similar replication designs on the plot scale, but have later pooled 
those replicates (see Table 4 for a number of studies with very sophisticated replication efforts). With 
decreasing sequencing costs and in the light of the presented results here, it seems worthwhile to 
actually use more of the sampled biological replicates. 
The decision to adjust the sampling design to tackle potential short scale deviations depends however 
on the research question and habitat conditions, and in any case, researchers should be aware of the 
possibility of isolated community shifts. For the ScaleMic experiment, a spatio-temporally even denser 
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sampling regime could have better resolved the scales of the bloom, but it is obviously difficult to 
predict unexpected events and sample accordingly. Furthermore, the question if those blooms are an 
annually recurring feature of this particular site remains unanswered. 
 
For a complete documentation of the modelling of June data, please refer to the electronic appendix 
("\Additional Results - GAMboost\June only").  
4.3.4 Ecotype classification of acidobacterial OTUs 
A partner study (Sikorski et al., in preparation) identified 13 clusters of ecologically similar 
Acidobacteria OTUs (based on the same RNA extraction and OTU defining procedures) in 150 grassland 
sites distributed over the three exploratories (Fischer, et al., 2010). In the dataset presented in this 
thesis, these "ecotypes" could not be reproduced, probably caused by the high amount of functional 
redundancy among acidobacterial OTUs, potentially mediated by a site-spanning pan-genome of 
common functions. Although some of the described traits matched fairly well in the case of OTUs 
involved in June blooms ("maximized activity with increased fine root biomass, cover cumulative 
legumes (incl. herbs, shrubs), Grassland productivity, land use intensity", Sikorski, personal 
communication), these species were distributed among 4 different clusters, which limited the 
usefulness of these ecotypes (not shown). I tried to establish clusters of ecologically related groups 
based on the GAM output, but failed, as neither selection frequencies nor model coefficients lead to 
the formation of a meaningful number of clusters. Likewise, I asked if genetically related OTUs were 
sharing similar trait combinations. Regressing the ecological distance (expressed as Euclidian distances 
between OTU-specific vectors containing selection frequencies from the stability selection of GAMs) 
against sequence similarities of the OTU-associated full 16S rRNA gene did not yield such a finding. 
Instead, inter-subgroup and intra-group comparisons yielded similar ecological distances (Figure 65), 
strongly suggesting that the subgroup-based taxonomy has only limited use for functional predictions, 
at least in a site where functional redundancy played such a big role. 
Accordingly, any attempts to cluster acidobacterial OTUs based on their GAM coefficients for selected 
variables failed in identifying obvious groups of ecologically similar OTUs. The same was true when 
only spatial GAM coefficients were used for cluster inference.  
Apparently, there were no clear breaks within the gradient of ecological behavior. This adds to the 
aforementioned (4.3.1.4) observation that the multidimensionality of the dataset prevented the 
recognition of spatial differentiation of ecologically similar OTUs. 
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Figure 65. Genetic and ecological distances do not predict each other. Each dot represents a single comparison between 
two single OTUs. Colors are assigned if compared OTUs belong to the same subgroup. Non-matching pairs are indicated in 
silver grey. Sequence similarities are derived from pairwise comparisons between the full length centroid 16S rRNA gene 
sequence for each reference cluster. Ecological distances are calculated as Euclidian distances between the vectors 
containing selection frequencies of each variable for the two OTUs (obtained during the re-sampling of the stability 
selection process). 758 OTUs are compared in this plot. No significant linear models between the two variables were found 
for singular subgroups. 
5 Outlook and concluding remarks 
This study addressed a variety of research questions all embedded within a single plot scale experiment. 
It could show that Acidobacteria do not consist of slowly growing oligotrophs, but may participate in 
previously unreported soil blooms, highlighting the importance of sampling regimes. It could also show 
that organisms which are thought to be mutually dependent are rarely spatially correlated; and finally, 
it hopefully improved the methodology of future rhizosphere research. However, there are still 
approximately 85% of the data remaining untouched, as the presented thesis work deals with just two 
bacterial phyla (Acidobacteria, Nitrospira). Very preliminary initial analyses of the full dataset have 
already been conducted. Remarkably, a taxon-dependent seasonality is already present at the very 
coarse level of bacterial phyla (Figure 66).  
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Figure 66. Seasonality of relative abundance by bacterial phylum. Cyanobacteria may include plastid signals from root 
debris. 
A number of phyla were putatively influenced by the abundant soil moisture in April, most notably 
Proteobacteria (dominated by α-Proteobacteria), Bacteroidetes and candidate phylum WS3, which are 
likely also accounting for the cell count maximum in the same month. By contrast, Actinobacteria were 
deselected in the presence of high soil moisture, a somewhat different result from what Lauber, et al. 
(2013) has reported. The temporal profile of Acidobacteria reflects the presence of the outlying 
blooming OTUs. For other phyla, similar accumulation of outlying samples was not detected. A further 
step in the initial data analysis (97% similarity OTU threshold, de novo CD Hit clustering) was a 
comparably coarse data visualization (Figure 67) to see if the hot spot events exclusively stimulated 
Acidobacteria.  
However, this was not the case, as the heat maps suggested that the hot spot communities were 
encompassing OTUs from all dominant phyla, but only boosted acidobacterial activity that significantly 
as demonstrated in the box plots (Figure 66).  
The α-Proteobacteria seemed to exhibit largely decreased Shannon's diversity (i.e. a high richness with 
few dominant species), whereas the other phyla featured many cosmopolitan species, as described for 
Acidobacteria. Some Planctomycetes were enriched in a distinct set of samples, and it will be 
worthwhile if this pattern is also governed by the pH/Nmic-Gradient.  
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Figure 67. The 5 dominant bacterial phyla / classes in the ScaleMic experiment (all sampling seasons). 1= Acidobacteria, 2= 
α-Proteobacteria, 3= Actinobacteria, 4= Planctomycetes, 5= Verrucomicrobia. The heat maps show the 600 most abundant 
OTUs for each phylum (97% similarity threshold in all cases, cd-hit) in rows, and 358 samples in columns. Rows (OTUs) and 
columns (sites) of the heat map were both Spearman-rank clustered. White arrows point at subcommunities only found in 
a set of nine samples in June. Heat maps were generated with Gene-E (URL16). The clustering was done for every 
phylum/class separately, i.e. the column order differs between plots. 
These results represent preliminary studies, and rather should serve as an outlook of future directions 
of research within this dataset. One of the possible directions of future research would be the 
construction of bacteria-wide co-occurrence networks, a currently trending method in microbial 
ecology (Barberan, et al., 2012, Williams, et al., 2014), because species-species-interaction has not 
been considered in this study. With regards to rhizosphere research, the next, inevitable step would 
be to leave the laboratory and test the hypotheses of plant-specific rhizobiomes in the field, where 
highly dense and complex root networks of competing plants select their rhizobiome from a set of bulk 
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soil species. It would be interesting to see if distinct microbiomes can be detected, if a "lottery model" 
is followed (i.e. if successive colonization of the rhizosphere of the infant plants is regulated by random 
stochastic processes, best described as "first come, first serves") or if the rhizobiome encompasses all 
plant species in a given set of soils (resulting in a local pan-rhizobiome). 
In my view, conducting classical community surveys (by relating a set of environmental variables with 
a set of organisms in a given habitat) has now become a moot point in Acidobacteria research. 
Together with the partner study of Sikorski et al. (submitted), which investigated Acidobacteria with 
similar methods on 300 plots distributed over the three BEO exploratories, this phylum has been 
studied in unprecedented depth on both the plot and landscape scale. Both studies changed the 
perspective towards this phylum which cannot be considered as a generally oligotrophic fraction of 
the soil microbiome anymore. How can future acidobacterial research address the remaining open 
questions? We still are not quite sure if there is a main role for Acidobacteria in global ecosystems, or 
if they are just flexible degraders of organic matter. The dominant OTUs in the present dataset did not 
respond to the measured environmental gradients to a great degree, it remains unclear which 
fundamental ecosystem service forms the basis of the high overall activity. One way to find out would 
be the assembly of large meta-transcriptomes from soils (i.e. the entire pool of messenger RNA in a 
soil sample). The transcripts of acidobacterial origin could be identified via the average nucleotide 
identity approach (Richter & Rosselló-Móra, 2009). Large metagenomes from soils would allow the 
reconstruction of acidobacterial genomes (Nielsen, et al., 2014), which have hitherto avoided 
cultivation. Another line of research would be stable isotope probing (i.e. the incorporation of labelled 
carbon into organisms, which can later be retrieved by density gradient centrifugation), but previous 
results have shown that it is difficult to identify the stages in which labelled substrate is processed by 
Acidobacteria (as we know that massive pulses of substrate would presumably select r-strategists). A 
possible way to overcome this would be the slow starvation of the soil community until Acidobacteria 
take over, after which one could start to slowly add labelled substrate to the simulated habitat). In 
general, broad scale substrate pool parameters do not seem to satisfactorily reveal the substrate 
dependency of Acidobacteria. Sophisticated analysis of the soil organic matter structure would help 
identifying at which level of depolymerization of organic substrate Acidobacteria would step in. 
If this experiment would be repeated (for example to check for a putative seasonality of the early 
summer community changes), I would add additional time points during summer, possibly nested 
around the expected periods of community switches, and would try to prevent the mowing event from 
happening (to see if the observed hot spots would last with unrestricted plant growth). The use of 
rRNA was very helpful in revealing activity-based species-environment interactions, but was also the 
reason why this study could not add to the debate whether deterministic or stochastic events prevail 
in established ecosystems. Thus, I would suggest to simultaneously analyze rDNA and rRNA contents, 
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which would enable to monitor both dispersal and successful establishment within a habitat. Finally, I 
would also strongly argue in favor of incorporating a second habitat type within the sampling grid. 
Examples would be the setup of a grid spanning a gradient between forest and grassland sites, or 
between different land use types. Thus, the question of β-diversity at the interface between habitats 
would certainly yield more diversified answers than the experiment in the presented state.  
As this work represents a single case study, it is difficult to derive major theoretical contributions from 
it, but it is certainly very valuable to demonstrate that singular and unexpected events can significantly 
alter experimental outcomes, and future work should at least acknowledge the possibility of having 
measured non-stable community states. At any rate, this work represents the largest dataset ever 
assembled for acidobacterial research. It was extremely helpful in opening up new and very exciting 
perspectives on this phylum, but its over-arching ecological role could not be finally resolved – if there 
is any outside of the versatile degradation of soil organic matter. Future research should therefore 
focus on ecophysiologically motivated experiments. 
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8.2 Additional results 
8.2.1 Technical reproducibility of Illumina Sequencing 
As the ScaleMic experiment could be viewed as a multi-replication experiment in space and time, the 
demand for biological replication (Prosser, 2010) has been covered at least on the plot scale. In some 
cases, samples had to be resequenced due to a number of technical issues (for example, comparably 
low read yield). I took this opportunity to assess the technical reproducibility of the Illumina sequencing 
protocol as presented in this study, which is interesting especially in cases of large coverage depth 
differences. Recently, the technical reproducibility of the Illumina MiSeq platform was evaluated with 
mock communities and different PCR amplification protocols (Sinclair, et al., 2015). Hereby, the 
authors found different PCR conditions to cause significant chances of α-diversity between replicates. 
In my case, I was interested if results are reproducible if the same protocol was applied after additional 
sample storage of several months and in the case of huge yield differences. In this sense, the technical 
replication took place before the construction of cDNA (and subsequent PCR), after digestion of DNA 
in the NA co-extracts, which also highlights the degree of conservation of RNase-Inhibitor protected 
RNA solutions after being stored at -80 °C for several months (only soil samples were stored in liquid 
nitrogen). A hierarchical clustering algorithm as well as pairwise Spearman rank correlation between 
replicates was calculated (Figure 68).  
 
Figure 68. A dendrogram showing the relatedness of technical replicates with up to a tenfold difference in read depth, 
sequenced with an Illumina HiSeq 2500. Depicted are samples from the ScaleMic-experiment. Hierarchical clustering 
(average linkage) of Bray-Curtis distances of Hellinger-transformed abundance data (comprising of 908 genera found in the 
complete dataset). The samples significantly differed in read abundance (96_1: 209,558, 96_2: 778,336; 96_3: 1,819,914; 
120_1: 226,890, 120_2: 2,028,334; 231_1: 239,543, 231_2: 2168404; 301_1: 214,603, 301_2; 3,426,088) 
The hierarchical clustering is based on the entire RDP-dataset at highest taxonomic resolution (genus 
level). Spearman rank correlations between replicated communities were calculated for i) a dataset 
containing all classified reads (genus level), and ii) for a reduced dataset containing only the 300 most 
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abundant genera (representing 99.7% of all reads). The hierarchical clustering suggests a very high 
resemblance between replicates, as replicate samples always fell into the same clusters of similarity, 
regardless of sampling depth. Correlation results show that within-replicates similarity was high 
(Spearman's ρ > 0.97) when only the most abundant taxa were considered. Exploring the full diversity, 
a slightly different picture was revealed. Hereby, correlation coefficients decreased slightly, and 
within-replicate similarities were not always found to be the highest among all correlation pairs (not 
shown). Interestingly, high read samples were more similar to each other than to their low-coverage 
replicates in some cases. This underlines the influence of detected rare species on sample 
comparability. Nevertheless, a very high technical reproducibility of our Illumina sequencing protocol 
can be assumed, although large differences in read abundance may have affected changes in β-
diversity. 
8.2.1.1 References 
Prosser JI (2010) Replicate or lie. Environ Microbiol 12: 1806-1810. 
 
Sinclair L, Osman OA, Bertilsson S & Eiler A (2015) Microbial Community Composition and Diversity via 16S rRNA Gene 
Amplicons: Evaluating the Illumina Platform. PLoS One 10: e0116955. 
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8.2.2 Utility of the RiboGreen assay for measuring RNA content 
The original workflow did not include control PCR steps to test if DNA was completely digested. After 
digestion of DNA, the putative RNA extract was quantified with the Quant-it Ribogreen kit, an essential 
step for the decision to proceed with the protocol. If the measured RNA concentration was low, the 
protocol returned to the initial NA extractions from soil samples. The advantage of the RiboGreen kit 
is the ability to detect one-stranded nucleic acids. As it turned out, it does not exclude double stranded 
nucleic acids from binding to its dye, hence, contaminating DNA is quantified as well, with the signal 
enhancement being more than doubled compared to equivalent RNA mass (Jones, et al., 1998). My 
own assessment demonstrated a linear relationship between amended DNA and signal increase 
(Figure 69).  
 
Figure 69. Fluorescence of a serially diluted RNA and DNA standards, incubated with the RiboGreen-dye. The standards 
have been measured individually and spiked with 1µg/µl of the other nucleic acid, respectively. Depicted are simple 
regression curves with 95% confidence intervals. Pure DNA exhibited a nearly two-fold binding capacity to the fluorescence 
dye compared to pure RNA. Nucleic acid mixtures also revealed high contributions of DNA binding to the total signal. 
As the Ribogreen assay is time consuming and comparably expensive, its utility is therefore doubtful. 
Photometric measurements can detect RNA as well, if the purpose of the measurement is to control if 
a sample is devoid of nucleic acids. However, the limitations of the RiboGreen assay require the control 
of undigested DNA contaminating the RNA extracts subjected for reverse transcription. This would 
double the cost of amplicon generation. In this study, 12 randomly selected samples were selected 
from RNA extracts – prior to cDNA synthesis - and were used as template in the PCR protocol. 
Fortunately, no amplification was found compared to the positive control, excluding the possibility of 
DNA contamination, at least for the 12 tested samples, and I conclude that DNA digestion seemed 
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reliable and sufficient. In future studies, samples may be incubated longer with the endonuclease to 
ensure quantitative DNA digestion, if operators are afraid of insufficient digestion, or mandatory 
control PCR should be introduced to the protocol. A third option would be using the Bio-Analyzer 2100 
system (Agilent, Santa Clara, USA). Its output includes fluorescence electropherograms from which 
peaks for 16S and 23S rRNA can be identified, if present.  
8.2.2.1 References 
Jones LJ, Yue ST, Cheung CY & Singer VL (1998) RNA quantitation by fluorescence-based solution assay: RiboGreen reagent 
characterization. Analytical Biochemistry 265: 368-374. 
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8.2.3 The application of key methods of spatial statistics to the ScaleMic experiment: The 
Mantel test, vario- and correlograms 
The performance of three key methods of spatial statistics is reviewed in this appendix: The variogram, 
the correlogram, and Mantel tests (of which the latter two can be combined into Mantel correlograms). 
Their theoretical background has been briefly covered in 2.6.5. 
In the ScaleMic experiment, both the Mantel test (Regan, et al., 2014) and variograms (Regan, et al., 
2014, Stempfhuber, et al., 2015) have been applied to specific research questions, namely the general 
relationship between broad genetic markers (PLFAs) and spatial distance, and for the spatial analysis 
of functionally associated microbial groups. Naturally, the issue of Acidobacteria and their spatial 
organization was addressed with these key techniques as well. 
First, separate Mantel statistics with Spearman rank correlations under 999 permutations were 
calculated for each month. Environmental parameters were separated into soil edaphic and plant-
borne groups and transformed into Euclidian distance matrices each. Spatial distances were calculated 
according to the grid coordinates. All active 1208 OTUs were used for the species matrix, split into 
submatrices by subgroup affiliation, and Bray-Curtis dissimilarity matrices were constructed for each 
subgroup. Depending on subgroup presence, about 400 pairwise Mantel tests between species, spatial, 
soil- and plant-borne subsets were conducted. P-values were adjusted for multiplicity according to the 
FDR procedure. A rough significance threshold was calculated by approximating a function between p-
values and Mantel coefficients. In general, the Mantel coefficients were low (<0.25), albeit 
considerable amounts of pairs were significant (Figure 70). This is probably directly rated to the dataset 
itself, as it is known that p-values tend to approximate zero with increasing sample size. This behavior 
must not be considered as a nuisance in any case, especially if miniscule effect sizes have been 
expected and looked for, but the practical implications of these findings are questionable (Lin, et al., 
2013). Significant spatial trends were not detected for most subgroups until August, after which spatial 
trends were more pronounced (Figure 71), especially for SG06. This contrasts the findings of the 
(db)RDA with dbMEMs on the same species dataset – with the exception that Mantel tests used 
subgroup-based bins for the species data. The (db)RDA finds significant spatial trends and 
dependencies for all months. The conflicting outcomes may be explained by i) the loss of information 
by moving from OTU to higher taxonomic ranks and ii) the fact that the Mantel test is designed to 
express spatial effects in a single coefficient. As the multivariate ordination with dbMEMs and spatial 
GAMs demonstrated a high diversity of spatial patterns in the same dataset, the Mantel test seemingly 
was not suitable to unravel all these partially opposite processes.  
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Figure 70. Distribution of Mantel test results. X-coordinate shows Mantel statistics (note that the subplots are individually 
scaled), while the y-coordinate indicates the corresponding p-value. Red colored dots represent unadjusted, blue dots 
represent FDR-adjusted p-values. Only positive correlations are shown. The plots also nicely demonstrate the mode of 
action of the FDR-adjustment of p –values (i.e. adjusting values in the center of the distribution, but leaving extreme values 
largely untouched). 
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Figure 71. Mantel coefficients between subgroup abundances and plant, soil, and spatial variables. Bold numbers indicate 
significant relationships, after FDR-adjustment. Mantel tests were non-parametric (i.e. based on Spearman rank 
correlations) under 999 permutations. 
Accordingly, correlations between environmental variables and acidobacterial subgroup abundances 
were rarely significant with overall low test coefficients. For example, above ground plant variables 
were never correlated with SG01-03 in June, contrasting the overall evidence strongly supporting a 
correlation between them. One of the advantages of the Mantel test is its multivariate character (as 
distances between samples can be calculated incorporating any number of variables), but apparently 
this strength turned into a shortcoming as some highly significant univariate dependencies were not 
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found (e.g. the interaction between pH, space, and dominant SG06 OTUs in the south-western corner 
of the grid) when variables were combined. Univariate Mantel tests however would much resemble 
simple linear correlation analysis (because the site distance between two measurements of a single 
univariate variable is equivalent to their numerical distance). 
However, a number of strong correlations between 
subgroup abundances were detected with Mantel tests, 
which were not looked at with RDA or GAMs (Table 30). 
In particular, SG06 and 17 were closely associated with 
each other, mirroring their phylogenetic distance and 
ecological likeliness (as supported by nearly identical 
variable selection profiles in boosted GAMs). In June, we 
found the expected high correlation between SG01, 
SG02, and SG03, due to the hot spot community 
composition. SG06 and SG03 on the other hand were co-
occurring throughout the entire year. SG03 features 
both OTUs which are generalists and highly active in the 
hot spot sites, which is the reason for the "hybrid" 
character of this subgroup in this particular soil. 
Variograms were initially utilized to enable spatial 
modelling via kriging. However, a number of problems 
were identified with variograms. Acidobacteria read counts rarely followed a normal distribution and 
could not be transformed via conventional methods (log10, square root, square). However, variograms 
are sensitive to non-normal data (McBratney & Webster, 1986). Then, even if variograms were 
showing some form of spatial trend, the fitting of the standard models (e.g. spherical, exponential, 
linear (Ettema & Wardle, 2002)) were rarely successful. Finally, variogram shapes (much as 
correlogram shapes) were not robust to changes of the distance bins. Both methods are essentially 
histograms and may change with distribution density widths (see below). Variograms were therefore 
not used for analyzing Acidobacteria in the context of this study. For the same reasons, not many 
variograms could be used for kriging in the study of Regan and coworkers (2014). 
The presence of spatial trends and residual autocorrelation with an emphasis on their range was tested 
on the subgroup level with non-parametric Mantel correlograms on raw and detrended data (Package 
vegan; 999 permutations, FDR-adjustment). Results were mixed in both cases and independent of 
statistical significance, the Mantel coefficients were generally low (up to 0.15, but usually much lower, 
Figure 72). April, May, and June communities were almost devoid of spatial trends (not shown). 
Communities from the second half of the year, in contrast, were spatially structured with significant 
Table 1. Pairs of acidobacterial subgroups with 
high Mantel coefficients (MC >0.6). X1, X2 are 
the compared subgroups.  
Month X1 X2 MC 
May SG06 SG03 0.740 
May SG17 SG03 0.658 
May SG06 SG05 0.661 
May SG17 SG05 0.602 
May SG17 SG06 0.763 
June SG02 SG01 0.815 
June SG03 SG01 0.729 
June SG03 SG02 0.613 
June SG06 SG03 0.622 
June SG17 SG06 0.715 
August SG06 SG03 0.628 
August SG17 SG06 0.666 
October SG06 SG03 0.607 
October SG17 SG06 0.626 
November SG06 SG03 0.639 
November SG17 SG06 0.715 
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trends operating over distances as high as 4 m. Residual autocorrelation were identified on x,y-
detrended abundance data. Hereby, the results were equally mixed as those for non-detrended data. 
Significant residual spatial autocorrelation was detected for many subgroups especially during the 
summer sampling months. Increased soil moisture and bulk density values were found in August, but 
this did not lead to a more pronounced spatial organization compared to June, not corroborating the 
view that higher water content leads to spatial processes on higher scales. 
 
Figure 72. Mantel correlograms showing residual autocorrelation, selected for the ten most active subgroups in June (top 
panel) and August (bottom panel) for x,y-detrended data. X-coordinates show the distance between samples, y-
coordinates show the Mantel coefficient. Each dot represents one distance bin. Filled dots indicate a significant 
autocorrelation between samples of this distance bin. 
A severe problem was identified when Moran's I correlograms were constructed as a control for the 
Mantel correlograms, as they were in disagreement for many tests (Figure 73). As expected, Geary and 
Moran correlograms were rough inversions of each other, but the Mantel statistics yielded 
substantially different assessments of spatial trends. While the two types of tests may have been 
designed with different questions in mind (Moran's I assesses the likelihood of finding similar 
communities in the neighborhood of the tested site, while the Mantel test correlates distances within 
two matrices), they both should reveal similar trends in the data, but failed to do so. Figure 72 and 
Figure 73 also nicely demonstrates the sensitivity of altered distance bins: Both figures include a 
mantel correlogram in August for SG05, however made with different software tools (vegan (default 
bins) vs EcoGenetics (balanced bin sizes)). Based on these partially contradicting, non-robust findings, 
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none of the discussed methods were used for data assessment. Instead, RSAC was not visually assessed 
but just corrected for in linear regression models. Scales of spatial organization were identified with 
dbMEMs and kriging (i.e. spatial modelling) was replaced with the mapping function of the boosted 
GAMs. 
 
Figure 73. Selected correlograms. Left panel shows correlograms for SG05 in August, while the right panel depicts SG06 in 
October (undetrended data in both cases). Three types of correlograms are shown (from top to bottom: Moran's I, Geary's 
C, Mantel). The x-coordinate represents distance between samples in m. The y-coordinate gives the respective test 
statistics. 11 distance bins were defined that each bin includes roughly equal amounts of distance pairs. For Moran's I and 
the Mantel test, a coefficient of 0 means no correlation; for Geary's C the equivalent is indicated by a value of 1. 
A more detailed discussion can be found in the general discussion 4.2. Mantel test results, Moran and 
Mantel correlogram plots are deposited in the electronic appendix ("\Additional results – 
Correlograms"; "Additional results - Mantel test results").  
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8.3 Pictures of the ScaleMic sampling site by date 
 
Figure 74. Pictures taken from the ScaleMic site, facing to the north of the site. One picture is shown for every sampling 
date. Kindly provided by Kathleen Regan (University of Hohenheim).  
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8.4 Environmental parameters in the ScaleMic experiment 
8.4.1 …. as correlation network 
 
Figure 75. Correlation network of standardized environmental parameters for all sampling dates based on Spearman ranks. 
Connector thickness and color indicates correlation strength. Only significant correlations are plotted. Abbreviations: S_M 
= Soil moisture; Bl_ = Bulk Density; Cl_ = Clay (%); C_m = Microbial C; N_m = Microbial N; CN = C/N, ClC = Cell counts; 
PLFA_p = Protozoal PLFA; PLFA_f = Fungal PLFA; PLFA_t = Total PLFA; lgm = Legumes, Rhn = R. minor; grs = Graminoids, ltt 
= Litter, mss = Briophytes. 
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8.4.2 .… in a PCA ordination 
 
Figure 76. Principle component analysis of the environmental data measured in the ScaleMic Site. Biplots are shown, with 
labels indicating arrow tips (arrows are not drawn). Left panel: Principal component 1 + 2. Right panel: Principal 1 + 3. Data 
was standardized before subjected to PCA. All axes are significant (as per broken-stick analysis). Percentages give the 
amount of explained variance by axis. Environmental data was standardized before analysis. 
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8.4.3 …. by sampling location 
 
Figure 77. Abundance plots of standardized environmental parameter values in the ScaleMic plot. Sampling dates are not 
considered in the grid plots. Size and color of each circle indicates the value, as given in the legend. 
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Figure 78. Abundance plots of standardized environmental parameter in the ScaleMic plot. Sampling dates are not 
considered in the grid plots. Size and color of each circle indicates standardized value, as given in the legend. Continued 
from Figure 77. 
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8.5 Distance bins in the ScaleMic sampling grid 
 
Figure 79. Pairwise site distances in the ScaleMic-plot, binned into classes of 50 cm. 
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8.6 Detrended correspondence analysis 
 
Figure 80. Results of detrended correspondence analysis of 340 most abundant acidobacterial OTU in the ScaleMic dataset. 
Each dot represents a single OTU, and each line of the y-coordinate represents a subgroup. The x-axis is the first axis of the 
DCA ordination, and each OTU is plotted at its location along this axis. The maximum distance is found between two OTUs 
in Subgroup 2 and 7, respectively. The result also shows the two groups of organisms found in the dataset (SG 1, 2, 13 
contrasting the other subgroups with SG 3 serving as an intermediate). 
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8.7 dbRDA by sampling dates 
 
Figure 81 Distance-based redundancy analysis bi-plots of the top 350 OTUs during each sampling period. The first two axes 
of the ordination are plotted. "CI" indicates constrained inertia, i.e. the explained fraction of the observed total variance. 
The plots are zoomed onto the OTU ordination and sites are omitted, to improve readability of the plots. The length of the 
arrows representing forward selected environmental variables was reduced by 1/3 of their original size to make up for the 
reduced species ordination space. For abbreviations see Figure 56. 
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8.8 Local contributions to acidobacterial β-diversity 
 
Figure 82. Local contributions to acidobacterial β-diversity. Circles represent sites, with sizes indicating the level of 
differences in community structure. Red circles mark sites which are significantly contributing to β-diversity (Legendre & 
De Caceres, 2013). Please note that only the nine sites in June remain significant if all sites are estimated simultaneously. 
Another diverse community was detected in site 79 and comprises a very unusual amount of subgroup 3 sequences (~21%). 
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8.9 Spearman rank correlations of species/environment interactions 
 
Figure 83 Spearman rank coefficients between acidobacterial OTUs and environmental variables, separated by sampling 
months, and plotted by environmental variable. The x-coordinate gives values between 1 (perfect positive monotone 
correlation) and -1 (perfect inverse monotone correlation). Plot-specific abbreviations: N: Total nitrogen, CN: 
Carbon/Nitrogen ratio, CC: Cell counts, PLFA.T: Remaining PLFA signals after removal of fungal and protozoal PLFAs. 
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8.10 Scales represented by selected dbMEMs in the ScaleMic plot  
 
Figure 84. The scales represented by dbMEMs interpolated from a 100 m2 grid with 360 regular spots. Each dot represents 
a pair of geographical distance between two sites and the corresponding Euclidian distance between the two values the 
depicted dbMEM has assigned to the two sites. This plot should demonstrate that the dbMEMs cannot be used to 
distinguish clear cut scales on which acidobacterial OTUs are filtered. Instead, dbMEMs in this site rather operated on a 
gradient of the available distances, and rather reflected degrees of patchiness (see 8.11). 
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8.11 Significant dbMEMs in the full RDA model 
 
Figure 85. Maps representing 21 distance-based Moran's eigenvector Maps (dbMEMs), which were selected as spatial 
covariates significantly structuring the acidobacterial OTU dataset in redundancy analysis. 
8.12 Information loss induced by rarefying high dimensional data 
 
Figure 86. This plot shows the net-loss of information by rarefying as a function of sampling depth (i.e. number of reads (x-
coordinates). Each panel represents a single diversity index (0D, 1D, 2D), with the y-coordinate explaining the absolute 
diversity index value. Dots reflect the difference between the raw and rarefied sample. Rarefying the dataset would have 
resulted in a loss of several hundred species in the larger samples, but wouldn't have influenced the diversity measures of 
higher order. Dotted lines represent the baseline of zero effect, separating rarefied and extrapolated samples. 
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8.13 Nucleic acid extraction from soils 
 
Figure 87. Nucleic acid extraction yields by sampling dates. Small letters indicate significant differences between months 
(calculated with function glht() in the R environment). 
 
8.14 Effect of primer dimerization during amplification of the V3 region of 
the 16S rRNA 
 
Figure 88. A typical gel image demonstrating the separation of primer duplex sequences, target amplicons and primer 
monomers, here shown fore replicates of samples 13-18 (left to right). The ladder scale is depicted on the very right side 
of the illustration (taken from www.thermofisher.com). Band separation patterns as for sample 17 always indicated 
amplification failure. 
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8.15 Alignment of the hypervariable region 3 of the 16S rRNA gene 
 
Figure 89 The hypervariable region 3 of the acidobacterial 16S rRNA gene. Gene positions 358–514 of 11862 non-redundant 
acidobacterial sequences extracted from the SILVA database v. 123. The sequence set was aligned with MAFFT, and 
colorized by DNA base. 
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8.16 Barcode-dependent primer performances 
 
Figure 90. Box plots showing the distribution of obtained raw read numbers (ordinate) per used primer barcode (abscissa). 
Every barcode was at least utilized four times in the process of generating 358 Illumina amplicon libraries. Continuous 
sequencing failure was observed for a number of barcodes. 
8.17 Information loss during read procession 
 
Figure 91. The signal loss during the bioinformatical workflow. The box plots represent situations during read procession: 
Raw, after removal of primer dimerization products, after joining of forward and reverse reads, after decontamination of 
chimeric sequences, after removal of reads not assigned to Bacteria, and finally after assigning reads to Acidobacteria with 
the RDP and the taxonomy reference. 
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8.18 Read quality scores 
 
Figure 92. Phred-Score diagrams of the SCALEMIC Illumina sequencing results after joining of forward and reverse reads. 
Ordinates show the Phred-scores; abscissae show the position along the sequence (5' to 3'). The large chart depicts the 
base calling accuracy from all 358 sites, top right is an example of a very precise read assembly, where as bottom right is a 
sample with extremely low reverse read quality. This sample originates from an experimental batch that was dismissed 
from the analysis. 
 
8.19 The hypervariable region 3 of the 16S rRNA as a marker for 
acidobacterial subgroups 
Doubts were raised about the suitability of the V3 of the ribosomal SSU during data analysis, facing the 
large variances in local sequence heterogeneity between the V3 and full length sequences. A simple 
experiment was carried out to answer this question. All non-redundant acidobacterial sequences were 
extracted from the SILVA NR database release 119 (dataset A). From dataset A, the region covering 
positions 341 and 515 in the E. coli rRNA (which was used for the Illumina sequencing protocol in this 
study) was copied to dataset B. Both datasets were subjected to the SILVAngs pipeline, and 
classification results based on 97% similarity clustering were compared. Briefly put, this experiment 
tested if the V3 could find back its original full length sequence. A full report is shown in electronic 
appendix ("\Additional results - SILVAngs sequencing reports\The use of the V3 as a taxonomic marker 
for acidobacterial subgroups"). Here, two pie charts representing the classification report by SILVAngs 
are shown (Figure 93). Only minor disagreements were observed in the two classification outcomes, 
and based on this assessment, I concluded that the V3 is unproblematic in terms of its use as a 
taxonomic marker. 
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Figure 93. Pie charts representing the taxonomic classification of acidobacterial full length sequences (top) and the 
hypervariable region 3 (bottom) of the 16S rRNA. Classification was based on 97% sequence similarity clustering and 
performed with the SILVAngs pipeline using default parameters. 
